The Portucel Soporcel group
is now
T H E N AV I G A T O R C O M P A N Y
Our paper is just the beginning
In Portugal in 1953, we turned a new page in the history of the Pulp and Paper industry. 60 years and many
successes later, we have established ourselves as a leading brand, sold in 5 continents and a standard‑setter
for the industry. The time has come to open up new paths, confident that they will be as reliable as our
products, as sustainable as our industrial plants and as ambitious as our vision of the future.
Navigating through our past, we found a spirit of innovation which is a source of proud and hardwired
into our company. Today, we are Portugal in 123 countries, with our industrial innovation and the excellence
of our products and brands. We are the world leader in the premium office paper segment. We are one of
Portugal’s three largest exporters and part of the lives of millions of people.
Navigating through our present we discover our role, in which paper is just the beginning.
We are the renewable energy yielded by 120 hectares of forests, which inspire and sustain our
future. We are Portugal’s leading producer of power of biomass and we manage the largest forestry
nurseries in Europe, with a management system certified under the strictest international schemes.
And navigating through our future we created our corporate brand, with its roots in Portugal and the
world in our sights. We are now The Navigator Company, a brand to lead our industry, for us to stay ahead
of our time, for our paper to play its role in the world.
It is with proud that in the year that we launched our new corporate brand, we will be incorporating it in the
2015 Annual Report & Accounts, a crucial transition year for all that we want to be in the future.
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1
YEAR IN REVIEW

	Total output of 1.4 million tons of air dry pulp
and 1.6 million tons of paper.
	Turnover up by 5.6% to € 1.6 billion on the
strength of higher pulp and paper prices.
	EBITDA up by 18.7% to € 390 million,
with EBITDA/Sales margin rising to 24%

BUSINESS
DEVELOPMENT

	Debt restructured, with better terms
and longer maturities.

INDUSTRIAL
OPERATIONS
STRATEGIC
DEVELOPMENT

	Pulp output at Figueira da Foz Industrial Complex
hits new record of 580 thousand tons.

	Start-up of new pulp capacity in Cacia, allowing
for 20% increase in annual output thanks to investment
of 42 million Euros.

	Net debt/EBITDA ratio still at prudent
levels, below average for sector.

	Portucel accounts for 4.8% of all electricity generated
in Portugal, most of it obtained from renewable
resources – forestry biomass and by-products
from manufacturing processes.
	The alternatives for growth set out
in the strategic plan reflect total
investment of 148 million Euros.

	Paper sales in excess of 1.2 billion Euros,
the highest figure ever.
	Paper sales grow by 4.0% in value
from 2014 to 2015.

	Start-up of new pulp capacity in Cacia,
allowing for 20% increase in annual
output.

PULP AND PAPER
BUSINESS

	Positive performance in BEKP
pulp business, with increase of 25.6%
in reference price in Euros.

	New strategic plan drawn up
for environmental issues.

ENVIRONMENTAL
PERFORMANCE

	Move into the tissue sector,
with acquisition and integration
of AMS, and investing approximately
36 million Euros in the expansion project
for this unit.

	“Safe Forest” project: partnership
with the National Firefighting Academy,
stressing the importance of prevention
in fighting forest fires.

	Start of construction work on a pellets
factory in the USA, investment of 32
million Euros.

	Support for the Pera Project for the second
year, at local schools around the Group’s
industrial plants.

	Construction and start-up
of Luá Nurseries, in Zambézia,
preparing the way for large scale
forestry planting phase.

	Open Doors programme at the Setúbal
and Figueira da Foz sites.

	Portucel Moçambique unveils 7-year
social development programme.

SOCIAL
RESPONSIBILITY

	Forestry certification maintained under the two
schemes most widely recognized around the world:
PEFC1 (renewed in 2015) and FSC®2 (maintained).

	Increased participation in WBCSD –
World Business Council for Sustainable
Development with the appointment
of the Portucel Group’s CEO as co-chair
of the Forest Solutions Group (FSG),
which works to promote global solutions
and good practices in the forestry products
industry worldwide.

RESEARCH
AND
DEVELOPMENT

	Viveiros Aliança increases sales by 19%,
with 36% of plants for internal Group consumption
and 64% for sale on the market.

	Structural and cross-group projects
involving employees in multidisciplinary
teams able to promote Company spirit,
unity and culture.

	Coordination of the team that planned and built
the Group’s first nursery facility in Mozambique,
officially opened in September 2015.
	Completion of two joint research projects:
the Fire-Engine Project (Flexible Design of Forest
Fire Management Systems) led by MIT Portugal
(Massachusetts Institute of Technology)
and research into forestry landowners and risk
management, expanding Group know-how,
and in particular the expertise of its operational
staff, through sharing knowledge on best practices
in forest fire protection.

	Tissue business accounted for around
3% of turnover.
	Capacity at the Vila Velha de Ródão
plant doubled to 60,000 tons/year.
	Installation of two new converting lines
with capacity of 64,000 tons/year.
1
2

	Support for Portucel Soporcel
Florestal in reviewing its fertilisation
programme, in irrigated eucalyptus
projects and in implementing
a more accurate model for
estimating aforest yields.
	Support for the forestry project
in Mozambique, by assessing trials
and plant health situation, verifying
clone identity and review of forestry
practices.

	Completion of two forestry projects – m3 Project
and Work Development Project – crucial to the
strategy and development of the Group’s new
organisational model for forestry operations.

TISSUE BUSINESS

	Group workforce grows to approximately
2,660 as a result of Mozambican
and Colombo projects.

	The Group has adopted the G4 version
of the GRI (Global Reporting Initiative)
sustainability reporting framework.

	Forestry research and consultancy
projects with direct impact on
Group business.

	Group performance has stabilised
at levels consistent with the best
technologies in the sector.

	Continued programme to rejuvenate
the workforce, which the Group is
seeking to renew by recruiting younger
staff, laying the foundations for future
development.

	A new sustainability governance model
with creation of the Sustainability
Department and the Sustainability Forum.

	Sustainable management consolidated
as key component of Group’s strategy
for growth.

	World Forest Day and World Environment Day
celebrated with “Give the Forest a Hand”.
For the fifth consecutive year, this project
reached more than 1,400 children in 2015.

	Sound environmental performance at all
the Group’s industrial complexes thanks
to measures implemented in the fields
of air quality, waste water, energy
and materials.

HUMAN
RESOURCES

SUSTAINABILITY

	800 thousand tons of finished products at Setúbal
Industrial Complex.

	Completion of two QREN projects
in the field of technological research
and consultancy.

FORESTRY

User license code: FSC C010852
User license code: PEFC/13-23-001
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The Group’s capabilities and plans will now need to
be complemented by social and political stability in
Mozambique, and the gradual construction of the
infrastructures needed by the country, in order for this
ambitious project to take root and succeed.

Pedro Queiroz Pereira
Chairman of the Board of Directors

SHAREHOLDERS,
Your company once again recorded excellent performance in 2015. Sales grew for the sixth consecutive year, rising to
their highest ever level. This increase in sales was achieved without sacrificing operational returns, where the degree of
success enjoyed by the Group continues to set it apart from its competitors in the industry. I am particularly delighted
to report that exports rose to new record levels, in excess of 1.3 billion Euros.
This was also a year of significant developments in the life of the Group, and I shall here draw your attention to some
of the highlights.
First of all, the Group implemented its decision to move into a new business area, tissue, which offers interesting
possibilities for leveraging future growth. This decision was taken after careful and thorough reflection on the specific
fields of expertise existing in the Group, the dynamics in the different markets and the synergies which such a move
could offer.
Secondly, I would like to refer to the start of physical construction work on the project for a pellets factory in the United
States, where production is due to start up in the third quarter of this year. The investment project will give the Group
its first industrial facility outside Portugal, located in a country where the business dynamic will provide a permanent
stimulus for exploration of new development opportunities.
Thirdly, I must mention the construction and start-up of the forestry nurseries in Mozambique; I was honoured to be
accompanied by the Mozambican President at the official opening of this facility. These nurseries boast production
capacity and operational standards which rival the best facilities in the world and bear witness to our ability to put
plans into practice, even under manifestly difficult conditions, further exacerbated by the severe weather experienced
in Zambézia province in 2015.

I would also like to highlight the Group’s decision
(implemented in early 2016) to rebrand itself as The
Navigator Company. The new name has been adopted
by all companies in the Group, establishing the necessary
sense of unity, both internally and externally. Directly
inspired by the brand for its most prestigious product,
the new name is an added stimulus to motivation. Rather
than forcing a new identity on the Group, the new
name actually underlines its true individuality, turning
the spotlight on its distinctive features, in particular its
pioneering spirit and its fearless ability to take ambitious
plans and turn them into reality.
The Group’s strong identity, now symbolically represented
by the Navigator brand, has been one of the factors
responsible for its success and has encouraged its leading
shareholder, Semapa, to support this development
strategy, which has made great demands in terms of
investment.
The Group has skilfully taken advantage of one of the
factors in its ability to compete: the variety of eucalyptus
cultivated in Portugal, Eucalyptus globulus. The intrinsic
properties of this wood mean that it is particularly well
suited to produce pulp, paper and tissue with distinctive
qualities, greatly valued by the market.

These achievements have allowed the industry to establish
itself as one of the sectors that contributes most to the
country’s wealth, to job creation, regional development
and exports. I have frequently warned of the need for
concerted efforts to allow Portuguese woodlands, and its
eucalyptus forests in particular, to increase their yields
and for certified management to be widely adopted.
This is an essential aim, perfectly achievable, but it needs
persistent and properly focussed efforts on the part
of the authorities and all those interested in forests as
a major source of renewable wealth. In order for this to
be achieved, forestry policy will necessarily have to be
guided by technical and scientific criteria, and not held
back by preconceived ideas, unrelated to the real facts of
properly organised forestry operations.
The Group has a portfolio of capex projects for its
continued development. This will be essential to
preserve its competitive advantages and is a key factor
in motivating all those who work for it. Implementation
will of course depend on assessments which show that
the conditions needed for their success are in place, with
a view at all time to preserving the Group’s dynamic
balance, which requires growth, profitability and a sound
financial position.
Setúbal, 16th February 2016
Pedro Queiroz Pereira
Chairman of the Board of Directors

I have nothing but praise for the tireless and extremely
professional work carried out by the Group and many
other individuals and organisations (landowners, service
providers, suppliers, producer’s associations, research
centres) to develop and modernise Portugal’s woodlands,
in harmony with the needs of the environment and
biodiversity, the essential foundations for sustainable
operations.
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Diogo da Silveira
Chief Executive Officer

SHAREHOLDERS,
Overall, 2015 was an extremely positive year for our Group. As well as achieving excellent financial results, we faced a
number of significant challenges and demonstrated our industrial capabilities, by optimising operations and pressing
ahead with our plans for strategic growth.
In our core business, the outstanding features of 2015 were rising pulp and paper prices and the strength of the Dollar
against the Euro. Pro-active management of paper sales to dollar-denominated markets and successive price increases,
led by the Group over the year in the European market, allowed paper sales to grow in value by 4% to their highest ever
level. In this context, we generated EBITDA of € 390 million, once again achieving high levels of returns, outperforming
our main rivals.
We paid special attention to our costs, adopting a series of measures to optimise and improve efficiency; in some cases
the impact was immediate, and in others it will be felt over the next few years.
We also had to contend with a number of adversities, including the anti-dumping measures ordered by the US Trade
Department, which affected our commercial operations in the United States. These measures served merely to protect
less competitive local producers and were roundly contested by the Group. However, this was a time-consuming
process, demanding commitment and dedication from a significant number of our staff.

3
MESSAGE
FROM THE
CHIEF EXECUTIVE
OFFICER

In 2015, we also made significant progress in implementing
our strategic development plan. Having acquired AMS at
the start of 2015, we were able to reach the end of the year
with the company successfully integrated into the Group:
information systems were migrated and marketing,
logistical and financial functions were integrated, along
with the workforce.

These were some of the challenges to which we
responded by joining forces across the Group. At
the same time, a rejuvenation programme has been
refreshing our workforce. More than ever, we need staff
who are engaged, skilled and motivated, who can join us
in reshaping our organisational culture, to make us more
united and more adaptable.

Work got under way on building the new pellets factory
in the United States. Good progress has been made, in
particular in consolidating the project team working
in Greenwood, South Carolina. A comprehensive
recruitment process has been launched locally and civil
construction work started on schedule, with production
due to start up in July 2016.

Against this background of change, diversification,
sustained growth, new investment, progress and
consolidation of our strategy, the Portucel Group decided
to rebrand itself. Its new corporate identity combines
strength and togetherness, expressing a unique culture
born out of decades of success. We are now The Navigator
Company and we believe that paper is just the beginning.

In Mozambique, 2015 was a year in which work on setting
up forestry plantations was significantly expanded.
Work was completed on the Luá nurseries, in Zambézia
province, designed to produce cloned saplings on an
industrial basis, starting with capacity for 6 million
plants a year, which has already been doubled.
The nurseries were officially opened at the beginning
of September, in a ceremony attended by the Group’s
senior executives, and also by the President of
Mozambique and representatives from the International
Finance Corporation.

Setúbal, 16th February 2016
Diogo da Silveira
Chief Executive Officer

Our investment plans have obviously required
considerable financial effort, but we remain confident
in our ability to see this through, thanks to our excellent
ability to generate cash flow and our sound balance sheet
structure. We radically restructured our borrowing during
the year, extending maturities and substantially reducing
costs; we were also able to diversify into other sources
of funding. We continue to pursue a generous policy of
shareholder returns, paying out dividends and distributing
significant reserves, as well as paying an interim dividend
in advance of the dividend payable in 2016.
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4.1 BUSINESS AREAS

4.1.2 Research and Development
At the Research & Development nurseries in Espirra,
work proceeded on 220 Eucalyptus globulus clones and
hybrids, requested by RAIZ R&D projects. The nurseries
produced 1,500 hybrid 77,000 plants for the project in
Mozambique.

	PAPER PRODUCTION AND MARKETING (UWF and TISSUE)
	PULP PRODUCTION AND MARKETING
	ENERGY
	RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT
	AGRO-FORESTRY

With the aim of encouraging use of best forestry practices,
the Group operates 11 “technology showcases”: model
eucalyptus plantations showing how the best yields can
be obtained. They also serve to show how woodlands can

4.1.1 Location of Industrial Facilities Commercial Subsidiaries

be responsibly managed, using certified cloned saplings
and complying with forestry certification standards.
President Cavaco Silva visited RAIZ in 2015 for a special
event called “Forest with Life Day” and RAIZ organised
three information sessions on best forestry practices for
eucalyptus production and tillage, aimed at associations
and private producers, to encourage soil conservation
and boost yields.

4.1.3 Nurseries and Technology Showcases

QUINTARREI

MATA DA ARROTA
QUINTA DE SÃO FRANCISCO
OLIVEIRA SELADA (CEIRA)

CANICEIRA
CASAL DO GAVIÃO
SERRA DO SOCORRO 2

EUROPE
Amsterdam, Cacia,
Cologne, Eixo, Figueira da Foz,
Genève, London, Madrid,
Moscow, Paris, Setúbal,
Warsaw, Verona,
Vienna
and Wavre

USA

AFRICA

Norwalk (CT),
Greenwood (SC),
Dallas (TX)
and California (CA)

Casablanca,
Maputo,
Manica
and Zambézia

ASIA
Istanbul

BARQUEIRO/PEREIROS
FONTE SANTA (ROSALGAR)
PILRITEIRO
CASA NOVA DA GALÉ
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4.2 LEADING BUSINESS
INDICATORS

4.3 THE GROUP’S CONTRIBUTION
TO THE PORTUGUESE ECONOMY

SUMMARY OF LEADING INDICATORS – IFRS
2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

Million Euros

Total Sales

1,487.9

1,501.6

1,530.6

1,542.3

1,628.0

385.1

385.4

350.5

328.4

390.0

266.2

286.2

233.7

218.3

282.9

Net Financial Income

-16.3

-16.3

-14.1

-34.2

-50.3

Net Income

196.3

211.2

210.0

181.5

196.4

Operating Cash flow (2)

315.2

310.4

326.8

291.6

303.6

EBITDA (1)
Operating Profits (EBIT):

Capital Expenditure
Interest-Bearing Debt (3)

33.0

30.1

16.9

50.3

148.5

463.5

363.6

307.1

273.6

654.5
2,429.9

Net Assets

2,821.3

2,724.5

2,819.7

2,708.3

Liabilities

1,343.1

1,243.6

1,339.8

1,254.6

1,215.6

Shareholders' Equity

1,477.6

1,480.8

1,479.8

1,453.7

1,214.3

Gross Debt

730.9

693.0

831.3

773.2

727.1

Cash

267.4

329.4

524.3

499.6

72.7

40.6

108.0

144.4

155.8

181.6

22.1

47.4

49.6

50.5

50.5
24.0%

Own Shares (v. market)
No. Own Shares Held at 31/12 (million)
EBITDA / Sales (in %)

25.9%

25.7%

22.9%

21.3%

ROS

13.2%

14.1%

13.7%

11.8%

12.1%

ROE

14.1%

14.3%

14.2%

12.4%

14.7%

ROCE (4)

13.5%

15.1%

12.9%

12.4%

15.7%

Financial Autonomy

52.4%

54.4%

52.5%

53.7%

50.0%

1.2

0.9

0.9

0.8

1.7

Net Debt / EBITDA

The Portucel Group has a structural impact on the
Portuguese economy. In 2015, its relative importance may
be briefly quantified as follows:
Turnover of more than 1.6 billion Euros, representing
almost 1% of Portugal’s GDP;
Exports worth 1.3 billion Euros, corresponding to nearly
3% of Portuguese exports of goods;
95% of pulp and paper sales to 123 countries, over five
continents;
Sales to North America and the Middle East account for
6% and 10% of Portuguese exports to these markets;
European leader in the production of certified forestry
plants;
European leader in the production of BEKP (Bleached
Eucalyptus Kraft Pulp) and the fifth leading producer
worldwide;
Leading European manufacturer of UWF (uncoated
woodfree) paper and the 6th leading producer
worldwide;
World leader in genetic improvements to Eucalyptus
globulus, producing 6 million clones a year for planting
in forests under Group or third party management;
Navigator – the world’s top-selling brand of premium
office paper;
Annual production capacity for 1.6 million tons of
paper, 1.5 million tons of pulp and 2.5 TWh in power
generation;
Direct workforce of 2,660 employees, while generating
indirect employment also counted in the thousands;

More than 5,600 Portuguese suppliers;
Management of around 120 thousand hectares of agroforestry holdings over 167 municipalities and 609 civil
parishes in Portugal;
Portugal’s leading producer and planter of certified
saplings;
First organization in Portugal to be licensed to use
the forest management certification brands awarded
internationally by the FSC® (Forest Stewardship
Council®) and the PEFC (Programme for the
Endorsement of Forest Certification schemes);
The Group is Portugal’s largest producer of energy
from biomass, accounting for approximately 50% of the
country’s total power generation from this renewable
source;
Power output amounting to 4.8% of all electricity
generated in Portugal;
In terms of logistics, the Group handled approximately
1.8 million tons in primary transport between its mills
and its clients;
In the port sector, the Group is the exporter responsible
for the largest turnover in containerized cargo in
Portugal, and in all probability in the Iberian Peninsula,
accounting in 2015 for approximately 7% of all
containerized cargo in the country.

Euros

Net Earnings per Share

0.26

0.29

0.29

0.25

0.27

Cash Flow per Share

0.42

0.43

0.46

0.41

0.42

EBITDA per Share

0.52

0.54

0.49

0.46

0.54

Book Value per Share

1.98

2.06

2.06

2.03

1.69

Operating profits + depreciation + provisions
(2)
Net profits + depreciation + provisions
(3)
Interest-bearing net debt – liquid assets
(4)
Operating results / (av. shareholders’ equity + average net debt)
(1)
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4.4 GROUP
PROFILE

4.4.2. International Leader
With its new development strategy, the Portucel Group is
working towards growth on two fronts: by consolidating
its projects currently under way and by moving into new
business areas.

4.4.1. A World Class Company
The Group marked the start of 2015 by launching New
Cycle, a new 10-year phase of growth. This project maps
out the Group’s strategic plan for the next ten years and
lays the foundations for a new phase of growth, in Portugal
and around the world. The new Mission, Vision and Values
are a fundamental step towards achieving this change.
The Group’s aspirations are now focussed on expanding
even further its business portfolio to consolidate the
Company as an international standard-setter, whose vital
importance to Portugal was acknowledged by the panel
of judges for the Excellens Oeconomia award.
This was a year in which impressive capex projects were
announced for locations around the world, from Cacia
(59 million Euros) and Vila Velha de Ródão (80 million

Euros) to South Carolina (USA) (110 million Euros)
and Mozambique – where, in total, investment will top
2.6 billion USD. These projects reflect the Company’s
long-term vision, its economic and financial sustainability,
its ability to change and adapt, its willingness to innovate
and also its intention of setting global standards in its
business areas.

On the first of these fronts, the company remains the
world leader in premium office paper, thanks to the
Navigator brand, and a world class manufacturer of
UWF printing and writing paper and of bleached
eucalyptus pulp.
At the same time, it is moving into new business areas: the
Group is investing in the construction of a pellets factory
in the United States, allowing it to establish itself in a fastgrowing sector: industrial processing of forestry products

– a renewable and sustainable alternative to using fossil
fuels. Alongside this, it has expanded its industrial base in
Portugal by moving into the tissue sector, acquiring and
doubling capacity at the Iberian Peninsula’s most efficient
and profitable tissue manufacturer, AMS-BR Star Paper,
S.A.. Its aim is to create a stronghold in the household
papers sector, manufacturing toilet paper, kitchen roll,
paper napkins and other domestic products.
This is another step towards success on the competitive
international markets where, in 2015, it achieved growth
in turnover of 5.6% to 1.6 billion Euros, thanks to rising
pulp and paper prices.

This was the background of change, repositioning,
diversification, progress, sustained growth, new
investment and strategy consolidation against which the
Portucel Group decided, in 2015, to rebrand and launch
a new corporate identity for the Group. The new identity
combines strength and togetherness, emerging from a
unique culture born out of decades of success.
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4.4.3. Our Workforce

4.4.4. Forestry and Sustainability

4.4.5. Renewable Energy

4.4.7. Social Responsibility

More than just employees, it is people who have made our
Company what it is today, and who have made its success
possible. With every project, and every achievement,
they have supported and inspired the Group’s new vision,
mission and values, making a crucial contribution to the
Company’s future and growth.

Forestry is the source of the Group’s wealth and remains
one of the pillars of its business operations, where
sustainability is the key to conservation and prosperity.
The Group has embraced protection, prevention and
sustainable management, reaffirming its commitment to
sustainability as one of the core values in its development
strategy.

Sustainability is one of the Group’s prime concerns.
This is why one of the most important measures in
its sustainability strategy involves the production of
renewable energy. The Company has achieved a high
level of efficiency in generating approximately 50% of all
renewable energy produced from biomass in Portugal,
and is the country’s leading producer of green power
from this energy source.

The Group continued in 2015 to pursue its policy of
sustainability, in which social responsibility is a key
feature. In a year of constant change, the Group stayed
faithful to its values and restated its willingness to give
back to local people and communities and its aspiration to
setting new standards for quality while at the same time
concerning itself with how to create a more sustainable
world through all its operations.

It is thanks to this resource that the Group’s natural gas
co-generation plants generate power equivalent to 4.8%
of Portugal’s total power output, helping to make the
Group the country’s largest producer of energy from
biomass

Through its engagement with setting good environmental
practices, reforestation and fire prevention, the Company
has set up and involved itself in projects seeking not only
to protect the environment, but also to contribute to
the cultural and social life of the community with which
it comes into contact, directly or indirectly, sharing its
vision for the country and the world.

With this in mind, a series of structural, cross-group
projects were implemented in 2015 to add value and
develop our internal resources. Increasingly, the aim is
to form our staff into multidisciplinary teams who can
promote the Company’s spirit, its sense of togetherness
and its culture. Examples of this can be found in the
Re-Innovate Programme, geared to encouraging
a permanent culture of innovation, and also the
company’s first Trainees Programme, which has created
a remarkable talent pool to support future development
of our management team with an integrated vision of our
business.
Our strategic focus in on valuing, rewarding and
developing our internal resources, to make this important
company asset stronger, more capable and ready for
change.

A business model that conciliates environmental, social
and economic concerns has been central to a venture
that remains one of the main driving forces in the
improvement of Portugal’s woodlands. An example of
this approach is the 3 million Euros invested in preventing
forest fires, training, research and support for firefighting
operations and the Group’s increased engagement
through AFOCELCA in the work of the National Civil
Protection Service.

4.4.6. Research and Renewal
The Portucel Group has consistently invested in research
and development in every area of its business. But
what the company is really proud of is its investment
in forestry research. The Group has its own forestry
and paper research institute (RAIZ), through which it is
directly involved in projects that help to increase yields in
eucalyptus plantations, as well as improving the quality
of the fibre produced and the sustainable management
of woodlands.
This research and constant renewal are reflected in the
operations of Viveiros Aliança S.A., the nursery operator
which produces plants for the group. This subsidiary is
geared to large-scale production of forest plants, using
advanced technology to high standards of efficiency
Viveiros Aliança is today well-equipped to supply the
Group’s needs, operating one of the largest and most
up-to-date nurseries for certified forest plants in Europe,
able to produce 12 million plants a year.
In 2015 alone, this research and investment in forestry
renewal was visible, for example, in the support for
the construction and start-up of the Luá Nurseries in
Mozambique, the largest nursery facility for cloned plants
in Africa, where it will be possible to clone eucalyptus
on site to supply the needs of an integrated forestry
production project.
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2015

2014

Change (5)
2015/2014

Million Euros

Total Sales

1,628.0

1,542.3

5.6%

EBITDA (1)

390.0

328.4

18.7%

Operating Profits

282.9

218.3

29.6%

Financial Results

-50.3

-34.2

47.2%

Net Earnings

196.4

181.5

8.2%

Cash Flow

303.6

291.6

4.1%

81.0

236.8

-65.8%

Free Cash Flow (2)
Capex (6)

148.5

50.3

Net Debt (3)

654.5

273.6

EBITDA/Sales (%)

98.2
380.9

24.0%

21.3%

2.7 pp

ROS

12.1%

11.8%

0.3 pp

ROE

14.7%

12.4%

2.3 pp

ROCE

15.7%

12.4%

3.3 pp

1.7

0.8

Net Debt / EBITDA (4)
Operating profits + depreciation + provisions
Var. Net debt + dividends + share buyback
Interest-bearing net debt – liquid assets
(4)
EBITDA corresponding to last 12 months
(5)
Percentage variation corresponds to figures not rounded up/down
(6)
Capex not including € 41 Million of AMS acquisition
(1)

(2)

(3)

5.1 ANALYSIS OF RESULTS
2015 was a landmark year in the history of the Portucel
Group, not just because of the launch of the strategic
development plan for the new cycle of growth, but
also because of the excellent operating performance
achieved in its core pulp and paper business. Turnover
stood at € 1.6 billion for the period, the highest figure ever
recorded, reflecting an increase of approximately € 85.7
million in relation to 2014 up 5.6%, resulting essentially
from the increase in pulp and paper prices, caused by
the strength of the Dollar against the Euro. Inclusion of
figures for tissue business in the Group’s consolidated
accounts contributed to the growth recorded. Paper sales
accounted for 75% of turnover, with energy representing
12%, pulp 9% and tissue paper approximately 3%.
In the UWF (uncoated woodfree paper), the European
market registered only a slight reduction in apparent
consumption (around 0.3%), and exports grew
significantly, supported by the favourable USD exchange
rate. Taking advantage of foreign exchange trends,
Portucel expanded its sales to USD denominated
markets, recording growth of approximately 1.7% in the
volume of sales to these markets. The Group’s average

sales price evolved favourably, rising by approximately
5% over 2014, making it possible to achieve growth of
4.0% in the value of paper sales in 2015, which rose to its
highest ever level at above € 1.2 billion. Over the same
period, the benchmark index in Europe, PIX A4- Copy B,
dropped by 0.6%. In terms of volume, there was a slight
reduction of 0.6%, due essentially to efforts to replenish
stocks, which had fallen to a very low level, and to the
increase in the volume in transit to clients.
Bleached eucalyptus pulp (BEKP) business maintained
the positive performance recorded since the start of the
year, with prices significantly better than in the same
period in 2014. The dollar-denominated price index
performed well, with an average price of 784 USD/ton,
as compared to 746 USD/ton in the same period in the
previous year. Due to the foreign exchange effect, this
increase translated into a sharp rise in the price in Euros,
with the benchmark PIX BHKP index pointing to an
average of € 705/ton, up by 25.6% on the same period
in the previous year. The upward trend in pulp prices
resulted in an increase of 23.2% in the value of sales,
despite a reduction of 1.7% in the quantity sold.

The reduction in the pulp sales volume in 2015 can
essentially be attributed to the smaller quantities
available for sale on the market, as a result of a stoppage
at the Cacia mill to allow for work to expand the plant’s
capacity. This project, involving a 20% increase in rated
capacity, has been successfully completed, and the
Cacia mill went back into production at the end of June.
Output figures have been consistent with the anticipated
learning curve as the mill moves towards stability at the
new target output levels established for the expansion
project: 350,000 tons per annum of BEKP.

Personnel costs rose by around € 34.2 million, due
essentially to the following factors:

Power generation and sales were affected by maintenance
stoppages in Cacia, Setúbal and Figueira da Foz, causing
the Group’s gross annual output to drop by 4.2% in relation
to that recorded in 2014. Combined with the reduction in
the prices invoiced, this resulted in a reduction of 16.1% in
power sales to the national grid.

In this scenario, consolidated EBITDA rose strongly to €
390 million, representing an increase of approximately
61.6 million in relation to 2014.

Lower prices for power from natural gas co-generation
plants were influenced by falling Brent prices and the
weakness of the Euro against the US dollar. In another
significant development at the end of the year, the
Figueira da Foz natural gas co-generation plant suffered
a cut in the tariff applied to power sales to the national
grid as a result of the alteration of Decree-Law 23/2010
by Decree-Law 68-A/2015, meaning that, from 2016
onwards, this facility will now be operated for internal
consumption only.
In tissue business, AMS’ sales of products and goods grew
by approximately 6%, thanks to increased production and
converting capacity. The completion and successful startup in September of the second reel production machine
was a significant milestone, and allowed to double
annual production capacity from 30,000 to 60,000
tons. The increase in quantities sold, combined with
some improvement in the average sales price, resulted in
growth of 9% in tissue sales, which stood at € 55.8 million.
On the production side, raw material costs improved
significantly. The Group’s supply mix included an
increasing proportion of wood sourced from within
Portugal, resulting reduction in the supply from the
Spanish market. This change, combined with optimisation
of logistical costs and an improvement in specific
consumption, resulted in favourable evolution in the most
important cost item, despite the fact that significant
wood imports from South America are still necessary.

Growth in the Group’s workforce, in particular for the
Mozambique project (accounting at year end for 228
employees) and the inclusion of AMS’ personnel costs;
Non-recurrent factors, such as the allocation made
to the Pension Fund, an increase in severance pay,
relating to compensation awarded under the current
rejuvenation programme, and the estimated cost of the
2015 performance bonus.

The figure recorded for EBITDA also reflects a positive
contribution of € 8 million from AMS’ operations, as well
as a negative figure of approximately € 10.9 million in
relation to the Mozambique project and the new pellets
project in the United States, both still at the investment
stage. Also significant was the negative impact of € 3.8
million resulting from application of the anti-dumping tax
in the United States.
The EBITDA/Sales margin also improved, standing at
24%. Operating cash flow stood at € 303.6 million, up by
4.1% on the same period in 2014.
Operating income also improved significantly, up by
29.6% to € 282.9 million.
The Group recorded a financial loss in the period of €
50.3 million Euros, as compared with a negative result in
2014 of 34.2 million Euros. The main difference resulted
from the recognition of costs relating to partial early
repayment of Portucel Senior Notes 5.375%. The nominal
amount repaid was € 200 million (out of total borrowing
of € 350 million), the price paid was the face value of the
notes, plus a contractual premium for early repayment, of
approximately € 14.6 million. This early repayment also
triggered immediate recognition of approximately € 2.3
million in costs incurred on this notes issue. This repayment
will allow for a significant reduction in financial costs, as
the Group simultaneously renegotiated a bond issue for
the same amount (€ 200 million), on more advantageous
terms and a longer maturity. Financial results also include
the cost of foreign exchange hedges contracted for 2015
of approximately € 6.8 million.
As a result, consolidated net income for the period stood
at € 196.4 million, representing growth in relation to 2014
(up by 8.2%).
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5.2 MARKET ANALYSIS
5.2.1. UWF Paper

5.2.2. Tissue Paper

2015 figures point to a very slight decline in apparent
consumption of UWF in Europe of 0.3% in relation to the
same period in 2014, whilst the main benchmark index
for UWF prices (PIX A4-Copy B) was down year-on-year
by 0.7%. In this environment, as already observed over
the year, the weakness of the Euro against the dollar
drove the European industry to look for more profitable
opportunities, boosting the volume of exports and consequently reducing the volume sold to the European market. The capacity utilization rate stood at approximately
92%, 1.5 percentage point up on the figure recorded in
the previous year, whilst the order book for the industry
in the period was 1.3% higher than in 2014.

In the tissue segment, the Group operates in two market
segments: the At Home segment, which accounts for
75% of the total market, and Away From Home, offering
a varied range of products in both. The sales strategy is
focussed mainly on the Iberian market, but the company
is developing other high-potential markets, especially in
Europe and Africa.

In the US, apparent consumption of UWF paper dropped
by 0.4% up to November, with a very significant drop
in imports, down by 12.1%, as a result of anti-dumping
measures imposed on Chinese, Australian, Brazilian
and Portuguese manufacturers. Even so, the capacity
utilization rate stood at 93%, one percentage point lower
than in the previous year. The leading price index for the
sector (Risi 20lb A4) recorded a drop of 1.8% in relation to
the same period in the previous year, following the trend
recorded since 2010, with a total decline of 12% from the
highest price recorded that year.
In this context, the Group recorded its highest ever figures
for paper sales turnover in 2015, up by close to 4% on
2014. This growth was sustained by an increase in sales
on overseas markets of 1.7% in volume and 14.5% in value,
as it continues to expand into new geographical regions,
improving its penetration in Latin America and Africa.
Sales in Europe were slower, due fundamentally to the
shift in marketing focus to USD-denominated markets,
where contribution margins were higher.

This new move is in line with the Group’s expansion plans,
which now include a fast-growing business segment into
which the Group will gradually introduce its own business
model.
The tissue market in Western Europe totals around 6.4
million tons, with Germany and the United Kingdom at
the top of the ranking for per capita consumption, and a
total of more than 2 million tons per annum. Growth in the
European market over the last ten years has been steady
at an annual rate of approximately 1.3%.
Across all of Western Europe the largest sales are in
toilet paper and kitchen roll/towels, with paper napkins
recording higher sales in Southern Europe and tissues in
Central/Northern Europe.
In terms of results, the tissue business unit recorded sales
of approximately € 55.8 million, representing growth of
close to 9% in relation to the previous year, with 52%
of this value being generated by At Home products, and
the remaining 48% by Away from Home products.
The capacity utilization rate stood at 95%, which
compares favourably with an average of around 88% for
other Western European manufacturers.

As usual, the Group continued to operate at 100% of its
capacity, with order books at fairly comfortable levels in
comparison with the previous year. The Navigator brand
remained the Group’s top performer, achieving growth
of 2.4% and maintaining levels of penetration and brand
recognition unrivalled in the industry.
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5.2.3. Branding

INACOPIA

PIONEER

TARGET

INASET

Inacopia was launched in 1982 and was the first European office

Pioneer is a premium office paper brand specifically targeted at

The Target brand offers a range aimed at consumers seeking to

Tradition, experience and trust are the three central values around

paper to be produced entirely from Eucalyptus globulus pulp. It is

women. In 2015 the brand consolidated and improved its position

achieve maximum impact with their ideas, through the quality of

which the Inaset brand is positioned, combining the tradition of

today a well-established brand with a reputation for high quality

in terms of sales and market share, both in Europe and in other

the documents used to deliver their message.

a pioneering brand with the spirit of innovation. The brand has

standards and a track record dating back 33 years.

international markets, recording its best results in North Africa.

www.inacopia-paper.com

www.pioneer-paper.com

www.target-paper.com

www.inaset-paper.com

stayed true to this tradition for more than three decades, making
The brand offers a full range of paper products, taking in

it a benchmark for leading printing papers around the world.

With a vast range including a line of premium quality products

The brand continues to support Laço, a Portuguese breast cancer

office stationery and also paper for the printing industry. Its

and another of standard quality products, as well as lightweight

charity, and has celebrated the eleventh anniversary of this

consumer appeal is due to high quality standards in special

Inaset is a brand that appeals to quality printers and end

papers, Inacopia offers a solution for each type of application,

partnership.

colour applications and in high volume applications. Outstanding

consumers looking for paper with the best features to deliver

features include the reduced grammage, and consequent

their message to the market, assuring it an extremely loyal

A promotional campaign was launched in 2015 aimed at end

performance and environmental benefits, and the range of

customer base.

consumers: tens of thousands of consumers took part, from 37

products with exceptional physical and optical properties.

depending

on

the

document

and

printing

equipment

requirements.
As one of the longest-established brands in the office paper

countries all over the world. This campaign helped to improve

segment worldwide, the brand focussed efforts in 2015 on

the brand’s positioning, and also increased its awareness ratings.

international markets, achieving significant growth in Africa.
The Pioneer brand was also one of the Top 20 brands in terms

It also uses a distinctive media style, evoking the development of
The brand consolidated its results and strong presence in some

draughtsmanship and painting over the ages, promoting Inaset at

of its markets in 2015, and recorded it best growth in Europe and

the best medium for reproducing the art of the past, always used

Africa.

by master printers.

of spontaneous awareness in the annual market study conducted
by EMGE – Paper Industry Consultants, using a sample of

In 2015, the brand recorded growth in sales, especially in Europe

distribution professionals, and was ranked fourth in terms of

and the Middle East.

brand performance.
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SOPORSET

EXPLORER

DISCOVERY

NAVIGATOR

Soporset is the Portucel Group’s leading brand for the print

With a communication concept based on outdoor sports, the

Renowned the world over for its excellent performance, Discovery

The Navigator brand further consolidated its leadership of the

industry and the European leader in the premium offset and

Explorer brand is well known for its excellent results which

paper continues to set the standards for distribution professionals

premium office paper segment in 2015, with sales up by 2.4%

uncoated pre-print segment. It is known in the market for its

allow consumers to achieve more effective communication and

and other experts in the paper industry.

worldwide.

excellent print quality and machine performance.

a guaranteed impact on readers, especially in documents with
Discovery is a paper brand which combines superb performance

Media and promotional campaigns were instrumental to this

with strong environmental credentials, thanks to an eco-efficient

success: these included “Dreams” and “Around the World in 80
pages”.

www.soporset.com

www.explorer-paper.com

intensive colour use.
Its positioning focuses on issues of performance and printing

www.discovery-paper.com

www.navigator-paper.com

speed, and the brand is chosen by professionals in the industry as

The brand comprises a wide range of products, which also

lightweight paper concept, making it possible to produce more

setting standards in the market.

features papers for the printing industry, including offset and pre-

paper from the same quantity of raw materials, in comparison

print applications.

with traditional 80 g/m2 papers.

its position in the printing segment in 2015, doing especially well

In 2015 the brand achieved spectacular growth in distribution and

With its unique formula, Discovery is today the best-selling 75 g/m2

layout for the 2015 Navigator Students, a product specifically

in the American market, where it recorded robust growth in sales.

sales, especially in Latin America.

office paper in Europe. Sales were also extremely successful in

developed for the student segment. Launched simultaneously in

2015 in Latin America and the brand is currently sold to more than

every country where the brand is sold, the competition attracted

60 countries all round the world.

more than 200 entries.

In another impressive achievement, the Discovery brand was

Navigator Around the World in 80 pages was a competition

ranked second for spontaneous awareness and seventh for brand

in which consumers were invited to write about the most

performance in the 2015 EMGE market study.

memorable journey of their lives, drawing attention to paper as

The Navigator Dreams set out to boost the brand’s awareness

Sold to more than 80 countries, the brand once again improved

with young design professionals, inviting them to develop the

MULTIOFFICE

www.multioffice-paper.com

the ideal vehicle for expressing emotions and experiences. The
competition closed on 31st December, having attracted 573 entries

The Multioffice brand offers a problem-free, multi-functional

from 44 different countries.

paper product, for any printing or copy applications, and has won
a reputation with consumers for high quality standards.

The study conducted annually by EMGE – Paper Industry
Consultants in the wholesale/retail sector has again confirmed

Geared primarily to large volume applications, the range features

Navigator as the leading European brand, in terms of both

70, 75 and 80 g/m2 products, meaning that it offers solutions that

spontaneous awareness and brand performance, obtained

combine lower consumption of natural resources with unrivalled

from the weighted average of various technical and marketing

levels of performance.

attributes. This was the 10th time running that Navigator was
named as the leading brand in terms of awareness in Western

Sold to more than 50 countries, the brand achieved significant

Europe.

growth in sales in 2015, especially in Europe.
This exceptional performance over recent years has earned
Navigator the title of “World Best Selling Premium Office Paper”,
with sales in more than 110 countries.
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5.2.4. BEKP Pulp
The recovery which started in the 4th quarter of 2014 was
sustained throughout 2015, as the pulp market benefited
from a combination of factors, including a slowdown in
new capacity reaching the market, a reduction in supply
due to a number of production stoppages over the year
and robust demand from the Chinese market. Towards
the end of the year, business began to slow down, due to
strong pressure on commodity prices and slower economic
growth in China, the main destination for pulp exports.

Market trends in 2015 allowed prices to rise in relation
to the previous year, and the PIX index stood at average
levels 5.1% higher than in 2014, up from USD 746 to USD
784. In Euros, due to the currency’s weakness against the
dollar, the price increase was even more significant, as can
be seen from the following graph, with a rise of € 114 over
the course of 2015.

Monthly PIX Price Europe – BHKP
USD/ton

EUR/ton
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As reported above, the Chinese market remained the
main driving force behind demand. PPPC W-20 figures
for pulp sales to this market in 2015 point to an overall
increase of 11.0%, with eucalyptus pulp leading the way
with growth of 14.1%.
The Group’s BEKP pulp sales totalled approximately 253
thousand tons in 2015, with an improved position in the
decorative and special papers segment, which accounted
for more than 75%.
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5.3 FinancIAL
Over the course of the year, Portucel continued to
demonstrate excellent capacity for generating cash flow,
with operational cash flow standing at approximately €
303.6 million (as compared to € 291.6 million in 2014).
This capacity to generate funds, combined with the
Group’s sound financial situation, allowed it to meet its
considerable financial commitments maturing in the first
nine months without any disruption.
Acquisition of AMS: in June, Portucel made a payment
of 41 million relating to this takeover; inclusion of AMS’s
debt in the Portucel Group accounts also involved and
increase of € 24 million;
Investment: in line with the plan referred to above,
overall investment totalled around € 148;
Dividend payments: in May 2015, a total of € 310.5 million
was paid out in dividends and reserves, and an advanced
dividend (for 2015) was combined in December with
distribution of retained earnings, corresponding to a
total pay-out of € 130 million.
As a result of these disbursements, interest-bearing net
debt rose by € 380.9 million to € 654.5 million. The Net
Debt/EBITDA ratio stood at 1.7 at the end of December,
as compared with 0.8 at the end of 2014; this increase
was in line with expectations, considering the events
reported above and the investment plan currently being
implemented. In view of the approved investment plan
and the forecast of operating cash flow, no further
increase is anticipated in the level of indebtedness.

Portucel proceeded to restructure its debt over the
course of the year, contracting new credit facilities
and renegotiating the terms and maturities on existing
borrowing. Repayments of € 160 million were made
on bond issues and new commercial paper facilities
were contracted with a total value of € 225 million. An
existing commercial paper facility of € 125 million was
also renegotiated, extending its maturity and reducing
the costs. At the end of the year, the Group had used
€ 225 million of the total commercial paper facility
available to it.
In September, the Group made a partial early repayment
on a bond (Portucel Senior Notes 5.375%), of € 200
million, reducing the value of this issue to € 150 million.
At the same time, the Group made a new issue of notes,
underwritten by two banks, also for a value of € 200
million. This new issue matures in 8 years and has a
substantially lower interest rate than the loan repaid.
After these operations, gross lending at 31 December
2015 stood at € 727.1 million, down by € 46.1 in relation to
the amount recorded in the previous year.
As a result of these refinancing operations, the Group
increased its interest rate exposure, and consequently
negotiated a number of fixed rate hedges, for the € 125
million commercial paper issue and for the new notes
issue of € 200 million.
The average cost of the Group’s net debt now stands at
2.5%, as compared to an average cost of 4.2% prior to the
operations described above.

5.3.1 Financial risk management
instruments
The Group’s activities are exposed to a variety of financial
risk factors, the most significant of which are exchange
rate risk, interest rate risk, commodities risk (including
pulp and CO2 price risk) and credit risk. The company
has accordingly contracted financial instruments to
mitigate the potential adverse effects of these factors on
its financial performance. These instruments are detailed
below.
Exchange Rate Risk
The Group contracted zero cost collars and purchased an
option, with total values respectively of USD 151.2 million
and USD 75 million, in order to cover a significant part
of its net exchange rate exposure on sales estimated for
2016. The Group also maintained its policy of permanent
coverage of net balance sheet exposure in the main
currencies (USD and GBP), by constantly contracting
currency forwards in line with its receivables.
In relation to the exchange rate exposure deriving from
its sales company in the United States (Portucel Soporcel
North America, with equity of USD 25 million), the Group
renegotiated in the course of 2015 the currency forward
contracted in the previous period.

Interest Rate Risk
As stated above, as a result of its refinancing operations,
the Group’s interest rate exposure increased, and it
accordingly negotiated a series of fixed rate hedges. An
interest rate swap was therefore contracted in 2015 with
a value of € 75 million, partially hedging the new bond
issue of € 200 million negotiated in September. A further
interest rate swap was contracted to hedge a fresh issue
of commercial paper worth € 125 million. In early 2016,
the Company negotiated another swap with a value of
€ 125 million as an hedge for the remainder of the € 200
million bond issue. Including all these operations, the
Group had interest rate swaps with a total value of 325
million Euros, hedging around 50% of its net debt.
Pulp Price Risk
No operations were contracted for this specific risk in
2015.
CO2 Risk
As the free CO2 emission licenses assigned under the
CELE legal framework were insufficient for estimated
emissions from the Group’s plants up to 2020, it was
decided to purchase CO2 licenses. In the course of 2015,
approximately 200,000 licenses were acquired for future
delivery in 2017-2018.
Credit Risk
We continued with our policy of hedging exposure by
means of credit insurance, renewing the credit insurance
policy for the current year. All sales not covered by the
credit insurance have their risks minimised through other
solutions which cancel out the underlying risk: bank
guarantees, documentary credits or others.
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6.1 STRATEGIC DEVELOPMENT
CONSOLIDATION OF EXISTING PROJECTS
In March 2015, the Group announced it was moving into
the tissue segment by acquiring AMS-BR Star Paper,
located in Vila Velha de Ródão. The acquisition value was
€ 41 million, the Company had a net debt of approximately
€ 24 million and a project to increase tissue production
capacity of € 36 million. The new capacity came on line
in September and includes a machine with production
capacity of 30 thousand tons, as well as new converting
capacity, of more than 20 thousand tons. At year‑end
2015, nominal capacity at the Vila Velha de Ródão
therefore totalled 60 thousand tons in reels and 64
thousand tons in processed products.
Work proceeded over the year to integrate AMS into
Portucel and has now been concluded. This consisted of
integrating the information systems and organisational
procedures, in the fields of marketing, logistics, finance
and human resources. The entire AMS workforce (199
employees) has also been integrated in the Group.
In addition, major strides were made towards exploiting
synergies, in terms of logistics, pulp and energy.
In addition to acquiring AMS, the Group also pressed
ahead with developing the alternative areas for growth
set out in its strategic plan. Capital expenditure stood
at approximately € 148 million, including € 62 million on
pulp and paper business (of which € 42 million related to
the expansion plan at Cacia), € 36 million on expanding
tissue capacity at the mill in Vila Velha de Ródão, € 18
million on the project in Mozambique and €32 million on
building the pellets factory in the United States.

6.1.1 Tissue Project
In view of the Portucel Group’s strategic option to
diversify its business and move into the tissue segment,
Portucel has approved investment on a tissue production
and converting line with rated capacity of 70 thousand
tons per annum, representing estimated expenditure of
approximately € 121 million. As a result of this project,
the Group will have total annual capacity in this sector of
130,000 tons.

The environmental impact studies were drawn up and
submitted to the authorities, in order to obtain the
Environment Impact Declaration (EID), after which it will
be possible to start construction work on the industrial
unit. At the same time, work is proceeding on assessing
tenders for the supply of equipment, as well as for the
engineering and specialist services involved.
As stated in previous reports, the investment decision is
nonetheless conditional on a number of pre-conditions
being met, including approval by AICEP of the application
for financial and/or fiscal subsidies under the Portugal
2020 programme, a decision which is still pending. An
application has also been submitted to the PIN project,
and this was accepted by AICEP in January this year.

6.1.2 Pellets
The project for a new pellets factory in the United States
has continued to make good progress, in particular by
consolidating the project team working in Greenwood,
South Carolina. The company is currently recruiting the
workforce of around 70 employees needed to operate the
plant, and around 25 individuals have already been hired
and are receiving training. The civil construction work
got under way in early August 2015. Work started on the
foundations and buildings where the main equipment has
already been fitted, and mechanical installation work is
due to be completed in April 2016. The commissioning
and trial operation period will start in May, with production
planned to start up in July. Contracts have already been
awarded for approximately 96% of the investment total.
Over the course of the year, the initial investment sum
for this project was revised up from USD 110.8 to USD
116.5 million, and the plant’s rated production capacity
was increased from 460,000 tons to 500,000 tons a year.

6.1.3 Mozambique
Forestry
plantation
operations
have
expanded
significantly in 2015 with a view to supplying the future
industrial complex.

executives of the Portucel Group, and also by the
President of Mozambique and representatives from the
International Finance Corporation.

In an important breakthrough, Portucel Moçambique
successfully obtained the environmental license needed
for forestry operations in Zambézia and Manica provinces.

Despite the adverse weather, with record floods at the
beginning of the year and extreme drought for the rest
of the year, it was possible to keep planting operations
going, albeit at a slower pace than initially envisaged.

Work was also completed on the Luá nurseries, in
Zambézia province, designed to produce cloned saplings
on an industrial basis, starting with capacity for 6
million plants a year, which has already been doubled.
The nurseries were officially opened at the beginning
of September, in a ceremony attended by the senior

Lastly, the organisation continues to adjust to the increasing pace of local operations, and work has been
completed on the housing centre to provide accommodation for some of the staff located in Zambézia
(Nipiode).

6.2 ORGANISATIONAL
CULTURE AND MOBILISATION
The Portucel Group believes that success will come from
offering innovative services and products and that these
will emerge from a motivational working environment
in which initiative and risk-taking are encouraged, in a
unique culture enriched by its history. It has therefore
been essential to create a strong corporate culture,
focussed on people and geared to change and new
challenges.

In order to encourage cooperation across the group and
between the different divisions, a number of projects were
launched in 2015 to promote a culture in which different
functions and levels work together as one, in which all
employees take an active part in optimising processes
and creating added value, believing that innovation
depends not just on technology, but also on the dynamic
of internal resources, and their growing capabilities.

This was the context for the decision in 2015 to set up a
new area within Corporate Communications, responsible
for Organisational Culture and Mobilisation. Cross-group
initiatives in this area, in conjunction with the Talent
Management Department, have served the strategic aim
of supporting the Group’s development.
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6.2.1. Employer Branding

6.2.2. Development Centre

6.2.3. Trainees Programme

6.2.4. Academy

In 2015 the Group adopted a policy of Employer Branding
to promote the company at Portugal’s engineering and
management faculties and institutes. The strategy is
to consolidate the Group’s image with this student
population, positioning it as one of Portugal’s top
employers.

The Portucel Group regards its employees as its principal
resource and a strategic asset which has contributed
significantly to its development and growth. In 2015, it
launched the Development Centre Project – Development
for Growth – designed primarily to stimulate the personal
and professional development of its human resources.

The Trainees Programme is focussed on attracting and
developing young talent, in order to create a talent pool
which in the medium term (2 years) will be ready to fill
vital positions in the organisation. The programme’s aims
can be summarised as follows:

Developed in the course of 2015, the Academy is a project
designed primarily to expose the company’s senior
management to a range of strategic issues, bringing them
into contact with universities and top managers in other
companies. This is intended to equip them with a series of
shared tools which can make a vital difference in planning
the Group’s future success.

This issue is even more important at this moment, as the
Group establishes itself in other geographical regions and
is conducting a programme to rejuvenate its workforce,
meaning that it needs to attract new talent, and then
develop and keep these individuals in the company.

In line with the Group’s new cycle of growth, this project
sets out to recognise the fundamental value of its
assets, helping them to learn about their own potential
and to take charge of their personal and professional
development.

This has also involved establishing cooperation
agreements with Portugal’s most respected and
prestigious universities whose areas of study overlap
with the Group’s concerns. Steps have also been
taken to strengthen institutional relations with certain
polytechnics in more specific training areas such as the
environment, forestry and others.

This project will take place over two years, and
will involve systematic procedures to acquire more
detailed information on the development capacity
of approximately 50 senior managers at the Group’s
industrial facilities. The programme will enable staff
to plan, develop and manage their careers on a more
structured and participative basis, in conjunction with
their superiors.

In its launch year, the Employer Branding project involved
participation in specific events organised by universities,
corporate presentations and also open days when
university students were invited to visit the company.
In 2016, the company plans to take part in job and career
fairs organised by several universities, where recent
graduates search for the best company at which to launch
their professional careers. All this will be coordinated in
line with the employer branding strategy, which include
designing more effective and interactive communication
materials targeted at the student population.

The main aims of the project are to assess the
development potential of each individual in relation to the
Group’s skills profile, to design development, career and
training plans based on these potential assessments and
not just on performance. This will also provide vital inputs
for the internal selection process and allow for short and
medium term feedback on individual developments and
career expectations, confirming the Group’s commitment
to its most valuable asset: its human resources.

To allow recent graduates to develop a broad base of
professional skills, offering them an overview of the
different sectors they will join;
To manage a future talent pool to fill critical middlemanagement positions as they fall vacant;
To help develop future managers and leaders with an
integrated business vision and the ability to create
synergies across different business areas;
To facilitate interaction between different departments,
by concentrating on developing inter-functional
careers.
Based on the principle of on-the-job learning and
experience, the programme is designed to expose trainees
to work on projects in different business areas. At least
one of these projects will be outside the Department in
which the programme is taking place and another will have
to be in an international setting. International experience is
planned only for the second year of the programme, after
the trainee has gained an overall grasp of the business and
practical experience.

This project will bring together a group of top educational
institutions, in a mould-breaking approach to talent
management policy.
This approach is fundamental at a time when the Group
is rapidly expanding into other geographical regions,
evolving as an organisation and conducting a programme
to rejuvenate its workforce, meaning that it needs to attract
new talent, and then develop and keep these individuals in
the organisation.
Activities will centre on two areas: Inter-Company Training
and Customised Training.
Inter-company training offers the advantage of the
Group’s senior management making contact with their
peers in other organisations, insofar as sharing experience
is an excellent form of professional development.
Customised training allows our experts to be involved in
designing training content and also to act as trainers in
certain subject areas.

Each individual programme is designed by a mentor, who
will oversee the trainee for its duration, ensuring that the
overall aims are being achieved as effectively as possible.

The development strategy will include improving
management and leadership skills as well as developing
expertise in forestry and engineering.

At the same time, each specific project is monitored by
a supervisor, who will accompany the trainee during his
or her placement in a given specific area, ensuring that
critical technical and functional know-how is acquired and
facilitating the trainee’s integration in the team.

Skills development in forestry and engineering will be
coordinated directly with the universities (e.g. Higher
Technical Institute/Higher Institute of Agronomy),
although the Academy will be responsible for the overall
programme, adding the management component.
The training due to start up in 2016 will be provided at the
Academy and focus in particular on the following areas:
Management, finance and negotiation programmes,
included in the open programmes (pre-designed
programmes, opened to people from outside the
Group/other companies);
Management, management control accounting and
finance programmes (customised: designed to reflect
the Group’s particular situation and needs);
Leadership programme (customised);
Marketing programme (customised);
Programmes dealing with innovation, enterprise,
new business, international expansion and strategic
implementation (customised).
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6.3 INNOVATION
AND INTERNAL CONSULTANCY
Created in 2015, the Innovation and Internal Consultancy
Department is essentially responsible for programmes
and projects to be implemented across the Portucel
Group, dealing with issues such as innovation, lean
manufacturing and internal project management. This
connects on an informal basis with different areas of
company business, developing specific approaches for
each of these thematic areas.

6.3.1. The Innovation Programme
The Portucel group’s new Innovation programme is one
of the key elements in the New Cycle strategic project,
launched in 2014. It is designed to play a fundamental role
in unlocking the cycle of growth planned for the years
ahead, which is certain to present us with challenges and
opportunities that the Company needs to be ready to
face. The company intends to use innovation to respond
to these challenges and opportunities, by implementing
a series of initiatives to bring out the creativity and
untapped skills of our organisational structures,
channelling them towards continuous improvement. So
the programme will operate on two main fronts:

6.3.2. Lean Manufacturing
Programme
The Lean Manufacturing programme has been designed
to implement and support a culture of continuous
improvement throughout the Group, through adoption
of methods for pinpointing and eliminating waste as an
integral part of the Group’s corporate identity.
This represents a profound change in how daily work is
organised, carried out and reported, at all levels in the
organisation. The long term aim is for the organisation to
regroup around a more collaborative, multifunctional and
multi-level culture, in which all employees take an active
role in optimising flows and value added.
In view of the complexity of this challenge, the
programme is being implemented over several stages,
and pilot areas have been identified to be the first to
adopt the operating model. The programme will seek
to optimise the management of teams in the field and
develop operational leadership, alongside improvement
projects and new infrastructure to provide support for a
dynamic of improvement cycles.

Mobilising the organisation and raising awareness of
the importance of Innovation for the Group’s future, in
view of technological threats and market globalisation;
Implementing an operational model that channels the
full potential of the organisation’s employees, their
talent, creativity and motivation, to creating real value
for the organisation.
In short, the first step is to attune the entire company to
the strategic value of Innovation in an increasingly global
and competitive market, and then find the best way to
make our creativity work for the Group.
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portucel vs. EUROPEAN INDEXES 2015 (31-12-2014=100)
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In this context, Portucel shares rose by 16.6% and
performed very positively over the first four months of
2015, reaching a high of 4.735 €/share in April, with a
downward adjustment in subsequent months. In terms
of volume, daily trading grew to around 700 thousand
shares after conclusion of the public exchange offer
launched by Semapa, at the end of which the free float
rose to 28.6%. Portucel paid a gross dividend of 0.433 €
per share on 12 May, and in December paid out a further
0.1813€/share by way of interim dividend and distribution
of retained earnings.

jan

The European stock exchanges recorded overall gains
for the year. The top performers were the German and
Portuguese exchanges, with gains of around 10%, despite
the events in the banking sector which had a negative
impact on the Portuguese capital market.

In the pulp and paper sector, the shares of Iberian and
Brazilian pulp manufacturers recorded the most impressive
gains, having benefited over the year from the positive
environment of rising pulp prices and the strong dollar.

31/12/14

The capital markets were extremely volatile in 2015, due
to the various events which left their mark on the year,
including the monetary policies of the central banks,
foreign exchange trends and, in particular, the weakness
of the Euro, falling oil prices and geopolitical conflicts in
the Middle East and Eastern Europe. However, equities
remained one of the financial assets offering the best
yields in 2015 (average of 2.20%), outperforming the
average returns on bonds and commodities.

EUR/Share
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8.1 MANUFACTURING
PULP AND UWF PAPER

In 2015, the Portucel Group recorded a capacity utilization
rate for its industrial facilities of 100%. Total output stood
at 1.4 million tons of air dry pulp and 1.6 million tons of
paper. Pulp output was up by 0.4% on the previous year
and paper output grew by 1.1% over 2014 to an all-time
record level.

PULP AND PAPER PRODUCTION
(thousand tons)
2013

Of the Portucel Group’s three pulp mills, Figueira da Foz
recorded the best performance in 2015, with its highest
ever figure for output: 580 tons of pulp.
The output drop in Cacia, in comparison with 2014,
was the result of a lengthy annual stoppage which was
also used to implement the capacity expansion project,
as previously announced. Delays in the start-up of the
facility were the main reason for the lower output figure
in 2015, 14,000 tons below budget.

2014

2015

1,576

1,559
1,519

1,423

1,424

1,418

In paper manufacturing, output from the two Setúbal
mills broke for the first time through the barrier of 800
thousand tons of finished products.

Pulp (tAD)

PULP (thousand AD)

PAPER (thousand tons)

Paper (ton)

2013

2014

2015

Cacia

313

302

296

Figueira da Foz

563

565

580

Setúbal

547

551

548

Portucel Group

1,423

1,418

1,424

Figueira da Foz

756

765

770

Setúbal

763

794

806

Portucel Group

1,519

1,559

1,576
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Efficiency levels in industrial equipment were significantly
improved in most cases, thanks to a well-established
strategy of continuous improvement.
The quality of industrial assets, combined with careful
maintenance and a sound understanding of production
processes, are the underlying reasons for these successful
results.
Operating costs evolved favourably in general.
Wood costs, the main production factor for pulp, came
down by 4.1% in relation to 2014, due to a reduction of
1.3% in specific consumption of wood and lower average
prices.
The cost of chemicals for pulp production also dropped
by around 2% despite the increase in costs at the Cacia
mill due to the reasons described previously.
In paper manufacture, the main variable cost – eucalyptus
fibre – rose significantly in 2015. The cost of eucalyptus
fibre used in paper production rose by 17% in relation to
2014. In an integrated process, such as that operated at
the Group’s mills, this cost increase is transformed into a
benefit for pulp production.
The cost of chemicals and power for paper manufacture
was practically unchanged.
Regarding overheads, Portucel Group’s maintenance
costs performed negatively, up by 5.2% on the previous
year. The two main reasons for this increase were the
annual stoppage at the Figueira da Foz pulp mill and
the uneven performance of the Cacia mill. In contrast,
maintenance costs at the Setúbal Industrial Complex
performed well, down by 5.4% in relation to 2014.
The only significant capex project at the Group’s pulp and
paper mills was that implemented in Cacia, expanding
pulp production capacity; work on this project started in
2014 and was completed in early 2015. Despite a number

8
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of difficulties experienced during the start-up of the
facilities and an unstable learning curve, the fact that the
planned capacities were achieved in the areas in question
is a good indication that the project was a success. One
extremely positive feature of this project was the fitting
of equipment to collect and treat non-condensable gases,
which resulted in a reduction in odours, and a consequent
improvement in air quality in the mill area.
Engineering designs were produced and a number of
projects have been implemented.
The plant bio-factory (nursery facility) was set up in
Mozambique, with a value of 5.7 million Euros.
Several projects in 2015 focussed on cost cutting. These
included:
Fitting of a new vacuum pump on PM2 in Figueira da
Foz (800 thousand Euros);
Increase in purification capacity on PM2 in Figueira da
Foz (450 thousand Euros);
Shortening of pre-treatment in wood preparation (110
thousand Euros);
Installation of an absorption chiller to produce chilled
water on PM4 in Setúbal (355 thousand Euros).
Projects currently on the drawing table and planned for
execution in 2016 include a solar power facility in Setúbal,
a new system for collecting and storing woodchips in
Figueira da Foz and fitting of increased sodium sulphate
filtering capacity at the sodium chlorate preparation
facilities at the Setúbal and Cacia mills.
The Lean Manufacturing programme started up in 2015
in three pilot areas: Figueira da Foz pulp mill, ATF paper
mill and the market assistance sector of the Commercial
Department. When the pilot areas have been assessed,
the “Kaisen Project” will take place over two years,
starting in 2016.
Also in the field of continuous improvement, work
continued on the 5S + Safety programme.
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8.2 MANUFACTURING
TISSUE PAPER

As part of its development plan for a new cycle of
growth, the Portucel Group decided to diversify into the
tissue sector, and started by acquiring an established
manufacturer: AMS-BR Star Paper, S.A.. At the date of its
acquisition by the Group, work was already under way on
doubling the plant’s production capacity to 60,000 tons/
year and also on expanding its converting capacity by
installing two new lines, one for hand towels and another
for industrial products. This increased converting capacity
at the Vila Velha de Ródão plant to 65,000 tons/year.
Completed in September 2015, this project represented
total investment of 39 million Euros.
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The new production lines have made an outstanding
contribution to efficiency levels, exceeding expectations
for this early stage in the learning curve.
The most significant cost variables in the tissue
manufacturing process are short and long fibre, both of
which are purchased from outside the group. Prices for

fibre were significantly higher than in 2014, up by 16%
(short) and 2% (long). The process of integration into
the Group yielded synergies which avoided any further
increases in purchase prices.
Energy costs expressed in €/ton were not significantly
different from those recorded in the previous period.

As a result, total output from the Vila Velha de Ródão plant
in 2015 stood at 30,019 tons of paper and 35,346 tons
of converted finished products. These figures represent
increases over 2014 of 12.6% and 7.5% respectively.

TISSUE OUTPUT
(tons)

2013

2014

2015

35,346
32,878
30,019
26,227

26,987

Paper Production

26,653

Finished Goods
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The Company regards Risk Management as a core
process in its business activities. It was therefore decided
that a common framework was needed for this process
across the group, detailing the responsibilities of each

organisational unit and creating a model for handling
this issue. In view of this, the Group redesigned its risk
monitoring and management system in late 2014.

9.1 DESIGN OF THE RISK
MONITORING AND MANAGEMENT
SYSTEM
The Portucel Group now has a system for permanent
monitoring of risk management, based on a systematic and
explicit assessment of business risks by all organisational
departments in the Group and identification of the main
controls in place in all business processes. This platform
allows the company to assess on an ongoing basis the
extent to which its internal control system is appropriate
to the risks regarded as most critical from time to time.

To complement this, the Board of Directors, the Executive
Board and the Audit Board have been identified as
the bodies ultimately in charge of the system, whilst
operational responsibility for the procedures lies with the
Internal Audit and Risk Analysis Department (IARAD).

One of the cornerstones of the system is the conviction
that risk management is not merely the job of a central
controlling unit; instead, it depends on the involvement
of all company departments which, in line with guidelines
from the Executive Board, function as the first line of
defence against the impact of the risks identified, ensuring
that business processes are adjusted so as to mitigate the
risk in question. Of course, other activities are undertaken
upstream and downstream of this “natural risk control”, in
order to identify and assess risks, on the one hand, and
also to monitor and audit how the processes perform, on
the other.

To keep the framework up to date, in particular through
permanent evaluation and revaluation of risks and
adjusting the model to new business areas; and

The most significant of IARAD’s many responsibilities in
this area are:

9.2 GROUP BUSINESS
RISKS: TABLE
In the course of its business, the Group is exposed to
a variety of business, financial and legal risks. For the
purposes of the risk management system, the list of the
main risks to which the group is subject was revised. The
risks deemed most significant to our business operations
are presented below, classified in the respective classes:

Risk
Class

Risk

Asset
Management

Accidents at Work
Paper Pulp Price

Financial
Management

To implement an annual plan of pre-programmed
audits, designed almost exclusively to assess the
performance of the Group’s processes in relation to
risks identified for priority treatment.

Processes in
Mozambique
Exchange Rate

Credit
Energy Prices

Description

Risk of the occurrence of accidents at work potentially resulting in bodily harm
or fatalities.
Risk associated with pulp price fluctuations, which may results in losses
for the Group.
Risk of inefficiency in the business processes implemented in Mozambique,
which may result in a significant increase in costs.
Risk of variation in the exchange rate between the Euro and other currencies,
which can significantly affect the Group's results, either through revenues (sales)
or costs (purchases).
Risk of credit granted to customers, which may result in uncollectable debts
and a consequent increase in costs.
Risks associated with changes in the purchase and sale price of energy,
resulting in additional costs and lost revenues.

Pressure
of Competition

Risk of pressure of competition, which may result in a drop in sales
or reduction of market share.

Demand for Raw
Material (Wood)

Risk associated with an increase in demand for raw material (wood)
due to competitors expanding their capacity, triggering an increase
in wood prices and a consequent increase in production costs.

Product Demand

Risk associated with a reduction in demand for the products marketed
by the Group, which may result in a significant reduction in sales.

Transport Costs

Risk of increase in transport costs, which may result in a reduction in sales margins
or the need to increase prices charged to customers.

Human Resources

Staff Motivation

Risk of current Staff becoming demotivated or failing to adapt to change with
an impact on the organisational climate, productivity and employee retention.
Demotivation of the workforce may also damage the Group's image as an employer,
with direct consequences for the selection and recruitment of human resources
with the skills, expertise and experience needed by the organisation.

Forestry

Forest Damage

Risk of forest damage resulting from natural or man-made causes, which may
jeopardise the quantity of raw material needed for the Group's activities and
consequently lead to increased costs or loss of revenues.

Industrial

Supplier Relocation

External
Factors

Risk of logistical issues resulting from supplier relocation, which may result
in additional inventory and transport costs.

Note: Many of the risk factors are not controlled by the Group, including market factors that may affect fundamentally and adversely
the Company's activity.
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9.3 ANNUAL INTERNAL
CONTROL AUDIT PLAN
The main risks were identified in 2014, and 2015 was the
first year in which this system was fully operational. The
most visible development was implementation of the first
“Annual Audit Plan”, detailing the monitoring and control
activities.
A total of 14 internal control audits were conducted,
assessing the effectiveness of the existing controls for
the risks selected for audit this year. These audits were
conducted by IARAD in close collaboration with the
departments audited.

Detailed reports were filed of all the audits, examining
the workings of the audited business processes; these
reports draw attention to instances of good practices and
list all non-conformities detected.

9
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9.4 OUTLOOK FOR 2016
Three essential concerns will shape the Group’s efforts in
this area in 2016:
Consolidation of monitoring activities, in the form of
a new plan for programmed audits, selecting risks
above all on the basis of their potential impact on our
operations;

System maintenance, involving all departments in
annual business risk review processes, whilst also
updating business processes and existing risk controls;
Rolling out the working philosophy to the Group’s
emerging business units; the tissue business unit,
Portucel Moçambique and the Colombo project.

When non-conformities are detected, the departments
audited are required to submit and obtain approval for
action plans to eliminate them; these plans have been
implemented and their impact has also been monitored.

The following risks were examined, and a series of
business processes were selected which help to mitigate
them:
Industrial accidents at work;
Client credit;
Financial coverage of risks;
Pulp and paper transport costs;
Supplier relocation;
Timber suppliers;
Various business risks in Mozambique.
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10.1 Sustainability
Sustainable Development is a cornerstone of the Portucel
Group and has been crucial to its present and future
business success. In 2015, the Group made significant
strides in adjusting its management model:
Its mission was redefined as a commitment to being
“a global company with a reputation for innovation
and sustainability in processing forestry materials into
products and services that improve people’s lives”;
A new sustainability governance model was designed,
with creation of the Sustainability Department and the
Sustainability Forum. As a result, the values of integrity
and responsibility needed to build a sustainable
business have been built into structures responsible for
these issues. The Sustainability Department’s mission is
to design policies and draw up strategic plans, as well
as stimulating concerted efforts to promote sustainable
development. The Sustainability Forum’s mission is to
promote dialogue and cooperation with the Group’s
main stakeholders;
The Group has consolidated the foundations of its
growth strategy, clarifying its approach to value
creation, sustainable management of resources and
environmental conservation, long term job creation and
contribution to a better life quality and social welfare.
The following projects and schemes exemplify the
Group’s efforts in this field in 2015:

Portucel Mozambique
Design of the Social Development Programme. This
is a 7-year programme which in 2015 provided direct
support for 4,600 families in 6 districts in the provinces
of Zambézia and Manica, including farming activities;
Environmental and Social Impact Assessments, presentation of findings. The public consultation process

involved in presenting the findings of these assessments
achieved impressive levels of public involvement:
around 15,000 people attending 71 public consultation
sessions, 61 of them held in Zambézia and Manica;
Development of Stakeholders Management Plan. In
view of the critical importance of social integration for
the sustainability of the project in Mozambique, the
Group has adopted a series of innovative measures,
including the Stakeholders Management Plan, designed
to foster ties with local communities and civil society
organisations. Efforts to develop stronger ties with local

communities have been centred on three fronts: the
Land Access Procedure, the Complaints Management
System and the Social Development Plan. These have
contributed decisively to the crucial objectives of
avoiding the physical or economic displacement of the
communities/families living in the project areas;
Creation of Portucel Moçambique’s Investment
Advisory Committee. With its members drawn from
civil society organisations, this committee also includes
representatives of the Mozambican authorities, in an
open-management initiative designed to strengthen
dialogue with civil society. Focussed on promoting the
project’s social and environmental components, this
initiative has been formally recognised by the CSSM
Foundation (Civil Society Support Mechanism).
Organisational changes to Portucel Moçambique,
with the creation of a new Communities Relations
Department and the post of Social Development
Planning Manager. The new department’s mission is to
ensure that initiatives of interest to local communities
and other stakeholders are efficiently implemented.

Investment in improved process technology at the Cacia
Industrial Complex, resulting in better environmental
performance as well as creating more value, thanks to
increased production capacity;
Improvements to the Group’s sustainability reporting,
through adoption of the G4 version of the GRI (Global
Reporting Initiative) Guidelines. This involves consulting
stakeholders on the issues to be reported, i.e. asking
them which issues are relevant to the development
of the Group’s business. The Group’s supplier chain
has been analysed, assessing risk in the most critical
segments, defining a risk profile for suppliers dealing
with environmental issues, human rights, employment
practices and social impact;
Exercise of Social Responsibility expressed in terms
of job creation, vocational skill level of employees and
local development and community support initiatives;
Job creation is an issue of concern to the Group and its
communities, and is crucial for building a strong and
inclusive Europe. It is significant that, in Portugal, the
Portucel Group purchases goods and services from
more than 5,000 companies in many different areas of
the economy, and is directly and indirectly responsible
for creating 30,000 jobs;
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Consolidation of the policy of supplying its mills
with certified wood (FSC® or PEFC) or controlled
origin wood, allowing it to maintain its 2014 levels for
sales of office and printing paper bearing the FSC®,
PEFC or Ecolabel seal of environmental approval;
Active membership of leading organisations working
for business sustainability at home and internationally:
BCSD Portugal (Business Council for Sustainable
Development) and the WBCSD (World Business
Council for Sustainable Development). BCSD Portugal
published a case study on the Group, dealing with the
low-carbon economy: “Portucel Group: Low-Carbon
by Nature”, included under climate change studies. On
the international stage, the Portucel Group’s CEO was
appointed as co-chair of WBCSD’s Forest Solutions
Group (FSG), which works to promote global solutions
and good practices in the forestry products industry.
With all this, the Portucel Group consolidated its role in
2015 in building a more sustainable future in cooperation
with all its business partners.

10.2 FORESTRY
10.2.1 Sustainable Management
In 2015, the Portucel Group completed two projects of
structural importance to its forestry operations: the 3
Project and the Forestry Work Development Project. The
first of these strategically refocussed the management
and scale of holdings, forestry production proper and
dealings with the wood market, whilst the second gave
rise to a new organisational model, approved at the end of
the year, based on two separate departments (Property
Management and Forestry Production Department and
the Wood and Biomass Supply and Logistics Department).
Portucel Soporcel Florestal remains the company in
charge of managing the Group’s agro-forestry operations,
on its own properties and on rented land.
At year end, these holdings totalled approximately
120 thousand hectares, divided into almost 1,400
management units spread over 167 municipalities and
609 civil parishes in Portugal.
In terms of ownership, 54% of the holdings managed
were on the Group’s own land.
Approximately 73% of area under management was
planted or in the process of being planted with eucalyptus.

In terms of forestry operations, forestation activities
proceeded at a slower pace than in the previous year, due
to the weather conditions, unsuited to planting eucalyptus
during a significant part of the year. At year-end, a total
of 2.8 thousand hectares had been forested or reforested,
using 3 million selected eucalyptus saplings.
In terms of forestry conservation and improvement,
work was carried out to control spontaneous vegetation
on more than 12.6 thousand hectares and coppice
shoots were selected on around 8 thousand hectares.
Fertilization work was also carried out on approximately
12.2 thousand hectares, and repairs and improvements
were carried out on 4,900 km of paths and fire breaks.
Approximately 618 thousand m3 of eucalyptus wood
produced by the Group was transported to its own
destinations (99.5% corresponding to certified wood).
In a further contribution to management of the diversity
of its agro-forestry holdings, the Group also recorded
significant output of cork (26 thousand arrobas), wine
(50 thousand litres), softwood (6 thousand tons), pine
cones, eucalyptus branches, game and pasture, as well as
other products.
In particular, the wines produced by the Espirra Estate
winery won medals at international competitions:
Herdade de Espirra Reserva 2011 (2 medals: one silver
and one honourable mention), Herdade de Espirra 2009
(3 medals: one silver, one bronze and one honourable
mention) and Pavão de Espirra 2010 (2 medals: one silver
and one honourable mention).
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Normal nursery operations at Viveiros Aliança result in the
production and sale of 9.3 million plants, of which around
630 thousand corresponded to indigenous or protected
species and 96 thousand to ornamental plants or shrubs.
Viveiros Aliança recorded its highest ever turnover, at
more than 2.9 million Euros (up 19% on 2014) and its
second highest figure ever for total plants sold (up 11% on
the previous year), 36% of which were for internal Group
consumption, and the rest for sale on the market.
Viveiros Aliança produces Eucalyptus globulus saplings
through cloning and seeding, as well as most of the
indigenous species in demand for Portugal’s woodlands,
such as cork oaks, different species of oak, umbrella
pines, maritime pines and others.
In the Portuguese market, Viveiros Aliança accounts for
24% of total output and sales of certified plants of all
species (26.5% of eucalyptus plants).
The plants, mostly produced at the Espirra estate, meet
the needs of the Group’s own forestation operations and
respond to the growing market demand for certified
Eucalyptus globulus saplings from improved genetic
stock, thereby contributing to a real improvement in
Portugal’s woodlands.
In 2015, plans were drawn up for improving the Caniceira
nurseries, with support from the Proder programme. At
the Espirra nurseries, plans were developed for renovating
the mother plants area, transferring the plants from the
ground to concrete rings, and for introducing production
of cloned plants in the autumn/winter season.

Licensing applications were submitted in 2015 for a
total of 122 forestation projects (relating to a total of 3
thousand hectares of eucalyptus), and licenses were
granted for 142 projects (2.6 thousand hectares).

As well as producing plants. Viveiros Aliança provides
gardening and landscaping services, and was responsible
for auditing the gardens at the Group’s industrial sites.

All the licensing applications were submitted under
the legal rules (LRFE – Legal Rules on Forestation
and Reforestation) issued in October 2013, which are
designed to simplify the licensing process and reduce
waiting times. As from September, licensing applications
were submitted on the new online platform.

The Espirra nurseries welcome frequent visitors, as part
of events organised by the Group and also when other
stakeholders express an interest in learning about the
success of the production process. A total of 80 visits
took place in 2015, involving more than 1,300 individuals,
most of them paper clients.

Despite the new framework, the licensing process is still
hampered by a number of constraints resulting from
combined application of different legal rules, public utility
restrictions and other land management instruments,
as well as the lack of uniformity in the evaluation
criteria applied by the regional ICNF offices. However,
licensing times are still significantly shorter than prior
to introduction of the new rules, as was already clear
in 2014.

10.2.2 Forest Fire Defence
Investment in fire prevention in 2015 held steady at close
to 3 million Euros, with efforts focussing on prevention,
mitigation and Research & Development.
Fire affected 401 ha of eucalyptus forests, 40 ha of cork
oak forests 2 ha of pine forest (representing 0.4% of the
holdings under management). Of the 682 occurrences to
which we responded (corresponding to 6% of the total
for Portugal as a whole), only 11% resulted in damage,
mostly to small areas. We should stress that 65% of total
fire damage this season resulted from 1% of incidents.
2015 was therefore the 7th best year in the past 16 years.
The Group’s strategy for managing fire risk is to improve
the efficiency with which internal resources are allocated
(measured through reduction in losses in value) and to
raise standards of effectiveness in the national forest
protection system. The Group makes the largest private
sector contribution to forestry protection in Portugal,
basing its efforts on research and development. In
order to mitigate the fire risk, the Group continued to
collaborate from June to September with the national firefighting system. Acting through AFOCELCA (the industry
organization in which the Group is majority shareholder),
it mobilized more than 270 people in an operation which
involved 3 watchtowers, 36 rapid response units, 18
semi-heavy units and 3 helicopters. In order to support
AFOCELCA’s operations, the Group deployed a team of
technical experts, with the skills and equipment needed
to provide an immediate response to occurrences during
the period. This team, comprising 28 to 50 members,
was permanently on call to support fire-fighting work,
including constant participation by technical staff in the
National Rescue Operations Centre, at district level, and
on municipal Forest Fire Defence Committees. These
efforts benefit the country’s woodlands in general, as
more than 85% of the work by AFOCELCA was on land
owned by third parties, providing valuable assistance to
the National Fire Fighting and Civil Protection Service.
Each year, the Group oversees a range of procedures to
reduce the fuel loan by around 10% in the area under its
management. In order to achieve a consistent reduction
in asset exposure, this work is conducted on a year-round
basis, consolidating the efforts made in previous years and
mobilising stakeholders and other institutions belonging
to the national forest fire defence system.
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In addition to these resources and organisational efforts,
complementing the national civil defence system, risk
insurance was taken out for fires on the Group’s own
woodlands holdings.
In the field of research, the project conducted under the
MIT-Portugal programme (2011 e 2014) was completed.
This was the Fire-Engine project: Flexible Design of
Forest Fire Management Systems, whose findings have
contributed new insights for risk management and
helped to increase the efficiency of public policies for
managing wildfires, and the associated technological and
financial issues. This project conducted in conjunction
with the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT)
and three Portuguese universities (Higher Institute
of Agronomy [ISA], the University of Trás-os-Montes
and the Upper Douro and the Faculty of Engineering
of the University of Porto) yielded major scientific
breakthroughs, recommendations and models which
are now being transferred to the Group’s operational
divisions and to the main actors in the national
firefighting system. Demonstration sessions were
organised for the stakeholders’ committee (Institute of
Nature Conservation and Forests, civil defence and police
authorities, local councils, associations of producers and
forestry landowners) set up under the MIT-Portugal
research project, at which tools and methods for fire
risk analysis were shared, using real examples which
highlighted the practical gains for planning, prevention
and firefighting. This project also involved presenting a
number of papers at seminars and conferences, and the
publication of four articles in scientific journals.
For the third year running, the Group was invited by ISA
to take part in teaching the module on Wildfire Risk –
assessing and managing, on the European MEDfOR
MSc programme (Mediterranean Forestry and Natural
Resources Management). Supervision was provided
for two MSc dissertations, dealing with specific issues
relating to operational planning and fire risk management
in the Group’s study areas.

10.2.3 Forest Certification
and Biodiversity Management
The Portucel Group regards woodlands as one of the
cornerstones of its business sustainability, as the owner
and manager of forestry assets, and has adopted best
practices for planning and responsible management,
subject to a set of principles and rules that conciliate
environmental, social, technical and financial concerns.
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Regarding forestry certification as a way of strengthening
its position in an international market where increasing
demands are made as to the sourcing of raw materials
for products, and in order to respond to the legitimate
concerns of society, the Group assured that it retained
its certification in 2015 under the two highest profile
international schemes, the FSC® and the PEFC, and
renewed its PEFC certification in line with the new national
standards. The Group’s certification encompasses
products such as eucalyptus wood for producing pulp and
paper (the Group’s main products), and cork, providing
recognition from independent bodies of its responsible
management of its woodlands. The Group’s certified area
– which in little more than 5 years has grown by more
than 20 thousand hectares – includes all its assets in
mainland Portugal and corresponds to a very significant
portion of the country’s certified woodlands (33% under
the FSC® and 47.5% under the PEFC).
The Group has continued committed to promoting more
competitive forestry management in Portugal and has
worked with organisations representing the different
forestry sectors, such as the AIFF (Association for the
Competitiveness of Forest Based Industries), through
a project relating to certification, in which it took part
through Celpa – Projecto Certifica+.
A cooperation agreement was renewed under which the
Group provides cloned plants to associations of forestry
producers, wood suppliers and services providers, and
training, awareness-raising and demonstration sessions
for the technical staff of forestry associations and
landowners made it possible to transfer technology and
forestry know-how and to help extend the certified area
belonging to private landowners (on whom the Group is
largely dependent for the supply of raw material to its
plants), helping to build a common front to defend the
interests of Portugal’s forest-based industries.
Projecto Certifica+ was the central theme at the AIFF
stand at the 2015 National Agricultural Fair, providing
the opportunity to raise awareness among producers
and managers of the importance of certifying Portugal’s
forests.
Also in the field of forestry certification, the Group
continued to work hand in hand with national schemes on
their respective projects. The Group is now represented
in the FSC® as a member of the management board and
a participant in the Standard Development Group, and
in the PEFC as a member of the management board,
member of the advisory board and member of technical
committee CT145.
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The Group remained actively involved in FSC International
in 2015, interacting with the leadership and exercising its
rights and duties as member of the Northern Economic
sub-chapter, in line with a long-standing commitment.
This enables it to take part in the discussions and
decision-making process in this organisation.

By applying this forest management model to its various
activities on a systematic and ongoing basis, the Portucel
Group increases its control over the impacts of forestry
operations on biodiversity and ecosystems, enabling it to
assure a minimum standard of no net loss, and whenever
possible to achieve overall a net positive gain.

Also on the international stage, the Group continued in
2015 to represent the Portuguese paper industry on the
CEPI Certification Network, a working party dealing with
a number of issues relating to forestry certification.

In the field of conservation, the Portucel Group has
continued to take part in a number of initiatives,
ranging from involvement in projects or partnerships
with environmental NGOs, universities, administrative
authorities and other institutions to other communication
initiatives. In this field the Group has continued its
relationship with the Iberian Birdlife Research Centre
(CEAI), on the basis of a cooperation agreement for
protection of the Bonelli’s eagle, an endangered species
in the Iberian Peninsula. Under this agreement, technical
and scientific support is provided for implementation
of good practice to conciliate forest management with
conservation of this species.

Honouring its commitment to responsible forestry
management, the Group has pressed ahead with
implementation of the forestry management model
adopted in recent years, which incorporates a strategy
for conserving wildlife and socio-cultural heritage located
on the holdings under its management. Assessment of
the wildlife and heritage contained in its holdings, the
mapping of Conservation Interest Areas (CIA), prior
assessment of the potential impacts of operations and
the design and application of measures to mitigate them
are the main foundations of the approach adopted, which
is further reinforced by a monitoring programme and
Conservation Action Plans (CAP’s).
By the end of 2015, areas of conservation value had been
identified corresponding to around 10% of the Group’s
certified holdings. These areas encompassed 41 types of
habitat, covering 4 thousand hectares, including 8 priority
habitats. The habitats identified included many which are
representative of the habitats classified by the National
Protected Areas Network (RNAP) and Rede Natura 2000
(RN2000), with a significant area occupied by montado
(cork oak and holm oak savannahs), Mediterranean
woodlands and several river bank habitats. A total of
234 species of fauna (birds, mammals, fish, reptiles,
amphibians and bivalves) and more than 750 species
and sub-species of fauna have been identified, including
a number of species classified in the Rede Natura 2000
Sectorial Plan. Conservation measures included in CAP’s
have included the management of priority habitats,
management of montados and riverbanks, rehabilitation
of meadowland and degraded riverside woods, and
the protection of endangered species by adjusting the
forestry operations calendar to their biological cycles.
The Group continued to work during the year on implementing the pilot project for assessing water quality
(looking at physical, chemical and biological components
and the quality of riverside vegetation) in woodlands, on
the basis of a partnership with the Water Laboratory at
the University of Évora.

The Group’s work in the field of certification and
responsible forest management has led it to take part
in a variety of events and media initiatives, as well as
to collaborate with a range of institutions, including the
public authorities, universities, national and international
working parties and industrial associations. Examples
of this cooperation include Celpa’s contribution to
the review of the National Strategy for Nature and
Biodiversity Conservation, and participation in the event
entitled “Wildlife conservation in corporate sustainability
policies”, organised by BCSD Portugal and the Liga para
a Protecção da Natureza (LPN).
The Portucel Group has remained committed to the New
Generation Plantations (NGP) project, coordinated by
WWF International (World Wide Fund for Nature), in
which it has been involved since the outset, in 2007. This
project, which has already achieved significant visibility
worldwide and brought together a growing number of
participants, is based on a concept of plantations which
preserve the integrity of ecosystems and protect high
conservation values, assuring effective processes for
stakeholder participation and contributing to economic
growth and job creation.
The Portucel Group once again celebrated World
Forest Day with a number of events, including the “Give
the Forest a Hand” campaign, in which it gave away
thousands of plants from its nurseries to members of the
public in various locations in Portugal, in order to raise
awareness of the importance of caring for woodlands and
preserving natural resources.

The Group was also an important presence at the country’s
largest agricultural fair, the 2015 National Agricultural
Fair in Santarém. Portucel was one of the most visible
exhibitors, helping to draw attention to the importance
of the forestry sector to Portugal’s agricultural industry
and the wider economy. The Group’s aim at this event
was to broaden the debate about the forestry sector, and
at the same time to build stronger institutional relations
as well as closer ties with forestry landowners and
other operators in the sector. The fair also provided an

opportunity to listen to the views of the general public
and to educate people about the Group’s operations and
the different sectors of its activity.
Forest certification, fuller environmental reporting on
forests, improved environmental awareness, learning
and the sharing of experience in various media projects,
partnerships and initiatives are the benefits perceived by
the Group’s stakeholders in relation to the results obtained
from responsible management of forest holdings.

10.3. TIMBER PROCUREMENT
AND ASSOCIATED MARKETS
10.3.1. Timber Suppliers
Securing wood supplies on a competitive market is a
critical factor for the Group. Eucalyptus supplies on
the Iberian market continue to fall short of the needs of
existing facilities. Consumption of raw material at the
three industrial complexes totalled 4.33 million m3. The
supply totalled 4.34 million m3, from which 75% originated
in Portugal, including own supplies, 11% from Spain and
14% from outside the Iberian Peninsula: Uruguay, Brazil
and Chile.
In relation to 2014, the Group recorded a saving of 14
million Euros on the cost of supplies.
In the pursuit of its policy of corporate responsibility
and engagement with its local communities, the Group
remained strongly committed to certification of both
forest management and the chain of custody.
Supplies to the Group’s mills broke down into 40%
certified origin wood and 60% controlled origin wood.
In Spain, where the supply of certified wood is plentiful,
80% of the wood purchased was certified.
In addition to the certification premium, which it
pioneered at a global level, the Group continued to offer
suppliers and associations of forest landowners incentives
for certifying their woodlands and the chain of custody.
It has also undertaken campaigns aimed at suppliers,
landowners and service providers, in order to share
knowledge of best forestry practices and to help increase
yields in private eucalyptus plantations.

10.3.2. International Market
in Europe-Bound Timber
The woodchip market in Europe, and especially in the
Iberian Peninsula, has undergone significant development
in recent years and global shipping of this commodity has
increased.
In the light of the shortfall in supply of raw wood in the
Iberian market, the Group had to import woodchips from
the South American market. All environmental, social
and economic standards were duly complied with and
the wood purchased was sourced from FSC® certified
plantations.

10.3.3. Rented Woodlands
In managing its own eucalyptus plantations, the Group
focussed its efforts to contract land on the regions of
Portugal offering the best yields, whilst also paying
attention to the profitability of the contractual terms
agreed. The main result of these activities was that yields
on contracted areas were 41% higher than the Group’s
average in the same zones.

10.3.4. Forestry Logistics
and Transport
This was a challenging year for the forestry logistics teams,
who responded successfully to the changes which took
place over the period in the Iberian market. The Group was
responsible for direct management of 52% of the wood
flows supplying its mills.
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Rail freight was encouraged in Portugal and in flows from
Galicia, with rail accounting for approximately 18% of total
transport volumes. The forestry logistics hubs continue to
play a crucial role in managing the logistics of supplying
the Group, facilitating the use of rail freight, reducing
road traffic and helping to bring down CO2 emissions.
Wood is imported from outside the Iberian peninsula in
response to a demand for eucalyptus which the local
market is unable to supply on a sustainable basis, in
view of the shortfall in forestry capabilities in relation to
industrial consumption. The resulting maritime flows are
handled by woodchip carriers, and the Group received
11 such carriers in the course of the year. Road transport
continues to be used, and accounted for the movement
of more than 1.7 million tons.

10.3.5. Forest Biomass for Energy
Purposes
The tendency established in previous years was
maintained in 2015, with plentiful suppliers of biomass,
above all from forestry operations. The biomass power
stations in Cacia and Setúbal were supplied with close to
317 thousand tons of biomass, in addition to bark.

10.3.6. Main Development Projects
The Group also launched a series of projects in 2015
relating to Supply Management. These included:
Source Project: a joint project was launched involving
industrial, research (RAIZ) and purchasing divisions,
to assess and record the quality of wood received
at each mill, by region and source. This project will
make it possible to manage wood supply sourced
effectively and precisely, aligning the Group’s dealings
in the market with the performance of wood from each
region;
SAP-SGAL-Biomass Project: on the basis of the
information system use for receiving wood, a model has
been developed to classify biomass by quality through
laboratory analysis, sending an automatic email to the
suppliers, allowing them to align the quality of supplies
with the Group’s requirements. This provides the market
with fuller information on the Group’s requirements in
respect of biomass quality;
SLOT Project: work started on the process of automating optimisation of logistical flows, which will involve
implementing a robust advanced analytics model in the
IT system, helping to improve performance in logistics.

10.4. PROCUREMENT
Energy prices, and in particular the drop in crude prices
(gas and fuel oil) was one of the factors that encouraged
the Group to import chemicals from Asia; this was one of
the main developments in the work of the procurement
department during 2015.

In pulp chemicals, supplies of caustic soda were less
readily available due not only to mergers and takeovers
but also to uncertainty as to whether plants will in future
be required to convert from mercury to membrane
technology.

At the same time, the weakness of the Euro against the
Dollar, especially clear during the second half of the year,
had the opposite effect to that of crude, setting limits on
imports of chemicals from Asia and North America.

Supplies of sodium chlorate were in 2015 increasingly
concentrated in North America. However, this tendency
may be affected by an anticipated increase in the
production capacity of Scandinavian pulp manufacturers
and also by technology conversion project switching
plants from TCF (Totally chlorine-free) to ECF (Elemental
chlorine-Free).

Confirming the tendency observed in recent years,
chemical manufacturers continued to relocate in 2015.
Even so, the results proved to be better than expected.
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Another development in 2015 was the intention
announced by certain suppliers to pull out of the market,
which required the Group to search for alternatives in
other more distant regions. However, this initiative proved
to be more interesting above all because of the logistical
advantages involved (rail and larger quantities per means
of transport).
Significant benefits were obtained in connection with
petrochemicals, thanks to the lower crude price.
In terms of paper chemicals, the main development was
the reduction in prices for certain commodities such as
corn (starch) and DASDA (optical whiteners), especially
from Asian countries such as China and India.
The procurement team has pressed ahead with its strategy
of strategic sourcing and over the past two years has
developed new partnerships to renegotiate preferential
terms for certain raw materials which are identified in
advance. At the same time, these efforts have made it
possible to improve dealings with existing suppliers,
who have been extremely interested in expanding and
developing their ties with the Group.
Packaging was the area hardest hit in the course of 2015,
in particular due to the scarcity of supplies and higher
raw material prices. A number of steps and measures
have been taken to turn this situation around in the years
ahead.
The Procurement Department’s strategy continues to
be to explore global markets for finished products and
for commodities, with the prime aim of reducing overdependence on any single region of the world, as well as
searching for cost savings which are only possible through
innovation and alternative technological processes.
The various strategies implemented have made a
positive contribution to the results achieved over the
last two years, and the department will now step up its
commitment to the following aims:
To improve its studies and analyses of the global supply
market (more specific studies, looking at more critical
raw materials);
To conclude and update all its procurement strategies
by categories and products, especially those which are
most critical;
To strengthen relationships with consultants, especially
those for more critical areas and products, focussing
on acquisition of the various basic raw materials;
To continue developing partnerships with preferential
and strategic partners, using Lean (VSM + VSD)
methodologies, in order to cut costs on the entire
supply chain.

Internally, the Procurement Department will also
undertake specific initiatives and projects to operate
more efficiently. This will include:
Reviewing and updating its vision, mission and the
procurement methods and tools that it uses;
Completing all the training and development
assignments for the procurement teams, developing
stronger ties with its internal partners;
In conjunction with the Information Systems
Department (ISD), developing tools to provide better
ways of assessing supplier performance, managing
contracts and analysing savings achieved, on a
continuous basis;
A series of department assessments and audits in order
to improve the maturity of the procurement processes
in place;
In conjunction with Planning and Management
Control Department, the Accounts and Fiscal Affairs
Department and the DPCSE, develop a single financial/
accounting system for acquiring all the Group’s
products and services.
In May 2015, the Group organised its 1st Suppliers’ Day with
the slogan “Together We Grow Stronger”. This brought
together around 160 suppliers from different sectors,
such as packaging, petrochemicals, pulp chemicals,
paper chemicals, machine and industrial consumables
and others. The main aim of this event, which will be
repeated in 2016, was to build closer commercial ties
between the Group and its strategic suppliers, seeking
to improve coordination between the different parties in
the process.

10.5. OUTBOUND
LOGISTICS
In outbound logistics (paper and pulp) the Group handled
close to 1.8 million tons in 2015 in primary transport
between its mills and its clients, to some 130 countries
over five continents, and more than 4,000 individual
destinations. Of this total volume, approximately 1.2
million tons were dispatched through Portuguese ports,
carried from our sites by rail and by road, and around 600
thousand tons were transported by road to European
destinations.
In addition to this volume of primary transport, the Group
also handled around 400 thousand tons in secondary
transport, from its logistics hubs in Europe and the United
States to its clients.
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In paper business, approximately 64% of exports (volume)
were shipped by sea and 36% by road. In Europe, 40% was
shipped by sea and 60% by road. Exports shipped by sea
as containerised cargo went through five of Portugal’s six
main ports. However, the main ports used were Figueira
da Foz and Setúbal, where the Group accounted for
approximately 100% and 45% of all containerised cargo
exported through these ports in 2015.
The total volume of containerised cargo generated by the
Group positions it as the largest exporter of containerised
cargo in Portugal, and probably in the Iberian Peninsula,
accounting, in 2015, for around 7% of total containerised
cargo and approximately 6% of all containerised and
conventional cargo. The ports most heavily used by the
Group are those of Aveiro, Figueira da Foz and Setúbal,
due to their proximity to our industrial units, but also the
port of Sines.

The Group has contributed to growth in containerised
cargo handled at Portuguese ports in recent years
and encouraged operators to run new regular short
sea shipping routes, especially to the ports of Setúbal
and Figueira. By anchoring these services at the ports,
the Group has boosted the ability to compete of other
exporters and importers in the same regions.
In pulp business, most exports (85%) are shipped by sea as
conventional cargo, with 15% being transported by road.
Exports shipped by sea were dispatched through the Port
of Aveiro, which is closest to the relevant mill.
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10.6. ENVIRONMENT
10.6.1. Environmental Performance
A process of reflection in 2015 led to a new strategic
plan being drafted for environmental issues. This plan
seeks to prepare the Portucel Group for the next 10
years, and in particular for the challenges relating to new
requirements in this area, some already published and
others in the pipeline. These include the findings on the
best available technologies for the sector and for Large
Combustion Plants (LCP). Work on the plan revealed
that, in general, current performance already complies
with the new requirements, and also pointed to areas
for improvements, technological solutions and plans
for action.
Attention should also be drawn to substantial investment
in environmental aspects at the Group’s industrial
complexes, such as the system for collecting and treating
non-condensable gases, the installation of a new washing
press in the bleaching section and the new lime kiln at
the Cacia Industrial Complex, and also the investment
in a washer for concentrated non-condensable gases
which are used for energy purposes in the lime kiln at the
Figueira da Foz Industrial Complex.
The investments have made it possible to improve
the Portucel Group’s industrial performance, both in
atmospheric and liquid emissions and in streamlining the
use of resources.
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Energy Consumption by source – 2015
In order to honour the commitments made in the
Management Systems Policy and the Sustainability Policy,
the Portucel Group identifies, monitors and controls the
environmental aspects of its operations, with the aim
of eliminating or minimizing impact, by implementing
practices based on strict compliance with legislation and
the principle of ongoing improvement.
Environmental indicators continued to present sustained
positive performance at all industrial facilities, thanks
to the improvements to processes which have been
consistently implemented in various areas: air, water,
waste, energy and materials.
Taking 2009 as the base year, the improvements
implemented in processes have resulted in environmental
gains, per ton of pulp and paper output, including a
reduction of 9% in water use and approximately 7% in
primary energy consumption.
Emissions in water and air also improved significantly
over the same period, down by between 14% and 31% per
ton of output.

5%

Biomass

67%

Natural gaz

28%

Fuel oil

In addition to these reductions, attention should also be
drawn to the stabilisation of Group performance at levels
consistent with those for the best technologies in the
sector.
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ATMOSPHERIC EMISSIONS – REFERENCE 2009
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10.6.2. Management Systems
A key development in 2015 was the start of a process
to integrate the Group’s various certificates into a
single multisite certificate. With this end in view, the
first audit was conducted to extend the environmental
certificate (ISO 14001) for the Cacia Industrial Complex
to the Figueira da Foz Industrial Complex. This process
will continue during 2016 until a multisite certificate is
obtained for Quality, Environment and Safety. As part
of this project, the operations of Arboser (a Group
company) have also been included in existing certificates.
In addition to this, a number of external audits were
conducted by accredited bodies at the Group’s different

Quality
Environment

Certifications

Safety

Chain of Custody

Accreditation

Laboratory

industrial units, leading to renewal of the Management
Systems for safety at the Cacia industrial complex, for
quality in Figueira da Foz and for environmental issues
in Setúbal. The Portucel Group’s other certifications and
accreditations were maintained.
Changes to ISO 9001:2015 and 14001:2015 were published
in the second half of 2015, and adapting the management
systems to the new requirements represents a significant
challenge. In view of the significant changes brought
by the revised standards, a special training programme
has been launched, to be completed before starting the
adjustment process.
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The fibrous materials used in producing pulp and
paper were deemed low-risk in accordance with FSC®
and PEFC criteria, and were mainly sourced from the
Iberian Peninsula. All other fibrous materials (eucalyptus
wood and long fibre), sourced from South America and
Scandinavia, were acquired FSC® or PEFC certified.
The volume of certified wood supplied to plants
represented approximately 42% of total wood. All
other wood supplies belonged to FSC category CW, or
Controlled Wood.
In 2015 the European Commission started the process
of reviewing the criteria for use of the EU Ecolabel, and
the Portucel Group was actively involved in this from the
outset through CEPI (Confederation of European Paper
Industries).
The fact that the Portucel Group’s management
systems are applied across the Group allows it to pool
resources and share experience gained at the various
industrial complexes, resulting in improved practices and
harmonization of the procedures implemented.

10.6.3. Eco-efficient Paper

In June 2014, CEPI published
a brochure entitled
“Resource efficiency
in the Pulp and Paper
Industry – Making more
from our natural resources”
in which Portucel’s
experience featured
prominently. This brochure
was widely distributed
during 2015.
Paper and paper fibres are pioneers of an era of products
sourced from renewable raw materials not competing
directly with the food industry. And virgin paper fibres
have an important impact both upstream and downstream
of their production. Upstream, they are responsible for
renewing forests which need to be sustainably managed.
Downstream, they are valued as a raw material which
can be processed into other paper products. Virgin fibre
eventually becomes recycled fibre. It is meaningless
to ask “which paper is it better to use: virgin fibre or
recycled?” The fact is that all recycled paper was once

virgin fibre paper and everyone knows that cellulose
fibres degenerate after being recycled a few times. Even
so, the high recycling rate for paper and cardboard (90%
of the theoretical maximum) means that each virgin fibre
is recycled 3.5 times (source: CEPI, 2014). In other words,
each wood fibre is used in more than four paper products
over its lifetime.
The sustainability of recycled products is closely related
to the consumption of virgin fibre paper. The flow of
virgin fibre upstream has to be maintained, in order for
the cascade to continue downstream. So it is normal
that some paper products should have high percentages
of virgin fibre and others high percentages of recycled
fibre. European data points to corrugated cardboard
for packaging which incorporates around 95% of
recycled fibres, whilst only around 5% of office paper
is manufactured using recycled fibre (source: CEPI and
Portucel Group).
At the same time, we live in an era when resources
(including renewables) are being used more efficiently.
With less waste, we can do more.. New solutions are
being adopted around the world for a new pattern of
sustainable consumption by a growing population.
Lightweight packaging does its job just as well. One
obvious solution for sustainable consumption of paper
products is to choose lower grammage paper. And office
paper is no exception.
Choosing to use lightweight office paper (for instance,
in Europe, 75 g/m2 instead of 80 g/m2, and 18 lb instead
of 20 lb in the USA) is an extremely viable solution with
no impact on functional properties. A consumer buying a
ream of lightweight paper will produce less waste, but will
still have 500 sheets to print on, without compromising
quality: a win-win situation. Reducing paper grammage
makes for efficient use of resources: the same number of
reams can be produced from less raw material.
The Portucel Group has been quick to embrace the
challenges of eco-efficiency in paper production. The
technology used in manufacturing, as regards finishing
equipment, raw materials (Eucalyptus globulus fibre
and PCC – precipitated calcium carbonate) and the
company’s accrued store of technical expertise in paper
manufacture, has made it possible to produce 75 g/m2
office paper, offering a real alternative to the standard
80 g/m2 office paper manufactured and used in Europe.
The eucalyptus species used means that paper can be
produced from a smaller quantity of wood (for instance,
40% less than with pine). The lower lignin content in the
wood of this species also makes it possible to use less
chemicals in manufacturing pulp. And the resulting paper
can be recycled more times, thanks to the thicker cell
walls in Eucalyptus globulus fibre.
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Since starting to manufacture 75 g/m2 office paper, the
Company has been working towards a reduction in unit
consumption of water and energy per ton of pulp and
paper output, using primarily renewable energy: more
than 2/3 of the total energy produced by the Group is
obtained from biomass, another renewable resource.
And over the last decades the percentage of products
marketed with the environmental seal of FSC®, PEFC
or the EU Ecolabel has risen from 0% to 44%, and the
only factor holding us back from an even higher figure
is the low uptake of forestry certification in the Iberian
Peninsula.

The licensing of the mills to use the EU Ecolabel has
further strengthened the environmental credentials of
the Group’s paper brands, sold to markets increasingly
sensitive to environmental issues. Brands such as
Navigator, Discovery, Pioneer, Explorer and Inacopia now
include a 75 g/m2 option, and in the US the Navigator
brand now offers an 18 lb option. The Portucel Group has
broken new ground and is the clear European leader in
the lightweight (less than 80 g/m2) office paper segment.
A segment which from 2005 to 2014 grew each year at
a rate of 10.5% (source: EUROGraph). This is clear proof
that resource efficiency is a growing business.

Energy output and sales were affected by the
maintenance stoppage and a lengthy repair stoppage on
one of the turbo-generators at the Cacia mill, as well as a
maintenance stoppage in the final quarter on one of the
renewable co-generation turbo-generators at the Setúbal
Industrial Complex, which significantly affected the
energy balance at these units. A significant programmed
maintenance stoppage was also made in the final quarter
at the natural gas co-generation plant at the Figueira da
Foz Industrial Complex.

Electricity generated by biomass power plants (3 co
‑generation units and 2 other plants) totalled 1,158 GWh,
down by just 4.8% on the previous year, and accounting
for approximately 50% of estimated total Portuguese
power output in 2015 from this renewable resource. The
reduction in power output from this primary energy source
was due to the major maintenance and repair stoppages
described above on the renewable co-generation turbogenerators in Cacia and Setúbal.

GROSS POWER EVOLUTION PRODUCED FROM BIOMASS BY PORTUCEL GROUP
(BASELINE 2008= 100%)
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Thanks to the consolidation of several capital projects
in power generation, combined with acquisition of full
ownership of Soporgen’s natural gas co-generation
operations in 2013, resulted in the following figures for
the Group’s gross power output:

GROSS POWER EVOLUTION PRODUCED BY PORTUCEL GROUP
(BASELINE 2008= 100%)
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In 2015, the Portucel Group recorded gross power
generation of 2,291 GWh, representing a modest reduction
of 4.2% in relation to the previous year. Overall, the
electricity generated by the Group corresponds to 4.8% of
the country’s entire power output.
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The two new biomass power stations, dedicated solely
to generating electricity, contributed total gross output
of 216 GWh, with sales to the national grid of 186 GWh,
in excess of the initial expectations for the project,
which were for 167 GWh. A number of adjustments were
made to the Cacia power plant, allowing it to record a
substantial improvement in performance in relation to
2014, with output up by 23% on the previous year. This
was achieved essentially due to excellent stability and
to good operational and maintenance performance, as
well as to improved control of biomass purchased from
outside the Group.
The new combined-cycle natural gas co-generation plant
in Setúbal contributed gross output of 642 GWh (up by
1.5% on the previous year), setting a new record. This cogeneration plant has achieved stability after a number
of adjustments and changes were made in respect of
some of the mechanical components of the natural gas
turbines, in order to improve availability.

The combined-cycle natural gas co-generation plant
in Figueira da Foz, whose accounts have been fully
consolidated with those of the Group since 2013, recorded
output of 432 GWh in 2015, down by 10.7% on the previous
year due to a major programmed maintenance stoppage
and changes to the rules on price of power sales.
Despite the increase in power generation from natural gas,
due to the energy needs of the Setúbal and Figueira da
Foz paper mills, 50.5% of the Group’s power production
was derived from co-generation plants and power
stations fuelled by biomass, i.e. a renewable resource.
It is important to note that co-generation combines the
production of electrical power with much larger quantities
of thermal energy, making it considerably more efficient
than conventional processes which generate only power.
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10.7.1. Bioenergy and Fossil Fuels
The two biomass power stations at the Cacia and Setúbal
Industrial Complexes and the Group’s three biomass
co-generation plants have allowed it to consolidate its
dominant position in the Portuguese renewable energy
market. The great benefit in terms of reduced CO2.
emissions will have an impact on the national balance for
these emissions and will reduce the country’s dependence
on imported fossil fuels, a national aspiration which the
Group is accordingly helping to achieve. It is estimated
that these power stations belonging to the Portucel
Group will avoid CO2 emissions in excess of 460 thousand
tons on the national balance sheet.

The Group has continued to supply its biomass reception
centres, including those located at its plants, allowing
it to optimize further the operation of the chipping
equipment used to process the biomass as well as the
logistics involved in biomass operations.
A number of measures were adopted in 2015 to improve
monitoring of the humidity and inert matter content
of various types of waste biomass acquired, improving
the correlation between the humidity content and the
purchase price.

10.8. HUMAN RESOURCES
At year-end 2015 the Portucel Group had a workforce
of 2,662 employees, including 2,357 on permanent
contracts.
In line with the Group’s human resources policy, work
started on the process and assessing and classifying the
duties of senior management, with a view to drafting job
descriptions and matching duties and grades. The aim is
to establish the relative value of each function within the
organisational structure, to serve as the basis for human
resources processes relating to recruitment and selection,
performance assessment and pay and benefits policy.
The Group pressed ahead in 2015 with the programme
for rejuvenating the workforce, which it is seeking to
renew by recruiting younger staff, thereby laying the
foundations for future development.
The Group also continued with its traineeship scheme in
2015, running a 9-month programme for 35 young people
with first degrees and MAs in a variety of areas, such as
management, economics, law and chemical engineering,
mechanical and environmental engineering and industrial
management.

This initiative reflects the Company’s role as a contributor
to the training of a skilled workforce for the future, in
areas of interest to Portugal’s development, seeking
to add to the qualifications and employability of these
young people, who will have their first experience of
the world of work in an innovative company which is an
international leader in its sector.
The Group continued to invest in ongoing training and
professional development throughout 2015, providing a
total of 132,141.75 training hours in 1,336 training initiatives,
involving 1,975 trainees. Special attention has been paid
to training in health and safety at work, which accounted
for 14,822.5 training hours, or 11% of total training time.
The absenteeism rate stood at 4.14% in 2015. Approximately
2.64% of this rate corresponds to sick leave. These figures
include the entire Group’s workforce in Portugal.
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10.9. SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY
The Group continued in 2015 to pursue its policy of
sustainability, in which social responsibility is a key
feature. In a year of constant change, the Group stayed
faithful to its values and restated its willingness to give
back to local people and communities and its aspiration to
setting new standards for quality while at the same time
concerning itself with how to create a more sustainable
world through all its operations.
Through its engagement with setting good environmental
practices, reforestation and fire prevention, the Company
has set up and involved itself in projects seeking not only
to protect the environment, but also to contribute to
the cultural and social life of the community with which
it comes into contact, directly or indirectly, sharing its
vision for the country and the world.
Over the course of 2015, the Group organised, supported
and put its weight behind a series of initiatives which we
believe have made a difference to the lives of thousands
of people. These were:
	Give the Forest a Hand
This project includes the general public in our celebrations
for World Forest Day and World Environment Day.
With a special focus on children, it raises awareness of
the constant need to conserve and care for Portugal’s
woodlands. Now in its fifth successful year, the initiative
has reached more than 1,400 children up and down
the country, including a special event aimed at the
children and grandchildren of the Group’s employees.
This has further highlighted the Group’s commitment to
generating wealth and well-being in the regions where
it operates, helping to conserve and care for forests and
forest-based products.
Pera Project
This project has been supported by the Group since the
academic year of 2013/2014 and provides breakfasts for
school children affected by food poverty in local schools
in the areas around our industrial sites. On the basis of a
partnership with the Ministry of Education and Science,
support was provided for the Eixo schools group, Escola
Secundária Dr. Jaime Magalhães Lima, the Vila Velha de
Ródão schools group, the Figueira Mar – Figueira da Foz
schools group and the Santiago Setúbal schools group.
Safe Forest
One of the Group’s most important sustainability and social
responsibility initiatives is the Safe Forest project. This is
a joint project with the National Firefighting Academy
and has had a significant nationwide impact since 2012,
helping to reduce forest fires by raising awareness of how
to prevent them. Around 15 information sessions were
organised in 2015 in areas prone to wildfires, such as in

the municipalities of Azambuja, Paredes and Monchique,
educating people in rural areas on safe methods for
burning stubble and waste.
Open Doors
The Open Doors event has been running since 2009 with
the central aim of bringing the company closer to local
communities, explaining what it does and its contribution
to regional and national development. Guided tours of
the Group’s industrial plants offer visitors a close-up view
of its operations (paper production processes) and the
chance to learn about its strategic concerns (mission,
vision and values), as well as its pioneering technology
and forestry activities, as well as the company’s good
practices in relation to social and environmental issues.
The Open Doors programme took place in 2015 at the
Figueira da Foz and Setúbal sites, welcoming around 450
visitors from all over Portugal.
GreenFest
In 2015, the Group was once again present at Greenfest,
Portugal’s leading sustainability event The Group
embraced this year’s theme of “Active Citizenship” and
invited visitors to join us in a series of activities designed
to demonstrate in an enjoyable way the right approach
to issues of environmental, social and economic
sustainability.
Tree planting in Parque Várzea
Renewing its commitment to backing ventures which
directly benefit its local communities, the Group
supported Setúbal Municipal Council’s project for a
facelift for the city’s Parque da Várzea. By donating a
variety of species of forest and ornamental plants from
its nurseries, the Group was grateful to have this chance
to build closer ties with the people of Setúbal.
Rehabilitation of Parque Infante Dom Pedro
Aware of the importance of parks and gardens to the
life of communities, the Group was pleased to support a
project organized by Aveiro Municipal Council to renew
Parque Infante Dom Pedro. This involved contributing
a variety of ornamental shrubs and trees to bring new
life to these unique recreational woodlands open to the
people of Aveiro.
Guided tours to our mill offer visitors the chance to learn
about the Group – its industrial and economic capabilities,
its pioneering technology, forestry operations and
concern for sustainability. In 2015 the Group welcomed
291 tour parties, representing a total of 3,600 visitors
from a range of different business organisations, cultural
institutions and educational establishments, reflecting
the great interest in the Group taken by institutions in
Portugal and abroad.
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Paper was also donated in 2015 to schools and welfare
organizations in the area of influence of the Group’s mills.
A total of 146 donations were made to social, educational
and cultural projects, corresponding to approximately
23,000 tons of paper. The Group is committed to helping
the local schools around its plants and provides vital,
year-round support for educational communities.

In the field of internal social responsibility, the Company
has continued to pay tribute to its employees who
complete 15 and 30 years’ service, presenting them with
an award to acknowledge their hard work and dedication.
Commendable work has also been carried out by the
Sports Groups which, with the support of the Portucel
Group, have provided social and educational benefits for
employees and their families, organizing a varied range of
cultural and sports activities designed to develop a sense
of belonging and group spirit.

10.10. RESEARCH
AND DEVELOPMENT (R&D)
10.10.1. Forestry Research
RAIZ’ main contributions in the field of forestry research
and consultancy were (i) start of improved seed
production at the Espirra orchard; (ii) incorporation of
new materials in the Genetic Improvement Programme;
(iii) support for Portucel Soporcel Florestal in reviewing
its fertilisation programme, on its irrigated eucalyptus
projects and on implementation of a more accurate
model for estimating forest yields. The main challenge
was the detection of a new pest in Portugal, the bronze
bug, and a distribution map was successfully completed.
The forestry project in Mozambique also benefited from
assessments of trial plantations, plant health evaluation,
clone identity checks and review of forestry practices.
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In addition to internal R&D projects and support for
Group operations, RAIZ has debated and discussed its
findings with a range of partners, in particular in the fields
of biometrics, plant health and spontaneous vegetation.
Funding applications were made to national and
European programmes and new cooperation agreements
were established with other institutions.
Genetic research involved importing seeds from Chile and
Australia and releasing individuals in stands in Portugal in
limiting soil and climate conditions, in order to improve
the adaptability spectrum and pest tolerance of materials
in the programme. The Viveiros Aliança nurseries were
provided with improved Eucalyptus globulus seed from
the Espirra orchard and batches of hybrid seed were
identified as being of interest for Mozambique. Work
started on developing a diversity standard with molecular
markets, to improve the tools for selecting Eucalyptus
nitens, and on an NIR model for predicting pulp yields.
Work proceeded on monitoring and controlling pests
and diseases in the Group’s forestry holdings. The insect
Gonipterus platensis affected around 11% of eucalyptus
plantations and RAIZ provided Portucel Soporcel
Florestal operational support in applying insecticides in
priority areas. In response to the worsening of the bronze
bug outbreak, a survey of the pest was conducted and
the preliminary version of a control plan was drafted
under the Forest Health Operational Plan, coordinated
by ICNF. High levels of Phoracantha infestation have also
been detected in the Centre/South and Interior regions.
Ophelimus sp. and Blastopsylla occidentalis continue
to spread in Portugal, albeit without causing significant
damage. After the review of the list of crop protection
products regarded as hazardous by the FSC®, alternative
products were identified and trials conducted to assess
their effectiveness. Differences have been detected in the
susceptibility of Eucalyptus globulus clones and hybrids
to Pestalotiopsis clavispora and Phoracantha spp.

The review of Portucel Soporcel Florestal’s fertilisation
programme has been a central concern. Studies continued
of fertilisation at the planting and growth stages, looking
for more attractive solutions in terms of costs and/
or field logistics. Work has been planned to reduce
the intensity of tillage, devitalisation of stumps and
development of machinery to remove stumps on narrow
terraces. Technical support was also provided to Portucel
Soporcel Florestal in reviewing the forestry management
indicator for soil protection. Studies were conducted
to estimate yield losses associated with spontaneous
vegetation and work proceeded in conjunction with
Portucel Soporcel Florestal on updating the map on the
distribution of invasive plants. Research into the impact
of eucalyptus trees on water resources has involved using
methodologies for monitoring the level of river basins
and selection of hydrological modelling tools.
In addition to support for the processing and
implementation of new information management tools,
which included development of a webSIG (geographical
information supplied over an intranet), work was also
concluded on validating the equations for estimating the
volume of an individual tree and growth models, adopting
those which perform best.
RAIZ continued to provide support for Portucel
Moçambique’s forestry venture in strategic areas:
assessing the performance of genetic materials, collection
of data for developing growth models, assessment of
the main pests and diseases, monitoring of genetic
identity in the field and in the nurseries, soil fertility
and nutrition, identifying opportunities for improving
forestry practices and installing plantations for producing
bioenergy. Preliminary contacts were made and followed
up with Mozambican institutions which could potentially
collaborate on projects in the fields of genetics, plant
health and soil fertility. Whenever the opportunity has
arisen, know-how has been transferred to the employees
of Portucel Moçambique and to Mozambican researchers.

10.10.2. Research into Pulp, Paper
and Bio products
RAIZ’ main contributions to technological research and
consultancy consisted of completing two QREN projects
in the fields of new cellulose materials and new biobased products, paving the way for bio-industries using
chemical synthesis and biomaterials from renewable
lignocellulosic sources:
QREN NMC Project: New Cellulose Materials, completed
with audit session and close in October 2015;
QREN BioBlocks Project, closed and audited in October
2015.
In the course of these projects:
Internal know-how was developed concerning
processes for producing micro- and nanofibrillated
celluloses, and also the process of separating, purifying
and isolating xylans from the hemicellulose component
of bleached eucalyptus pulp. Working with partners in
the National Science System, the new materials were
also demonstrated in applications such as internal
and surface reinforcement for paper, production of
packaging systems with barrier properties, production
of membranes by electrospinning, additives for anticorrosion treatments and incorporation in composite
products for the automobile industry;
Pilot trials conducted in Portugal, Spain and Denmark
demonstrated the potential for producing sugar syrups
with Portuguese biomass;
Sugars obtained in the production of bioethanol, lactic
acid, bioplastic (PHB) and bacterial cellulose were
shown to be technically viable;
Trials demonstrate the technical viability of using
kraft lignin in producing bio-chemicals (vanillin and
syringaldehyde), glues for cork agglomerates (substituting petrochemical products) and polyurethane
foams (used in various applications, from the automotive industry to civil construction).

Significant progress was also made on demonstration
projects in the field of polymer composites with cellulose
fibre which are a possible new business area for the
Group, and also on waste-to-energy projects, in line with
the challenges of the New Cycle, as regards business
diversification. In this context, work proceeded on:
Industrial trials on compounding polymers with cellulose
pulp and injecting parts for the automobile industry;
Discussion of the guiding principles for a possible
industrial facility with industrial partners in the trade;
Discussion and assessment of technological proposals
and analysis of the potential for economic feasibility.
Another important development in 2015 was the
expansion of RAIZ’ international network of contacts,
through participation in consortia applying for European
project funding under the H2020 Programme, in the field
of bio-refineries/bio-products and surface treatment and
coatings for paper.
An application was also made in early 2015 for P2020
funding with a view to setting up a Centre of Excellence
in the field of Technological Research and Consultancy,
to support the groups existing and emerging business
areas. This application is in line with the EC decision to
put this ambitious project into operation, in partnership
with entities in the scientific and technological system,
covering the areas of research and consultancy in
the fields of pulp, UWF, tissue and the bio-economy,
cross‑cutting areas (Process/Environment/Water/Energy
and Technological Scouting), as well as in the field of
promoting scientific culture, with opening to the public
of Quinta de São Francisco.
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10.10.3. Environmental Research
In the field of environmental research and consultancy,
special attention should be drawn to the process
of drying sludges and biomass. Sludge production
and management, in particular, is a growing concern
because the quantities generated and the current cost of
managing them, and also due to growing environmental
pressures and requirements in this field. The possibility
of processing sludges into fuel is attractive for several
reasons:
It allows energy to be used from the heat generating by
burning;
The final waste to be disposed of (ash) is much smaller
in volume, bringing down sludge handling, preparation
and transport costs.
Significant progress was made in 2015 in the search
for technological solutions to be used at the Group’s 3
industrial units to dry sludges and biomass, for assessing
technical-economic feasibility, with a view to generating
energy and obtaining efficiency gains. Approaches were
made to technology suppliers and specific solutions were
discussed.
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RAIZ provided technical support to Celpa in preparing
and following through the file for obtaining APA approval
for reclassifying industrial waste as by-products. Work
started on a project at Celpa to conduct industrial trials
in partnership with potential users, with the ultimate aim
of contributing top approval of these by-products, at the
same time as contributing to the commercial sustainability
of the applications. RAIZ collaboration with Celpa also
included starting work on preparing an Implementation
Guide for BAT (Best Available Techniques), following the
publication in 2015 of the 1st review of the Pulp and Paper
BREF, establishing rules and guidelines for applying them,
taking into account the specific features of the sector in
Portugal. This guide will be submitted to the Portuguese
Environment Agency.
The Institute was also a keen but critical follower
of international efforts to develop environmental
assessment indexes for water consumption and the
concept of the water footprint. The water footprint
includes the use of water by trees and other plants in a
simplistic and scientifically questionable way, leading to
unrealistically high figures for agro-forestry products. The
research carried out in a doctoral programme under the
supervision of the University of Aveiro has established
alternative concepts and methods which may allow water
issues to be addressed with greater rigour, especially in
the pulp and paper and eucalyptus sector.

10.11. SHARED SERVICES
In order to achieve high standards of efficiency in all
activities directly or indirectly connected with its value
chain, the Group set up Portucel Soporcel Serviços
Partilhados in 2012 to handle all back-up services. The
organization had a workforce of 122 employees at 31st
December 2015, working in the fields of internal auditing,
accounts and fiscal affairs, legal, human resources,
management planning and control, procurement and
information systems.
More than just concentrating resources previously
dispersed between different Group companies, the
purpose of this change was to create opportunities for
creating value, including in operational support areas, by
improving the quality of outputs for internal and external
stakeholders and streamlining the resources employed.
The aim is to standardise procedures and practices
between all Group companies, in order to support the
New Cycle phase of growth, helping to ensure that this
growth is built on sound foundations.

The projects addressed by this unit in 2015 centred on
integrating the tissue unit acquired at the start of the
year in Vila Velha de Ródão, support for international
projects (Colombo, the pellets project in the US, and
the project in Mozambique), in addition to managing
change in the area of information systems, where the
ERP systems and helpdesk were outsourced to a partner
specialising in these services, which we expect to make
an active contribution to the development of the Group’s
information systems.
In 2015, this unit had direct management responsibility
for a budget of approximately 21,500,000 Euros and for a
wide range of issues, involving itself, through procurement,
in the main business processes for supplying the mills.
In early 2016, the Group changed its name to The
Navigator Company. In line with this, Portucel Soporcel
Serviços Partilhados changed its name to NAVIGATOR
ADDED VALUE, expressing its commitment to generating
value by actively supporting the other operational areas
of the Group.
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11.1 OUTLOOK
Recent economic projections for 2016 and 2017 continue
to point to downward revisions in growth in world
economy. This reflects a slower recovery in the emerging
and developing economies and also points to slower
growth expected in the US over the next two years. In
relation to the Euro Zone, expectations have improved,
and estimates point to growth picking up in 2016. The
main risks for global economic growth remain centred on
the slowdown in the Asian economies and on the change
in the model of growth in China, as well as on falling prices
for commodities, especially oil, and the normalisation
of US monetary policy, as quantitative easing comes to
an end.
In this context, although the pulp sector continues to
enjoy a healthy rate of growth in prices and a robust
level of demand, the drop-off in prices in recent weeks
suggests a more conservative view for the sector over
the next few months. The continued strong pressure on
commodity prices and slower economic growth in China
have resulted in a highly unstable market, with fears
emerging that the growth in demand may fail to keep
up with the new pulp capacity expected to start up over
the year. Trends on foreign exchange rates will remain
a fundamental factor in the competitiveness of pulp
manufacturers.
The tissue paper segment should continue to perform
well, in particular in terms of demand, with interesting
levels of growth in consumption in Europe and the
emerging economies such as China, Turkey and Latin
America. The pressure of competition is nonetheless
increasing, in particular from companies seeking to add
production capacity in the short term.
In the UWF paper market, the prospects remain positive
and Portucel has confirmed to its European clients that
a further price rise will take effect in February 2016. The
impact of the recent capacity reduction and conversion
in certain production units in Europe should be reflected
over the course of 2016, contributing to a more balanced
market.

11.2 ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
However, mention should be made of a number of factors
which could trigger a degree of instability in the paper
market in the months ahead. Firstly, the impact of the
anti-dumping measures adopted by the US authorities
will result in changes to supply and demand in various
geographical regions, and in particular in increased
pressure of supply in certain countries in Asia, Latin
America and Europe. At the same time, falling currency
values and currency controls in a number of countries
in the Middle East, Africa and Latin America could also
cause additional difficulties to international trade.
The anti-dumping measures ordered by the US
Department of Commerce have also hit the Portucel
Group, with a provisional rate of 29.53% applied on 20th
August 2015. Portucel expressed its view that this margin
was entirely disproportionate, pointing out that part of the
calculation was based on adverse inferences drawn in the
light of information which the Department of Commerce
classified as erroneous. This position was vindicated by
an announcement by the Department of Commerce on 11
January 2016, setting a final anti-dumping margin of 7.8%.

Over the course of 2015, the Portucel Group strove to develop and consolidate new strategic options for growth,
at the same time as achieving extremely high levels of operational performance in its core pulp and paper business. It
was a particularly challenging year for all our staff, as well as for all those who work and engage with the Group on a
daily basis.
The Board of Directors would therefore like to express its appreciation to all those whose untiring efforts made
these results possible, helping to build the success enjoyed by our company today. The impressive performance and
unceasing endeavours of all our employees have enabled us to achieve standards of excellence which allow us to face
the challenges ahead with confidence.

11.3 PROPOSED ALLOCATION
OF PROFITS
The proposed allocation of profits of the year 2015 takes into consideration the following:
Portucel, S.A. has distributed reserves in the amount of 100,022,898.77 Euros, corresponding to a gross amount of
0.1395 Euros per share, excluding own shares held, in accordance with the resolution of the General Meeting held on
17th December 2015;

The anti-dumping investigation has resulted in final
anti-dumping margins for the other countries involved
(Australia, Brazil, China and Indonesia) which range
between 22% and 222%; in the case of China and
Indonesia, these anti-dumping margins are applied in
addition to countervailing duties.
Although the margin just announced is substantially
lower than that provisionally set on 20th August, Portucel
continues to disagree entirely with the application of
any anti-dumping margin and will pursue the matter
through all the available channels to demonstrate that
the measure is unjustified.

Portucel, S.A. has also distributed an advancement on profits in the amount of 29,971,019.17 Euros, corresponding to
a gross amount of 0.0418 Euros per share, excluding own shares, in accordance with the resolution of the Board of
Directors held on 23rd November 2015.

Accordingly, the Board of Directors proposes that the net results of the individual accounts which have not yet been
distributed, in the amount of 158,558,483.38 Euros, calculated in accordance with the SNC rules, be applied as follows:

Dividends
on shares in
circulation (*)

114,004,594.29
Euros

7,927,924.17
Euros

Legal Reserves

6,000,000.00
Euros

Share in the profits
of the financial year
of the employees,
up to

(0.1590 Euros
per share)

Retained
Earnings

654,945.75
Euros

(already assumed in the financial statements)

This value takes into consideration an amount of 50,489,973 own shares held; if, at the time of the dividend payment, the number of own shares changes, the global
dividend amount to be paid will be adjusted accordingly, keeping however unchanged the dividend per share to be paid.

*
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11.4 DECLARATION REQUIRED
UNDER ARTICLE 245.1 C)
OF THE SECURITIES CODE
Article 245.1 c) of the Securities Code requires that each
of the persons responsible for issuers make a number
of declarations, as described in this article. In the case
of Portucel, a uniform declaration has been adopted,
worded as follows:

consolidated accounts, and that the management report
contains a faithful account of the business, performance
and position of the said company and other companies
included in the consolidated accounts, describing the
main risks and uncertainties which they face.

I hereby declare, under the terms and for the purposes
of Article 245.1 c) of the Securities Code that, to the
best of my knowledge, the management report, annual
accounts, legal accounts certificate and other financial
statements of Portucel, S.A., for the financial year of
2015, were drawn up in accordance with the relevant
accounting rules, and provide a true and fair view of the
assets and liabilities, financial affairs and profit or loss of
the said company and other companies included in the

Considering that the members of the Audit Board and
the Official Auditor sign an equivalent declaration in
relation to the documents for which they are responsible,
a separate declaration with the above text was signed
by the directors only, as it was deemed that only the
company officers fall within the concept of “persons
responsible for the issuer”. As required by this rule, we
provide below a list of the persons signing the declaration
and their office in the company:

Pedro Mendonça de Queiroz Pereira

Chairman of the Board of Directors

Diogo António Rodrigues da Silveira

CEO

Manuel Soares Ferreira Regalado

Executive Director

António José Pereira Redondo

Executive Director

José Fernando Morais Carreira Araújo

Executive Director

Nuno Miguel Moreira de Araújo Santos

Executive Director

João Paulo Araújo Oliveira

Executive Director

Luís Alberto Caldeira Deslandes

Non-Executive Director

João Nuno Pinto de Castello Branco

Non-Executive Director

Adriano Augusto da Silva Silveira

Non-Executive Director

José Miguel Pereira Gens Paredes

Non-Executive Director

Paulo Miguel Garcês Ventura

Non-Executive Director

Ricardo Miguel dos Santos Pacheco Pires

Non-Executive Director

Vítor Manuel Galvão Rocha Novais Gonçalves

Non-Executive Director
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11.5 COMPANY OFFICERS
COMPANY
SECRETARY

At 31st December 2015, the company officers of Portucel, S.A., elected for the four-year term from 2015 to 2018, were
as follows:
António Pedro Gomes Paula Neto Alves

Full

António Alexandre de Almeida
e Noronha da Cunha Reis

Alternate

OFFICERS
OF THE GENERAL
MEETING

Francisco Xavier Zea Mantero

Chairman

Rita Maria Pinheiro Ferreira

Secretary

AUDIT
BOARD

Miguel Camargo de Sousa Eiró

Chairman
Full members

BOARD
OF DIRECTORS

Pedro Mendonça de Queiroz Pereira

Gonçalo Nuno Palha Gaio Picão Caldeira
Duarte Nuno d’Orey da Cunha** (who resigned from office on 2nd July 2015)
Alternate member replacing Full Member

Chairman
Members

José Manuel Oliveira Vitorino** (as from 2nd July 2015)

Diogo António Rodrigues da Silveira
Luís Alberto Caldeira Deslandes
João Nuno de Sottomayor Pinto de Castello Branco*
Manuel Soares Ferreira Regalado
António José Pereira Redondo
José Fernando Morais Carreira de Araújo
Nuno Miguel Moreira de Araújo Santos
João Paulo Araújo Oliveira
Adriano Augusto da Silva Silveira
José Miguel Pereira Gens Paredes
Paulo Miguel Garcês Ventura
Ricardo Miguel dos Santos Pacheco Pires
Vítor Manuel Galvão Rocha Novais Gonçalves*

REMUNERATION
COMMITTEE

José Gonçalo Maury

Chairman
Members

João Rodrigo Appleton Moreira Rato
Frederico José da Cunha Mendonça e Meneses

EXECUTIVE
BOARD
STATUTORY
AUDITOR
Diogo António Rodrigues da Silveira

Chairman
Members

PricewaterhouseCoopers & Associados
– SROC, Lda. represented by António Alberto

Full

Jorge Manuel Santos Costa (ROC)

Alternate

Henrique Assis or by José Pereira Alves

Manuel Soares Ferreira Regalado
António José Pereira Redondo
José Fernando Morais Carreira de Araújo
Nuno Miguel Moreira de Araújo Santos
João Paulo Araújo Oliveira

Eng. João Nuno de Sottomayor Pinto de Castello Branco and Dr. Vitor Manuel Galvão Rocha Novais Gonçalves were appointed at the Extraordinary General Meeting
of 5th October 2015.
Dr. Duarte Nuno D’Orey da Cunha resigned from office on 2nd July 2015, from the position of member of the Audit Board, and was replaced, in accordance with the law, by
the alternate member of the same board, Dr. José Manuel Oliveira Vitorino.

*

** 
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11.6 MANDATORY
DISCLOSURES

c) Acquisition, disposal, encumbrance or pledge of securities (*)(***) issued by the company, controlled companies
or companies in the same group by company officers:
The following company officers ceased to hold “Bonds SEMAPA 2012/2015” as listed below as a result of repayment of
this bond issue on 30th March 2015:

Disclosures referred to in Articles 447 and 448 of the Companies Code and paras. 6 and 7 of Article 14 of Reg.
5/2008 of the Securities Market Commission (with regard to the financial year of 2015)
1. Information on securities held by company officers
Manuel Soares
Ferreira Regalado
90
“Bonds SEMAPA 2012/2015”

a) Securities issued by company and held by company officers:

António José
Pereira Redondo

Adriano Augusto
da Silva Silveira

6,000
shares

16,000
shares*

1 bond

Paulo Miguel
Garcês Ventura
125
“Bonds SEMAPA 2012/2015”

1 bond*

Luís Alberto
Caldeira Deslandes
60
“Bonds SEMAPA 2012/2015”

José Miguel
Pereira Gens Paredes
205
“Bonds SEMAPA 2012/2015”

Duarte Nuno
d’Orey da Cunha

2,000
shares

José Fernando
Morais Carreira
de Araújo

António José
Pereira Redondo
5
“Bonds SEMAPA
2012/2015”

Duarte Nuno
d’Orey da Cunha

Miguel Camargo
de Sousa Eiró
50
“Bonds SEMAPA 2012/2015”

Ricardo Miguel
dos Santos Pacheco Pires
14
“Bonds
SEMAPA 2012/2015”

Duarte Nuno d’Orey
da Cunha
25
“Bonds SEMAPA 2012/2015”

Vitor Manuel Galvão
Rocha Novais Gonçalves
50
“Bonds SEMAPA
2012/215”

b) Securities (*) issued by companies controlled by or controlling Portucel held by company officers, in the sense
defined in Article 447 of the Companies Code and Article 248-B of the Securities Code (**):
The Portucel, S.A. bonds referred to above correspond to bonds with a flat rate of 5.375% maturing in 2020, issued by Portucel with the name “€ 350,000,000 5.375%
Senior Notes due 2020”.
The bonds issued by Semapa – Sociedade de Investimento e Gestão, SGPS, S.A. and referred to in this item correspond to bonds with a flat rate of 6.85 per cent per
annum, maturing in 2015, issued by Semapa with the name “Obrigações SEMAPA 2012/2015”.
The bonds issued by Semapa called “Obrigações SEMAPA 2014/2019” correspond to the company’s bonds, with a floating rate corresponding to the EURIBOR 6 month
rate, as published on the next TARGET business day immediately prior to the starting date of each interest period, plus 3.25% per annum, maturing in 2019.

(*) 

(*) 

José Miguel
Pereira Gens Paredes
50
“Bonds
2014/2019”

Duarte Nuno
d’Orey da Cunha
2,907 shares
in Semapa SGPS
and 65 “Bonds
2014/2019”

José Fernando
Morais Carreira
de Araújo
100
“Bonds
2014/2019”

Undivided estate
of Maria Rita
de Carvalhosa Mendes
de Almeida de Queiroz Pereira
16,464
shares in Semapa
SGPS
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d) Securities issued by the company and controlled and controlling companies held by companies in which directors
and auditors hold corporate office in the sense defined in Article 447 of the Companies Code and Article 248-B of
the Securities Code:
Cimigest, SGPS, S.A. – 3,185,019 sharers in Semapa – Sociedade de Investimento e Gestão, SGPS, S.A.
Cimo – Gestão de Participações, SGPS, S.A. – 16,199,031 shares in Semapa – Sociedade de Investimento e Gestão,
SGPS, S.A.
Longapar, SGPS, S.A. – 22,225,400 shares in Semapa – Sociedade de Investimento e Gestão, SGPS, S.A.
Sodim, SGPS, S.A. – 15,252,726 shares in Semapa – Sociedade de Investimento e Gestão, SGPS, S.A.
OEM – Organização de Empresas, SGPS, S.A. – 535,000 shares in Semapa – Sociedade de Investimento e Gestão,
SGPS, S.A.
e) Acquisition, disposal, encumbrance or pledge of securities (*) issued by the company, controlled or controlling
companies by company officers and the companies referred to in b) and c):
On 31st March 2015, Sodim SGPS, S.A. disposed of 404,779 shares in Semapa, by barter; for the purposes of Article 14.2
of CMVM Regulation 5/2008, the consideration was fixed at 12.51 Euros per share.

2. List of Qualifying Holdings at 31st December 2015
(as required by Article 20 of the Securities Code)

Attributed

Nº
Shares

% OF
Capital

% OF NON-SUSPENDED
VOTING RIGHTS

Directly

256,033,284

33.36%

35.71%

Seinpar Investments B.V.

Indirectly through Company controlled
by the Shareholder Semapa

241,583,015

31.48%

33.69%

Seminv – Investimentos, SGPS, S.A.

Indirectly through Company controlled
by the Shareholder Semapa

1.000

0.00%

0.00%

Total attributable to Semapa

497,617,299

64.836%

69.402%

Entity
Semapa – Soc. de Investimento
e Gestão, SGPS, S.A.

Fundo de Pensões do Banco BPI
Norges Bank
(the Central Bank of Norway)

Directly

36,875,907

4.805%

5.143%

Total attributable to Banco BPI

36,875,907

3.304%

3.537%

Directly

25,360,219

3.304%

3.537%

Total attributable to Norges Bank

25,360,219

3.30%

3.54%

Information on own shares
(required by Articles 66 and 324.2 of the Companies Code)
As required by Articles 66 and 324.2 of the Companies Code, Portucel, S.A., hereby discloses that during the financial
year of 2015 it acquired none of its own shares, and the number of such shares in its portfolio remained unchanged.
Accordingly, at year-end 2015, Portucel held 50,489,973 own shares representing 6.58% of its share capital.
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12.1 CONSOLIDATED ACCOUNTS
AND NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL
STATEMENTS

12.1.2 Consolidated Statement of Financial Position
As of 31st December 2015 and 2014

NotEs

31-12-2015

31-12-2014

Goodwill

15

377,339,466

376,756,383

Other intangible assets

16

4,931,507

3,416,269

Property, plant and equipment

17

1,320,799,086

1,250,351,511

426,838

-

18

116,996,927

113,969,423

Amounts in Euro

ASSETS
Non-current Assets

12.1.1 Consolidated Income Statement
For the years ending 31st December 2015 and 2014

Investment properties

NotEs

2015

2014

Amounts in Euro

Revenue

4th Quarter
2015

4th Quarter
2014

(unaudited)

(unaudited)

4

Sales

1,537,678,167

422,838,011

402,990,732

3,920,658

4,601,248

867,498

1,333,766

1,268,496

408,792

1,169,795

271,041

24,939,325

30,650,502

9,439,096

25,283,793

3,027,505

2,630,117

5,152,474

2,677,933

(688,695,104)

(675,102,529)

(163,009,876)

(167,629,346)

19,221,022

(13,785,825)

(8,519,904)

(26,196,684)

Cost of materials and services consumed

(421,502,621)

(423,025,068)

(109,785,834)

(111,778,948)

Payroll costs

(154,750,966)

(120,562,976)

(53,702,964)

(32,874,488)

(21,524,093)

(15,050,161)

(8,445,477)

(4,315,673)

14,562,355

1,336,655

5,999,004

(5,523,082)

Other operating income

5

Gains on the sale of non-current assets
Other operating income
Change in the fair value of biological assets
Costs

18

19

229,136

229,136

26

50,934,325

23,418,573

1,871,657,286

1,768,141,295

Inventories

20

212,554,956

188,859,834

21

215,370,516

188,808,093

State and other public entities

22

57,642,795

62,929,572

Cash and cash equivalents

29

72,657,585

499,552,853

Receivables and other current assets

Total Assets

Variation in production

Other costs and losses
Provisions
8

Operating results
10

Profit before tax

(121,715,935)

(111,502,345)

(26,860,163)

(30,001,772)

282,853,090

218,276,578

75,141,660

54,237,273

(50,258,882)

(34,152,250)

(5,352,007)

(9,506,555)

232,594,208

184,124,328

69,789,652

44,730,718

(35,828,685)

(2,654,912)

(14,541,024)

3,622,884

196,765,522

181,469,417

55,248,628

48,353,602

(361,302)

(2,721)

(765,376)

6,947

196,404,220

181,466,696

54,483,252

48,360,548

Capital and Reserves
Share capital

25

767,500,000

767,500,000

Treasury shares

25

(96,974,466)

(96,974,466)

Fair value reserves

25

(1,869,064)

(2,329,120)

Other reserves

25

91,781,112

83,644,527

Currency translation reserves

25

5,688,140

724,832

Retained earnings

25

273,081,975

519,395,217

196,404,220

181,466,696

Dividends paid in advance

14

Non-controlling interests
Income tax

940,150,351
2,708,291,646

EQUITY AND LIABILITIES

Net profit for the period
Net financial results

558,225,851
2,429,883,137

6

Cost of inventories sold and consumed

Depreciation, amortization and impairment losses

Available-for-sale financial assets
Deferred tax assets
Current Assets

1,624,102,449

Services rendered

Biological assets

11

Net Income

13

(29,971,019)

-

1,205,640,898

1,453,427,686

8,622,303

235,253

1,214,263,201

1,453,662,938

95,893,297

Non-current liabilities
Non-controlling interests

13

Net profit for the period
Earnings per share
Basic earnings per share, Euro

12

0.274

0.253

0.076

0.067

Diluted earnings per share, Euro

12

0.274

0.253

0.076

0.067

The notes on pages 119 to 206 are an integral part of these financial statements.

Deferred taxes liabilities

26

88,296,253

Provisions

28

59,205,593

41,148,805

Interest-bearing liabilities

29

686,570,753

468,458,255

Other non-current liabilities

29

38,538,726

38,551,650

872,611,325

644,052,007
304,735,140

Current liabilities
Interest-bearing liabilities

29

40,578,590

Payables and other current liabilities

30

225,084,110

211,924,917

State and other public entities

22

77,345,911

93,916,644

Total liabilities
Total equity and liabilities

343,008,611

610,576,701

1,215,619,936

1,254,628,708

2,429,883,137

2,708,291,646

The notes on pages 119 to 206 are an integral part of these financial statements.
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12.1.3 Statement of Comprehensive Consolidated Income
For the years ending 31st December 2015 and 2014

2015

2014

Amounts in Euro

Net profit for the period

196,765,522

181,469,417

4th Quarter
2015

4th Quarter
2014

(unaudited)

(unaudited)

55,248,628

48,353,602

Itens that can be reclassified subsequently
to profit or loss
Fair value in derivative financial instruments

712,978

(3,482,340)

2,123,289

(1,596,757)

Currency translation differences

4,963,308

2,021,649

2,888,618

489,271

Tax on items above when applicable

(252,922)

939,866

(583,905)

414,061

5,423,364

(520,826)

4,428,002

(693,425)

Itens that will not be reclassified subsequently to profit
or loss
Share of other comprehensive income of associates
Actuarial gains/(losses)
Tax on items above when applicable

Total recognized income and expense for the period

-

(570)

19,261

(30,872)

(7,072,116)

(3,412,731)

5,087,276

(1,908,208)

1,877,580

(245,411)

1,808,189

(503,724)

(5,194,536)

(3,658,712)

6,914,726

(2,442,803)

228,828

(4,179,538)

11,342,728

(3,136,228)

196,994,351

177,289,879

66,591,356

45,217,374

196,633,048

177,293,170

72,831,321

45,215,549

361,302

(3,291)

(6,239,965)

1,825

196,994,351

177,289,879

66,591,357

45,217,374

Attributable to:
Portucel's shareholders
Non-controlling interests

The notes on pages 119 to 206 are an integral part of these financial statements.
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12.1.4 Consolidated Statement of Changes in Equity
For the years ending 31st December 2015 and 2014

1st January 2015

Gains/losses
recognized in the
period

Amounts in Euro

Transactions with
non-controlling
interests

Dividends paid
and reserves
distributed

(Note 13)

(Note 25)

Dividends paid
in advance

Acquisition of
treasury shares

Application of prior
year’s net profit

(Note 14)

(Note 25)

Personnel
Performance
Bonus

31 December 2015

Share capital

767,500,000

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

767,500,000

Treasury shares

(96,974,466)

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

(96,974,466)

Fair value reserves

(2,329,120)

460,056

-

-

-

-

-

-

(1,869,064)

Other reserves

83,644,527

-

-

-

-

-

8,136,585

-

91,781,112

724,832

4,963,308

-

-

-

-

-

-

5,688,140

Currency translation reserves
Retained earnings

519,395,217

(5,194,536)

(3,960,576)

(410,488,241)

-

-

176,328,636

(2,998,525)

273,081,975

Net profit for the period

181,466,696

196,404,220

-

-

-

-

(181,466,696)

-

196,404,220

Early earnings
Total
Non-controlling interests
Total

-

-

-

-

(29,971,019)

-

-

-

(29,971,019)

1,453,427,686

196,633,048

(3,960,576)

(410,488,241)

(29,971,019)

-

2,998,525

(2,998,525)

1,205,640,898

235,253

361,302

8,025,748

-

-

-

-

-

8,622,303

1,453,662,938

196,994,351

4,065,172

(410,488,241)

(29,971,019)

-

2,998,525

(2,998,525)

1,214,263,201

1st January 2014

Gains/losses
recognized in the
period

Transactions with
non-controlling
interests

Dividends paid
and reserves
distributed

Dividends paid
in advance

Acquisition of
treasury shares

Application of prior
year’s net profit

Personnel
Performance
Bonus

31 December 2014

(Note 13)

(Note 25)

(Note 14)

(Note 25)

Amounts in Euro

Share capital

767,500,000

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

767,500,000

Treasury shares

(94,305,175)

-

-

-

-

(2,669,291)

-

-

(96,974,466)

213,354

(2,542,475)

-

-

-

-

-

-

(2,329,120)

75,265,842

-

-

-

-

-

8,378,685

-

83,644,527

Fair value reserves
Other reserves
Currency translation reserves
Retained earnings
Net profit for the period
Total
Non-controlling interests
Total

(1,296,817)

2,021,649

-

-

-

-

-

-

724,832

522,172,435

(3,652,701)

-

(200,783,584)

-

-

201,659,067

-

519,395,217

210,037,752

181,466,696

-

-

-

-

(210,037,752)

-

181,466,696

1,479,587,391

177,293,170

-

(200,783,584)

-

(2,669,291)

-

-

1,453,427,686

238,543

(3,291)

-

-

-

-

-

-

235,253

1,479,825,935

177,289,879

-

(200,783,584)

-

(2,669,291)

-

-

1,453,662,938

The notes on pages 119 to 206 are an integral part of these financial statements.
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12.1.5 Consolidated Statement of Cash Flows

12.1.6 Notes to the Consolidated
Financial Statements

For the years ending 31st December 2015 and 2014

In November 2006, the Portuguese State concluded the
third and final stage of the sale of Portucel, by moving
Parpublica SGPS sell the remaining 25.72% it still held.

As of 31st December 2015 and 2014
NotEs

2015

2014

Amounts in Euro

4th Quarter
2015

4th Quarter
2014

(unaudited)

(unaudited)

OPERATING ACTIVITIES
Receipts from customers
Payments to suppliers
Payments to employees
Cash flow from operations
Income tax received/(paid)
Other receipts/(payments) relating to operating activities
Cash flow from operating activities (1)

1,718,340,237

1,622,642,874

497,093,862

388,514,239

1,292,844,966

1,291,487,446

382,273,429

322,171,975

127,997,872

100,403,251

44,112,793

31,902,320

297,497,399

230,752,177

70,707,640

34,439,944

(28,441,316)

(51,375,209)

(20,095,727)

(29,133,048)

35,813,775

108,847,334

47,262,038

49,528,419

304,869,858

288,224,302

97,873,951

54,835,315

INVESTMENT ACTIVITIES
Inflows
Government grants

21

Interest and similar income
Inflows from investment activities (A)

14,113,127

-

7,481,543

-

1,233,385

3,460,867

910,000

411,823

15,346,512

3,460,867

8,391,543

411,823

Outflows
Investments in associates

19

Tangible assets
Outflows from investment activities (B)
Cash flows from investment activities (2 = A – B)

40,949,794

-

-

-

153,849,975

22,286,816

16,586,654

15,077,162

194,799,769

22,286,816

16,586,654

15,077,162

(179,453,257)

(18,825,949)

(8,195,111)

(14,665,339)

300,000,000

-

-

-

300,000,000

-

-

-

FINANCING ACTIVITIES
Inflows
Borrowings
Inflows from financing activities (C)
Outflows
Borrowings
Interest and similar costs

379,702,382

59,702,381

(55,900,639)

9,851,190

41,889,248

30,983,928

5,000,956

3,420,987
201,496

Acquisition of treasury shares

24

-

2,669,291

-

Dividends paid and distibuted reserves

14

440,459,260

200,783,584

129,993,918

-

862,050,889

294,139,184

79,094,234

13,473,673

Cash flows from financing activities (3 = C – D)

(562,050,889)

(294,139,184)

(79,094,234)

(13,473,673)

CHANGES IN CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS (1)+(2)+(3)

(436,634,288)

(24,740,830)

10,584,605

26,696,303

-

-

(447,218,894)

(51,437,134)

9,739,020

-

9,739,020

-

499,552,853

524,293,683

499,552,853

524,293,683

72,657,585

499,552,853

72,657,584

499,552,852

Outflows from financing activities (D)

CHANGES IN CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS IN THE
OTHER QUARTERS
CHANGE IN CONSOLIDATION SCOPE
CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS AT THE BEGINNING
OF THE PERIOD
CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS AT THE END
OF THE PERIOD

29

(In these notes, unless indicated otherwise, all amounts
are expressed in Euro).
The Portucel Group (“Group”) comprises Portucel, S.A.
(hereafter referred to as the Company or Portucel) and
its subsidiaries.
The Group was created in the mid 1950’s, when a group
of technicians from “Companhia Portuguesa de Celulose
de Cacia” made this company the first in the world to
produce bleached eucalyptus sulphate pulp.
In 1976 Portucel EP was created as a result of the
nationalization of all of Portugal’s cellulose industry. As
such, Portucel – Empresa de Celulose e Papel de Portugal,
E.P. resulted from the merger with CPC – Companhia
de Celulose, S.A.R.L., Socel – Sociedade Industrial de
Celulose, S.A.R.L., Celtejo – Celulose do Tejo, S.A.R.L. and
Celuloses do Guadiana, S.A.R.L., that was converted into
a mainly public anonymous society by Decree-Law No.
405/90, of 21st December.
Years after, as a result of the restructuring of Portucel –
Empresa de Celulose e Papel de Portugal, S.A. that led to
its privatization, Portucel, S.A. was created, on 31st May
1993, through Decree-law 39/93, with the former assets
of the two main companies, based in Cacia and Setúbal.
In 1995, the company was reprivatized, and became a
publicly traded company.
Aiming to restructure the paper industry in Portugal,
Portucel acquired Papéis Inapa (Setúbal) in 2000 and
Soporcel (Figueira da Foz) in 2001. Those key strategic
decisions resulted in the Portucel Group, which are the
largest European and one of the World’s largest producers
of bleached pulp. It is also the biggest European producer
of uncoated wood-free paper.

From 2009 to July 2015, more than 75% of the company’s
share equity was held directly and indirectly by Semapa –
Sociedade de Investimento e Gestão SGPS, S.A. (excluding
treasury shares) having the percentage of voting rights
been reduced to 70% following the conclusion of the
offer for the acquisition, in the form of an exchange offer,
of the ordinary shares of Semapa, SGPS, S.A., in July 2015.
In February 2015, the group started its activity in the
Tissue segment with the acquisition of AMS-BR Star
Paper, S.A., a company that holds and runs a tissue paper
mill, located in Vila Velha de Ródão.
The Group’s main business is the production and sale of
writing and printing paper and related products, and it
is present in the whole value added chain, from research
and development of forestry and agricultural production,
to the purchase of wood and the production and sale of
bleached eucalyptus kraft pulp – BEKP and electric and
thermal energy, as well as its sale.
Portucel is a publicly traded company with its share
capital represented by nominal shares.
Head Office:
Share Capital:
Registration No:

Mitrena, 2901-861 Setúbal
Euros 767,500,000
503 025 798

These consolidated financial statements were approved
by the Board of Directors on 3rd February 2016.
The Group’s senior management, who are also the
members of the Board of Directors that sign this
report, declare that, to the best of their knowledge, the
information contained herein was prepared in conformity
with the applicable accounting standards, providing a
true and fair view of the assets and liabilities, the financial
position and results of the companies included in the
Group’s consolidation scope.

In June 2003, the Portuguese State sold a 30% stake of
Portucel’s equity, which was acquired by Semapa Group.
In September 2003, Semapa launched a public acquisition
offer tending to assure tending to assure the Group’s
control, which was accomplished by guaranteeing a 67.1%
stake of Portucel’s equity.

The notes on pages 119 to 206 are an integral part of these financial statements.
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1.	Summary of the principal
accounting policies
The principal accounting policies applied in the
preparation of these consolidated financial statements
are described below.
The accounting policies related to brands and financial
instruments classified as held to maturity are not
applicable to the financial statements presented below.
However, they are included to ensure completeness
compared to the accounting policies applied by its parent
company – the Semapa Group, which is also the ultimate
parent company.

1.1 Basis of preparation
The Group’s consolidated financial statements have
been prepared in accordance with International Financial
Reporting Standards adopted by the European Union
(IFRS – formerly referred to as the International Accounting
Standards – IAS) issued by the International Accounting
Standards Board (IASB) and the interpretations issued
by the International Financial Reporting Interpretations
Committee (IFRIC) or by the former Standing
Interpretations Committee (SIC) in force on the date of
preparation of the mentioned financial statements.
The accompanying consolidated financial statements
were prepared on a going concern basis from the
accounting books and records of the companies included
in the consolidation (Note 39), and under the historic
cost convention, except for biological assets, available for
sale financial assets and derivative financial instruments,
which are recorded at fair value (Notes 31.2, 31.3 and 18).
The preparation of the financial statements requires
the use of important estimates and judgments in the
application of the Group’s accounting policies. The
principal statements which involve a greater degree
of judgment or complexity and the most significant
assumptions and estimates used in the preparation of the
aforesaid financial statements are disclosed in Note 3.

1.2 Basis of consolidation
1.2.1. Subsidiaries
Subsidiaries are all entities over which the Group has the
right to determine their financial and operating policies,
generally where the Group’s interest is represented by
more than half of the existing voting rights.
The existence and the effect of potential voting rights
which are currently exercisable or convertible are taken
into account when the Group assesses whether it has
control over another entity.

Subsidiaries are consolidated using the full consolidation
method from the date on which control is transferred to
the Group until such date where control ceases.
These companies’ shareholders’ equity and net income/
loss corresponding to the third-party investment in
such companies are presented under the caption of
non-controlling interests in the consolidated statement
of the financial position (in a separate component of
shareholders’ equity) and in the consolidated income
statement, respectively. The companies included in
the consolidated financial statements are disclosed in
Note 39.
The purchase method is used in recording the acquisition
of subsidiaries. The cost of an acquisition is measured
by the fair value of the assets transferred, the equity
instruments issued and liabilities incurred or assumed on
acquisition date, plus costs directly attributable to the
acquisition.
The identifiable assets acquired and the liabilities
and contingent liabilities assumed in a business
combination are initially measured at fair value on the
date of acquisition, irrespective of the existence of noncontrolling interests. The excess of the acquisition cost
relative to the fair value of the Group’s share of the
identifiable assets and liabilities acquired is recorded as
goodwill, as described in Note 15.
If the acquisition cost is less than the fair value of the net
assets of the acquired subsidiary (negative goodwill), the
difference is recognized directly in the income statement
in the period when it takes place.
Transaction costs directly attributable to the acquisition
are immediately expensed.
Intercompany transactions, balances, unrealized gains
on transactions and dividends distributed between
group companies are eliminated. Unrealized losses are
also eliminated, except where the transaction displays
evidence of impairment of a transferred asset.
When, at the date of the acquisition of control, Portucel
already holds a previously acquired interest in the
subsidiary, its fair value is considered in determining the
goodwill or negative goodwill.
When Portucel acquires control over a subsidiary with
less than 100%, the purchase method considers noncontrolling interests either at their fair value or in the
proportion of the fair value of the assets and liabilities
acquired. This decision is made for each individual
transaction.

When the Group trades shares of a subsidiary with noncontrolling interests with no impact in control, no gain,
loss or goodwill is determined, and the differences
between the transaction cost and the book value of the
share acquired are recognized in equity.

The associates’ accounting policies used in the preparation
of the individual financial statements are adjusted,
whenever necessary, so as to ensure consistency with the
policies adopted by the Group.

In the event of losses in subsidiaries with non-controlling
interests, these losses are proportionally attributed to
non-controlling interests, despite the fact that they may
become negative.

1.3 Segmental reporting

The subsidiaries’ accounting policies have been adjusted
whenever necessary so as to ensure consistency with the
policies adopted by the Group.
1.2.2. Associates

Operating segment is a group of assets and operations
of the Group whose financial information is used in the
decision making process developed by the Group’s
management.
The operating segments are presented on these financial
statements in the same way as internally used for the
Group’s performance evaluation.

Associates are all entities in which the Group exercises
significant influence but do not have control, which
is generally the case with investments representing
between 20% and 50% of the voting rights. Investments
in associates are accounted under the equity method.

Four operating segments have been identified by the
Group: uncoated printing and writing paper (UWF)
and tissue paper (Integrated pulp and paper), bleached
eucalyptus kraft pulp – BEKP (Pulp stand alone), forestry
and energy.

In accordance with the equity method, financial
investments are recorded at their acquisition cost,
adjusted by the amount corresponding to the Group’s
share of changes in the associates’ shareholders’ equity
(including net income/loss) with a corresponding gain or
loss recognized for the period on earnings or on changes
in capital, and by dividends received.

BEKP, energy and UWF paper are produced by the Group
in two plants located in Figueira da Foz and Setúbal.
BEKP and energy are also produced in a plant located
in Cacia and tissue paper is produced in another plant
located in Vila Velha de Ródão.

The difference between the acquisition cost and the
fair value of the assets and liabilities attributable to the
affiliated company on the acquisition date is, if positive,
recognized as Goodwill and recorded as investments in
affiliated companies. If negative, goodwill is recorded as
income for the period under the caption “Group share of
(loss)/gains of associated companies and joint ventures”.
Costs directly attributable
immediately expensed.

to

the

transaction

Wood and cork are produced from woodlands owned or
leased by the Group in Portugal, and also form granted
lands in Mozambique. The production of cork and
pinewood are sold to third parties while the eucalyptus
wood is mainly consumed in the production of BEKP.
A significant portion of the Group’s own BEKP production
is consumed in the production of UWF paper. Sales of
both products (BEKP and UWF) and Tissue paper are
made to more than 120 countries throughout the world.

are

In the event that impairment loss indicators arise on
investments in associates, an evaluation of the potential
impairment is made, and if deemed necessary, a loss is
recognized in the consolidated income statement.
When the group’s share of losses in associate companies
exceeds its investment in that associate, the Group
ceases the recognition of additional losses, unless it has
incurred in liabilities or has made payments on behalf of
that associate.

Energy, heat and electricity are mainly produced from
bio fuels in cogeneration. Heat production is used for
internal consumption while electricity is sold to the
national energy grid. The Group also owns another two
cogeneration units using natural gas and two separate
units using bio fuel.
The accounting policies used in segmental reporting are
those consistently used in the Group. All inter-segmental
sales and services rendered are made at market prices
and eliminated on consolidation.
Segmental information is disclosed in Note 4.

Unrealized gains on transactions with associates are
eliminated to the extent of the Group’s investment in the
associates. Unrealized losses are also eliminated, except
where the transaction reveals evidence of impairments
on the transferred assets.
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1.4 Foreign currency translation

1.5 Intangibles assets

1.4.1. Functional and reporting currency

Intangible assets are booked at acquisition cost less
accumulated impairment losses.

(i) The items included in the financial statements of each
one of the Group’s entities are measured using the
currency of the economic environment in which the
entity operates (functional currency).

1.5.1. CO2 Emission rights

(ii) The consolidated financial statements are presented in
Euro, which is the Group’s functional and presentation
currency.
1.4.2. Balances and transactions expressed in foreign
currencies
All of the Group’s assets and liabilities denominated in
foreign currencies are translated into Euro using the
exchange rates prevailing at the date of the statement of
financial position.
Currency adjustments, favorable and unfavorable, arising
from differences between the exchange rates prevailing
at the date of the transaction and those at the date of
collection, payment or statement of financial position, are
recorded as income and costs in the consolidated income
statement for the year.
1.4.3. Group companies
The results and the financial position of the Group’s
entities which have a different functional currency from
the Group’s reporting currency are translated into the
reporting currency as follows:

The CO2 emission rights attributed to the Group within
the National Plan for the assignment of CO2 emission
licenses at no cost, are recognized under Intangible
Assets at market value on the date they are awarded, with
a corresponding liability being recorded under “Deferred
income – grants”, for the same amount.
As emissions occur, the Group recognizes them as an
operating cost with a corresponding liability generated
in the period. Simultaneously, the deferred income for
grants is recognized proportionally as operating income.
Sales of emission rights give rise to a gain or a loss, for
the difference between the amount realized and the
lowest between (i) the respective initial recognition cost
and (ii) the market value of those rights, and are recorded
as “Other operating income” or “Other operating costs”,
respectively.
At the date of the consolidated statement of financial
position, the portfolio of CO2 emission rights is valued
at the lower between the deemed acquisition cost
(determined as described above) and its market value.
On the other hand, the liabilities due for the emissions are
valued at market value at the same date.

1.5.2. Brands

1.8 Property, plant & equipment

Whenever brands are identified in a business combination,
the Group records them separately in the consolidated
statements as an asset at historical cost, which represents
their fair value on the acquisition date.
On subsequent valuation exercises, brands are recognized
in the Group’s consolidated financial statements at cost.
They are not subject to amortization, but instead tested
for impairment at each reporting date.
Own brands are not recognized in the Group’s financial
statements, as they represent internally generated
intangible assets.

1.6 Goodwill
Goodwill represents the excess of the cost of an acquisition
over the fair value of the Group’s share of the identifiable
assets, liabilities and contingent liabilities of the acquired
subsidiary/associate at the date of acquisition by the
Group. Goodwill on acquisitions of associates is included
in investments in associates.
Goodwill on acquisitions of subsidiaries and associates is
not amortized and is tested annually for impairment and
more frequently if events or changes in circumstances
indicate a potential impairment. Impairment losses on
goodwill cannot be reversed. Gains or losses on the
disposal of an entity include the carrying amount of
goodwill relating to that entity.

1.7 Investment properties
(i) The assets and liabilities of each Statement of
financial position are translated at the exchange rates
prevailing at the date of the financial statements;

The group classifies the assets held for the purpose of
capital appreciation and/or the generation of rental
income as investments properties.

Property, plant and equipment that were acquired prior
to 1st January 2004 are recorded at their deemed cost,
which is the book value under the accounting principles
generally accepted in Portugal until 1st January 2004
(transition date to IFRS), including revaluations made in
accordance with the prevailing legislation, deducted of
depreciation and impairment losses.
Property, plant and equipment acquired after the
transition date are shown at cost, less accumulated
depreciation and impairment losses. The acquisition
cost includes all expenditure directly attributable to the
acquisition of the assets, their transport to the place
where they are to be used and the costs incurred to put
them in the desired operating conditions.
Subsequent costs are included in asset’s carrying amount
or recognized as a separate asset, as appropriate, only
when it is probable that future economic benefits will
flow to the Group and the respective cost can be reliably
measured.
Planned maintenance costs are considered part of
the assets’ acquisition cost and are therefore entirely
depreciated until the date of the next forecasted
maintenance event.
All other repairs and maintenance costs, other than
the planned maintenance, are charged to the income
statement in the financial period in which they are
incurred.
Depreciation is calculated with regard to the acquisition
cost, mainly using the straight line method from the
date the assets are ready to enter into service, at the
depreciation rates that best reflect their estimated useful
lives, as follows:

(ii) Equity is translated at the historical exchange rate;
(iii) The income and costs are converted at the exchange
rate prevailing at the dates of the transactions.
Otherwise, income and expenses for each income
statement are translated at the average exchange rate
of the months of the reporting period.
All resulting exchange differences are recognized in other
comprehensive income.

An investment property is initially measured by its
acquisition or production cost, including the transaction
costs that are directly attributable to it. After the initial
recognition, investment properties are measured at cost
less amortization and impairment losses.

AVERAGE
USEFUL LIFE
(IN YEARS)
Land (site preparation for forestry)

Subsequent expenditure is capitalized only when it is
probable that it will result in future economic benefits
to the entity comparing to those considered in initial
recognition.

Buildings and other constructions

50
12 – 30

Equipment:
Machinery and equipment

6 – 25

Transportation equipment

4–9

Tools

2–8

Administrative equipment

4–8

Returnable containers
Other property, plant and equipment
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The residual values of the assets and respective useful
lives are reviewed and adjusted when necessary at the
date of the statement of financial position.
If the book value of the asset is higher than the asset’s
realizable value, then it is written down to the estimated
recoverable amount by recognizing an impairment loss
(Note 1.9).
Gains or losses arising from wright-downs or disposal
are calculated as the difference between the proceeds
received on the disposal and the asset’s book value,
and are recognized in the income statement as other
operating income or costs.

1.9 Impairment of non-current assets
Non-current assets which do not have a defined useful
life are not subject to depreciation, but are subject to
annual impairment tests. Assets subject to depreciation
are reviewed for impairment whenever events or changes
in circumstances indicate that their carrying amount may
not be recoverable.
An impairment loss is recognized as the amount of the
excess of the asset’s book value over its recoverable
amount. The recoverable amount is the higher of the
net sale price and its value in use. For the purpose of
conducting impairment tests, the assets are grouped at
the lowest level for which cash flows can be identified
separately (cash generating units which belong to the
asset), when it is not possible to do so individually for
each asset.
The reversal of impairment losses recognized in previous
periods is recorded when it can be concluded that the
recognized impairment losses no longer exist or have
decreased (with the exception of impairment losses
relating to Goodwill – see Note 1.6). This analysis is made
whenever there are indications that the impairment loss
formerly recognized has been reversed or reduced.
The reversal of impairment losses is recognized in the
income statement as other operating income, except for
the available-for-sale financial assets (Note 1.11.4), unless
the asset has been revalued, in which case the reversal
will represent a portion of the total of the revaluation
reserve. However, an impairment loss is reversed only
up to the limit of the amount that would be recognized
(net of amortization or depreciation) if it had not been
recognized in prior years.

1.10 Biological assets
Biological assets are measured at fair value, less
estimated costs to sell at the time of harvesting. The
Group’s biological assets comprise the forests held for
the production of timber, suitable for incorporating in the
production of BEKP, but also include other species like
pine or cork oak.
When calculating the fair value of the forests, the Group
uses the discounted cash flows method, based on a model
developed in house, regularly tested by independent
external assessments, which considers assumptions
about the nature of the assets being valued, namely, the
expected yield of the forests, the timber selling price net
of costs related with harvest and transportation, the rents
of the woodlands and also plantation costs, maintenance
costs and a discount rate.
The costs incurred with the site preparation before the
first forestation are recognized as a tangible asset and
depreciated in line with its expected useful lives.
The discount rate corresponds to a market rate without
inflation and was determined on the basis of the Group’s
expected rate of return on its forests.
Fair value adjustments resulting from changes in
estimates of growth, growth period, price, cost and other
assumptions are recognized as operating income/costs in
the caption “Change in the fair value of biological assets”.
At the time of harvest, the wood is recognized at fair value
less estimated costs at point of sale, in this case, the pulp
mills, where it forms the initial cost of wood inventories.

1.11 Financial instruments
The Group classifies its financial instruments in the
following categories: loans granted and receivables,
financial assets at fair value through profit and loss,
held‑to-maturity investments, and available-for-sale
financial assets.
The classification depends on the intention motivating the
acquisition of the instruments. Management determines
the classification at the moment of initial recognition of
the instruments and reassesses this classification on each
reporting date.

All acquisitions and disposals of these instruments are
recognized on the date of the respective purchase and
sale contracts, irrespective of the financial settlement
date.
All financial instruments are initially recorded at the
acquisition cost, when their fair value equals the price
paid, including transaction expenses (except financial
assets at fair value through profit or loss). The subsequent
measurement depends on the category the instrument
falls under, as follows:
1.11.1 Loans granted and receivables
Loans and accounts receivable are non-derivative
financial assets with fixed or determinable payments
and which are not quoted in an active market. They are
originated when the Group advances money, goods or
services directly to a debtor without any intention of
negotiating the debt.
These loans are included in current assets, except when
their maturity exceeds 12 months after the date of the
statement of financial position, in which case they are
classified as non-current assets.
These are initially recognized at fair value and
subsequently measured by its amortized cost, adjusted
of any potential expected losses on collection, required
to present them at their net realizable value.
These losses are recognized when there is objective
evidence that the group will not receive the total amounts
due, in accordance with the original terms of the debt and
considering the credit risk control mechanisms in place.
Loans granted and receivables are included in
“Receivables and other current assets” in the statement
of financial position (Note 21).
1.11.2 Financial assets at fair value through profit or loss
This category comprises two sub-categories: (i) financial
assets held for trading, and (ii) assets designated at
fair value through profit or loss at initial recognition. A
financial asset is classified under this category if acquired
primarily for the purpose of selling in the short-term,
if it is part of a managed portfolio at fair value or if its
measurement through fair value allows the company to
eliminate inconsistencies in the measurement of related
assets and liabilities.

Assets in this category are classified as current if they
are either held for trading or are expected to be realized
within 12 months of the date of the statement of financial
position. These investments are measured at fair value
through the income statement.
1.11.3 Held-to-maturity investments
Held-to-maturity investments are non-derivative financial
assets, with fixed or determinable payments and fixed
maturities that the Group’s management has the positive
intention and ability to hold to maturity. Investments in
this category are recorded at amortized cost using the
effective interest rate method.
1.11.4 Available-for-sale financial assets
Available-for-sale financial assets are non-derivative
financial assets that: (i) the Group does not have the
intention of holding for an undefined period of time, (ii)
are designated as available-for-sale at initial recognition
or (iii) do not meet the conditions to be classified in any
of the remaining categories, as described above.
These financial instruments are recognized at market
value, as quoted at the date of the statement of financial
position.
If there is no active market for a financial asset, the Group
establishes fair value by using valuation techniques.
These include the use of recent arm’s length transactions,
reference to other instruments that are substantially
the same as the one in question, discounted cash-flows
analysis and option pricing models refined to reflect the
issuer’s specific circumstances.
Potential gains and losses arising from these instruments
are recorded directly in the fair value reserve
(shareholders’ equity) until the financial investment is
sold, received or disposed of in any way, at which time
the accumulated gain or loss formerly reflected in fair
value reserve is taken to the income statement.
Regarding equity instruments, if there is no market value
or if it is not possible to determine one, these investments
are recognized at their acquisition cost.
At each reporting date, the Group assesses whether there
is objective evidence that a financial asset or group of
financial assets is impaired. If a prolonged decline in fair
value of the available-for-sale financial assets occurs,
then the cumulative loss – measured as the difference
between the acquisition cost and the current fair value,
less any impairment loss on that financial asset previously
recognized in profit or loss – is removed from equity and
recognized in the income statement.
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An impairment loss recognized on available-for-sale
financial assets is reversed if the loss was caused by
specific external events of an exceptional nature that are
not expected to recur but which subsequent external
events have reversed; under these circumstances and
for equity instruments, the reversal does not affect the
income statement and the asset’s subsequent increase in
value is thus taken to the fair value reserve.

1.12 Derivative financial instruments and hedging
account
1.12.1 Derivative financial instruments
The Group uses derivative financial instruments aimed at
managing the financial risks to which it is exposed.
Although the derivatives contracted by the Group
represent effective economic hedges of risks, not all
of them qualify as hedging instruments in accounting
terms to satisfy the rules and requirements of IAS 39.
Instruments that do not qualify as hedging instruments in
accounting terms are stated on the statement of financial
position at fair value and any changes in that value are
recognized as financial income or cost in the consolidated
income statement.
Whenever possible, the fair value of derivatives is
estimated on the basis of quoted instruments. In the
absence of market prices, the fair value of derivatives is
estimated through the discounted cash-flow method and
option valuation models, in accordance with prevailing
market assumptions. The fair value of the derivative
financial instruments is included in Receivables and other
current assets and Payables and other current liabilities.
Derivative financial instruments used for hedging
purposes may be recognized as hedging instruments if
they meet the following characteristics:
i) At acquisition date, there is formal designation and
documentation of the hedging relationship, namely
regarding the hedged item, the hedging instrument
and the company’s evaluation of the hedging
effectiveness;
ii) There is an expectation that the hedge will be highly
effective, at the inception of the hedging relation and
throughout its duration;

Whenever expectations of changes in interest or exchange
rates so justify, the Group hedges these risks through
derivative financial instruments, such as interest rate
swaps (IRS), caps and floors, forwards, calls, collars, etc.
In the selection of the derivative financial instruments,
are essentially valued the characteristics, regarding the
coverage of economic risks. Management also evaluates
the impact of each additional derivative financial
instrument to its portfolio, namely in the volatility of
earnings.
1.12.2 Cash Flow hedging (risk of interest rate, price and
exchange rates)
In order to manage its exposure to interest rate risk, price
risk and exchange rate risk, the Group enters into cash
flow hedges.
Those transactions are recorded in the consolidated
statement of financial position at their fair value. The
effective portion of changes in the fair value of derivatives
that are designated and qualify as cash flow hedges is
recognized in other comprehensive income. The gain
or loss relating to the ineffective portion is recognized
immediately in the income statement.
The amounts accumulated in equity are reclassified to
profit or loss in the periods when the hedged item affects
profit or loss (for example, when the forecast sale that
is hedged takes place). The gain or loss relating to the
effective portion of interest rate swaps hedging variable
rate borrowings is recognized in the income statement
within ‘net financial results’. However, when the forecast
transaction that is hedged results in the recognition of
a non-financial asset (for example, inventory or fixed
assets), the gains and losses previously deferred in equity
are transferred from equity and included in the initial
measurement of the cost of the asset.
When a hedging instrument expires or is sold, or when a
hedge no longer meets the criteria for hedge accounting,
any cumulative gain or loss existing in equity is recycled
to the income statement, unless the hedged item is a
forecast transaction, in which case any cumulative gain or
loss existing in equity at that time remains in equity and
is recognized when the forecast transaction is ultimately
recognized in the income statement.

1.12.3 Net investment hedging (Exchange rate risk)
In order to manage the exposure of its investments in
foreign subsidiaries to fluctuations in the exchange rate
(net investment), the Group enters into exchange rate
forwards.
Those exchange rate forwards are recorded at their fair
value in the consolidated statement of financial position.
Hedges of net investments in foreign operations are
accounted for similarly to cash flow hedges. Any
gain or loss on the hedging instrument relating to the
effective portion of the hedge is recognized in other
comprehensive income. The gain or loss relating to the
ineffective portion is recognized in the income statement.
Gains and losses accumulated in equity are included in
the income statement when the foreign operation is
partially disposed of or sold.

Tax benefits attributed to the Group regarding its
investment projects are recognized in the income
statement whenever there is sufficient taxable income to
allow its use.
Tax benefits granted under contractual investment
projects to be developed by the group are treated as
government grants. When there is reasonable assurance
that the group will comply with all required conditions, it
recognizes (i) a deferred tax asset and (ii) a liability for the
investment grant. In this recognition model, the deferred
tax assets are realized whenever there are taxable profits
against which they can be offset, whilst the liability will
be recognized as an income over the estimated useful life
of the asset, as a deduction to the depreciation charge.
The amounts to be included in the current tax and in
the deferred tax, resulting from transactions and events
recognized in reserves, are recorded directly in these
same headings, not affecting the net profit for the period.

1.13 Corporate income tax
1.13.2 Taxation group
1.13.1 Current and deferred income tax
Corporate income tax includes current and deferred tax.
Current income tax is calculated based on net income,
adjusted in conformity with tax legislation in place at the
date of the statement of financial position. For interim
financial statements, the Group uses management’s best
expectation for the year end effective tax rate.
Deferred taxes are calculated using the liability method,
based on the temporary differences between the book
values of the assets and liabilities and their respective
tax base. The income tax rate expected to be in force
in the period in which the temporary differences will
reverse is used in calculating deferred tax. If there is no
reliable information about those rates, deferred taxes are
calculated using the tax rate in place at each reporting
date.
Deferred tax assets are recognized whenever there is a
reasonable likelihood that future taxable profits will be
generated against which they can be offset. Deferred tax
assets are revised periodically and decreased whenever it
is likely they will not be used.

Until 2013, and since 2003, most of the Group’s
Portuguese subsidiaries were taxed as a group through
the “Regime Especial de Tributação de Grupos de
Sociedades (RETGS)”. Portucel led that tax group.
In 2014, as a result of the changes brought about by
the reform of the Corporate Income Tax Law, those
companies became part of the tax group led by Semapa
SGPS, S.A..
In that group, all Portuguese resident companies in which
Semapa GSPS, S.A. has a direct or indirect interest of 75%
or more are included provided they meet the remaining
conditions of articles 69ª to 71ª of the Corporate Income
Tax Law.
In July 2015, following the conclusion of the offer for
the acquisition, in the form of an exchange offer, of the
ordinary shares of Semapa, SGPS, S.A., the percentage
of equity capital and voting rights held by Semapa in
Portucel was reduced to less than 75%, which resulted in
the exit of Portucel and its subsidiaries from te tax group
(RETGS) led by Semapa, SGPS, S.A., as the requisits for
their inclusion were not met from that date onwards.

Deferred taxes are recorded as a cost or income for the
year, except where they result from amounts recorded
directly under shareholders’ equity, in which case
deferred tax is also recorded under the same caption.

iii) The effectiveness of the hedge may be measured at
the beginning of the operation and while it is in place;
iv) For cash flow hedges, the realization of the cash flows
must be highly probable.
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All the Semapa group companies, including Portucel
group companies, changed their tax reporting period,
which previously corresponded to the accounting year
end (calendar year), to the period starting 1st July of each
year and ending 30th June of the following year, under
artº8 nº2 of the Corporate Income Tax Law, having the
taxable profit of the six months period ended 30th June
been computed under Semapa taxation group.
On 1st July 2015, a new taxation group led by Portucel, S.A.
arose, comprising all the companies located in Portugal in
which the Group holds an interest or voting right of at
least 75%, for more than a year.
These companies calculate income taxes as if they were
taxed independently. However, the determined liabilities
are recognized as due to the leader of the taxation
group (Portucel, S.A.), who will proceed with the overall
computation and the settlement of the income tax.

1.15 Receivables and other current assets

1.18 Interest-bearing liabilities

Debtors’ balances and other current assets are initially
recorded at fair value and are subsequently recognized
at their amortized cost, net of impairment losses, in order
to present those balances at their net realizable amount.

Interest-bearing liabilities are initially recognized at fair
value, net of the transaction costs incurred.

Impairment losses are recognized when there is objective
evidence that the Group will not receive the full amount
outstanding in accordance with the original conditions
of the accounts receivable and despite of the credit risk
management policies and tools.

1.16 Cash and cash equivalents
Cash and cash equivalents includes cash, bank accounts
and other short-term investments with an initial maturity
of up to 3 months which can be mobilized immediately
without any significant risk of fluctuations in value.

1.14 Inventories
1.17 Share capital and treasury shares
Inventories are valued in accordance with the following
criteria:
1.14.1. Goods and raw materials
Goods and raw, subsidiary and consumable materials
are valued at the lower of their purchase cost or their
net realizable value. The purchase cost includes ancillary
costs and it is determined using the weighted average
cost as the valuation method.
1.14.2. Finished products and work in progress
Finished and intermediate products and work in progress
are valued at the lower of their production cost (which
includes incorporated raw materials, labor and general
manufacturing costs, based on a normal production
capacity level) or their net realizable value;
The net realizable value corresponds to the estimated
selling price after deducting estimated completion and
selling costs. The difference between production cost
and net realizable value, if lower, are recorded as an
operational cost.

Ordinary shares are classified in shareholders’ equity.

Interest-bearing liabilities are subsequently stated at their
amortized cost. Any difference between the amounts
received (net of transaction costs) and the amount to be
repaid is recognized in the income statement over the
term of the debt, using the effective interest rate method.
Interest-bearing debt is classified as a current liability,
except when the Group has an unconditional right to
defer the settlement of the liability for at least 12 months
after the date of the statement of financial position.

1.21 Pensions and other employment benefits
1.19 Borrowing costs
Financial costs on loans directly related to acquisition
of the fixed assets, construction or production, are
capitalized as part of the asset’s cost. Capitalization of
these charges begins once preparations are started
for the construction or development of the asset and
is suspended after its utilization begins or when the
respective project is suspended.

Costs directly attributable to the issue of new shares or
other equity instruments are reported as a deduction, net
of taxes, from the proceeds of the issue.

Other borrowing costs relating to loans are usually
recognized as financial costs.

Costs directly attributable to the issue of new shares
or options for the acquisition of a new business are
included in the acquisition cost as part of the purchase
consideration.

Investment income earned on the temporary investment
of specific borrowings pending their expenditure on
qualifying assets is deducted from the borrowing costs
eligible for capitalization.

When any Group company acquires shares of the parent
company (treasury shares), the payment, which includes
directly-attributable incremental costs, is deducted from
the shareholders’ equity attributable to the holders of the
parent company’s capital until such time the shares are
cancelled, reissued or sold.
When such shares are subsequently reissued, any
proceeds, net of the directly attributable transaction
costs and taxes, is reflected in the shareholders’ equity of
the company’s shareholders, under other reserves.

The Group incurs expenditure and assumes liabilities
of an environmental nature. Accordingly, expenditures
on equipment and operating techniques that ensure
compliance with applicable legislation and regulations
(as well as on the reduction of environmental impacts
to levels that do not exceed those representing a viable
application of the best available technologies, on those
related to minimizing energy consumption, atmospheric
emissions, the production of residues and noise), are
capitalized when they are intended to serve the Group’s
business in a durable way, as well as those associated
with future economic benefits and which serve to extend
the useful lives, increase capacity or improve the safety
or efficiency of other assets owned by the Group.

1.20 Provisions
Provisions are recognized whenever the Group has a
present legal or constructive obligation, as a result of
past events, in which it is probable that an outflow of
resources will be required to settle the obligation and the
amount has been reliably estimated.
Provisions for future operating losses are not recognized.
Provisions are reviewed on the date of the statement of
financial position and are adjusted to reflect the best
estimate at that date.

1.21.1 Defined benefit pension plans and retirement bonus
In the past, some of the Group’s companies have assumed
the commitment to make payments to their employees
in the form of complementary retirement pensions,
disability, early retirement and survivors’ pensions, having
constituted defined-benefit plans attributable to active
employees until 31st December 2010 or 31st December
2013, as applicable.
As referred in Note 27, the Group set up autonomous
Pension Funds as a means of funding most of the
commitments for such payments.
As such, the total liability is estimated separately for each
plan at least once every six months, on the date of closing
of the interim and annual accounts, by a specialized and
independent entity in accordance with the projected unit
credit method.
Past service costs resulting from the implementation
of a new plan, or increases in the benefits awarded are
recognized immediately in earnings.
The liability thus determined is stated in the statement of
financial position, less the market value of the funds set
up, as a liability, under Post-employment benefit liabilities,
when underfunded, and as an asset in situations of overfunding.
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Remeasurements resulting from differences between
the assumptions used for purposes of calculating the
liabilities and what effectively occurred (as well as from
changes made thereto and from the difference between
the expected amount of the return on the funds’ assets
and the actual return) are recognized when incurred
directly in shareholders’ equity.
Gains and losses generated on a curtailment or settlement
of a defined benefit pension plan are recognized in the
income statement when the curtailment or settlement
occurs.
A curtailment occurs when there is a material reduction
in the number of employees or the plan is altered in
such a way that the benefits awarded are reduced with
a material impact.
1.21.2 Defined contribution plans
From 2014, some of the group subsidiaries (2010 for
Portucel), assumed commitments, regarding payments
to a defined contribution plan in a percentage of the
beneficiaries’ salary, in order to provide retirement,
disability, early retirement and survivors’ pensions.
In order to capitalize those contributions, pension funds
were set up, for which employees can make additional
voluntary contributions.
Therefore, the responsibility with these plans corresponds to the contribution made to the funds based on
the percentage of the employees’ salaries defined in the
respective agreements. These contributions are recognized as a cost in the income statement in the period to
which they refer, regardless of the date of the settlement
of the liability.
1.21.3 Holiday pay, allowances and bonuses
Under the terms of the collective labor agreement
applicable to Portucel, S.A. as well as under the agreement
celebrated with the Labor Unions, most of the companies’
employees are entitled to a 25 working days leave (except
for RAIZ and Viveiros Aliança employees with 22 days) as
well as to a month’s holiday allowance.

According to the current Performance Management System
(“Sistema de Gestão de Desempenho”), employees and
statutory bodies may become eligible for a bonus based
on annually-defined objectives, subsequently approved in
the annual general assembly held to approve the accounts.

1.24 Leases

1.27 Revenue

Fixed assets acquired under leasing contracts, as well
as the corresponding liabilities, are recorded using the
finance method.

Accordingly, these liabilities are recorded in the period in
which all the employees, including the Board members,
acquire the expectation of receiving the share in results,
irrespective of the date of payment, whilst the balance
payable at the date of the statement of financial position
is shown under “Payables and other current liabilities”.

According to this method, the asset’s cost is recorded in
property, plant and equipment and the corresponding
liability is recorded under liabilities as loans, while the
interest included in the instalments and the asset’s
depreciation, calculated as described in Note 1.8, are
recorded as costs in the income statement of the period
to which they relate.

Income from sales is recognized in the consolidated
income statement when the risks and benefits inherent
in the ownership of the respective assets are transferred
to the purchaser and the income can be reasonably
quantified. Thus, sales of products (BEKP and UWF
paper) are recognized only when they are dispatched
to the clients, and no more costs with transportation or
insurance are to be held by the Group.

1.22 Payables and other current liabilities

Leases under which a significant part of the risks and
benefits of the property is assumed by the lessor, with
the Group being the lessee, are classified as operating
leases. Payments made under operating leases, net of any
grant received by the lessee, are recorded in the income
statement during the period of the lease.

Trade creditors and current accounts payable are initially
recorded at their fair value and subsequently at amortized
cost.

1.23 Governments grants
Government grants are recognized at their fair value
when there is a reasonable assurance that the grant
will be received and the group will comply with all
required conditions, namely, the group makes the eligible
investments and grants will be received.
Government grants received to compensate capital
expenditure are reported under “Payables and other
current liabilities” and are recognized in the income
statement during the useful life of the tangible fixed asset
being financed, by deducting the value of its amortization
Government grants related to operating costs, including
the attribution of CO2 emission rights allowances
(Note 1.5), are systematically recognized in the income
statement over the period that matches the costs with
the compensating grants, as well as the accumulated
amounts prior to the initial recognition.
Grants related to biological assets carried at fair value,
in accordance with IAS 41, are recognized in the income
statement when the terms and conditions of the grant
are met.

1.24.1 Leases included in contracts according to IFRIC 4
The Group recognizes an operating or financial lease
whenever it enters into an agreement, encompassing a
transaction or a series of related transactions which even
if not in the legal form of a lease, transfers a right to use
an asset in return for a payment or a series of payments.

1.25 Dividends distribution
The distribution of dividends to shareholders is recognized
as a liability in the Group’s financial statements in the
period in which the dividends are approved by the
shareholders and up until the time of their payment or, in
the case of anticipated distributions, when approved by
the Board of Directors.

Sales are recognized net of taxes, discounts and other
costs inherent to their completion, at the fair value of the
amount received or receivable.
Income from services rendered is recognized in the
consolidated income statement by reference to the stage
of completion of the service contracts at the date of the
statement of financial position.

1.28 Contingent assets and liabilities
Contingent liabilities in which the probability of an outflow
of funds affecting future economic benefits is not likely, are
not recognized in the consolidated financial statements,
and are disclosed in the notes, unless the probability of
the outflow of funds affecting future economic benefits
is remote, in which case they are not disclosed. Provisions
are recognized for liabilities which meet the conditions
described in Note 1.20.
Contingent assets are not recognized in the consolidated
financial statements but are disclosed in the notes when it
is probable that a future economic benefit will arise from
them (Note 37).

1.29 Subsequent events
1.26 Accrual basis
Group companies record their costs and income
according to the accrual basis of accounting, so that
costs and income are recognized as they are generated,
irrespective of the time at which they are paid or received.
The differences between the amounts received and paid
and the respective costs and income are recognized as
“Receivables and other current assets” and “Payables and
other current liabilities” (Notes 21 and 30, respectively).

Events after the date of the statement of financial
position which provide additional information about
the conditions prevailing at the date of the statement
of financial position are reflected in the consolidated
financial statements.
Subsequent events which provide information about
conditions which occur after the date of the statement
of financial position are disclosed in the notes to the
consolidated financial statements, if material.
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1.30 New standards, changes and interpretations of existing standard

2. Risk management

The application of the interpretations and amendments to the standards mentioned below, are mandatory by the
European Union, for the financial years beginning on or after 1 January 2015:

The Group operates in the forestry sectors, in the
production of eucalyptus for use in the production
of BEKP (bleached eucalyptus kraft pulp), which is
essentially incorporated in the production of UWF
(uncoated wood free) paper and tissue paper but is also
sold in the market, and in energy production, essentially
through the forest biomass that is generated in the BEKP
production process.

Standards and Interpretations that became effective on 31st December 2015

Effective Date*

Annual improvements to IFRSs 2011 – 2013

1st January 2015

IFRIC 21 – ‘Levies’

1st January 2015

*

Periods beginning on or after

The introduction of the revision to this standard did not have any significant impact on the consolidated financial
statements of the Group.

There are new standards, interpretations and amendments of existing standards that, despite having already been
published, are only mandatory for the periods starting after 1st February 2015 and which the Group decided not to
early‑adopt in the current period, as follows:

Effective Date*

Annual improvements to IFRSs 2010 – 2012

1st February 2015

IAS 19 – Employee benefits

1st February 2015

IAS 16 and IAS 38 – Acceptable methods of depreciation/amortisation

1st January 2016

IAS 16 and IAS 41 – Agriculture: bearer plants

1st January 2016

IFRS 11 – Joint arrangements

1st January 2016

IAS 1 – Presentation of financial statements

1st January 2016

IAS 27 – Separate financial statements

1st January 2016

Annual improvements to IFRSs 2012 – 2014

1st January 2016

*

Periods beginning on or after

Standards and effective changes, on or after 1st July 2015,
not yet endorsed by EU

Effective Date*

Amendments to IFRS 10, 12 and IAS 28: Investments – applying the exception to the obligation to
consolidate

1st January 2016

IFRS 9 – Financial instruments

1st January 2018

IFRS 15 – Revenue from contracts with customers

1st January 2018

*

All the activities in which the Group is involved are subject
to risks which could have a significant impact on its
operations, its operating results, the cash flow generated
and in its financial position.
The risk factors analyzed in this chapter can be structured
as follows:

New standards and interpretations of non-mandatory application in European Union

Standards that became effective, on or after 1st february 2015

2.1 Specific risks in sectors where the group acts

Periods begining on or after

Up to the date of issuing this report, the Group had not yet concluded the estimate of the effects of changes arising
from the adoption of these standards, for which it decided not to early-adopt them. However, no material effect is
expected in the financial statements as a result of their adoption.

i.	Specific risks inherent to the sectors of activity in which
the Group operates:
Risks associated with the forestry sector;
Risks associated with the production and sale of BEKP,
UWF paper and tissue paper;
Risks associated with energy generation;
Human resources;
General context risks.
ii. Group risks and the manner in which it carries out its
activities.
The Group has a risk-management programme in place
which is focused on the analysis of the financial markets
in order to minimize the potential adverse effects on its
financial performance. Risk management is conducted
by the Finance Division in accordance with policies
approved by the Board of Directors. The Finance Division
evaluates and undertakes the hedging of financial risks in
strict coordination with the Group’s operating units.
The Board of Directors provides the principles of risk
management as a whole and policies covering specific
areas such as foreign exchange risk, interest rate risk,
liquidity risk, credit risk, the use of derivatives and other
non-derivate financial instruments and the investment of
excess liquidity. The Internal Audit department follows
the implementation of the risk management principles
defined by the Board of Directors.

2.1.1. Significant risks from the forestry
By the end of 2015, Portucel Soporcel Group was carrying
out the management of woodland covering a area of 120
thousand hectares, from north to south of the country,
including Azores, through around 1,400 units located in
167 municipalities, in accordance with the principles laid
down in its Forest Policy. Eucalyptus trees occupy 73%
of this area, namely the Eucalyptus globulus, the species
that is universally acknowledged as the tree with the
ideal fiber for producing high quality paper.
The Group is also managing, in a development stage, the
forestation of 356,210 hectares in Mozambique, which
were prepared to plant 47 thousands of hectares and
planted 6,9 thousand hectares in the provinces of Manica
and Zambezia, under a concession agreement reached
with de Mozambique government. The mentioned
agreement also provides the construction of an industrial
BEKP production unit, together with the construction of
an electricity production unit.
The main forestry areas under the Group’s management
are certified by FSC® (Forest Stewardship Council) and
by PEFC (Programme for the Endorsement of Forest
Certification schemes), ensuring an environmental,
economic and socially responsible forestry management
that follows a strict and internationally recognized criteria.
The main risk factor threatening the eucalyptus forests
lies in the low productivity of Portuguese forest and in
the worldwide demand for certified products, considering
that only a small proportion of the forests are certified.
It is expected that this competitive pressure will remain
in the future. As an example, the forestry area managed
by the Group represents nearly 3% of Portugal’s total
forested area, 48% of all certified Portuguese forests
according with PECF standards and 33% of all certified
Portuguese forester according with FSC® standards.
The main risks associated with the sector are the ones
related to the productive capacity of the plantations,
the risk of wildfires as well as the regulatory risk, given
the review announced by the Government of the legal
regime applicable to forestation and reforestation with
resort to forestry species, as established in Decree-Law
No. 96/2013, of 19th July.
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In order to maximize the productive capacity of the
areas it manages, the Group has developed and uses
Forestry Management models which contribute to the
maintenance and ongoing improvement of the economic,
ecological and social functions of the forestry areas, not
only regarding the population but also from the forestry
landscape perspective, namely:
i.

Increase the productivity of its woodlands through
the use of the best agro-forestry practices adapted to
local conditions and compatible with the environment
and the demand for biodiversity;

ii. Establish and improve the network of forestry infrastructures to enable the required accessibility for
management, whilst making them compatible with
the forestry protection measures against wildfires;
iii. Ensure compliance with the water-cycle functions,
promoting, whenever possible, the rehabilitation and
qualitative protection of water resources.
The Group also has a research institute, RAIZ, whose
activity is focused in 3 main areas: Applied Research,
Consulting and Training. In the forestry research area,
RAIZ seeks:
i.

To improve the productivity of the eucalyptus forests;

ii. To enhance the quality of the fiber produced from that
wood;
iii. To implement a sustained forestry management
program from an economic, environmental and social
perspectives;
iv. To lower the cost of wood production.
The Group’s activity is exposed to risks related to forest
fires, including:
i.

Destruction of actual and future wood inventory,
belonging to the Group as well as to third parties;

ii. Increasing costs of forestry and subsequent land
preparation for plantation.
Regarding the risk of wild fires, the manner in which the
Group manages its woodlands constitutes the front line
for mitigating this risk.
Amongst the various management measures to which
the Group has committed under this program, the strict
compliance with biodiversity rules and the construction
and maintenance of access roads and routes to each of
the operational areas assume particular importance in
mitigating the risk of wildfires.

Moreover, the Group has a share in the Afocelca grouping
– an economic interest grouping between the Portucel
Group and the ALTRI Group, whose mission is to provide
assistance in the fight against forest fires at the grouped
companies’ properties and areas under management, in
close coordination and collaboration with the National Civil
Protection Authority (Autoridade Nacional de Protecção
Civil – ANPC). This grouping manages an annual budget
of around 3 million euro, and has created an efficient and
flexible structure which implements practices aimed at
reducing protection costs and minimizing the losses by
forest fires for the members of the grouping, which own
and manage more than 210 thousand hectares of forests
in Portugal.
2.1.2. Risks associated to producing and selling BEKP,
UWF paper and Tissue paper
Supply of raw materials
The wood supplied by the Group’s forestry’s represents
less than 20% of the Group’s needs, meaning the
Group needs to buy wood in the Iberian market and in
international markets.
The supply of wood, namely eucalyptus, is subject to
price and exchange rate fluctuations and difficulties
encountered in the supply of raw materials that could
have a significant impact on the production costs of
companies producing BEKP (Bleached Eucalyptus Kraft
Pulp). Also relevant (mostly in imports) is the volatility of
wood transportation costs to the factories, which floats
depending on oil prices and sea freight costs.
The planting of new areas of eucalyptus and pine is
subject to the authorization of the relevant entities, so that
increases in forested areas, or the substitution of some of
the currently used areas, depend on forest owners, which
are estimated to be around 400,000, on the applicable
legislation and the speed of the responsible authorities in
approving the new projects as well as the volatility in the
legal regime, as exemplified by Decree-Law No. 93/2013
of 19th July, with a revision announced to 2016.
If domestic production proved to be insufficient, in
volume and in quality, namely of certified wood, the
Group could have to place greater reliance on imports of
wood from Africa and South America.
Regarding imports of wood, there is a risk related to
its shipment from the place of origin to the harbors
supplying the Group, that are far from Cacia and Figueira
da Foz mills. This transportation risk is reduced by the
agreed purchasing conditions, where the ownership
of raw materials is transferred at the port of arrival,
and complemented by insurance coverage of potential
supplying losses caused by any transportation accident
that may affect the supplying of wood.

The Group seeks to maximize the added value of its
products, particularly through increased integration of
certified wood in these products.
The low expression of this wood outside the forests
directly managed by the Group has meant a shortage
of supply, to which the Group has responded with an
increase in the price offered when comparing to wood
originated from forests that are not certified, through
a price bonus for certified wood, a new initiative from
Group.
Furthermore, and considering the unparalleled contribu
tion of the eucalyptus industry to the National Value
Added of the Portuguese Economy, both direct and
indirect, as well as the significance of such industries in
exports and employment, and the increasing demand for
eucalyptus, not easily satisfied by national forests, the
Group has made the Government and the public opinion
aware of the need to guarantee that, until the internal
production of this type of wood does not increase
significantly on an economically viable basis, the use of
bio fuels for energy production should not be put ahead
of the use of eucalyptus wood in the production of
tradable goods.
As at 31 December 2015, an increase of 10% on the cost
of a cubic meter of the eucalyptus wood consumed in
the production of BEKP, would have had an impact in
Group’s earnings of some Euro 29,700,000 (2014: Euro
31,400,000).
st

For other raw materials including chemicals, the main
risk identified is the lack of availability of products under
the increasing demand for these products in emerging
markets, particularly in Asia and markets which supply
them, you can create specific imbalances of supply and
demand.
The Group seeks to mitigate these risks through
proactive sourcing, which seeks to identify sources of
supply geographically dispersed, yet seeking to ensure
supply term that assures volume levels, price and quality
consistent with its requirements contracts.
Finally, another resource required for the production
process is water. The concern with the use of this resource
that the Group assumes as finite is significant. Over the
past few years investments have been made aimed at
reducing the use of water in the process, which decreased
more than 20% between 2005 and 2015. In addition,
the quality levels achieved in the effluent treatment are
among the highest and effluent volumes between 2005
and 2015 have been reduced by more than 13% as a
result of investment in process improvement, aimed at
minimizing the environmental impact of the Group.

Market price for UWF paper, BEKP and Tissue
The increase in competition, caused by an imbalance
of supply and demand in the BEKP, UWF or tissue
markets may have a significant impact on prices and, as
a consequence, in the Group’s performance. The market
prices of BEKP, UWF paper and tissue paper are defined
in the world global market in perfect competition and
have a significant impact on the Group’s revenues and on
its profitability. Cyclical fluctuations in BEKP, Tissue paper
and UWF Paper prices mainly arise from both changes in
the world supply and demand and the financial situation
of each of the international market players (producers,
traders, distributors, clients, etc.), creating successive
changes in equilibrium prices and raising the global
market’s volatility.
The BEKP, UWF paper and tissue paper markets are highly competitive. Significant variations in existing production capacities could have a strong influence on world
market prices. These factors have encouraged the Group
to follow a defined marketing and branding strategy and
to invest in relevant capital expenditure to increase productivity and the quality of the products it sells.
On 31st December 2015, a 10% drop in the price per ton
of BEKP and of 5% in the price per ton of UWF paper
and Tissue paper sold by the Group in the period, would
have represented an impact on its earnings of about Euro
13,900,000 (2014: Euro 11,400,000) and Euro 63,300,000
(2014: Euro 58,500,000).
Demand for the Group’s products
Notwithstanding the references below to the concentration of the portfolio of the Group’s customers, any reduction in demand for BEKP, UWF and tissue in the markets
of the European Union and the United States could have
a significant impact on the Group’s sales. The demand for
BEKP produced by the Group also depends on the evolution of the capacity for paper production in the world,
since the Group’s major customers are themselves paper
producers.
The demand for printing and writing paper has been
historically related with macroeconomic factors and the
increasing use of copy and print material. A breakdown of
the global economy and the increase of unemployment can
cause a slowdown or decline in demand for printing and
writing paper, thus affecting the performance of the Group.
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Regarding Tissue segment, the key variables affecting
the demand are:
Expected future economic growth;
Population growth and other demographic changes;
Product penetration levels;
Developments in the quality of Tissue paper and
product specifications;
Substitution effects.
Tissue paper consumption is not very sensitive to cyclical
changes in the economy, although it tends to grow faster
with higher economic growth.
The importance of economic growth for the consumption
of Tissue is more obvious in developing countries.
When the level of the income per capita is very low, the
consumption of Tissue tends to be reduced. There is a
threshold after which consumption accelerates. Economic
growth allows greater penetration of the product, which
is one of the main drivers of demand for such paper in
lower income populations. The Tissue paper is a product
that does not face major threats of substitution by other
materials, and there are no expected changes at this level.
Consumer preferences may have an impact on global
paper demand or in certain particular types of paper,
such as the demand for recycled products or products
with certified virgin fiber.
Regarding this matter, and in the case of the UWF and
Tissue papers, the Group believes that the marketing
strategy and branding that has been followed, combined
with the significant investments made to improve
productivity and produce high quality products, allow it
to deliver its products in market segments that are less
sensitive to variations in demand, resulting in a lower
exposure to this risk.
Energy
The pulp and paper production processes are dependent
on the constant supply of thermal and electrical energy. To
accommodate that, the Group has several cogeneration
units, which fulfil this requirement for energy, and it has
planned for redundancies between the generating units
in order to mitigate the risk of any unplanned stops of
those units to pulp and paper mills. The excess production
of electricity compared to the mill’s requirements
is sold in the market at regulated tariffs for 15 years
after the settlement. After that, the defined tariffs do
not compensate market production as they are lower
than the ones in which the group incurs for acquiring
electricity, which can be proven by the reduction shown
in the revenues arising from this segment.

Country risk – Mozambique

Concentration of the customer portfolio

As the investment project in Mozambique gains relevance,
exposure to specific risk in this country increases.

As at 31st December 2015, the Group’s 10 main BEKP
customer groups accounted for 14% of the period’s
production of BEKP (2014: 13%) and 76% of external sales
of BEKP (2014: 69%). This asymmetry is a result of the
strategy pursued by the Group, consisting of a growing
integration of the BEKP produced into the UWF paper
produced and sold.

The exposure to this risk means that the planning of
investments in terms of timing, choice of suppliers/
partners and geographic location is made considering
this effect. The Group monitories the achievement of
each step in a way that can assume with reasonable
certainty that no risk that there will be effects due to
condition them.
Up to the end of the year ended 31st December 2015,
the expenditure with this project amounted to Euro
54,000,000 (31st December 2014: Euro 28,000,000),
mainly related to plantation, land preparation and the
identification of eucalyptus species with adequate
industrial use to be planted in the areas awarded by the
Mozambique State.
Competition
Increased competition in the paper and pulp markets may
have a significant impact in price and, as a consequence,
in the Group’s profitability.
As paper and pulp markets are highly competitive, new
capacities may have a relevant impact in prices worldwide.
BEKP producers from the southern hemisphere (namely
from Brazil, Chile, Uruguay and Indonesia), with
significantly lower production costs, have been gaining
weight in the market, undermining the competitive
position of European pulp producers.
These factors have forced the Group to make significant
investments in order to keep production costs competitive
and produce high quality products as it is likely that this
competitive pressure will remain strong in the future.
The Group sells more than 70% of its paper production
in Europe (2014: 71%), holding significant market shares
in Southern European countries and relevant market
shares in the other major European markets, as well as
an important presence in the USA, nearly half of all the
other markets (Overseas), despite the imposition of
anti-dumping duties resulting from its strength in the
domestic market (Portugal), which represents about 5%
of paper sales.

As such, the Group considers its exposure to the risk
of customer concentration regarding the sale of BEKP,
as small.
As at 31st December 2015, the Group’s 10 main customer
groups for UWF paper represented 53% of this product’s
sales during the period (2014: 54%), although the Group’s
10 main individual costumer did not exceed 26% of the
UWF paper sales (2014: 22%). Also regarding UWF
paper, the Group follows a strategy of mitigating the risk
of customer concentration. The Group sells UWF paper
to about 123 countries (2014: 113 countries) and 700
individual costumers (2014: 900 customers), thereby
allowing a dispersion of the risk of sales concentration in
a reduced number of markets and/or customers.
Tissue sales amounted to Euro 53,7 million in 2015, an
increase of 10% when compared to the same period
of 2014. Its commercial activity is mainly focused in the
Iberian markets, representing 98% of its sales. The 10 main
customers represent about 56% of total sales (2014: 60%).
With the new production equipments in place, namely
those resulting from the investment in the second Tissue
paper machine made in 2015, the group believes it will
be able to expand its commercial activity to external
markets, namely to Spain and Western Europe.

On September 2014, BREF (Best available techniques
Reference document – Commission executive decision
2014/687/EU) was approved for the paper and pulp
sector, with redefined limits and requirements for these
sectors. The companies have four years to promote the
required adjustments to its practices and equipments.
Furthermore, the technical discussion on the Large
Combustion Facilities Reference Document was finalized,
the formal and political approval expected to occur in
early 2017. The publication of this document will have an
impact on the group’s equipment, particularly in boilers
and combustion facilities, which will be covered by the
new legislation to be published, therefore requiring new
investments.
As such, the group has been monitoring the technical
development of this matter, trying to anticipate and plan
the necessary improvements to their equipment so to
comply with the limits to publish. There is a possibility that
the group may need to perform additional investments in
this area in order to comply with any changes in limits
and environmental rules which may be approved.
To date, the legislative changes that are known relate to
the evolution of the system of allocation of EU emission
trading of CO2 emission rights (CELE), established by
Directive 2003/87/CE, and recently amended by Directive
2009/29/CE (new CELE Directive), which outlines the
legal framework of the CELE for the period 2013-2020
and which was transposed into national law by Decree
‑Law 38/2013 of 15th March, which resulted in reducing
the free allocation of CO2 emission rights allowances.
With this scenario, an increase the costs for the
transformation industry in general is expected and, in
particular, for the paper and pulp industry, without any
compensation for the CO2 that, annually, is absorbed by
the forests of this industry.

Environmental legislation
In recent years, environmental legislation in the EU has
become increasingly restrictive regarding the control of
effluents. The companies of the Group comply with the
prevailing legislation.

In order to reduce the impact of this change, the Group
has been following a strategy of carrying out a series
of environment related investments that, among other
advantages, have resulted in a continued reduction of the
CO2 emissions, in spite of the continuous increase in the
production volume over the last years.
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In 2015, an environmental strategic plan was analyzed
and established, aiming to adapt the Portucel Group to a
set of new and future requirements in the environmental
area, namely to the recently published reference
document for the sector (Best available techniques
Reference document – Commission executive decision
2014/687/EU) and for Large Combustion Facilities. The
aforementioned reference documents correspond to the
implementation of Directive 2010/75/EU on industrial
emissions.

As previously mentioned, the Group has been making
the Government and public opinion aware of the need to
guarantee that biomass is viewed in a sustainable manner,
avoiding the use of eucalyptus wood for biomass, as an
alternative of its use in the production of tradable goods.
The incentives in place in Portugal only consider the use
of residual forest biomass, rather than the use of wood to
produce electrical power.

The Environmental Strategic Plan aimed for areas other
than the environmental covered by this document. It was
possible to confirm that Portucel Group is generically in
compliance with this future referential and to identify
some areas for improvement as well as technological
solutions such as atmosphere emissions from biomass
boilers.

i.

On the other hand, under the terms set in Decree-Law
147/2008, dated 29th June that transposed directive
2004/35/CE to the national law, the Group secured the
environmental insurances demanded by the referred law,
thus guaranteeing compliance and reducing exposure to
environmental risks.
2.1.3. Risks associated with the production of energy
Energy is considered an important activity in the Group,
allowing the use of the biomass generated in the BEKP
production, but also ensuring the supply – under the
co-generation regime – of thermal and electric power
at the BEKP and UWF paper industrial complexes, also
enabling, among others, the group’s wood suppliers to
generate additional income from the sale of biomass and
contributing to the reduction of the risk of fires in the
country.
Considering the increasing integration of the Group’s
mills dedicated to the production of BEKP and UWF
paper and as a means of increasing the use of the
biomass gathered in the woodlands, the Group built new
biomass power-generating units, to produce electrical
power trough biomass.
In this sector, the main risk is linked to the supply of
raw material, namely, biomass. The group has played a
pioneering role and has been developing a market for the
sale of biomass for supplying the power plants it owns.
The fostering of this market in a phase prior to the startup of the new power-generating units has enabled it to
secure a sustained raw-material supply network which it
may utilize in the future.

In addition, and despite the legal provisions,
Decree-Law 23/2010 and Act 140/2012, revised by Act
325-A/2012, applicable to the ERP system – Energy
Production under the Special Regime in cogeneration;

ii. For units powered through residual forestry biomass,
dedicated to the production of electricity, the legal
framework is provided by Decree-Law 33-A/2005,
revised by Decree-Law 225/2007, that extends from
15 to 25 years the guaranteed tariffs under the PRE,
which enables some revenue stability to be planned
for the near future,
There is a risk that the change in every tariffs may
eventually paralyze the products produced by the Group,
there is a risk that the change in energy prices for sale
of energy produced from renewable resources will
penalize those products (already occurring, with specific
measures over the energy price and the introduction an
Extraordinary Contribution to the Energy Sector affecting
cogenerating units) with a capacity of more than 20MW.
The constant search for the optimization of production
costs and efficiency of the generating units is the way the
Group seeks to mitigate this risk.
As a result of the measures taken under the Financial
Adjustment Programme that Portugal was subject to,
the whole remuneration system of the national electricity
sector was revised, being the major impact in the
electricity produced from cogeneration, one of the most
efficient ways to produce energy.

2.1.4. Human resources and talent management

2.1.5. Other risks associated with the group’s activity

Successful organizations have the right talent in the
right place, at all levels – people who look beyond the
obvious and take the business into the future. The talent
shortage is now a structural problem in most companies.
With technological advances and the constant need for
innovation, intellectual capital has become crucial to the
survival and expansion of the companies.

The Group’s manufacturing facilities are subject to risks
inherent to any industrial activity, such as accidents,
breakdowns or natural disasters that may cause losses
in the Group’s assets or temporary interruptions in the
production process.

The Group’s ability to successfully implement the outlined
strategies will therefore depend on its capacity to recruit
and retain key talents for each role. This risk is increased
by the high average age of the Group’s employees.
Although the Group’s human resources policy seeks to
achieve these goals, there might be some limitations to
achieving them in the future, or that significant training
costs need to be supported. In 2015 several actions were
put in place in order to spread the new values and culture
of the Group. We are integrating values, bringing them to
life, developing systems and policies so to transform the
organization, developing skills and holding the leadership
responsible.
During 2015, the group continued with the rejuvenation
program initiated in 2014. As of the date of this report,
100 Employees had accepted its terms (2014: 14
Employees). In 2015, the Group also began its Trainee
program, a program aimed at identifying and selecting
young professionals with potential to grow that share the
Group’s vision and contribute with energy and passion to
the projects of their teams.
The focus on the continuous development of its
employees together with the attraction of promising
talents is considered strategic to the Organization as a
way to introduce new skills and new ways of thinking the
business.

Likewise, these risks may also affect the Group’s main
customers and suppliers, which would have a significant
impact on the levels of the Group’s profitability, should
it not be possible to find new customers to ensure sales
levels and new suppliers that would enable the Group to
maintain its current cost structure.
The Group exports over 95% of its production of UWF
paper and about 31% of its production of tissue paper.
As a consequence, transportation and logistics costs are
materially relevant. A continuous rise in transport costs
may have a significant impact in the Group’s earnings.
2.1.6. Context risks
The lack of efficiency in the Portuguese economy
continues to be accompanied by management, as it
may have a negative effect on the Group’s ability to be
competitive. This is more so, but not exclusively, in the
following areas:
i.

Ports and railroads;

ii) Roads, particularly those providing access to the
Group’s production units;
iii) Rules regarding territory management and forest
fires;
iv) Low productivity of the country’s forests;
v) The lack of certification of the vast majority of the
Portuguese forest.

The Group represents a relevant part (4.8%) of the energy
produced in Portugal. The units owned and operated by
the group have been watching a review of electricity prices
over a transitory period initiated in 2012, through 2020
and ending in 2025. As a consequence, the operation as
it stands will become economically unfeasible. Over the
aforementioned period, the energy generated by these
units will no longer be sold to the national grid (which is
already the case in the gas cogeneration unit in Figueira
da Foz), as it will no longer be economically feasible.
These units will be converted into auto consumption units
after the transitory period applicable to each installation.
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2.2 Group’s risks and the way it develops its activities

The above mentioned presumption is based on the
Group’s medium/long term plans, which consider the
following main assumptions:

2.2.1. Risks associated with debt and liquidity levels
Given the medium/long term nature of investments, the
Group has sought to set up a debt structure that follows
the maturity of the associated assets, thus seeking to
contract long-term debt, and refinance its short-term debt.
Considering the structure of the debt contracted, which
has an average maturity matching the assets it finances,
the Group believes it will have the ability to generate future
cash flows that will enable it to fulfil its responsibilities,

As of 31st December 2015

Up to 1
month

to ensure a level of investment in accordance with the
provisions in its medium/long term plans and to maintain
an adequate remuneration to its shareholders.

i.

A price level for eucalyptus wood between 90% and
110% of that recorded during the period ended 31st
December 2015;

v. A production level of eucalyptus in the woodlands
owned or operated by the group, of BEKP, of UWF
paper and power within the existing installed
capacities.

The interest and principal payments of financial liabilities
will result in the following undiscounted cash flows,
including interest at current prevailing interest rates,
based on the residual maturity as at the date of the
statement of financial position:

ii. A market selling price of BEKP between 80% and
115% of that recorded during the period ended 31st
December 2015;

Certain loans contracted by the Group are subject to
financial covenants which, if not met, could entail their
early repayment.

iii. A market selling price of UWF paper between 90% and
120% of that during the period ended 31st December
2015;

The following covenants are currently in force:

1-3
months

3-12
months

1-5 years

More than
5 years

Total

Amounts in Euro

Liabilities
Interest-bearing liabilities
Bond loans

-

-

-

207,581,813

212,780,375

420,362,188

Commercial paper

-

-

-

232,306,573

-

232,306,573

16,351,813

-

23,376,853

87,214,125

33,178,612

160,121,403

86,863,674

69,127,341

32,357

1,724,604

-

157,747,976

640,982

789,293

Bank loans
Accounts payable and other liabilities
Derivative financial instruments
Other liabilities

110,229

330,686

881,830

Total liabilities

103,325,716

69,458,027

24,932,022

As of 31st December 2014

Up to 1
month

1-3
months

3-12
months

1,430,275
1,322,745

529,616,408

1-5 years

245,958,987

More than
5 years

Total

Liabilities
Interest-bearing liabilities
161,553,349

19,073,785

76,347,396

359,510,764

129,315,368

Bank loans
Derivative financial instruments

Ratio

BEI Ambiente

Interest Coverage = EBITDA 12M/Annualized net interest
Indebtedness = Interest bearing liabilities/EBITDA 12 M

Bank loan 15M

Net Debt/EBITDA = (interest bearing debt – cash and cash equilevents)/EBITDA 12M

Commercial Paper 125M

Net Debt/EBITDA = (interest bearing debt – cash and cash equilevents)/EBITDA 12M

Commercial Paper 75M

Net Debt/EBITDA = (interest bearing debt – cash and cash equilevents)/EBITDA 12M

Commercial Paper 25M

Net Debt/EBITDA = (interest bearing debt – cash and cash equilevents)/EBITDA 12M

Commercial Paper 100M *

Net Debt/EBITDA = (interest bearing debt – cash and cash equilevents)/EBITDA 12M

Portucel Bonds 2015-2023

Net Debt/EBITDA = (interest bearing debt – cash and cash equilevents)/EBITDA 12M

*

Available unused amount

In addition to these debt covenants, the Portucel Group
has covenants related to the bonds issued in international
markets in May 2013, amounting to Euro 350M (from
which Euro 200M were early-repaid). Those bonds have
a 7 years maturity and a cupon rate of 5.375%. Those
covenants are similar to the ones usually agreed in this
type of debt issuing.

Based on the financial statements presented in this
report, these ratios were as follows as at 31st December
2015 and 31st December 2014:

Ratio
Interest coverage

322,460

Commercial paper
Accounts payable and other liabilities

Loan

973,291,160

Amounts in Euro

Bond loans

iv. A net-debt cost between 80% and 115% of that
recorded during the period ended 31st December 2015

82,681,182

2015

2014

11.23

11.43

616,807,754

Indebtedness

1.88

2.48

129,315,368

Net Debt/EBITDA

1.68

0.83

312,573

20,834,550

86,698,411

40,999,787

148,845,321

86,696,830

352,915

853,399

-

170,584,326

-

-

4,184,865

-

-

4,184,865

Other liabilities

94,390

283,171

755,123

-

-

1,132,685

Total liabilities

83,098,032

248,845,923

174,516,606

163,899,206

400,510,551

1,070,870,318
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Considering the contracted limits, the group was comfortably complying with the limits imposed under the financing
contracts. As at 31st December 2015 the Group presents a buffer of over 200% on the fulfilment of its covenants.

On 31st December 2015 and 2014, the detail of the financial assets and liabilities with interest rate exposure, considering
the maturity or the next reprising date was as follows:

The group’s objectives regarding capital management, which is a wider concept than the capital shown in the statement
of financial position are:
i.

To safeguard its ability to continue in business and thus provide returns for shareholders and benefits for its
remaining stakeholders;

Up to 1
month

1-3
months

3-12
months

Financial assets held for sale

-

-

-

-

-

-

Other non-current assets

-

-

-

-

-

-

72,657,585

-

-

-

-

72,657,585

72,657,585

-

-

-

-

72,657,585

691,366,247

As 31st December 2015

1-5 years

+ 5 years

Total

Amounts in Euro

Assets

ii. To maintain a solid capital structure to support the growth of its business; and

Non-current

iii. To maintain an optimal capital structure that enables it to reduce the cost of capital.
In order to maintain or adjust its capital structure, the Portucel Group can alter the amount of dividends payable to its
shareholders, return capital to its shareholders, issue new shares or sell assets to lower its borrowings.
In line with the sector, the group monitors its capital based on its gearing ratio. This ratio represents net interest
‑bearing debt as a percentage of the total capital employed. Net interest-bearing debt is calculated by adding the total
amount of loans (including the current and non-current portions as disclosed in the statement of financial position) and
deducting all cash and cash equivalents. Total capital employed is calculated by adding shareholders’ equity (as shown
in the statement of financial position, excluding treasury shares) and net interest-bearing debt.
The gearing ratios as at 31st December 2015 and 31st December 2014 were as follows:

Current
Cash and cash equivalents
Total financial assets
Liabilities
Non-current
Bearing liabilities

-

-

-

450,904,767

240,461,480

Derivative financial instruments

-

-

-

-

-

-

Other liabilities

-

-

-

-

-

-

17,982,604

-

22,595,986

-

-

40,578,590

Total financial liabilities

17,982,604

-

22,595,986

450,904,767

240,461,480

731,944,837

Accumulated differencial

54,674,981

54,674,981

32,078,995

(418,825,772)

(659,287,252)

Up to 1
month

1-3
months

3-12
months

1-5 years

+ 5 years

Financial assets held for sale

-

-

-

-

-

-

Other non-current assets

-

-

-

-

-

-

499,552,853

-

-

-

-

499,552,853

499,552,853

-

-

-

-

499,552,853

109,940,476

-

350,000,000

474,940,476

-

-

-

Current
Other bearing liabilities

31-12-2015

31-12-2014

727,149,342

773,193,395

Cash and cahs equivalents (Note 29)

(72,657,585)

(499,552,853)

Net debt

654,491,758

273,640,542

Amounts in Euro

Total loans (Note 29)

Equity, excluding treasury shares
Equity

1,302,615,364

1,550,402,152

1,957,107,122

1,824,042,694

As 31st December 2014

Total

Amounts in Euro

Gearing

33.44%

15.00%
Assets
Non-current

2.2.2. Interest rate risk
As at 31st December 2015, near 50% of the Group’s
financial liabilities are indexed to short-term reference
interest rates, revised in periods shorter than one year
(usually 6 month rates for long term debt), plus duly
negotiated risk spreads. Hence, changes in interest rates
can impact the Company’s earnings.
The Group resorted to derivative financial instruments
to cover its interest rate risk, namely interest-rate swaps,
with the purpose of fixing the interest rate on the Group’s
borrowings within certain limits. At the end of 2015, the
Group contracted two Interest Rate Swaps (IRS), one of

which with a notional of Euro 125 million and maturing
in May 2020, in order to hedge the interest rate risk
of a Commercial Paper Programme which was issued
simultaneously. The other aimed to partially hedge the
interest rate risk of the bond loan, with a notional of Euro
75 million and maturing in September 2023. In early 2016,
the group entered into another swap contract, with a
notional of Euro 125 million, in order to cover the interest
rate risk of the remaining amount of the bond loan. As
though, as of the date of this financial report, only 33% of
the Group’s financial debt was indexed to reference rates.

Current
Cash and cash equivalents
Total financial assets
Liabilities
Non-current
Bearing liabilities

-

15,000,000

Derivative financial instruments

-

-

Other liabilities

-

-

-

-

-

-

60,000,000

100,000,000

144,735,140

-

-

304,735,140

Total financial liabilities

60,000,000

115,000,000

254,675,616

-

350,000,000

779,675,616

Accumulated differencial

439,552,853

324,552,853

69,877,237

69,877,237

(280,122,763)

Current
Other bearing liabilities
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Portucel carries out sensitivity analysis in order to assess
the impact in the consolidated income statement and
equity caused by an increase or decrease in market
interest rates, considering all other factors unchanged.
This is an illustrative analysis only, since changes in
market rates rarely occur in isolation from changes in
other market factors.
The sensitivity analysis exercise carried out is based on
the following assumptions:
Changes in market interest rates affect interest income
and expenses arising from financial instruments subject
to floating rates;
Changes in market interest rates only lead to interest
income and expenses regarding fixed rate financial
instruments if those are measured at their fair value;
Changes in market interest rates affect the fair value
of derivative financial instruments as well as other
financial assets or liabilities;
Changes in fair value of derivative financial instruments
and other financial assets and liabilities are measured
using the discounted cash flows method, with market
interest rates at year end.
An increase of about 0,50% in interest rate from which
interest on loans are calculated would have an impact
in its earnings before taxes, for the year ended in 31st
December 2015 in about Euro 1,8 million (31st December
2014: Euro 2,3 million).

2.2.3. Currency risk
Variations in the Euro’s exchange rate against other
currencies can affect the Group’s revenue in a number
of ways.
On one hand, a significant portion of the Group’s sales is
priced in currencies other than the Euro, especially in US
Dollar and, with less impact, GBP, PLN and CHF and other
currencies with less relevance. The change of the Euro
vis-à-vis these currencies can also have an impact on the
Company’s future sales.
Furthermore, purchases of certain raw materials are also
made in USD, namely some of the wood and long fiber
pulp imports. Therefore, changes in EUR vis–à-vis the
USD may have an impact on acquisition values.
Additionally, once a sale or purchase is made in a
currency other than the Euro, the Group becomes
exposed to exchange rate risk up to the moment it
receives or pays the proceeds of that sale or purchase, if
no hedging instruments are in place. Therefore, Portucel’s
statement of financial position generally includes a
significant amount of receivables and, albeit with a lesser
significance, payables, exposed to currency risk.
The Group holds an affiliated company in the USA,
Portucel Soporcel North America, whose share capital
amounts to around USD 25 million and is exposed to
foreign exchange risk. Group also holds an affiliated
in Poland (Portucel Finance Zoo) whose share capital
amounts to PLN 208 million exposed to foreign exchange
risk. Additionally, the Group holds an affiliated company
in Mozambique (Portucel Moçambique), whose share
capital amounts to MZM 1,000 million, equally exposed
to foreign exchange risk. Besides those operations, the
Group does not hold materially relevant investments in
foreign operations, the net assets of which are exposed
to foreign exchange risk.
Occasionally, when considered appropriate, the Group
manages foreign exchange risks through the use of
derivative financial instruments, in accordance with a
policy that is subject to periodic review, the purpose of
which is to limit the exchange risk associated with future
sales and purchases and accounts receivable and payable,
which are denominated in currencies other than the euro.

The table below shows the Group’s exposure to foreign exchange rate risk as of 31st December 2015, based on the
financial assets and liabilities that amounted to a net asset of Euro 89,628,523 converted at the exchange rates as of
that date (31st December 2014 Euro 81,145,100) as follows:

United
States
Dolar

Swedish
Krone

Swiss
Franc

Danish
Krone

Australian
Dolar

Norwish
Krone

Mozam–
bique
Metical

British
Pound

Polish
Zloty

1,338,473

80,059

145,981

25,835

4,206

1,511

-

1,009

29,141,418

487,365

(56,556)

66,995,552

10,755,436

4,851,130

720,975

2,453,274

739,172

170,763

1,025,448

-

-

-

Moroccan
Dirhams

Turkish
Lira

Amounts
in Foreign
Currency

As of 31st December 2015
Assets
Cash and cahs
equivalents
Accounts
receivable
Available for
sale financial
assets

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Other assets

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

68,334,025

10,835,495

4,997,111

746,810

2,457,480

740,683

170,763

1,026,457

29,141,418

487,365

(56,556)

Total financial
assets

Liabilities
Interest
bearing
liabilities

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Payables

(4,722,928)

(23,374)

(2,044)

(2,434,317)

-

(49,623)

-

-

(52,982,791)

(131,017)

-

Total financial
liabilities

(4,722,928)

(23,374)

(2,044)

(2,434,317)

-

(49,623)

-

-

(52,982,791)

(131,017)

-

Derivative
financial
instruments

(98,050,000)

(8,700,000)

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Derivative
financial
instruments

63,611,097

10,812,121

4,995,067

(1,687,507)

2,457,480

691,060

170,763

1,026,457

(23,841,373)

356,348

(56,556)

As of 31st December 2014
Total financial
assets

79,171,647

9,092,627

3,785,505

1,318,718

3,520,448

654,083

-

2,188,146

14,913,659

152,654

44,556

Total financial
liabilities

-

(149,781)

(2,044)

(215,408)

-

-

(13,029)

-

(7,712,477)

(59,798)

(26,427)

(234,880,000)

(7,100,000)

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

79,171,647

8,942,846

3,783,461

1,103,310

3,520,448

654,083

(13,029)

2,188,146

7,201,182

92,855

18,130

Derivative
financial
instruments

Net financial
position
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The Group has entered into foreign exchange derivatives
in order to hedge its exposure to exchange rate risk
regarding future transactions in foreign currency.
As at 31st December 2015, a (positive or negative)
variation of 10% of all currency rates relative to the Euro
would have an impact in the years’ pre-tax results of Euro
7,172,733 and Euro (8,766,674) respectively (31st December
2014: Euro 5,218,294 and (7,501,302) respectively), and
in shareholders’ equity of Euro 2,008,432 and Euro
(2,552,528) (2014: Euro 2,388,538 and Euro (1,774,420)),
considering the effect of the exchange rate hedging
contracts in place.
2.2.4. Credit risk
The Group is exposed to credit risk in the credit it grants
to its customers and, accordingly, it has adopted a policy
of managing such risk within preset limits, by securing
credit insurance policies with a specialized independent
company.

However, the worsening of global economic conditions or
adversities affecting the economy at a local scale can lead
to deterioration in the ability of the Group’s customers to
pay their obligations, which may lead entities providing
credit insurance to significantly decrease the amount
of the credit insurance lines that are available to those
customers. This is the scenario the Group currently faces
(although with some improvement when compared with
recent periods) which results in serious limitations on
the amounts the Group can sell to certain customers,
without incurring in direct credit risk levels that are not
commensurate with the Group’s credit risk policy.
As a result of the strict credit control policy followed by
the Group, bad debts during last few years were virtually
non-existent, framework that will be extended to tissue
segment.

energY

Not
allocated

total

Not overdue

510,906

14,658,949

136,728,221

14,664,787

9,346

166,572,209

1 to 90 days

1,103,110

1,929,441

9,093,217

1,915,892

64,307

14,105,967

91 to 180 days

133,973

-

-

1,131,574

-

1,265,547

181 to 360 days

60,492

-

13,277

-

2,641

76,410

361 to 540 days

25,798

-

-

-

1,433

27,231

541 to 720 days

10,341

-

-

-

1,185

11,526

46,805

-

-

-

30,757

77,562

1,891,425

16,588,390

145,834,715

17,712,253

109,669

182,136,452

Florest

Pulp
stand alone

Integrated
Pulp and
paper

energY

Not
allocated

total

Not overdue

1,523,694

14,855,895

115,822,225

26,184,711

43,548

158,430,073

1 to 90 days

3,364,747

1,664,483

11,374,364

-

62,496

16,466,090

91 to 180 days

59,254

142,196

-

-

34,241

235,691

181 to 360 days

26,058

240,127

-

-

1,185

267,370

361 to 540 days

3,717

553,409

-

-

12

557,138

541 to 720 days

6,907

23,784

-

-

-

30,691

109,206

-

2,378

-

3,840

115,424

5,093,583

17,479,894

127,198,967

26,184,711

145,322

176,102,477

More than 721 days

Amounts in Euro

31-12-2014

Amounts in Euro

More than 721 days

Not overdue

164,199,355

158,430,073

1 to 90 days

15,340,136

16,466,090

91 to 180 days

1,357,123

235,691

181 to 360 days

266,005

267,370

361 to 540 days

90,320

557,138

541 to 720 days

149,553

30,691

More than 721 days

733,961

115,424

182,136,452

176,102,477

2,565,460

1,462,164

Impairments

(2,565,460)

(987,872)

Net receivables balance (Note 21)

182,136,452

176,576,769

113,271,946

116,466,056

The amounts shown above correspond to the open items
according to the contracted due dates. Despite some
delays in the liquidation of those amounts, that does
not result, in accordance with the available information,
in the identification of impairment losses other than the
ones considered through the respective losses. These are
identified using the information periodically collected
about the financial behavior of the Group’s customers,
which allow, in conjunction with the experience obtained

Florest

Integrated
Pulp and
paper

Amounts in Euro

As of 31st December 2015

31-12-2015

Limit of the negotiated credit insurance

As of 31st December 2015

Pulp
stand alone

As at 31st December 2015 and 2014, accounts receivable
from costumers showed the following ageing structure,
considering the due dates for the open balances:

The vast majority of sales that are not covered by
credit insurance are covered by bank guarantees and
documentary credits, and any exposure that is not
covered remains within the limits previously approved by
the Executive Committee.

Litigation – doubtful debts

The ammounts receivable outstanding by business area as at 31st December 2015 and 2014, were analyzed as follows:

in the client portfolio analysis and with the history of
credit defaults, in the share not attributable to the
insurance company, to define the amount of losses to be
recognized in the period. The guarantees in place for a
significant part of the open and old balances, justify the
fact that no impairment loss has been recorded for those
balances. The rules defined by the credit risk insurance
policy applied by the Group, ensure a significant coverage
of all open balances.

As at 31st December 2015, the available credit insurance
lines amounted to Euro 362,511,765 (31st December 2014:
Euro 364,776,800) from which Euro 113,271,946 (31st
December 2014: Euro 116,466,056) were in use.

Financial Institutions

The table below represents the quality of the Group’s
credit risk, as at 31st December 2015 and 31st December
2014, for financial assets (cash and cash equivalents),
(Credit rating by standard & Poor’s, with the exception of
“AA-” in 2014 whose rating matches Fitch):

AA

RATING

31-12-2015

31-12-2014

Amounts in Euro

AAA+
A
ABBB+
BBB
BBBBB+
BB
BB-

-

-

12,843,478

49,279,195

48,921

100,000,000

24,811,095

82,564,775

434,366

55,460

4,890,162

-

-

18,851,105

-

-

469

-

-

75,200,000

26,905,743

151,552,394

893,766

20,608,730

B

-

-

B-

-

-

1,829,585

1,441,193

72,657,585

499,552,853

B+

Other
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The value stated as “Other” includes bank deposits at
banks or entities with no credit rate issued.
The Group adopts strict policies in approving its financial
counterparties, limiting its exposure in accordance with
an individual risk analysis and within previously approved
limits.
However, the worsening of global economic conditions,
which is reflected in the deterioration of the quality of

credit of several countries, also resulted in a general
downgrade of the credit rating of most of the financial
institutions the Group works with. This situation was
particularly relevant in what concerns Portuguese and
Spanish banks, the Group’s main financial counterparts.
The following table shows an analysis of the credit quality
of accounts receivable from customers, in which no
default or impairment loss was considered based on the
information available to the Group:

31-12-2015
Amounts in Euro

Gross amount

Credit insurance

31-12-2014
Gross amount

Credit insurance

Accounts receivable overdue but not impaired
Overdue – less than 3 months
Overdue – more than 3 months

14,105,967

13,877,347

16,466,090

12,386,905

1,458,276

942,467

1,206,314

913,799

15,564,243

14,819,814

17,672,404

13,300,704

Accounts receivable overdue and impaired
Overdue – less than 3 months
Overdue – more than 3 months

-

-

-

-

2,565,460

-

1,462,164

-

2,565,460

-

1,462,164

-

3. Important accounting estimates
and judgements
The preparation of consolidated financial statements
requires that the Group’s management makes judgments
and estimates that affect the amount of revenue, costs,
assets, liabilities and disclosures at the date of the
statement of financial position.

Due to its significant impact in the Group financial
statements, management is also advised by external and
independent consultants in order to best estimate these
variables.

These estimates are influenced by the Group’s
management’s judgments, based on: (i) the best
information and knowledge of present events and in
certain cases on the reports of independent experts; and
(ii) the actions which the Group considers it may have to
take in the future. However, on the future date on which
the operations will be realized, the outcome could be
quite different from those estimates.

3.3 Impairment (other than goodwill)

The estimates and assumptions which present a
significant risk of generating a material adjustment to
the book value of assets and liabilities in the following
financial period are presented below.

The identification of an impairment loss may arise from
multiple indicators, several of which are not controlled by
the Group, like access to debt, cost of capital, as well as
by other changes, internal or external, including political
risk and country related risk
Identifying impairment indicators, estimate future cash
flows, and determining the assets’ fair value imply a
significant degree of judgment by the Board of Directors,
not only regarding the variables mentioned above, but
also regarding discount rates, useful life’s and residual
values.

3.1 Impairment of goodwill
3.4 Income tax

The maximum exposure to credit risk as at 31st December 2015 and 31st December 2014 is detailed in the following
table. In accordance with the policies described above, the Group contracted credit insurance policies for most of the
accounts receivable from its clients. As such, the Group’s exposure to credit risk is considered to have been mitigated
up to acceptable levels, when compared with Group’s sales.

Maximum Exposure	
31-12-2015

31-12-2014

Amounts in Euro

The Group tests the goodwill carried in its statement
of financial position for impairment losses annually, in
accordance with the accounting policy described in Note
1.6. The recoverable amounts of the cash generating units
are ascertained based on the calculation of their value
‑in‑use. These calculations require the use of estimates.
On 31st December 2015, a potential increase of 0.5% in the
discount rate used in the impairment tests of that asset –
Goodwill allocated to the Figueira da Foz Integrated Pulp
and Paper cash generating unit – would decrease its value
by Euro 72,007,226 (Euro 76,655,369 as at 31st December
2014), which would still be higher than its book value.

Current
Current receivables

215,370,516

188,808,093

Bank deposits

72,657,585

499,552,853

10,230,385

3,736,742

(8,044,968)

(44,041,599)

2,185,417

(40,304,857)

Exposure to credit risk on off balance sheet exposures
Guarantees (Note 36.1)
Related responsabilities (Note 22)

3.2 Useful lives of property, plant and equipment
Property, plant and equipment are the most material
assets of the Group. Those are depreciated over their
estimated economic useful lives.
The estimation of those useful lives, as well as the
depreciation method used, is essential in measuring
the annual depreciation charge to be recognized in
comprehensive income.
In order to best estimate these parameters, the Board of
Directors uses their best knowledge as well as benchmark
analysis with international peers.

The Group recognizes additional tax assessments
resulting from inspections undertaken by tax authorities.
When the final outcome of the above reviews is different
from the amounts initially recorded, the differences will
have an impact on the corporate income tax and the
deferred taxes in the periods when such differences are
identified.
In Portugal, the annual tax returns are subject to review
and potential adjustment by tax authorities for a period
of up to 4 years. However, if tax losses are utilized, these
may be subject to review by the tax authorities for a
period of up to 6 years.
In other countries where the Group operates, these
periods are different and, in most cases, higher.
The Board of Directors believes that any reviews/
inspections by tax authorities will not have a material
impact on the consolidated financial statements as of 31st
December 2015. The Group’s income tax returns up to
2012 have already been reviewed while the inspection to
the tax year is going.
On 31st December 2015, if the effective tax rate would
correspond to the nominal rate, there would be an
increase in the corporate income tax charges of Euro
28,134,722 (31st December 2014: Euro 47,979,278).
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3.5 Actuarial assumptions
Liabilities relating to defined-benefit plans are calculated
based on actuarial assumptions. Changes to those
assumptions can have a material impact on the aforesaid
liabilities.
On 31st December 2015, a potential decrease of 0.5%
in the discount rate used (2.5%) in the actuarial
assumptions would result in an overall increase in the
actuarial of around Euro 11,809,260 (31 December 2014:
Euro 3,734,400).

3.6 Fair value of biological assets
In determining the fair value of its biological assets, the
Group used the discounted cash flows method considering
assumptions related to the nature of the assets being
valued (Note 1.10). Changes in these assumptions may
have an impact in the value of those assets.
As of 31 December 2015, an increase of 0.5% in the
discount rate (7.4%) used to value those assets would
decrease their value by approximately Euro 4,413,000 (31
December 2014: Euro 4,250,000).
To Mozambique, the increase of 0.5% in the used discount
rate (11.99%) would result in a devaluation of this asset in
about Euro 197,000 (31st December 2014: Euros 60,000).

3.7 Credit risk
As mentioned before, the Group manages credit risk in
its receivables through risk analysis when granting credit
to new customers and through regular review of the
performance of its costumer portfolio.
Due to the nature of its customers there are no credit ratings for the portfolio that the Group can use to categorize
and analyses the portfolio as homogeneous population.
Hence the Group collects data on its customers’ financial
performance through regular contact, as well as through
contacts with other entities with which the Group does
business (e.g. sales agents).

In addition, most of the Group’s receivables are covered
by an insurance policy that limits the exposure in these
receivables – generally – to the retention portion to
be paid in case of any incident, which varies based on
the customer’s geographical location. The insurer’s
acceptance of the Group’s receivables portfolio and the
premiums that the Group pays for that coverage are a
corroboration of the average quality of the Group’s
portfolio.

Segment information is presented for business segments identified by the Group, namely:

3.8 Recognition of provisions and adjustments

Financial data by operational segment for the years ended 31st December 2015 and 2014 is shown as follows:

The Group is involved in several lawsuits, for which, based
on the opinion of its lawyers, a judgment is made in order
to assess if the contingencies are remote, not probable
or probable.
Impairment losses in accounts receivable are booked
essentially based on the analysis of the aging of accounts
receivable, the customers’ risk profile and their financial
situation. If it had been calculated using the criteria
set by the Portuguese tax legislation, the impairment
adjustments would have been lower by approximately
Euro 1,607,673.

Forestry;
Pulp stand alone;
Integrated Pulp and Paper;
Energy;
Other.
Revenues, assets and liabilities of each segment correspond to those directly allocated to them, as well as to those that
can be reasonably attributed to those segments.

2015

FORESTRY

PULP
STAND ALONE

INTEGRATED
PULP AND
PAPER

ENERGY

ELIMINATIONS/
UNALLOCATED

total

11,280,204

140,797,243

1,347,591,024

123,742,340

4,612,296

1,628,023,107

Amounts in Euro

REVENUE
Sales and services – external
Sales and services –
intersegmental
Total revenue

451,943,486

23,971,917

-

4,900,864

(480,816,267)

-

463,223,690

164,769,160

1,347,591,024

128,643,204

(476,203,971)

1,628,023,107

Profit/(loss)

4. Segment information

Segmental profit

(524,916)

19,127,855

253,157,442

8,728,658

2,364,051

282,853,090

Opertaing profit

-

-

-

-

-

282,853,090

In accordance to the approach defined in IFRS 8,
operational segments should be identified based in
the way internal financial information is organized and
reported to the management. An operating segment is
defined by IFRS 8 as a component of the Group:

Financial costs- net

-

-

-

-

(50,258,882)

(50,258,882)

Income tax

-

-

-

-

(35,828,685)

(35,828,685)
196,765,522

(i) That engages in business activities from which it may
earn revenues and incur expenses;

Net profit before
non-controling interests

-

-

-

-

-

Non-controling interest

-

-

-

-

(361,302)

(361,302)

Net profit

-

-

-

-

-

196,404,220

Other information
Capital expenditure

20,797,362

44,261,518

49,441,246

409,839

33,546,005

148,455,971

(870,981)

(5,644,221)

(101,993,599)

(12,710,467)

(496,667)

(121,715,935)

-

-

-

-

14,562,355

14,562,355

273,149,149

153,183,014

1,746,623,748

110,493,494

146,204,596

2,429,654,001

-

-

229,136

-

-

229,136

273,149,149

153,183,014

1,746,852,884

110,493,494

146,204,596

2,429,883,137

Segment liabilities

31,530,872

41,795,175

1,095,475,635

14,858,860

31,959,394

1,215,619,936

Total liabilities

31,530,872

41,795,175

1,095,475,635

14,858,860

31,959,394

1,215,619,936

(ii) Whose operating results are regularly reviewed by
the entity’s chief operating decision maker to make
decisions about resources to be allocated to the
segment and assess its performance, and

Other information

(iii) For which discrete financial information is available.

Segment assets

The Executive Committee is the ultimate operating
decision maker, analyzing periodic reports with
operational information on segments, using them to
monitor the operating performance of its businesses, as
well as to decide on the best allocation of resources.

Depreciation and impairment
Provisions

Financial investments
Total assets
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The revenue attributable the “energy” segment results
from the electricity produced in units exclusively
dedicated to the production of electricity from biomass,
as well as the energy produced in cogeneration plants
using natural gas.

are reported in the segments “integrated pulp and paper”
and “pulp stand alone”. The amount corresponding to the
total energy sales, regardless of inclusion (or not) in the
energy segment was Euro 197,813,711 in 2015 and Euro
235,559,795 in 2014.

Sales and services rendered by region
2015

2014

936,845,462

898,732,203

Amounts in Euro

Europe

However, the Group’s energy sales are reported in several
business segments and not only in the energy segment.
Energy sales originated in the pulp cogeneration process

The capital expenditure in the “Unallocated” segment
includes Euro 31,659,352 related to the “pellets” factory
investment located in the United States of America.

Paper
Pulp

133,552,356

121,016,846

Energy

123,742,340

142,487,059

11,280,204

17,984,680

Forestry
Unallocated

2014

4,612,296

5,930,227

1,210,032,658

1,186,151,015

219,231,005

186,810,104

America

FORESTRY

PULP
STAND ALONE

INTEGRATED
PULP AND
PAPER

ENERGY

ELIMINATIONS/
UNALLOCATED

Paper

total

Amounts in Euro

485,820

1,008,355

219,716,825

187,818,459

191,514,556

161,724,251

Other markets
Paper

REVENUE
Sales and services – external

Pulp

17,984,680

128,610,891

1,247,266,559

142,487,059

5,930,227

1,542,279,415

Sales and services –
intersegment

494,397,110

21,469,603

-

8,089,925

(523,956,638)

-

Total revenue

512,381,791

150,080,494

1,247,266,559

150,576,984

(518,026,411)

1,542,279,415

Segmental profit

12,408,581

14,454,136

182,000,890

9,006,005

406,967

218,276,578

Opertaing profit

-

-

-

-

-

218,276,578

Pulp

6,759,067

6,585,690

198,273,624

168,309,941

1,628,023,107

1,542,279,415

Profit/(loss)

Financial costs- net

-

-

-

-

(34,152,250)

(34,152,250)

Income tax

-

-

-

-

(2,654,912)

(2,654,912)
181,469,417

Net profit before noncontroling interests

-

-

-

-

-

Non-controling interest

-

-

-

-

(2,721)

(2,721)

Net profit

-

-

-

-

-

181,466,696

Depreciation and impairment
Provisions

24,278,400

11,656,150

12,621,543

619,930

1,419,429

50,595,453

(627,503)

(4,108,053)

(90,911,663)

(15,448,975)

(406,152)

(111,502,345)

-

-

-

-

1,336,655

1,336,655

Financial investments
Total assets

In general, all major assets of the business segments are located in Portugal, USA and Mozambique.

Other operating income is detailed as follows for the years ended 31st December 2015 and 2014:

2015

Other information
Segment assets

Sales of energy segments and other unallocated were made in the Portuguese market and the sales of forestry in
Portuguese and Spanish market.

5. Other operating income

Other information
Capital expenditure

The market information above is presented according with the reporting segments shown above.

2014

Amounts in Euro

243,317,591

131,150,290

1,815,641,924

129,115,094

388,837,611

2,708,062,510

-

-

229,136

-

-

229,136

243,317,591

131,150,290

1,815,871,060

129,115,094

388,837,611

2,708,291,646

Segment liabilities

39,175,029

28,513,486

1,088,876,529

81,056,024

17,007,640

1,254,628,708

Total liabilities

39,175,029

28,513,486

1,088,876,529

81,056,024

17,007,640

1,254,628,708

Supplementary income
Grants – CO2 Emission allowances (Note 6)

526,854

698,824

3,584,980

2,793,381

6,463

77,797

Gains on disposals of non-current assets

Reversal of impairment losses in current assets (Note 23)

1,268,496

408,792

Gains on inventories

1,533,274

935,829

Government grants
Own work capitalised
Other operating income

364,818

453,104

17,058,604

22,119,246

1,864,332

3,572,320

26,207,821

31,059,294

As of 31st December 2015, “Own work capitalized” comprises Euro 16,940,059 (31st December 2014: Euro 21,641,617)
of expenditure with land preparation for forestation in Mozambique that was capitalized following the accounting
policy described in Note 1.10.
The gains with CO2 licenses are correspondent to licenses for 498,008 tons of CO2.
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6. Operating expenses

For the year ended 31st December 2015 and 2014 the cost of Services and Material Consumed was detailed as follows:

Operating expenses are detailed as follows for the years ended 31st December 2015 and 2014:
2015
2015

2014

2014

Amounts in Euro

Amounts in Euro

Comunications
Cost of Inventories sold and consumed
Variation in production
Cost of services and materials consumed

(688,695,104)

(675,102,529)

19,221,022

(13,785,825)

(421,502,621)

(423,025,068)

Maintenance and repair

1,462,127

1,295,398

38,230,773

38,983,894

Travel and accommodation

5,505,804

3,430,713

Energy and fluids

110,887,919

124,485,169

Payroll costs

Materials

4,027,441

3,545,274

Remunerations

Advertising and promotion

10,962,757

10,780,177

Rentals

14,874,567

11,521,434

Statutory bodies – fixed

(5,177,224)

(2,384,960)

Statutory bodies – variable

(4,815,255)

(3,178,184)

(90,308,109)

(79,332,000)

(100,300,588)

(84,895,143)

Other remunerations
Social charges and other payroll costs
Pension and retirement bonus – defined benefit plans (Note 27)
Pension costs – defined contribution plans (Note 27)
Contributions to social security
Other payroll costs

(14,544,934)

(118,915)

(1,895,127)

(5,372,913)

(18,275,815)

(17,913,577)

(19,734,502)

(12,262,427)

(54,450,378)

(35,667,832)

(154,750,966)

(120,562,976)

Other costs and losses
Membership fees

(661,070)

(656,835)

(3,513,493)

(1,045,684)

Impairment losses in receivables (Note 23)

(780,315)

(16,214)

Impairment losses in inventories (Note 23)

(50,000)

-

Indirect taxes

(1,058,928)

(1,167,571)

Shipment costs

(3,270,231)

(2,520,238)

Losses in inventories

Water resources charges

(1,777,091)

(1,269,813)

Costs with CO2 emissions

(5,812,706)

(4,996,409)

Other operating costs
Provisions (Note 28)
Total

(4,600,259)

(3,377,396)

(21,524,093)

(15,050,161)

14,562,355

1,336,655

(1,252,689,408)

(1,246,189,904)

Insurance

8,700,811

10,711,137

Subcontrats

4,189,290

6,066,257

Specialized services

78,041,876

67,761,454

Freight & logistics

135,341,074

144,444,163

Other

The increase in remuneration costs in the year ended 31st December 2015 is mainly due to the integration of AMS‑BR Star
Paper, S.A. (Euro 3.4 Millions) and an increase of the performance bonus result of the Group’s operational performance.
Other payroll costs are detailed as follows for the years ended 31st December 2015 and 2014:

2015

Social action

For the year ended 31 December 2015 and 2014 the consumed and sold inventory was detailed as follows:

Other

Insurance

231,494,312

246,813,747

84,162,872

103,623,330

Other fuels

18,472,771

16,659,123

Chemicals
Pulp

1,718,842

1,711,972

141,521,118

142,647,473

66,633,459

31,704,699

Paper

13,385,324

7,774,180

Consumables/warehouse material

58,671,790

59,757,368

Packaging material

70,314,593

62,173,681

Other materials

792,370
1,635,782

3,035,109

3,168,577

14,852,359

6,665,699

19,734,502

12,262,427

The increase of other costs is due to the increase in compensation paid to staff as a result of joining of the rejuvenation
program initiated by the Group in 2014 (Note 2.1.4).

Natural gas
Water

747,726
1,099,308

2014

Amounts in Euro

Wood/Biomass

2014

Amounts in Euro

Training

2015

423,025,068

For the year ended 31st December 2015, the costs incurred with investigation and research activities amounted to Euro
3,966,934 (2014: Euro 3,747,484) in addition to the costs incurred in identifying species of eucalyptus with industrial
viability in the areas awarded by concession to the Group by the Mozambican Government (Note 2.1.2). It should also
be noted that the Group is currently employing more than 10,000 people as daily workers in its forestation activities
in Mozambique.

The costs with CO2 emissions are correspondent to the emission of 787,075 tons of CO2.
st

9,278,181
421,502,621

2,320,023

2,236,956

688,695,104

675,102,529
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7. Remuneration of statutory bodies

9. Changes in government grants

For the years ended 31st December 2015 and 2014, this heading refers to the fixed remuneration of the members of the
statutory bodies and is detailed as follows:

The liabilities with government grants evolved as follows:

2015
2015

2014

2014

Amounts in Euro

Amounts in Euro

Investment grants
Opening balance

Board of directors
Portucel, S.A.

4,099,095

2,080,811

Utilization

808,235

68,899

Award of new grants

180,050

171,350

(Regularization)/Increase

Audit board

81,844

59,900

Closing balance (Note 30)

General assembly

8,000

4,000

5,177,224

2,384,960

Corporate bodies from other group companies
Statutory auditor (Note 34)

37,418,965

43,196,378

(6,188,426)

(5,808,266)

12,591,030

-

69,869

30,853

43,891,438

37,418,965

Regarding financial incentives, as at 31st December 2015, the Group holds Euro 37,215,981 (31st December 2014: Euro 31,641,551)
as non-current liabilities and Euro 6,274,879 (31st December 2014: Euro 5,777,414) as current liabilities (Note 30).
The variation in the fixed remuneration of the members of the Board of Directors of Portucel, S.A. is due to the an excess
in the accrual for holidays to be paid in 2014 booked in 2013, as a result of the changes in the composition of that Board,
that fact reduced the net costs in 2014 in the amount of Euro 1,179,851. Furthermore in 2015 the number of members of
the Board of Directors has increased.
For the years ended 31st December 2015 and 2014 the Group recognized past services costs related with pensions of
two Board members, as detailed in Note 27.

8. Depreciation, amortization and impairment losses

As previously communicated to the market, on 18th June 2014, the Group’s subsidiary CelCacia – Celulose Cacia, S.A.,
signed two contracts for financial and tax incentives, with AICEP – Agency for Investment and Foreign Trade of Portugal,
to support the investment to increase the capacity of the plant in Cacia. The total estimated investment amounts to
Euro 49.3 million. The incentives approved by AICEP under these contracts amount to Euro 9,264 million as a repayable
financial incentive, and Euro 5,644 million as a tax incentive, to use until 2024. The contract includes an award of
achievement, corresponding to the conversion of up to 75% (Euro 6,947,450) of the refundable incentives granted into
non-refundable incentives, by meeting the objectives set by the contract.
The recognition as results of these incentives (through a decrease in the depreciation costs) was as follows:

For the years ended 31st December 2015 and 2014, depreciation, amortization and impairment losses, net of the effect
of investment grants recognized in the period were as follows:

Financial
Incentives

Tax Incentives

Total

Amounts in Euro

2015

2014

2015

Amounts in Euro

333,488

270,900

604,388

333,488

270,900

604,388

Depreciation of property, plant and equipment
Land

(77,419)

(18,232)

Buildings

(10,660,324)

(9,998,724)

Equipments

(110,514,794)

(103,366,711)

Other tangible assets
Government grants

(6,506,826)

(3,996,055)

(127,759,364)

(117,379,722)

6,188,426

5,808,267

(121,570,937)

(111,571,456)

AMS-BR Star Paper, S.A. finished the construction of a second tissue paper machine in its unit located in Vila Velha
de Ródão. This subsidiary has signed contracts with AICEP in March 2014 to partially support this investment through
European funds. These contracts include non-refundable financial incentives (Euro 4,823,850 corresponding to the
conversion of up to 50% of the refundable incentives granted into non-refundable incentives, by meeting the objectives
set by the contract) and tax incentives (Euro 5,854,240, to be used until 2024), which reduced the amount of goodwill
recognized following the acquisition as mentioned in Note 15. Had this reduction not occurred, these incentives would
have been recognized in the Group’s profit and loss as follows:

Impairment losses
CO2 Emission allowances

(144,997)

69,111

(144,997)

69,111

(121,715,935)

(111,502,345)

Financial
Incentives

Tax Incentives

Total

Amounts in Euro

Impairment losses on intangible assets relate to impairment losses on CO2 emission allowances held at 31st December
2015 and 2014, valued at the lower between the market values at the date of attribution and the date of the statement
of financial position.

2015

252,300

306,192

558,492

252,300

306,192

558,492
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10. Net financial costs

In the years ended 31st December 2015 and 2014, the reconciliation of the effective income tax rate was as follows:

Financial costs are detailed as follows for the years ended 31st December 2015 and 2014:
2015

2014

232,594,208

184,124,328

Amounts in Euro

2015

2014
Profit before tax

Amounts in Euro

Interest paid on borrowings

(29,617,744)

(31,637,787)

Early repayment of the bond loan

(14,625,021)

-

462,617

2,892,293

State surcharge

4,017,087

(349,202)

Differences (a)

924,788

(1,680,808)

Interest earned on investments
Exchange rate differences
Gains/(losses) on financial instruments – trading (Note 31)
Gains/(losses) on financial instruments – hedging (Note 31)

(7,954,725)

(874,271)

Bank guarantees and comissions

(3,562,421)

(3,385,565)

Gains/(losses) with compensatory interests

87,191

862,522

Other financial income/(expenses)

9,346

20,568

(50,258,882)

(34,152,250)

Expected tax
Municipal surcharge

21.00%

48,844,784

23.00%

1.76%

4,082,514

1.02%

42,348,596
1,880,014

4.95%

11,504,218

2.48%

4,573,450

(6.58%)

(15,295,790)

0.83%

1,532,727

Impairment charges and reversal of provisions

(1.23%)

(2,853,920)

(10.64%)

(19,585,378)

Excess income tax provision

(1.13%)

(2,638,889)

(12.36%)

(22,757,195)

Impact of the change in the income tax rate

0.00%

-

(2.90%)

(5,337,301)

(3.36%)

(7,814,233)

0.00%

-

15.40%

35,828,685

1.44%

2,654,912

Tax benefits

(a) This amount is made up essentially of:

As disclosed to the market, Portucel carried out a partial early repayment of Euro 200 million of the Euro 350 million
Senior Notes 5.375% bonds, which led to the immediate recognition of costs associated with the reimbursement of the
loan (Euro 14,625,021).

Capital gains/(losses) for tax purposes
Capital gains/(losses) for accounting purposes

2014
302,703

(117,968,244)

(339,616)

(4,629,594)

865,598

(989,772)

(2,011,581)

Effect of pension funds

2,548,918

(631,992)

11. Income tax

Other

7,483,382

7,010,572

(55,621,056)

5,195,685

Income tax is detailed as follows for the year ended 31st December 2015 and 2014:

Tax effect (27.5%/29.5%)

(15,295,790)

1,532,727

2015

2014

Amounts in Euro

Current tax (Note 22)
Provision/(reversal) for current tax
Deferred tax (Note 26)

65,212,803

42,098,606

(4,774,499)

(44,260,322)

(24,609,619)

4,816,627

35,828,685

2,654,912

Current tax includes Euro 34,150,871 (31st December 2014: Euro 36,170,549) regarding the liability created under the
aggregated income tax group led by Semapa, as mentioned in note 1.13.2. In addition to the provisions described in
Note 28, the income tax provision also includes the excess in 30th June 2015 and 31st December 2014 corporate income
tax provision of Euro 2,638,889 and Euro 22,757,195 respectively. The deferred tax is mainly due to the transfer of the
assets of the Setúbal pulp mill to the Group’s subsidiary CelSet – Celulose de Setúbal, S.A. (an operation that was
reversed as part of the consolidation exercise), and is offset by an increase in the current tax liability.

Taxable provisions

2015
57,934,254

Tax benefits

In July 2015, following the conclusion of the offer for the acquisition, in the form of an exchange offer, of the ordinary
shares of Semapa, SGPS, S.A., the percentage of equity capital and voting rights held by Semapa was reduced to
less than 75%, leading to the extintion of the necessary conditions for the inclusion of Portucel in the taxation group
(RETGS) led by Semapa, SGPS, S.A..
All the Semapa group companies, including Portucel group companies, changed their tax reporting period, which
previously corresponded to the accounting year end (calendar year), to the period starting 1st July of each year and
ending 30th June of the following year, under art.º 8 n.º 2 of the Corporate Income Tax Law, having the taxable profit of
the six months period ended 30th June been computed under the Semapa taxation group.
On 1st July 2015, a new taxation group led by Portucel, S.A. was set up, comprising all the companies located in Portugal
in which the Group holds an interest or voting right of at least 75%, for more than a year.

The excess in the provision for income tax in 2015 and 2014 is mainly due to the inclusion of tax benefits in the final
income tax calculation, which had not been included in the original income tax provision.
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12. Earnings per share

13. Non-controlling interests

Earnings per share were determinated as follows:

The movements in non-controlling interests are detailed as follows for the years ended 31st December 2015 and 2014:

2015

2014

Amounts in Euro

2015

2014

Opening balance

235,253

238,543

Net profit of the year

361,302

2,721

-

-

Amounts in Euro

Profit attributable to the company's shareholders

196,404,220

181,466,696

Number of shares issued

767,500,000

767,500,000

Aquisitions

Average number of treasury shares held

(50,489,973)

(50,340,370)

Capital Inflows – IFC – Internacional Finance Corporation

717,010,027

717,159,630

Basic earnings per share

0.274

0.253

Diluted earnings per share

0.274

0.253

Other Changes
As of 31st December

8,025,748

-

-

(6,011)

8,622,303

235,253

The non-controlling interests included on the board before are detailed as follows for the years ended 31st December
2015 and 2014:

Since there is no financial instruments convertible in Group shares, its earnings are undiluted.
The changes on the average number of treasury shares were as follows:

Total Equity	

2015
Amounts in Euro

Quantity

Treasury shares held on 1st January

Quantity
Accumulated

2014
Quantity

50,489,973

Quantity
Accumulated

49,622,497

RAIZ – Instituto de Investigação da Floresta e Papel
Portucel Moçambique

Acquisitions
January

-

50,489,973

-

February

-

50,489,973

494,111

50,116,608

March

-

50,489,973

264,165

50,380,773

April

-

50,489,973

35,000

50,415,773

May

-

50,489,973

-

50,415,773

31-12-2015

31-12-2014

242,425

235,253

Amounts in Euro

8,379,878

-

8,622,303

235,253

49,622,497

June

-

50,489,973

-

50,415,773

July

-

50,489,973

-

50,415,773

August

-

50,489,973

-

50,415,773

Sepember

-

50,489,973

-

50,415,773

October

-

50,489,973

74,200

50,489,973

November

-

50,489,973

-

50,489,973

December

-

50,489,973

-

50,489,973

Treasury shares held on 31st December

50,489,973

50,489,973

Average treasury shares held in the period

50,489,973

50,340,370

Non-controlling interests relate to RAIZ – Instituto de Investigação da Floresta e Papel (Forest and Paper Research
Institute), in which the Group holds 94% of the capital and voting rights. The remaining 6% are held by equity holders
external to the Group.
In 2014, the Group celebrated agreements with IFC – International Finance Corporation leading IFC to participate in
Portucel Mozambique S.A. share capital, in order to ensure the construction phase of the Group’s forestry project in
Mozambique. In 2015, Portucel Mozambique S.A. operated a share capital increase amounting to Metical 1,000 million
to Metical 1,680,798, from which IFC subscribed, although not yet realized, Metical 332,798 million, corresponding to
19.8% of the share capital.
As the conditions to the capital increase (realized by Portucel Group in its own share by incorporating credits held over
the society) are substantially met, it was recognized in the Group’s Financial Statements, having the corresponding
non-controlling interests also been recognized.
The non-controlling interests included on the financial statements are detailed as follows for the years ended 31st
December 2015 and 2014:

Result	
2015

2014

7,172

2,721

Amounts in Euro

RAIZ – Instituto de Investigação da Floresta e Papel
Portucel Moçambique
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14. Appropriation of previous years’ profit

The main assumptions for the above-mentioned calculation were as follows:

Appropriations made in 2014 and 2013 were as follows:

2014

2013

Amounts in Euro

Distribution of dividends (excluding treasury shares)
Legal reserves
Gratification
Net income from prior years

The resolution for the appropriation of the 2014 net
profit that passed at Portucel’s General Meeting held
on 29th April 2015, was based on the net profit for the
year as defined by the accounting principles generally
accepted in Portugal (Portuguese GAAP). The difference
in net profit between the two standards, totaling Euro
18,734,999 (2014: Euro 42,464,049) was transferred to
retained earnings.
The General Meeting also decided the reserve distribution
of Euro 159,893,236 increasing the total remuneration of
the shareholders to Euro 440,459,260 (2014: the reserves
distribution was Euro 41,590,886 increasing the total
remuneration of the shareholders to Euro 200,783,584).
The General Meeting also approved in November 2015 an
advance over 2015 profit in the amount of Euro 29,971,019
and, in a meeting on 17th December 2015, a distribution
of retained earnings in the amount of Euro 100,022,899.

15. Goodwill
SOPORCEL, S.A.
Goodwill amounting to Euro 428,132,254 was determined
following the acquisition of 100% of the share capital
of Soporcel – Sociedade Portuguesa de Papel, S.A.,
for Euro 1,154,842,000, representing the difference
between the acquisition cost of the shares and the
respective shareholders’ equity as of the date of the first
consolidation, on 1st January 2001, adjusted by the effect
of the of allocation fair value to Soporcel’s tangible assets.
The goodwill generated at the acquisition of Soporcel
was deemed to be allocable to the integrated paper
production in Figueira da Foz industrial complex cash
generating unit.

150,572,106

159,192,698

8,136,585

8,378,685

2,998,525

-

19,759,480

42,466,368

181,466,696

210,037,752

On 31st December 2010, assets and liabilities related to
pulp production were transferred to another Group
company, as a result of a split, reducing the acquisition
historical cost to Euro 492,585,012.
On 31 December 2013, real estate assets were split and
transferred to PortucelSoporcel Parques Industriais, S.A.,
thus reducing the acquisition historical cost to Euro
385,764,077.
st

The book value of goodwill amounts to Euro 376,756,383,
as it was amortized up to 31st December 2003 (transition
date). As of that date, the accumulated depreciation
amounted to Euro 51,375,870. From that date on,
depreciation ceased and was replaced by annual
impairment tests. If this amortization had not been
interrupted, as of 31st December 2015 the net book
value of the Goodwill would amount to Euro 171,252,901
(31st December 2014: Euro 188,378,192).
Every year, the Group calculates the recoverable amount
of Soporcel’s assets (to which the goodwill recorded in
the consolidated financial statements is associated),
based on value-in-use calculations, in accordance with
the Discounted Cash Flow method. The calculations are
based on past performance and business expectations
with the actual production structure, using the budget
for next year and projected cash flows for the following
4 years, based on a constant sales volume. As a result
of the calculations, up to this date no impairment losses
have been identified.

2015

2014

Inflation rate

1.0%

2.0%

Discount rate (post-tax)

8.7%

8.7%

Production growth

0.0%

0.0%

Perpetuity growth rate

-1.0%

-1.0%

The discount rate presented above is a post-tax rate equivalent to a pre-tax discount rate of 12.33% and has been
calculated in accordance with the WACC (Weighted Average Cost of Capital) methodology, based in the following
assumptions:

2015

2014

Risk free interest rate

5.62%

5.62%

Equity risk premium (market and equity)

5.80%

5.80%

29.50%

29.50%

5.80%

5.80%

Tax rate
Debt risk premium

AMS-BR STAR PAPER, S.A.
On 6th February 2015 the procedures and contracts for the acquisition of AMS-BR Star Paper, S.A. were concluded, and
the approval by the competition authorities for the acquisition was obtained on 17th April 2015.
Therefore, for the purpose of preparing the consolidated financial statements for the year ended 31st December 2015,
the Group proceeded to the initial consolidation of AMS, having computed the following initial acquisition difference:

Amounts in Euro

Acquision value
Shares
Credits for additional paid-in capital
Acquisition cost
AMS adjusted equity as of 31-12-2014
% of acquired capital
Total equity acquired

38,622,294
2,327,500
40,949,794
17,284,378
100.00%
17,284,378

Credits for additional paid-in capital

2,327,500

Total equity + acquired credits

19,611,878

Initial acquisition difference

21,337,916
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In the process of identifying assets and liabilities and
determining their fair values, the grant from AICEP for
the construction of the first paper machine was not
considered. This amount of Euro 10,213,472, related to the
deferred income was being recognized in the statutory
accounts of AMS-BR Star Paper, S.A., over the useful life
of the assets. As of the date of the acquisition of AMS-BR
Star Paper, S.A., no obligation to reimburse the mentioned
grant existed as all the requirements and formalities set
by the contract were met. Therefore, the mentioned
deferred income did not qualify as a liability for the
purpose of consolidated accounts, and as such, was not
recognized under the initial consolidation exercise.

The statement of net assets acquired is presented as follows:

31-12-2014
Amounts in Euro

Non-current assets
Other intangible assets

288,276

Property, plant and equipment

41,482,116

Investment properties

428,484

Other non-current assets

5,952,483

Current assets
Inventories

7,631,176

State and other public entities

An increase in the fair value of tangible fixed assets
amounting to Euro 3,752,884 was also identified,
following an independent external evaluation.
These adjustments, made in the consolidated accounts,
gave rise to the recognition of a deferred tax liability of
Euro 4,252,294.

715,326

Receivable and other current assets

14,593,916

Cash and cash equivalents

9,739,020

16. Other intangible assets

Non-current liabilities
Deferred taxes liabilities
Interest-bearing liabilities

Additionally, as of the date of the acquisition, an
investment grant contract to purchase the second Tissue
paper machine (Note 9) was already signed with AICEP.
The Group identified this contract as an asset under the
acquisition of AMS-BR Star Paper, S.A.

-

Over the year ended 31st December 2015 and 2014, the changes in other intangible assets were as follows:

(29,554,249)

Other non-current liabilities

(1,452,888)

Current liabilities
State and other public entities
Interest-bearing liabilities

Industrial property
and other rights

(85,051)
(7,852,095)

Payables and other current liabilities

(22,274,636)
19,611,878

Acquisition costs

Initial goodwill

21,337,916

Amount as of 1st January 2014

40,949,794

In the year ended 31st December 2015, under the terms of IFRS 3, the purchase price allocation to identified assets and
liabilities was concluded, with the following impact in the initial acquisition difference:

59,979

3,781,346

3,841,325

Acquisitions

-

2,802,980

2,802,980

Disposals

-

-

-

Adjustments, transfers and write-off's

-

(3,168,056)

(3,168,056)
3,476,248

Amount as of 31st December 2014

59,979

3,416,269

Change in the consolidation scope

-

288,276

288,276

Acquisitions

-

6,198,590

6,198,590

Disposals

-

-

-

(58,879)

(4,946,129)

(5,005,007)

1,100

4,957,007

4,958,107

(58,888)

(432,180)

(491,068)

(1,091)

70,202

69,111

Disposals

-

-

-

Adjustments, transfers and write-off's

-

361,978

361,978

Adjustments, transfers and write-off's
Amount as of 31st December 2015
Accumulated depreciation and impairment losses

Amounts in Euro

Initial acquisition difference

Amount as of 1st January 2014
21,337,916

Fair value allocation of assets acquired
Fair value determination – Property, plant and equipment

3,752,884

AICEP grants identified – AMS investment in 2015 (Note 9)

11,040,771

Fair value allocation of liabilities acquired
Fair value determination – AICEP Grants – 2009 AMS investment

10,213,472

Final goodwill

Amortizations and impairment losses

Amount as of 31st December 2014

(59,979)

-

(59,979)

-

(144,997)

(144,997)

Amortizations and impairment losses
Disposals

-

-

-

Adjustments, transfers and write-off's

58,879

119,497

178,376

Amount as of 31st December 2015

(1,100)

(25,500)

(26,600)
3,350,257

Net book value as of 1st January 2014

Deferred taxes liabilities
Deferred tax over the identified adjustments

Total

Amounts in Euro

Total identified assets and liabilities
Acquisition cost

CO2 emission
allowances

(4,252,294)

1,091

3,349,166

Net book value as of 31st December 2014

-

3,416,269

3,416,269

Net book value as of 31st December 2015

-

4,931,507

4,931,507

583,083

On 31st December 2015, the Group held 475,887 allowances
with a market value as of that date of Euro 3,942,846, i.e.,
Euros 8.28 per ton (2014: 700,584 licenses with a market
value of Euro 5,142,287).

In addition to this amount, the acquisition of contracts
over 200,000 allowances that were signed in 2015 should
be considered, amounting to Euro 1,658,000 as of 31st
December 2015 (Note 31).
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17. Property, plant and equipment
Over the years ended 31st December 2015 and 2014, changes in Property, plant and equipment, as well as the respective
depreciation and impairment losses, were as follows:

Land

Buildings
and other
constructions

Equipments
and other
tangibles

114,896,358

500,607,206

3,242,936,478

10,994,156

-

-

-

-

-

838,692

-

801,336

49,437,579

51,077,607

Assets under
construction

Total

Amounts in Euro

Acquisition costs
Amount as of 1st January 2014
Change in the consolidation scope
Acquisitions
Disposals

3,869,434,198

-

-

(4,421,635)

-

(4,421,635)

1,603,217

42,737

12,492,776

(14,175,137)

(36,408)

-

-

-

-

-

Amount as of 31st December 2014

117,338,267

500,649,942

3,251,808,956

46,256,597

3,916,053,762

Change in the consolidation scope

556 955

9 718 028

43,101,558

5,322,762

58 699 303

2,813,659

56,581

1,679,960

143,905,771

148,455,971

-

-

(141,412)

-

(141,412)

(135,656)

10,762,338

107,152,770

(117,653,548)

125,904

-

-

-

-

-

120 573 226

521 186 890

3,403,601,831

77,831,582

4 123 193 529

Adjustments, transfers and write-off's
Fair value

Acquisitions
Disposals
Adjustments, transfers and write-off's
Fair value
Amount as of 31st December 2015

The referred manufacturing assets were depreciated until
year ended December 2015, which resulted, in 2015, in
an increase of the depreciation costs in Euro 14.2 million
(2014: Euro 12.7 million).

Additionally, it also includes Euro 31,659,352 related to
the investment in the “pellets” factory located in the
United States and Euro 34,205,812 relating to investments
associated with Mozambique project.

As of 31st December 2015 Assets under construction
included Euro 15,833,210 (31st December 2014: Euro
11,237,460), related to advance payments and supplies
of Property Plant and Equipment, under the scope of
the investment projects being developed by the Group.
These amounts are fully guaranteed by first demand
bank guarantees, handed by the respective suppliers that
are promoting the investments of the Group companies,
in accordance with the implemented policies for the
mitigation of credit risk.

As of 31st December 2015, Land included Euro 93,368,356
of forest land where the Group has installed part of its
forestry assets, the remainder being installed on leased
land (see note 36.2). It also includes Euro 1,609,030 of
land in which will be built the new pellets plant in the USA
and Euro 3,652,351 of capitalized expenditures with land
preparation in Mozambique that is being depreciated
through the period of the concession, as well as Euro
21,943,489 of land allocated to the mills’ sites.

18. Biological assets
Over the years ended 31st December 2015 and 2014, the changes in biological assets were as follows:

2015

2014

Amounts in Euro

Accumulated depreciation and impairment losses
Amount as of 1st January 2014
Change in the consolidation scope

-

(327,488,828)

(2,225,759,370)

-

(2,553,248,198)

-

-

-

-

-

(18,232)

(9,998,724)

(107,362,766)

-

(117,379,722)

Disposals

-

-

4,266,691

-

4,266,691

Adjustments, transfers and write-off's

-

12,597

646,381

-

658,978

Amortizations and impairment losses

Fair value

-

-

-

-

Amount as of 31 December 2014

(18,232)

(337,474,955)

(2,328,209,063)

-

-

(1 701 136)

(11,259,683)

-

(13 035 819)

(75 000)

(10,660,324)

(117,021,621)

-

(127,759,364)

Amortizations and impairment losses

(2,665,702,251)

Disposals

-

-

(5,463)

-

(5,463)

Adjustments, transfers and write-off's

-

4 524 946

10,345

-

4 535 291

Fair value

-

-

-

-

-

(170 652)

(345 311 469)

(2,456,485,485)

-

(2 801 967 605)
1,316,186,000

Amount as of 31st December 2015
Net book value as of 1st January 2014

114,896,358

173,118,378

1,017,177,108

10,994,156

Net book value as of 31st December 2014

117,320,035

163,174,988

923,599,891

46,256,597

1,250,351,511

Net book value as of 31st December 2015

120,402 574

175,875 421

947,116,346

77,831,582

1 321 225 924

113,969,423

111,339,305

(24,230,097)

(22,802,444)

Growth

1,366,573

6,435,679

New plantations and replanting (at cost)

7,984,091

5,962,035

17,906,936

13,034,848

Other changes in fair value

-

Change in the consolidation scope

st

Amount as of 1st January 2015
Logging in the period

Amount as of 31st December 2015

3,027,504

2,630,118

116,996,927

113,969,423

In 2015, the amounts shown as other changes in fair value correspond to planned and actual costs of asset management,
changes in main assumptions (price and average cost of capital) and changes in expectations:

31-12-2015

31-12-2014

Forestry

4,812,404

3,284,945

Structure

3,412,329

2,871,559

Fixed and variable rents

9,275,256

8,272,481

17,499,990

14,428,985

(5,742,334)

4,264,832

2,498,148

2,667,904

Amounts in Euro

Assets mangement costs

In 2009, with the start of operations in the new paper
mill, the Group recognized the cost of the Precipitated
Calcium Carbonate production unit, installed by Omya,
S.A. at the industry site in Setúbal for the exclusive use
of the new paper mill as a finance lease. This contract
foresees the transfer of the ownership of the assets upon
the end of the contract, 2019.
Following the above-mentioned agreement, the Group
applies “IFRIC 4 – Determining whether an arrangement
contains a lease”.

As at 31st December 2015 the net book value of this
equipment is Euro 4,540,540 (31st December 2014: Euro
6,054,054) (Note 29).
The Group regularly reviews the useful lives of the assets
in use. In 2014, the Group changed the useful life of
some of its older assets related to the manufacturing
equipment for the production of paper with greater age.
The rationale behind this change is based on the current
expectations of the Group as to its future strategy and
estimated impacts from the expected use of such assets.

Exchanges on assumptions
Wood price
Cost of capital
Variations in other species
Other changes in estimates

T H E N AV I G AT O R C O M PA N Y
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20. Inventory

As of 31st December 2015 and 2014, biological assets were detailed as follows:

On 31st December de 2015 and 2014 inventory comprised the following:
31-12-2015

31-12-2014

104,896,897

106,489,354

Pine (Portugal)

5,407,458

4,901,496

Cork (Portugal)

1,346,681

995,962

Raw materials

116,902,602

117,799,913

74,606

176,494

Finished and intermediate products

82,459,061

58,478,400

Work in progress

Amounts in Euro

31-12-2015
Eucalyptus (Portugal)

Other Species (Portugal)
Eucalyptus (Mozambique)

5,271,285

1,406,117

116,996,927

113,969,423

31-12-2014

Amounts in Euro

12,658,658

12,197,593

Byproducts and waste

297,306

383,928

Goods for resale

237,329

-

212,554,956

188,859,834

These amounts result from management’s expectation of extraction of related production detailed as follows:
As at 31st December 2015 and 31st December 2014, inventories were located in the following countries:
31-12-2015

31-12-2014

11,822

11,409

Pine wood – ton '000

481

496

Pine cones – ton '000

n/a

n/a

Portugal

Cork – @ '000

626

636

Mozambique

1,400

406

USA

Amounts in Euro

Eucalyptus – m3 ssc'000

Eucalyptus – m3 ssc'000 (Mozambique) (1)
(1)

Only evaluated in areas with one or more years of plantation at the end of the year

Regarding Eucalyptus, the most relevant biological asset, for the years ended 31st December 2015 and 2014 the Group
extracted 617,366 m3ssc and 587,823 m3ssc of wood from its owned and explored forests.

48,206,759

35,443,561

790,578

-

30,272,249

19,794,719

1,119,968

1,201,143

Holand

876,020

709,344

Germany

777,913

925,846

France

83,554

63,138

Great Britain
Spain
Poland
Switzerland

19.1. Financial assets at fair value through profit and loss
This caption includes the interest held by the Group in Liaision Technologies, originally acquired in 2005. Until 2012, the
Group held a 1.52% interest, having disposed in 2013 a 0.85% interest with a gain of Euro 182,911 (Note 5). The Group
intends to sell the remaining interest held in Liaision.

31-12-2014

United Kingdom

Italy

19. Other financial assets and investments in associates

31-12-2015
Amounts in Euro

The amounts shown above are net of impairment losses,
in accordance with the policies described in Note 1.15,
whose details are presented in Note 23 and include Euro
26,577,497 (31st December 2014: Euro 22,958,605) of

-

-

147,337

152,248

172,800

176,518

-

-

11,883

11,883

82,459,061

58,478,400

inventory whose sales invoices were already issued, but
whose risks and rewards had not yet been transferred to
customers. Accordingly, no revenue was recognized in
the income statement as of that date.
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21. Receivables and other current assets

The amount receivable from Semapa is detailed as follows:

As at 31st December 2015 and 31st December 2014, receivables and other current assets were detailed as follows:
31-12-2015

31-12-2014

(34,145,077)

(35,606,800)

35,252,914

40,927,880

Amounts in Euro

31-12-2015

31-12-2014
Liability generated in the scope of tax group

Amounts in Euro

Payments on account
Accounts receivable

182,136,452

176,576,769

Other accounts receivable

18,090,522

8,181,541

Derivative financial instruments (Note 31)
Accrued income
Deferred costs

1,701,467

-

1,621,162

868,689

11,820,913

3,181,093

215,370,516

188,808,093

Withholding tax

104,678

714,315

1,212,515

6,035,395

2015

2014

At the date of issue of this report this balance had already been received.
The movements in financial grants to receive were as follows:

The receivables shown above are net of impairment losses, in accordance with the policies described in Note 1.15, whose
details are presented in Note 23.
Amounts in Euro

As at 31st December 2015 and 31st December 2014, other receivables were detailed as follows:

Amount of 1st January
Increase/(decrease)

31-12-2015

31-12-2014

New grants awarded
Received in year

Amounts in Euro

Amount as of 31st December
Advances to employees
Advances to suppliers
Financial grants to receive
Tax consolidation (Semapa)
Capital subscribers
Other

380,172

438,556

240,453

291,006

-

111,320

1,212,515

6,035,395

5,713,991

-

10,543,390

1,305,264

18,090,522

8,181,541

111,320

161,930

(111,320)

(39,555)

14,113,127

-

(14,113,127)

(11,055)

-

111,320

At as 31st December 2015 and 2014, accrued income and deferred costs were detailed as follows::

31-12-2015

31-12-2014

-

125,569

Amounts in Euro

In 2015 the Group was subject to an investigation of alleged
dumping practices in UWF imports to the United States of
America, as a result of which an anti-dumping provisional
tax rate over those sales of 29.53% was imposed. On
11th January 2016, the US Department of Commerce has
settled the final tax rate at 7.8%. Other debtors essentially
include the amount receivable corresponding to the
difference between the anti‑dumping rates over paper
sales to the United States.
Although the final rate is substantially lower than the
initially determined margin, Portucel fully disagrees with
any anti-dumping margin and will use all legal resources
available to demonstrate that this measure is not justified,
as there is no causal link between paper exports to the
United States and the alleged injury to the local paper
industry.

Capital Subscribers include the amount of Portucel
Mozambique share equity that was subscribed by IFC –
International Finance Corporation but not yet realized
(Note 13).

Accrued income

The amount shown as “Advances to suppliers” refers to
advanced payments made to wood suppliers. As a way of
ensuring the sustainability of the forest value chain to the
industry, the Group advances payments to its suppliers
upon presentation of guarantees, for the wood to be
bought throughout the year. Those advances are settled
as supplies are delivered.

Interest receivable
Other

1,621,162

743,120

1,621,162

868,689

Pensions and other post-employment benefits (Note 27)

3,755,326

1,477,709

Rents

4,491,494

-

Deferred costs

Insurance
Other

485,663

-

3,088,430

1,703,384

11,820,913

3,181,093

13,442,075

4,049,782

As at 31st December 2015 and 2014, there were overfunded plans, recognized as current assets, as they will allow the
Group to reduce its future contributions, as a result of future changes in the discount rate applied to the liabilities.
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22. State and other public entities

Current liabilities

As at 31st December 2015 and 2014, there were no overdue debts to the State and other public entities. Balances related
with these entities were as follows:

31-12-2015

31-12-2014

Amounts in Euro

Current assets

State and other public entities

31-12-2015

31-12-2014

Amounts in Euro

State and other public entities

Corporate income tax

31,065,030

3,057,571

Personal income tax – witheld on salaries

2,003,600

1,663,885

Value added tax

34,227,978

42,976,415

Social security

2,059,064

2,119,230

Additional liabilities

8,044,968

44,041,599

Other

Value added tax – refunds requested

46,758,171

Value added tax – to recover

42,375,704

10,884,624

20,553,868

57,642,795

62,929,572

As at 31st December 2015, the outstanding VAT refunds requested comprised the following, by month and by company:

Nov/2015

DeC/2014

Total

21,849,656

22,332,360

44,182,016

(54,730)

57,944

77,345,911

93,916,644

As previously mentioned, since 2014 until June 2015, Portucel, S.A. and its subsidiaries were part of the taxation group
led by Semapa, SGPS, S.A. Therefore, although each group company calculated its income taxes as if it was taxed
independently, the corresponding liabilities were recognized as due to the leader of the taxation group, currently
Semapa, SGPS, S.A., who proceeded with the overall computation and the settlement of the income tax (Note 11).
From July 1st, 2015, the subsidiaries of Portucel Group ceased to integrate the tax group Semapa and joined the Portucel
tax group, that started on that date.

Amounts in Euro

Corporate income tax is detailed as follows:
PortucelSoporcel Fine Paper, S.A.
Bosques do Atlântico, S.L.

-

2,576,155

2,576,155

21,849,656

24,908,515

46,758,171

31-12-2015

31-12-2014

Amounts in Euro

Until the date of issuing this report, Euro 21,849,656 of the amounts to be received as of 31st December 2015, had
already been received.

65,212,803

42,098,607

Payments on account of corporate income tax

Corporate income tax (Note 11)

(1,964,638)

(1,165,761)

Corporate income tax payable to the corporate income tax group Leader
(Semapa, SGPS) (Note 30)

(34,150,871)

(35,606,800)

As at 31st December 2014, the outstanding VAT refunds requested comprised the following, by month and by company:

Withholding tax
Corporate income tax – to be received
Other receivables/payables

Nov/2015

DeC/2014

Total

18,946,517

21,158,403

40,104,920

-

2,270,784

2,270,784

18,946,517

23,429,187

42,375,704

(6,762)

-

-

(1,466,152)

1,974,498

(802,323)

31,065,030

3,057,571

Amounts in Euro

PortucelSoporcel Fine Paper, S.A.
Bosques do Atlântico, S.L.

In 2015, “Other receivable/payables” relate to the amount of income tax payable by a subsidiary of the Portucel group
located in Belgium.
The changes in the provision for additional tax liabilities during the years ended 31st December 2015 and 2014 were as
follows (Note 11):

All these amounts were received during the first half of 2015.

31-12-2015

31-12-2014

44,041,599

63,626,977

-

-

Amounts in Euro

As of 1st January
Increase
Transfers

(33,142,711)

-

Decrease

(2,853,920)

(19,585,378)

8,044,968

44,041,599

As of 31st December
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On 31st December 2015 and 31st December 2014 the additional tax liabilities include interest on deferred payments and
are detailed as follows:

24. Share capital and treasury shares
Portucel is a public company with its shares quoted in the Euronext Lisbon.

31-12-2015

31-12-2014

10,941,848

39,529,505

As at 31st December 2015, Portucel’s share capital was fully subscribed and paid for; it is represented by 767,500,000
shares with nominal value of 1 Euro each, of which 50,489,973 were held as treasury shares.

Amounts in Euro

Tax consolidation group
Other

(2,896,880)

4,512,094

8,044,968

44,041,599

These shares were mainly acquired during 2008 and 2012, and the changes in the period were as follows:

2015
Amounts in Euro

Treasury shares held in January

23. Impairment of non-current and current assets

Impairments

Amounts in Euro

Amount as of 1st January 2014

(Note 20)

Accounts
receivable

Other
receivables

total

(Note 21)

(116,933)

(999,140)

Increase (Note 6)

-

(14,650)

Reversal (Note 5)

51,880

25,917

-

77,797

-

-

-

-

Utilizations
Transfers

(1,565)

(1,116,073)
(16,215)

-

-

-

-

Amount as of 31st December 2014

(65,053)

(987,872)

(1,565)

(1,054,491)

Increase (Note 6)

(50,000)

(780,315)

-

(830,315)

Reversal (Note 5)

(26,241)

32,704

-

6,463

Utilizations

-

(9,737)

-

(9,737)

Transfers

-

-

-

-

(141,294)

(1,745,220)

(1,565)

(1,888,080)

Amount as of 31st December 2015

Value

2014
Quantity

Value

49,622,497

94,305,175

50,489,973

96,974,466

January

-

-

-

-

February

-

-

494,111

1,478,009

Accquisitions

Changes in impairment charges, during 2015 and 2014 were as follows:

Inventories

Quantity

March

-

-

264,165

877,740

April

-

-

35,000

112,047

May

-

-

-

-

June

-

-

-

-

July

-

-

-

-

August

-

-

-

-

September

-

-

-

-

October

-

-

74,200

201,496

November

-

-

-

-

December

-

-

-

-

-

-

867,476

2,669,291

50,489,973

96,974,466

50,489,973

96,974,466

Treasury shares held in December

The market value of the treasury shares held on 31st December 2015 amounted to Euro 181,763,903 (31st December 2014:
Euro 155,761,567), corresponding to a unit value of Euro 3.60 (31st December 2014: Euro 3.085) and the market capitalization
amounted to Euro 2,763,000,000 compared to an equity, net of non-controlling interests, of Euro 1,205,640,898.
As at 31st December 2015 and 31st December 2014, the shareholders with significant positions in the Company’s capital
were as follows:

31-12-2015
Amounts in Euro

Seinpar Investments, BV
Semapa, SGPS, S.A.
Other Semapa Group Companies

Nr. of shares

% Entity

31-12-2014
Nr. of shares

% Entity

241,583,015

31.48%

241,583,015

31.48%

256,033,284

33.36%

340,571,392

44.37%
0.00%

1,000

0.00%

2,000

Treasury shares

50,489,973

6.58%

50,489,973

6.58%

Post-employment benefits – BPI Bank

36,875,907

4.80%

-

0.00%
0.00%

Norges Bank (the Central Bank of Norway)

25,360,219

3.30%

-

Other shareholders

157,156,602

20.48%

134,853,620

17.57%

767,500,000

100%

767,500,000

100.00%

Total
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Following the conclusion of the offer for the acquisition, in the form of an exchange offer, of the ordinary shares of
Semapa, SGPS, S.A., registered in the Securities Market Commission and with the Offer period occurring between 6th
July 2015 and 24th July 2015, Semapa delivered as compensation of the 24,864,477 own shares acquired, 84,539,108
shares of Portucel. As a consequence of this exchange offer, Semapa reduced its attributable participation in Portucel
to 497,617,299 shares, representative of 64.836% of Portucel’s share capital, of which 256,033,284 shares held by
Semapa, SGPS, S.A..

25. Reserves and retained earnings

Currency translation reserve
This heading includes the exchange differences arising as a result of the conversion to Euros of the financial statements
of the Group companies expressed in foreign currency, at the exchange rates prevailing at the date of the statement of
financial position and are detailed as follows:

As at 31st December 2015 and 2014, this heading was detailed as follows:

Portucel Soporcel North América (USD)

31-12-2015

31-12-2014

6,465,283

607,047

18,273

107,246

Portucel Soporcel UK (GBP)

11,663

14,332

799

(1,160)

Portucel Soporcel Eurasia (TYR)
Portucel Soporcel Poland (PLN)

Legal reserve
Currency translation reserve
Net profit: prior years

31-12-2014

Portucel Soporcel Switzerland (CHF)

Portucel Soporcel Afrique du Nord (MAD)

Amounts in Euro

Fair value reserve

31-12-2015
Amounts in Euro

395

840

(2,863)

(3,472)
-

(1,869,064)

(2,329,120)

Portucel Moçambique (MZM)

(304,683)

91,781,112

83,644,527

Colombo Energy (USD)

(500,727)

-

5,688,140

724,832

5,688,140

724,832

273,081,975

519,395,217

368,682,163

601,435,456

Other reserves and prior years’ retained earnings
Fair value reserve
The fair value reserve of Euro (1,869,064) net of deferred charges of Euro 622,341 represents the decrease in the
fair value of financial heading instruments as at 31st December 2015 valued at Euro 1,414,364 (Note 31), recorded as
described in Note 1.12.

Under prevailing law, Portucel’s individual financial statements are prepared in accordance with the accounting principles
generally accepted in Portugal (PGAAP). However, for the preparation of the consolidated financial statements, the Company
follows IFRS as endorsed by the European Union.
As at 31st December 2015, the reconciliation between these two sets of accounts was as follows:

The movements occurred in this 2015 and 2014, were detailed as follows:
2015
2015

2014

Amounts in Euro

Equity/Retained
earnings

Net Profit

Total

Amounts in Euro

Fair value reserve
As of 1st January
Revaluation at fair value
Transfer to the income statement due to the maturity
of the instruments (Note 10)
As of 31st December

(2,329,120)

213,354

8,414,782

(1,668,203)

(7,954,725)

(874,271)

(1,869,064)

(2,329,120)

838,208,952

158,558,483

996,767,435

Own shares

Individual financial statements (PGAAP)

(6,286,718)

-

(6,286,718)

Revaluation of tangible assets

184,971,093

38,207,039

223,178,132

Financial investment grants

(8,017,951)

-

(8,017,951)

Non-controlling interests

8,983,605

(361,302)

8,622,303

1,017,858,981

196,404,220

1,214,263,201

Consolidated financial statements (IFRS)

Legal reserves
Under Portuguese Commercial Law, at least 5% of annual net profit must be transferred to the legal reserve until it
reaches at least 20% of the Company’s share capital. This reserve cannot be distributed unless Portucel is liquidated but
can be drawn on to absorb losses, after other reserves are exhausted, or incorporated in the share capital.
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26. Deferred taxes

As of 31st December 2014, the reconciliation between these two sets of accounts was as follows:

In 2015 and 2014, the changes in assets and liabilities as a result of deferred taxes were as follows:
Equity/Retained
earnings

Net Profit

Total

Individual financial statements (PGAAP)

1,116,262,138

162,731,697

1,278,993,835

Revaluation of tangible assets

189,890,702

18,737,720

208,628,422

(33,524,066)

-

(33,524,066)

(232,532)

(2,721)

(235,253)

1,272,396,242

181,466,696

1,453,862,938

Amounts in Euro

Financial investment grants
Non-controlling interests
Consolidated financial statements (IFRS)

As the individual financial statements are the relevant ones for the purpose of determining the ability to distribute
the Group’s results, this ability is measured with regard to the retained earnings and other reserves determined in
accordance with Portuguese GAAP. It should be noted that the transition to IAS/IFRS was made in the consolidated
financial statements with reference to 1st January 2005 while the conversion of the individual financial statements to
the current Portuguese GAAP was made with reference to 1st January 2010. This, combined with different criteria and
concepts between the two standards, justifies the difference in the equity of the two sets of financial statements.
On 31st December 2015 and 31st December 2014, the reserves available for distribution were detailed as follows:

1st
January
2015

Amounts in Euro

Tax losses carried forward

1,155,104

-

(1,155,104)

-

-

-

-

-

(5,821,730)

-

-

-

257,908

Adjustments in fixed assets

42,172,563

69,095,053

(11,592,110)

-

-

-

99,675,505

Financial instruments

3,093,055

-

-

(829,997)

-

-

2,263,058

Deferred accounting gains on inter-group
transactions

20,432,177

7,962,925

(2,955,405)

-

-

-

25,439,698

-

1,275,824

-

-

-

-

1,275,824

12,225,910

-

(1,458,946)

-

-

-

10,766,964

85,158,448

78,333,803

(22,983,296)

(829,997)

-

-

139,678,958

(7,462,129)

713,971

-

-

-

-

(6,748,157)

(1,110,760)

74,934

(7,929,697)

6,827,564

-

-

(2,137,958)

(144,728)

-

-

(89,718)

-

-

(234,446)

(3,068,885)

(358,958)

3,747,934

(320,092)

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

(11,991,792)

(11,991,792)

(336,438,878)

(25,094,311)

65,321,140

(3,752,884)

-

-

(299,964,933)

(477,515)

-

477,515

-

-

-

-

(348,702,895)

(24,664,363)

61,616,893

2,664,870

-

(11,991,792)

(321,077,287)

23,418,573

21,541,796

(6,320,406)

(228,249)

-

-

38,411,713

-

-

(773,715)

-

13,296,327

-

12,522,612

23,418,573

21,541,796

(7,094,121)

(228,249)

13,296,327

-

50,934,325

Valuation of biological assets
Government grants – Investment incentives

Temporary differences originating deferred tax
liabilities
Revaluation of fixed assets
Employee benefits

Government grants
Extension of useful lives of tangible fixed assets

Reserve allocated to treasury shares
Net profit for the period
Legal reserves

Legal limitation resulting from the application of the provisions
of the Corporate Law
Distributable amount

470,752,918

726,647,522

(103,261,185)

(103,261,185)

367,491,733

623,386,337

158,558,483

162,731,697

(7,927,924)

(8,136,585)

150,630,559

154,595,112

518,122,292

777,981,449

(398,058,838)

(362,119,709)

120,063,454

415,861,740

Decreases

6,079,638

Valuation of biological assets

Retained earnings: prior years

31st
December
2015

Taxed provisions

Deferred accounting losses on inter-group
transactions

31-12-2014

Equity

Change in the
consolidation
scope

Temporary differences originating deferred tax
assets

Derivative Financial Instruments at fair value

31-12-2015

Income Statement
Increases

Amounts in Euro

Other
Liabilities

Amounts recognised on the statement
of financial position
Deferred tax assets
Investment tax incentives

Deferred tax liabilities

(95,893,297)

(6,782,700)

16,944,647

732,839

-

(3,297,743)

(88,296,253)

(95,893,297)

(6,782,700)

16,944,647

732,839

-

(3,297,743)

(88,296,253)
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1st
January
2014

Demonstração
dos resultados
Increases

Amounts in Euro

Equity

Change in the
consolidation
scope

31st
December
2014

Decreases

Temporary differences originating deferred tax
assets

-

1,155,104

-

-

-

1,155,104

279,819

5,924,003

(124,184)

-

-

6,079,638

71,026,797

2,414,113

(31,268,347)

-

-

42,172,563

-

-

-

3,093,055

-

3,093,055

19,166,611

3,627,447

(2,361,881)

-

-

20,432,177

-

-

-

-

-

-

13,684,719

-

(1,458,809)

-

-

12,225,910

104,157,946

13,120,667

(35,213,221)

3,093,055

-

85,158,448

(9,661,092)

(781)

2,199,745

-

-

(7,462,129)

Employee benefits

(1,510,681)

(54,542)

590,975

(136,511)

-

(1,110,760)

Derivative Financial Instruments at fair value

(765,769)

-

318,411

302,630

-

(144,728)

(2,491,743)

(905,093)

327,951

-

-

(3,068,885)

-

-

-

-

-

-

(320,528,908)

(32,739,662)

16,829,692

-

-

(336,438,878)

(1,583,281)

(477,515)

1,583,281

-

-

(477,515)

(336,541,474)

(34,177,594)

21,850,055

166,119

-

(348,702,895)

32,809,753

3,870,597

(10,387,900)

912,451

-

27,204,901

Tax losses carried forward
Taxed provisions
Adjustments in fixed assets
Derivative Financial Instruments
Deferred accounting gains on inter-group
transactions
Valuation of biological assets
Government grants – Investment incentives

Temporary differences originating deferred tax
liabilities
Revaluation of fixed assets

Deferred accounting losses on inter-group
transactions
Government grants
Extension of useful lives of tangible fixed assets
Valuation of biological assets

Amounts as presented on the Statement
Of Financial Position
Deferred tax assets
Effect of change in tax rate

Deferred tax liabilities
Effect of change in tax rate

To cover this liability, externally managed pension funds
were set up, and the funds’ assets are apportioned
between each of the companies.

(2,083,159)

(1,641,308)

-

(61,861)

-

(3,786,328)

30,726,594

2,229,289

(10,387,900)

850,590

-

23,418,573

(106,010,564)

(10,082,391)

6,445,766

49,005

-

(109,598,184)

6,730,829

6,977,380

-

(3,322)

-

13,704,887

(99,279,735)

(3,105,011)

6,445,766

45,683

-

(95,893,297)

In the measurement of the deferred taxes as at 31st December 2015 and 2014, the corporate income tax rate used
was 27.5%.

27. Pensions and other post-employment benefits

In 2010 and 2013, the Group completed the necessary
procedures to convert the defined benefit plans of its
subsidiaries Portucel, Soporcel S.A., PS Florestal, S.A.,
Empremédia, S.A., RAIZ and PS Lusa, S.A., to defined
contribution plans for the current employees, keeping
the acquired benefits of former employees as defined
benefit plans. The acquired rights attributable to former
employees and retirees in case they leave the company
or in case of a job change or retirement, will remain
unchanged.
Notwithstanding, following a negotiation process with its
employees as a result of the aforementioned changes to
the pension plans, Soporcel allowed its active employees
as of 1st January 2014 to choose, until 16th January 2015, to
choose between the following alternatives:
i) Alternative A – Benefit safeguard plan, or

Under the prevailing Social Benefits Regulation,
permanent employees of Portucel that chose not to move
to the defined contribution plan, together with the retired
employees as of the transition date (1st January 2009)
and, from 1st January 2014, the former Employees of

Soporcel, Portucel Soporcel Florestal, RAIZ, Empremédia
and Portucel Soporcel Lusa, are entitled, after retirement
in case of disability, to a monthly retirement pension or
disability supplement. This is calculated according to a
formula, which considers the beneficiary’s gross monthly
remuneration updated to the work category at the date
of retirement and the number of years of service, up to
a limit of 30 (limit of 25 to Soporcel, Portucel Soporcel
Florestal, Empremédia, Portucel Soporcel Lusa and
RAIZ), including a survivor pension to the spouse and
direct descendants.

Employees that choose to trigger the Safeguard Clause
also benefit from a rent, to be paid while they live,
acquired from an insurance company with the funds
accumulated in Account 2.
Employees that do not trigger the Safeguard Clause will
benefit from the rent to be paid while they live, acquired
from the insurance company with the funds accumulated
in Accounts 1 and 2.
This means that the benefits awarded by the employees that
chose not to trigger the Safeguard Clause will correspond
to those that would result in a defined contribution plan,
with the corresponding contributions being computed as
the sum of the “deposited” contributions in Accounts 1
and 2 (without any adjustment/actuarial update).

ii) Alternative B – Pure defined contribution plan.
This possibility to choose between these two alternatives
was granted to the employees in early 2015, with
reference to the situation as of 31st December 2013, as
a way to neutralize the changes that had been made to
the Soporcel pension plan, by simulating that the option
had been granted as of 1st January 2014, at the time of
the conversion of the defined benefit plan into a defined
contribution plan.
Alternative A – Benefits safeguard plan
In general terms, employees that chose alternative A
retain the option, as of the date of retirement, of the
defined benefit plan in force until 31st December 2013
based on the employee’s seniority as of that date. They
also benefit from a defined contribution plan until they
reach 25 years in the Company.

27.1. Introduction
Until 2013, several retirement and survivor plans together
with retirement bonus, coexisted within the Group. For
certain categories of active employees, in addition to
the plans described below, additional plans also existed,
financed through independent funds assigned to cover
those additional responsibilities.

The balance of Account 1 will be assigned to cover the
liabilities associated to a defined benefit (resulting
in receiving a pension corresponding to the existing
liabilities in the previous defined benefit plan computed
as of 31st December 2013), as the employees that chose
Alternative A trigger the Safeguard Clause.

Alternative B – Defined contribution plan
Employees that chose Alternative B will have access to
a defined contribution plan, under which the Company
will perform monthly contributions corresponding to 4%
of their pensionable salary until the date of retirement or
termination of employment contract, with no limitations.
Thus, under this alternative, employees benefit from
a single account, which will be composed by the
accumulated balance of the following contributions:
Initial contribution, corresponding to past service
liabilities, computed with reference to 31st December
2013 under the previous defined benefit plan, with a
25% premium;
Contributions made by Soporcel during 2014; and
Future contributions to be made by Soporcel at a 4%
rate over their pensionable salaries.

In pratical terms, this alternative allows the employees to
benefit from two autonomous accounts:
I.

Account 1: which includes an initial contribution
corresponding to the amounts delivered to the
pension fund under the previous defined benefit
plan, in the amount of the liabilities for past services
computed as of 31st December 2013, together with the
monthly contributions made by the Company during
2014 to the defined contribution plan; and,

The benefit to be awarded by employees, who, until 16th
January 2015, had chosen this alternative, will correspond
to the value of the rent to be paid while they live, that can
be acquired from an insurance company with the total
accumulated contributions of each employee as of the
date of retirement.

II. Account 2: including the future monthly contributions
to be made by the Company until the Employees
complete 25 years of service in Soporcel, amounting
to 2% of the pensionable salary.
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In conclusion
Given these changes, by the end of 2015, the defined benefit plan showed a deficit resulting, amongst other factors,
from the changes in the actuarial and financial assumptions, namely from the review on the discount rates used in
computing the actuarial liabilities.
In order to face that increase in the liabilities, the Group made additional contributions to the defined benefit plan in
2015.
The Group also holds liabilities related to post-employment defined benefit plans regarding the 13 Portucel employees
that chose not to accept the conversion to the defined contribution plan, together with former Employees, retirees or,
when applicable, with granted rights.
As at 31st December 2015 and 2014 the coverage of the companies’ liabilities by the assets of the funds was as follows:

31-12-2015

The discount rates used in this study were selected over the return rates of a bonds’ portfolio, namely Markit iBoxx
Eur Corporates AA 10+. From the portfolio, bonds with adequate maturity and rating were selected according to the
amount and period cash outflows that will occur in regard to the payment of the benefits to Employees.
The following table presents the five-year historical information on the present value of liabilities, the market value of
the funds, non-financed liabilities and net actuarial gains/(losses). This information from 2011 to 2015 was as follows:

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

Amounts in Euro

Present value of liabilities

116,568,257

121,323,084

122,365,002

65,657,042

70,188,472

139,312,363

Fair value of plan assets

102,854,501

104,716,904

117,050,324

69,558,535

71,666,181

143,067,688

Surplus/(deficit)

(13,713,756)

(16,606,180)

(5,314,678)

3,901,493

1,477,709

3,755,326

31-12-2014

Amounts in Euro

27.3. Retirements and pension supplements

Past service liabilities
Active Employees

59,309,768

3,576,259

Former Employees

16,865,214

10,324,394

Retired Employees

63,137,380

56,287,819

(143,067,688)

(71,666,181)

(3,755,326)

(1,477,709)

(3,755,326)

(1,477,709)

The movements in liabilities with retirement and pensions plans in 2015 and 2014 were as follows:

2015

2014

70,188,472

65,657,042

7,065,835

3,448,339

Net effect of the safeguard clause

13,049,670

-

The number of active employees under these plans as at 31 December 2015 was 604 (13 as of 31 December 204).

Individual accounts transfered

50,755,836

-

-

(915,178)

As at 31st December 2015 the amount of assigned responsibilities to plans for post-employment benefits relating to two
members of the Board of the Portucel Group amounted to Euro 1,697,024 (2014: Euro 1,424,279).

Costs recognised in the Income Statement

Market value of the pension funds
Underfunding (overfunding)

Amounts in Euro

Opening balance
Changes in assumptions

st

th

st

Curtailment

2,481,624

5,206,642

Pensions paid

(4,229,075)

(3,208,372)

Closing balance

139,312,363

70,188,472

27.2. Assumptions used in the valuation of the liabilities
The actuarial studies carried out by an independent entity for the purpose of determining the accumulated liabilities as
at 31st December 2015 and 31st December 2014 were based on the following assumptions:

31-12-2015

31-12-2014

Amounts in Euro

Real outcome
2015

The funds set up to cover the above mentioned liabilities had the following movement in 2015 and 2014:

2015

2014

71,666,181

69,558,535

Amounts in Euro

2014

Opening balance
Disability table

EKV 80

EKV 80

-

-

Contributions made in the period

Mortality table

TV 88/90

TV 88/90

-

-

Expected return in the period

Wage growth rate

1.00%

2.00%

1.00%

1.77%

Technical interest rate

2.50%

3.50%

-

-

Return rate on plan assets

2.50%

3.50%

2.40%

8.39%

Pensions growth rate

0.75%

0.75%

0.75%

1.33%

Actuarial gains/(losses) (difference between actual and expected returns)
Pensions paid
Individual accounts transfered
Closing balance
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22,449,723

372,000

2,431,304

4,908,410

(6,281)

35,608

(4,229,075)

(3,208,372)

50,755,836

-

143,067,688

71,666,181
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28. Provisions

The detail of the fund’s assets as at 31st December 2015 and 2014 was as follows:

In 2015 and 2014, the changes in provisions were as follows:
31-12-2015

31-12-2014

Bonds

93,910,935

39,490,623

Shares

33,529,971

16,459,951

Liquidity

15,476,813

15,411,024

Amounts in Euro

Other short-term applications
Real estate

Legal Claims

Tax Claims

Other

Total

1,308,010

30,700,077

17,309,304

49,317,391

-

-

-

-

-

5,810,275

6,132,728
(7,469,383)

Amounts in Euro

As of 1st January 2014
Changes in the consolidation scope

135,287

290,919

14,682

13,663

Increases (Note 6)

322,453

143,067,688

71,666,181

Reversals (Note 6)

(1,732,872)

-

(5,736,511)

Transfers

3,045,879

(6,592,413)

(3,285,397)

(6,831,931)

As of 31st December 2014

2,943,470

24,107,664

14,097,671

41,148,804

Changes in the consolidation scope
Increases (Note 6)

As at 31st December 2015 and 2014, the effect in the income statement of these plans was as follows:

Reversals (Note 6)
Transfers
As of 31st December 2015

2015

-

-

-

-

21,191

-

-

21,191
(14,583,546)

(52,236)

-

(14,531,310)

(286,376)

32,106,930

798,590

32,619,144

2,626,049

56,214,594

364,951

59,205,593

2014

Amounts in Euro

The amount shown as “Others” relates to provisions for multiple risks, which may originate cash outflows in the future.

Defined benefit plans
Current services

94,346

390,216

2,387,278

4,816,427

Return of the plan assets

(2,431,304)

(4,908,410)

Safeguard clause

13,049,670

Interest expenses

Remission of pension liabilities
Other

1,356,984

732,143

87,960

(911,460)

14,544,934

118,915

Defined contribution plans
Contribution to the plan
Costs for the period

1,895,127

5,372,913

1,895,127

5,372,913

16,440,061

5,491,828

The amount of provisions shown as “Tax claims” results from the Group’s judgement at the date, about the potential
disagreement with tax authorities, considering most recent updates about this events.

29. Interest-bearing liabilities and other liabilities
29.1 Interest-bearing liabilities
As at 31st December 2015 and 2014, non-current interest-bearing debt comprised the following:

31-12-2015

31-12-2014

Bond loans

350,000,000

350,000,000

Bank loans

334,577,851

124,940,476

Amounts in Euro

The costs with current service includes Euro 43,080 corresponding to 2 Board members (2014: Euro 44,840).

Non-current

Refundable investment grants

Expenses with the issue of bond loans
Expenses with bank loans

T H E N AV I G AT O R C O M PA N Y

6,788,396

-

691,366,247

474,940,476

(4,264,228)

(5,756,007)

(531,266)

(726,214)

(4,795,494)

(6,482,221)

686,570,753

468,458,255
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As at 31st December 2015 and 2014, current interest-bearing debt was as follows:

The interest-bearing liabilities of the Group, as at 31st December 2015, comprised the following:

31-12-2015

31-12-2014

31-12-2015

Amounts in Euro

Non-current
Current
Bond loans
Bank loans – short-term

Current

Total

Amounts in Euro

-

160,000,000

40,578,590

144,735,140

40,578,590

304,735,140

Interest-bearing liabilities
Bond loans

345,735,772

-

345,735,772

Bank loans

334,046,584

40,578,590

374,625,174

6,788,396

-

6,788,396

686,570,753

40,578,590

727,149,343

Non-current

Current

Total

Refundable investment grants

As at 31st December 2015 and 2014, the Group’s net debt was detailed as follows:

31-12-2014
31-12-2015

31-12-2014

Amounts in Euro
Amounts in Euro

Interest-bearing liabilities
Non-current
Current

686,570,753

468,458,255

Interest-bearing liabilities

40,578,590

304,735,140

Bond loans

344,243,993

160,000,000

504,243,993

727,149,342

773,193,395

Bank loans

124,214,262

144,735,140

268,949,402

468,458,255

304,735,140

773,193,395

79,355

89,520

Cash and cash equivalents
Cash
Short term bank deposits

35,024,398

6,752,954

Other

37,553,832

492,710,379

72,657,585

499,552,853

654,491,758

273,640,542

Interest-bearing net debt

Refundable investment grants do not include the ones attributable to AMS-BR Star Paper, S.A., as they were deducted
to the amount of goodwill recognized in the acquisition, as mentioned in Note 15.
The evolution of the Group’s net debt in the period ended 31st December 2015 and 2014 was as follows:

As previously mentioned, the Group has a strict policy regarding the approval of its financial counterparties, limiting its
exposure in accordance to an individual risk analysis, with previously approved limits. It also has in place a diversification
policy applied to the number of Group’s counterparties. As such, as at 31st December 2015, the Group had no term
deposit in financial institutions. The amount of Euro 37,553,832 under the heading of other cash and cash equivalents
is invested in a portfolio of bonds from issuers with an adequate credit rating.

2015

2014

273,640,542

307,041,153

Change in the consolidation scope

17,146,601

-

Expenses with the issue of bond loans

1,908,000

-

Interest paid

41,889,248

30,983,928

Amounts in Euro

As of 1st January

Interest received
Dividens paid and reserves distributed
Acquisition of treasury shares
Receipts related to investment activities

(1,233,385)

(3,460,867)

440,459,260

200,783,584

-

2,669,291

(14,113,127)

-

Payments related to acquisition of subsidiaries

40,949,794

-

Payments related to investment activities

153,849,975

22,286,816

Accumulated exchange rate diferences
Net receipts from operating activities
As of 31st December

T H E N AV I G AT O R C O M PA N Y

4,864,709

1,560,940

(304,869,858)

(288,224,302)

380,851,216

(33,400,611)

654,491,758

273,640,542
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Non-current bank loans

Also, the movements in the Group’s net debt in 2015 and 2014 were as follows:

31-12-2015

31-12-2014

196,765,522

181,469,417

Amounts in Euro

Net profit for the year
Depreciation, amortization and impairment losses
Net changes in provisions

Change in working capital
Change in the consolidation scope
Acquisition of tangible fixed assets
Dividens paid and reserves distributed

121,715,935

111,502,345

(14,562,355)

(1,336,655)

303,919,102

291,635,106

(33,819,954)

(5,889,832)

(19,851,832)

-

(192,018,513)

(45,736,966)

(440,459,260)

(200,783,584)

Acquisition of treasury shares
Net changes in post-employment benefits
Other changes in equity
Expenses with the issue of bond loans
Other
Change in net debt (Free Cash Flow)

-

(2,669,291)

1,765,195

(2,423,784)

4,293,998

(4,179,538)

1,686,728

1,528,181

(6,366,681)

1,920,319

(380,851,216)

33,400,611

Bond loans
During the first half of 2015, the Group repaid the Portucel 2010/2015 and Portucel 2010/2015 – 2nd issue loans, amounting
to Euro 60 million and Euro 100 million, respectively.
In addition, in September 2015, the Group proceeded to the partial early repayment of Euro 200 million of the Euro 350
million Senior Notes 5.375% bonds. After the early repayment, this loan was reduced to Euro 150 million.
Simultaneously, the Group issued a new bond loan underwritten by two banks, also of Euro 200 million. This new issue,
with a 8 year maturity and is indexed to the six months Euribor plus a 1.9% spread.

Maturity

The loan designated BEI – Environment A has a 10 year
maturity (2018) and is being repaid in 14 semi-annual
instalments, the first of which was due 3 years after the
loan date. As such, on 15th June 2012, Portucel made
the first payment, amounting to Euro 4,642,857. The
outstanding amount due at 31 December 2015 was Euro
27,857,143. The loan is indexed to the 6M Euribor plus a
variable spread associated to financial ratios.
The loan designated BEI – Environment B has an 11 year
maturity (2019) and it will be repaid in 18 semi-annual
instalments, the first of which was paid in December 2012
amounting to Euro 1,666,667. As a result, the outstanding
amount due at 31st December 2015 was Euro 18,333,337.
This loan is indexed to the six months Euribor plus a fixed
spread.
The loan designated BEI – Energy has a 14 year maturity
(2024) and it will be repaid in 24 semi-annual instalments,
the first of which was due on June 15th, 2013 and the last
one on 15th December 2024, each of them amounting to
Euro 3,541,667. As such, the outstanding amount due at
31st December 2015 was Euro 63,750,000. This loan is
indexed to the 6M Euribor plus a fixed spread.
These two loans, BEI – Environment B and Energy, are
guaranteed by two banks.

The loans outstanding as of 31st December 2015 were as follows:

Amount

In April 2009, Portucel received Euro 65,000,000
related to a credit facility which had been contracted
during 2008 with the European Investment Bank (EIB)
designated Portucel – Environment A. In March 2010,
Portucel used two contracted credit facilities with the
European Investment Bank (EIB) of Euro 30,000,000
and Euro 85,000,000 designated BEI – Environment B
and BEI – Energy, respectively.

Indexed

Spread

Rate

Also, in February 2013, Portucel hired a new 3 year loan
amounting to Euro 15,000,000. This loan is indexed to
the 6M Euribor plus a fixed spread.

In July 2014, AMS also contracted a loan designated Loan
Agreement (Credit Opening) with the same banking
syndicate as the Loan Agreement (Mutual) described
above, amounting to Euro 4 million, which was also
intended to invest in the increase of the production
capacity. The financial conditions applicable to this loan
are identical to those applicable to the Loan Agreement
(Mutual) described above namely in what concerns its
guarantees. As at 31st December 2015, the amount due
under this contract totaled Euro 3,833,437.
In March 2015, also with the purpose of financing its
treasury, AMS contracted a short term loan amounting to
Euro 10 million for a period of 9 months with an interest
rate indexed to 3M Euribor plus a fixed spread. As at 31st
December 2015, the amount due was Euro 2,003,437.
As at 31st December 2015, the average overall cost of
these bank loans was 1.29%.
Commercial paper and other interest-bearing liabilities
During the first quarter of 2015, Portucel contracted a
new commercial paper program, amounting to Euro 100
million, whose emissions are underwritten by the Bank for
a period of five years, and revoked the commercial paper
program of Euro 50 million that would mature in 2016. As
at 31st December 2015, the program was not being used.
In December 2012, Portucel issued a commercial paper
program amounting to Euro 125,000,000 maturing in
three years. During 2015, the conditions of this program
have been renegotiated, namely its maturity date that
was extended to May 2020. On 31st December 2015, the
amount of Euro 125,000,000 was fully used.
In July 2015, Portucel entered into two new commercial
paper programs amounting to Euro 125 million, for a
period of 5 years. On 31st December 2015, the amount
used totaled Euro 100 million.

Amounts in Euro

Bond loans
Portucel Senior Notes 5.375% 2020
Portucel 2015-2023

150,000,000
200,000,000
350,000,000

May 2020
September 2023

5.375%
Euribor 6 M,
minimum 0%

1.90%

In July 2014, AMS contracted a loan with a bank syndicate
consisting of three banks designated Loan Agreement
(Mutual) in order to finance the investment in the increase
of the production capacity. The loan amounts to Euro 19.5
million, it was contracted for a 7 year period (until 2021)
and is indexed to 3M Euribor plus a fixed spread. This
loan is guaranteed by a mortgage over a set of buildings
used for warehousing and the industrial activity of AMS
and by a lien over part of the industrial equipment of
the company. As at 31st December 2015, the amount due
under this contract totaled Euro 18,687,501.

With these transactions, the Group ensured an adequate
level of liquidity to their future needs, while reduced the
financial cost of lines available and extended its maturity.
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The repayment terms related to non-current loans show the following maturity profile:

31-12-2014
Acquisition
Value

31-12-2015

31-12-2014

Accumulated
depreciation

Net book
value

Amounts in Euro

Amounts in Euro

Equipment
Equipment – Omya

Non-current
1 to 2 years

23,619,051

34,702,381

2 to 3 years

23,619,048

19,702,381

3 to 4 years

14,333,334

19,702,381

4 to 5 years

389,333,334

10,416,667

More than 5 years

240,461,480

390,416,667

691,366,247

474,940,476

As at 31 December 2015, in addition to the Commercial paper, the Group had available but unused credit lines of Euro
145,450,714 (31st December 2014: Euro 20,450,714).
st

-

-

-

14,000,000

(7,945,946)

6,054,054

14,000,000

(7,945,946)

6,054,054

The non-current and current liabilities related to that equipment are recorded under “Other liabilities” and “Payables
and other current liabilities”, respectively, and are detailed as follows:

31-12-2014

1,322,745

6,910,099

Equipment
Non-curent
Current (Note 30)

29.2 Other liabilities

31-12-2015
Amounts in Euro

3,995,996

1,508,396

5,318,741

8,418,495

As at 31st December 2015 and 2014, the other non-current liabilities were as follows:

31-12-2015

31-12-2014

Amounts in Euro

Non-current
Investment grants
Equipment

37,215,981

31,641,551

1,322,745

6,910,099

38,538,726

38,551,650

In 2009, with the launch of the new paper mill in Setubal, the Group recognized as a finance lease the cost of the
Precipitated Calcium Carbonate production unit, installed by Omya, S.A. at the industry site in Setúbal for the exclusive
use of the new mill. This contract foresees the transfer of the assets’ ownership to About The Future, S.A., upon its
termination, in 2019.

30. Payables and other current liabilities
As at 31st December 2015 and 2014, “Payables and other current liabilities” were detailed as follows:

Non-current investment grants correspond to investment grants as described in Note 9.

31-12-2015

31-12-2014

Accounts payable to suppliers

139,127,591

145,783,905

Accounts payable to fixed assets suppliers

2,945,204

543,302

Accounts payable to fixed assets suppliers – leases (Note 29)

3,995,996

1,508,396

Amounts in Euro

Finance leases – IFRIC 4
As at 31st December 2015 and 2014, the Group showed the following equipment under finance lease plans recognized
under IFRIC 4:

Accounts payable – Related parties (Note 32)
Derivative financial instruments (Note 31)

31-12-2015

Other creditors – CO2 emissions

Acquisition
Value

Accumulated
depreciation

Net book
value

Amounts in Euro

Equipment
Equipment – Omya

3,064,937

(1,284,809)

1,780,129

14,000,000

(9,459,460)

4,540,540

17,064,937

(10,744,268)

6,320,669

Corporate income tax payable to corporate income
tax group Leader (Semapa, SGPS) (Note 30)

1,192,990

2,549,415

646,872

4,184,865

6,855,147

6,009,449

137,740

90,752

Other creditors

2,846,437

9,914,241

Accrued costs

61,100,959

35,498,118

Deferred income
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5,842,473
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211,924,917
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31. Financial assets and liabilities

On 31st December de 2015 and 2014, accrued costs and deferred income were detailed as follow:

31-12-2015

31-12-2014

Payroll expenses – Annual performance bonus

15,688,962

8,267,635

Payroll expenses – Other

18,855,256

14,090,125

Amounts in Euro

Accrued costs

Interest payable, including compensatory interest
Other

8,533,687

6,155,081

18,023,054

6,985,278

61,100,959

35,498,118

6,274,879

5,777,414

(26,680)

-

As its activities are exposed to a variety of financial and operational risk factors, the Group adopts a proactive approach
to risk management, as a way to mitigate the potential adverse effects associated with those risks, namely the risk
arising from the price of pulp, foreign exchange rates risk and interest rate risk.
The reconciliation of the consolidated statement of financial position with the various categories of financial assets and
liabilities included therein is detailed as follows:

Financial
Instruments –
trading

Deferred income
Government investment grants (Note 9)
Grants – CO2 emission licenses
Other

(13,024)

65,059

6,235,175

5,842,473

31-12-2014

Amounts in Euro

AICEP investment contracts (Note 9)
Portucel, S.A.

10,668,532

14,163,266

Celcacia, S.A.

17,424,719

6,746,976

Celset, S.A.

1,456,647

-

10,767,344

12,225,937

2,225,779

2,285,491

564,192

1,010,620

43,107,213

36,432,291

SoporcelPulp, S.A.
PortucelSoporcel Parques Industriais, S.A.
Soporcel, S.A.
Other
RAIZ

72,883

Viveiros Aliança, S.A.

128,774

711,342

857,900

784,225

986,674

43,891,438

37,418,965

During 2015 and 2014, the movements in Grants – CO2 emissions were as follows:

2015

2014

-

-

Note 31.2

Note 31.3

Loans and
receivables
Note 31.4

Financial
asstes
held-for-sale
Note 19

Other
interest–bearning
liabilities

Non
financial
Assets/
liabilities

Note 31.5

31-12-2015
Assets
Financial assets held-for-sale

-

-

-

229,136

-

-

Other non-current assets

-

-

-

-

-

-

Cash and cash equivalents

As at 31st December 2015 and 2014, deferred income on government grants was detailed as follows:

31-12-2015

Amounts in Euro

Financial
instruments –
hedging

-

-

72,657,585

-

-

-

Current receivables

287,102

1,414,365

213,669,049

-

-

270,197,751

Total assets

287,102

1,414,365

286,326,633

229,136

-

270,197,751

Non-current interest-bearning liabilities

-

-

-

-

686,570,753

-

Other liabilities

-

-

-

-

38,538,726

147,501,846

40,578,590

Liabilities

Current interest-beraning liabilities

-

-

-

-

State entities

-

-

-

-

-

77,345,911

Current payables

646,872

-

-

-

156,654,578

67,782,660

Total liabilities

646,872

-

-

-

922,342,647

292,630,417

As of 31st December 2014
Assets
Financial assets held-for-sale

-

-

-

229,136

-

Other non-current assets

-

-

-

-

-

-

Cash and cash equivalents

-

-

499,552,853

-

-

-

Current receivables

-

-

188,808,093

-

-

251,789,406

Total assets

-

-

688,360,946

229,136

-

251,789,406

-

Liabilities
Non-current interest-bearning liabilities

-

-

-

-

468,458,255

-

Other liabilities

-

-

-

-

38,551,650

137,042,102

Current interest-beraning liabilities

-

-

-

-

304,735,140

-

State entities

-

-

-

-

-

93,916,644

Current payables

1,342,225

2,842,640

-

-

168,521,517

39,218,535

Total liabilities

1,342,225

2,842,640

-

-

980,266,562

270,177,281

Amounts in Euro

Grants – CO2 emissions
Opening balance
Increase
Utilization
Closing balance

3,509,026

2,793,379

(3,509,026)

(2,793,379)

-

-

Except for derivative financial instruments, the remaining financial instruments are recorded at cost on the grounds that
this is considered to be a reasonable approximation of their fair value.

This amount regards the CO2 emission allowances granted for free to several group companies (2015: 498,008 and
499,710 for 2014).
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31.1. Fair value hierarchy
The following table presents the Group’s assets and liabilities measured at fair value at 31st December 2015, according
to the following fair value hierarchies:
i.

Level 1: Fair value of financial instruments is based on prices available on active, liquid markets at the date of the
statement of financial position;

ii. Level 2: Fair value of financial instruments is not determined on the basis of active market prices, but rather resorting
to valuation models. The main inputs of the models used are observable in the market; and
iii. Level 3: Fair value of financial instruments is not determined on the basis of active market prices, but rather resorting
to valuation models, the main inputs of which are not observable in the market.

31-12-15

LEvel 1

LEvel 2

LEvel 3

The Group has a currency exposure on sales invoiced in
foreign currencies, namely US dollars (USD) and pounds
sterling (GBP). As the Group’s financial statements are
translated into Euro, it runs an economic risk on the
conversion of these currency flows to the Euro. The Group
is also obliged, albeit to a lesser degree, to make certain
payments in those same currencies which, for currency
exposure purposes, act as a natural hedge. Thus, the
hedge is aimed at safeguarding the net value of items in
the statement of financial position denominated in foreign
currencies against the respective currency fluctuations.

associated with the sales. The nature of the risk hedged is
change in the carrying amount of on sales and purchases
expressed in foreign currencies due to foreign currency
fluctuations. At the end of each month, customer and
suppliers’ balances expressed in foreign currency are
updated, with the gain or loss offset against the fair value
change of the forwards negotiated.

The hedging instruments used in this operation are foreign
exchange forward contracts covering the net exposure to
the foreign currencies at the time the invoices are issued,
for the same maturity dates and the same amounts of
these documents in such a way as to fix the exchange rate

In 2015, the Group proceeded to the purchase of CO2
allowances for delivery in 2017-2018. The fair value of this
trading instrument on December 31st, 2015 amounts to
Euro 57,667.

The net fair value of trading instruments – forwards – as
at 31st December 2015 was negative by Euro 417,438 (31st
December 2014: Euro 1,342,225).

Amounts in Euro

Financial assets at fair value through profit or loss
Derivative financial instruments – trading
Interest rate hedging instruments

287,102

-

287,102

-

1,414,365

-

1,414,365

-

1,701,467

-

1,701,467

-

31.3. Derivative financial instruments designated as hedging instruments
As at 31st December 2015 and 2014, the fair value of derivative financial instruments designated as hedging instruments
(Note 1.12) was as follows:
31-12-15

31-12-15

LEvel 1

LEvel 2

LEvel 3

Amounts in Euro

31-12-2014

Notional

Positive

Negative

Net

NET

Foreign exchange forwards
(net investment)

23,009,093

543,992

-

543,992

(576,895)

Foreign exchange forwards (future sales)*

151,200,000

-

-

-

(1,233,629)

125,000,000

515,041

-

515,041

(1,032,116)

Amounts in Euro

Trading

Financial liabilities at fair value through profit or loss
Derivative financial instruments – trading

(646,872)

-

(646,872)

-

-

-

-

-

(646,872)

-

(646,872)

-

Interest rate hedging instruments

Interest rate swap for comercial paper
issued
Swaps used to hedge the exposure
to changes in the interest rate

31.2. Financial instruments held for trading
*

75,000,000

355,331

-

355,331

374,209,093

1,414,364

-

1,414,364

(2,842,640)

Only in 2014

As at 31st December 2015 and 31st December 2014, the fair value of derivative financial instruments (Note 1.12) was as
follows:
31-12-15
Notional

Positive

31-12-2014
Negative

Net

NET

Amounts in Euro

Trading
CO2 emissions
Foreign exchange forwards

-

57,667

-

57,667

-

78,906,116

229,435

(646,872)

(417,437)

(1,342,225)

78,906,116

287,102

(646,872)

(359,770)

(1,342,225)

Net investment

Cash Flow hedge – Exchange rate risk (EUR/US)

The Group hedges the economic risk associated with
exposure to the exchange rate of its participation in
PortucelSoporcel North America. To this end, the Group
has entered into a foreign exchange forward maturing in
May 2016, with a notional outstanding of USD 25,050,000.

The Group makes use of derivative financial instruments
in order to limit the net exchange risk associated with
sales and future purchases estimated at USD.

This instrument is designated as a hedging of the
investment in the North America subsidiary of the Group,
with its fair value changes being recognized as other
comprehensive income. As at 31st December 2015, the
fair value reserve associated with this hedge was Euro
3,260,446 (31st December 2014: Euro 837,305) (Note 25).

In this context, throughout 2014, the Group signed a set
of financial structures to cover a portion of net foreign
currency exposure on estimated sales in USD for 2015.
Derivative financial instruments entered into zero cost
collars were amounting to USD 151.2 million and a put
option amounting to USD 75 million, which reached their
maturity on 31st December, 2015.
It should be noted that the group contracted derivative
financial instruments for 2016, namelly put options with a
total value of USD 175 million.
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Cash flow hedge – Interest rate
The Group hedged the future interest payments associated with commercial paper issues by hiring an interest rate
swap, which pays a fixed rate and receives a floating rate. This instrument is designated a cash flows hedge for the
commercial paper program and the bond loan. The credit risk is not part of the hedging relationship.

The fair value of derivative financial instruments is included in “Receivables and other current assets” (Note 21) and
“Payables and other current liabilities” (Note 30).
The movement in the balances recognized in the statement of financial position (Notes 21 and 30) related with financial
instruments was as follows:

The hedged risk corresponds to the index of the variable interest rate to which the interest is related. As of 31st December
2015, the total amount of loans with associated interest rate hedges amounted to Euro 200 million.
In 2016 the Group contracted two additional interest rate swaps for a total amount of Euro 125 million.

Changes in fair
value (Trading)

Changes in fair
value (Hedging)

549,601

(1,087,491)

(537,890)

(1,680,808)

(874,271)

(2,555,079)

Total

Amounts in Euro

This hedge is designated for the entire life of the hedging instruments.

Amount as of 1st January 2014
Maturity (Note 10)

31.4. Credit and receivables

Increase/decrease in fair value

These amounts are initially recognized at fair value, and subsequently measured at amortized cost less any impairment
losses identified during the course of the credit risk analysis of the credit portfolios held (Notes 21, 23 and 29).

Amount as of 1st January 2015
Maturity (Note 10)
Increase/decrease in fair value
Amount as of 31st December 2015

(211,018)

(880,878)

(1,091,896)

(1,342,225)

(2,842,640)

(4,184,865)

924,788

(7,954,725)

(7,029,937)

57,667

12,211,730

12,269,397

(359,770)

1,414,365

1,054,596

31.5. Other financial liabilities
These items are recognized at their amortized cost, corresponding to the value of the respective cash flows discounted
at the effective interest rate associated with each of the liabilities (Notes 29 and 30).

As at 31st December 2015 and 2014, the derivative financial instruments previously summarized had the following
maturities:

31.6. Net gains on financial assets and liabilities

Nominal
value

The effect in net income of the period of the financial assets and liabilities held is detailed as follows:

31-12-2014

Amounts in Euro

Gains/(loss) on loans and receivables
Gains/(losses) on financial instruments – hedging
Gains/(losses) on financial instruments – trading

4,017,087

Other

31-12-2014
Fair Value

Future purchase of C02 emission
licences

USD

73,000,000

11/Apr/16

Trading

(646,872)

(1,231,143)

GBP

8,700,000

11/Apr/16

Trading

229,435

(111,082)

EUR

1,622,500

15/Mar/18

Trading

57,667

-

(359,770)

(1,342,225)

Foreign exchange forwards – Net
Equity

USD

25,050,000

27/May/16

Hedging

543,992

(576,895)

Hedging for future sales

USD

151,200,000

31/Dec/15

Hedging

-

(1,233,629)

Interest rate swap for comercial paper
issued

EUR

125,000,000

26/May/20

Hedging

515,042

(1,032,116)

Interest rate swap for loans

EUR

75,000,000

22/Sep/23

Hedging

355,332

-

(31,919,840)

1,414,365

(2,842,640)

(3,478,635)

(2,504,924)

1,054,596

(4,184,865)

(50,258,882)

(34,152,250)

(874,271)

924,788

(1,680,808)

475,367

3,176,795

Interest expense:
Financial liabilities measured at amortized cost

31-12-2015
Fair Value

(349,202)

(7,954,725)

Interest Income:
From deposits and other receivables

Type

Amounts in Euro

Exchange rate forwards

31-12-2015

Maturity

(44,242,765)
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32. Balances and transactions with related parties

Under the same agreement, Enerpar SGPS, Lda. will also
render technical advisory services including engineering
project support, coordination of work, equipment
commissioning, factory ramp up, guaranteeing quality
in the final product, supporting commercial contract
management and training to be provided to the sales
team that will be responsible to manage the customers
they obtained.

The following is a breakdown of related parties’ balances as at 31st December 2015 and 2014:

31-12-15

31-12-2014

Assets

Liabilities

Other debtors
(tax
consolidation)

Payables

-

1,212,515

1,192,989

15,265

-

-

-

433,951

-

-

-

Customers

Assets

Liabilities

Other debtors
(tax
consolidation)

Payables

-

6,035,395

2,549,415

297

33,087

-

-

9,132

-

-

10,960

4,982

263,913

-

33,943

46,694

-

-

-

Customers

Amounts in Euro

Semapa – Soc. de Investimento
e Gestão, SGPS, S.A.
Secil – Companhia Geral Cal
e Cimento, S.A.
Secil Britas, S.A.
Enermontijo, S.A.
Enerpar, SGPS, Lda.
Cimilonga – Imobiliária, S.A.

-

-

6,839

-

-

73

449,216

1,212,515

1,260,933

297,000

6,035,395

2,594,391

Enerpar SGPS, Lda. is a company that manages holdings
in the renewable energy sector, holding all of the shares
of Enermontijo, S.A., which has been dedicated to the
production of forest-based wood pellets for about seven

years, annually producing Tons 80,000 and to whom the
Group sells biomass.
A lease agreement between Soporcel, S.A. and Cimilonga
– Imobiliária, S.A. was signed in 2015, under which an
office was leased in Semapa headquarters’ building, in
Lisbon.
In the identification of the Group’s related parties for
the purpose of this report, the members of the Group’s
statutory bodies were considered as related parties
(Note 7).

33. Environmental related expenditure
Environmental costs
As part of its business operations, the Group incurs in several environmental related expenditures which, depending on
their nature, are capitalized or recognized as costs in the operating results for the year.

On 31st December 2015 and 2014, transactions with related parties were as follows:

2015

Environmental expenses incurred by the Group in order to preserve resources or to avoid or reduce future damage, are
capitalized if they are expected to extend the useful life or to increase the capacity, safety or efficiency of other assets
held by the Group.

2014

Sales and
services
rendered

Interest
earned

Consumed
materials
and services

Sales and
services
rendered

Interest
earned

Consumed
materials
and services

2,218

-

7,741,519

2,088

614,386

9,686,989

72,740

-

1,946

86,900

-

-

-

-

31,162

-

-

32,857

The expenditure capitalized and expensed in the years ended 31st December15 and 2014 was as follows:

Amounts in Euro

Semapa – Soc. de Investimento
e Gestão, SGPS, S.A.
Secil – Companhia Geral Cal
e Cimento, S.A.
Secil Britas, S.A.
Enermontijo, S.A.

983,993

-

267,508

715,000

-

244,148

Enerpar, SGPS, Lda.

-

-

1,919,589

-

-

100,000

Cimilonga – Imobiliária, S.A.

-

-

66,856

-

-

66,927

1,058,951

-

10,028,580

803,988

614,386

10,130,921

Amounts capitalised in the YEAR
31-12-2015

Non-condensable gases (NCG's) – Cacia

5,069,410

Recovery boiler
Improvement of facilities and security

On 1st February 2013, a contract to render administrative
and management services was signed between Semapa
– Sociedade de Investimentos e Gestão, SGPS, S.A. and
Portucel Group, establishing a remuneration system
based in equal criteria for both parties in continuing
relations of collaboration and assistance, considering the
rules applicable to commercial relationships between
related parties.

In March 2015, Portucel celebrated an agreement with
Enerpar SGPS, Lda. under which it paid a fee related
to the promotion of its pellets project located in the
United States of America, in particular for having
defined and detailed several studies and initiatives
including, amongst others, market analysis, real estate
prospection, negotiation with public authorities, tax and
corporate planning, projection of manufacturing facilities,
equipment commissioning and customer acquisition and
by coordinating all these aspects in a single project.

376,903

31,610

56,693

129,407

Treatment of waste water

-

25,859

Generator of the oil boiler

-

75,684

Others

In 2014, the interest earned related to treasury applications
(commercial paper) in Semapa, which remunerated at a
slightly higher rate than the better rate which had been
obtained in similar applications from financial institutions.

31-12-2014

Amounts in Euro

411,951

189,986

5,914,956

452,545

31-12-2015

31-12-2014

9,296,972

7,058,517

Expenses affecting net income for the YEAR

Amounts in Euro

Treatment of waste water
Recycling of materials

33,493

1,487,517

Water resources charges (Note 6)

1,777,091

1,269,813

Electrofilters

634,252

757,940

40,469

599,353

411,108

466,013

Solid waste landfill
Seweage network
Others
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34. Audit fees
In the years ended 31st December 2015 and 2014, expenses with statutory audits, other audit services and tax advisory
services, were as follows:

The guarantees in favor of IAPMEI were provided under the investment contracts celebrated between the Portuguese
State and CelCacia, S.A. (Euro 2,438,132) and AMS-BR Star Paper, S.A. (Euro 4,134,978), as per the terms and conditions
defined in the Payment Standard applicable to projects approved under QREN Incentive Systems.

36.2. Purchase commitments
31-12-2015

31-12-2014

In addition to the commitments described in the preceding Note, purchase commitments assumed with suppliers as at
31st December 2015 amounted to Euro 23,107,821 and referred to capital expenditure on Property, plant and equipment.
On 31st December 2014 these commitments amounted to Euro 11,143,270.

180,050

171,350

72,800

67,359

On 31st December 2015 and 2014, the commitments relating to operating lease contracts showed the following expected
cash outflows:

-

55 026

Amounts in Euro

Statutory auditors services
Statutory audit services
Audit of foreign subsidiaries
Tax advisory services
Portugal
Foreign subsidiaries

37,779

-

Other assurance services

93,014

138 220

383,643

431,955

31-12-2015

31-12-2014

Amounts in Euro

Settlement date
2015

-

1,556,858

Most of the “other assurance services” related to opinions regarding management information systems, services
rendered in the context of the Group’s sustainability report and support in the acquisition of the Group’s subsidiary
AMS-BR Star Paper, S.A..

2016

1,506,712

1,023,453

2017

1,202,577

758,314

2018

810,035

492,826

2019

434,663

143,754

The Board of Directors believes there are adequate procedures safeguarding the independence of auditors through
the audit committee process analysis of the work proposed and careful definition of the work to be performed by the
auditors.

2020

35. Number of Employees

52,956

-

4,006,943

3,975,205

As at 31st December 2015 and 2014, the undiscounted commitments relating to forestry land rents showed the following
expected cash outflows:

As at 31st December 2015 the number of Employees working for the various Group companies was 2,662 (31st December
2014: 2,325), of which 170 were employed by CelCacia 199 by AMS and 326 in companies located in other countries, in
particular Mozambique, with 228 E mployees.

31-12-2015

31-12-2014

Amounts in Euro

36. Commitments

2015

-

4,316,507

36.1. Commitments in favor of third-parties

2016

4,583,742

4,260,826

2017

4,426,222

4,063,550

As at 31 December 2015 and 2014, the Group had presented the following bank guarantees to the following entities:

2018

4,149,697

3,784,862

2019

3,980,008

3,610,885

2020

3,657,728

3,293,164

Later

47,542,248

39,978,276

68,339,646

63,308,069

st

31-12-2015

31-12-2014

Amounts in Euro

Customs clearence

2,723,960

2,715,419

Simria

327,775

327,775

IAPMEI

6,573,110

-

605,540

693,548

10,230,385

3,736,742

Other
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37. Contingent assets

i) Group corporate income tax 2005 & 2006

37.1. Tax matters

Following the tax inspection to the 2005 tax year, in
which the aggregate tax loss declared amounted to Euro
30,381,815, a correction to the taxable income amounting
to Euro 74,478,109 was included in the final inspection
report.

37.1.1. Public debt settlement fund
According to Decree-Law no. 36/93 of 13th February, the tax debts of privatized companies relating to periods prior to
the privatization date (in the case of Portucel, 25 November 2006) are the responsibility of the Public Debt Settlement
Fund. Portucel submitted an application to the Public Debt Settlement Fund on 16th April 2008 requesting the payment
by the State of the tax debts raised by the tax authorities for periods before that date. On 13th December 2010, Portucel
presented a new application requesting the payment of debts settled by the tax authorities regarding 2006 and 2003.
This application was supplemented on 13th October 2011, with the amounts already paid and uncontested regarding
these debts, as well as with expenses directly related to them, pursuant to court ruling dated 24th May 2011 (Case No.
0993A/02), which confirmed the company’s position regarding the enforceability of such expenses. In this context, the
aforementioned Fund is liable for Euro 30,375,727, detailed as follows:

Processes decided
Requested

Decrease

in favour

Period

amounts

1st Refund

due to RERD

of the Group

Outstanding

1998-2004

5,850,000

(5,850,000)

-

-

-

Amounts in Euro

Portucel
VAT – Germany
Corporate income tax

2001

314,340

-

-

(314,340)

-

Corporate income tax

2002

625,033

(625,033)

-

-

-

VAT

2002

2,697

(2,697)

-

-

-

Corporate income tax

2003

1,573,165

(1,573,165)

-

-

-

Corporate income tax

2003

182,230

(157,915)

-

(24,315)

-

Corporate income tax (Withheld)

2004

3,324

-

-

-

3,324

Corporate income tax

2004

766,395

-

-

(139,023)

627,372

Corporate income tax (Withheld)

2005

1,736

(1,736)

-

-

-

Corporate income tax

2005

11,754,680

-

(1,360,294)

-

10,394,386

Corporate income tax

2006

11,890,071

-

(1,108,178)

-

10,781,893

Expenses

314,957

-

-

-

314,957

33,278,628

(8,210,546)

(2,468,472)

(477,678)

22,121,932

Soporcel
Corporate income tax

2002

18,923

-

-

-

18,923

Corporate income tax

2003

5,725,771

-

-

-

5,725,771

VAT

2003

2,509,101

-

-

-

2,509,101

Stamp duty

2004

497,669

-

-

(497,669)

-

8,751,464

-

-

(497,669)

8,253,795

42,030,092

(8,210,546)

(2,468,472)

(975,347)

30,375,727

37.1.2. Paid and disputed settlements
As at 31st December 2015, the additional tax assessments that are paid and disputed by the group are summarized as follows:

From the total amount corrected, Euro 73,453,776 regard
losses on disposal of financial investments, including
additional equity contributions, considered as equity by
the tax authorities under the article 23 of Portuguese
Corporate Tax Law as it was in place as of that date.
The Group has a different opinion, in which it is supported
by its advisors and lawyers, and is based both in the
opinion of renowned teachers of accounting and law
and in the letter of the law, especially in the wording
introduced by the 2006 State Budget to article 42 of
the Portuguese Corporate Income Tax Law, and in the
prohibition of irrefutable presumptions as stated in
Constitution of the Portuguese Republic, in particular in
its article 103, in what concerns article 23, n.º 5 and n.º 6
of the Portuguese Corporate Income Tax Law.
Following the adjustments made by the tax authorities
to the 2005 taxable income, tax losses of Euro 30,381,815
reported by the group in 2005, which were used in 2006,
could no longer be considered. As a consequence, the
2006 taxable income was corrected in that amount by the
tax authorities. The Group has disputed this correction.
ii) Aggregate corporate income tax 2010 & 2011 – result
of liquidation
The Group deducted the available RFAI tax incentive
up to 25% of the tax collection as permitted by the
legislation that approved the tax regime. However, article
92 of the Portuguese Corporate Income Tax Law limits
the utilization of tax benefits to 10% of the tax collection,
conflicting with the 25% mentioned in RFAI. The deduction
of this tax benefit in 2010 resulted in an additional income
tax settlement of Euro 4,448,387, having the Group paid
and disputed the mentioned amount. It is therefore the
Group and Arbitral Court understanding that this amount
can be used in following years.
The same situation occurred in 2011, having the Company
paid the additional income tax settlement and disputed

in the Arbitration Court. On 5th May 2015 the Court
decided against the Group, having the Group appealed
to the Constitutional Court, in particular regarding the
deduction in 2011 of the RFAI tax incentive of 2009
and 2010, when the limit established in Article 92 of the
Portuguese Income Tax Law was only 25% and not 10%.

37.2. Non-tax matters
37.2.1. Public debt settlement fund
In addition to the tax matters described above, a second
request to the Public Debt Settlement Fund was submitted
on 2nd June 2010, which called for the reimbursement
of various amounts, totaling Euro 136,243,939. These
amounts regard adjustments in the financial statements
of the group after its privatization that had not been
considered in formulating the price of its privatization
as they were not included in the documentation made
available for consultation by the bidders.
On 24th May 2014 the Court denied the Group’s proposal
to present testimony evidence, alternatively proposing
written submissions. On 30rd June 2014 Group appealed
against this decision, but continuously presented written
evidence. The Court subsequently confirmed the Group’s
views on this matter, and it waits for the confirmation of
the date for the interrogation of witnesses.
37.2.2. Infrastructure enhancement and maintenance fee
Under the licensing process n.º 408/04 related to the
new paper mill project, the Setubal City Council issued
a settlement note to Portucel regarding an infrastructure
enhancement and maintenance fee (“TMUE “) amounting
to Euro 1,199,560, with which the company disagrees.
This situation regards the amount collected under this
levy in the licensing process mentioned above, for the
construction of a new paper mill in the industrial site of
Mitrena, Setúbal. Portucel disagrees with the amount
charged and filled an administrative claim against it on
25th February 2008 (request 2485/08), followed by an
appeal to Court against the rejection of the claim on
28th October 2008. At 3rd October 2012 this claim had
an adverse decision, and in 13th November 2012, Portucel
appealed. This lawsuit is awaiting the decision of TCA
since 4th July 2013.

Amounts in Euro

Aggregate corporate income tax 2005
Aggregate corporate income tax 2006
Aggregate corporate income tax – result of the income tax calculation – 2010
Aggregate corporate income tax – result of the income tax calculation – 2011

10,394,386
8,150,146
4,448,387
2,208,268
25,201,187
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38. Exchanges rates

39. Companies included in the consolidation

The assets and liabilities of the foreign subsidiaries and associated companies expressed in a functional currency other
than Euro were translated to Euro at the exchange rate prevailing on 31st December 2015.
The income statement transactions were translated at the average rate for the period. The differences arising from the
use of these rates compared with the balance prior to the conversion were reflected under the Currency translation
reserve in shareholders’ equity.
The rates used in 2015 and 2014, against the Euro, were as follows:

2015

2014

Valuation/
(depreciation)

GBP (Sterling Pound)
Average exchange rate for the year

0,7259

0,8061

9.96%

Exchange rate at the end of the year

0,7340

0,7789

5.77%

Average exchange rate for the year

1,1085

1,3285

16.56%

Exchange rate at the end of the year

1,0887

1,2141

10.33%

Average exchange rate for the year

4,1844

4,1834

-0.02%

Exchange rate at the end of the year

4,2639

4,2732

0.22%

PLN (Polish Zloti)

SEK (Swedish Krona)
Exchange rate at the end of the year

9,3530

9,0990

-2.79%

9,1895

9,3930

2.17%

CZK (Czech Koruna)

Share equity owned
Directly

INDirectly

Total

-

-

-

PARENT- COMPANY
Portucel, S.A.

Setúbal

SUBSIDIARIES
Soporcel – Sociedade Portuguesa de Papel, S.A.

Figueira da Foz

100.00

-

100.00

Portucel Florestal, S.A.

Setúbal

100.00

-

100.00

PortucelSoporcel Parques Industriais, S.A.

Setúbal

100.00

-

100.00

About the Balance – SGPS, S.A.

Lisboa

100.00

-

100.00

AMS-BR Star Paper, S.A.

Vila Velha de Ródão

-

100.00

100.00

PortucelSoporcel Tissue, S.A.

Aveiro

-

100.00

100.00

100.00

-

100.00

PortucelSoporcel Internacional SGPS S.A.

Setúbal

Portucel Moçambique – Sociedade de Desenvolvimento Florestal e Industrial, Lda.

Mozambique

20.05

60.15

80.20

Portucel Florestal Brasil – Gestão de Participações, Ltda.

Brazil

25.00

75.00

100.00

Colombo Energy Inc.

USA

Portucel Finance, Zoo

Poland

Portucel Africa, SRL

Italy

-

100.00

100.00

25.00

75.00

100.00

-

100.00

100.00

Setúbal

100.00

-

100.00

Sociedade de Vinhos da Herdade de Espirra – Produção e Comercialização de Vinhos, S.A.

Setúbal

-

100.00

100.00

Gavião – Sociedade de Caça e Turismo, S.A.

Setúbal

PortucelSoporcel Florestal – Sociedade para o Desenvolvimento Agro-Florestal, S.A.

Setúbal

PortucelSoporcel Floresta, SGPS, S.A.

USD (American Dollar)

Average exchange rate for the year

Head
office

Company

-

100.00

100.00

100.00

100.00

AFOCELCA – Agrupamento complementar de empresas para protecção contra incêndios ACE

Portugal

-

64.80

64.80

Viveiros Aliança – Empresa Produtora de Plantas, S.A.

Palmela

-

100.00

100.00

Atlantic Forests, S.A.

Setúbal

-

100.00

100.00

RAIZ – Instituto de Investigação da Floresta e Papel

Aveiro

-

94.00

94.00

Bosques do Atlantico, SL

Spain

-

100.00

100.00

PortucelSoporcel Pulp SGPS, S.A.

100.00

-

100.00

Soporcel Pulp – Sociedade Portuguesa de Celulose, S.A.

Setúbal
Figueira da Foz

-

100.00

100.00

CELSET – Celulose de Setúbal, S.A.

Setúbal

-

100.00

100.00

Average exchange rate for the year

27,2804

27,5355

0.93%

CELCACIA – Celulose de Cacia, S.A.

Aveiro

-

100.00

100.00

Exchange rate at the end of the year

27,0230

27,7350

2.57%

Portucel International GmbH

Germany

-

100.00

100.00

Setúbal

100.00

-

100.00

Setúbal

-

100.00

100.00

Setúbal

-

100.00

100.00

Portucel Papel Setúbal, S.A.

Setúbal

-

100.00

100.00

Portucel Soporcel North America Inc.

USA

-

100.00

100.00

PortucelSoporcel Sales & Marketing NV

Belgium

25.00

75.00

100.00

PortucelSoporcel Papel, SGPS S.A.

CHF (Swiss Franc)
Average exchange rate for the year

1,0690

1,2146

11.99%

Exchange rate at the end of the year

1,0835

1,2024

9.89%

DKK (Danish Krone)
Average exchange rate for the year

7,4588

7,4548

-0.05%

Exchange rate at the end of the year

7,4626

7,4453

-0.23%

HUF (Hungarian Florim)
Average exchange rate for the year

309,9458

308,5600

-0.45%

Exchange rate at the end of the year

315,9800

315,5400

-0.14%

AUD (Australian Dollar)

About the Future – Empresa Produtora de Papel, S.A.
SPCG – Sociedade Portuguesa de Co-Geração Eléctrica, S.A.

PortucelSoporcel Lusa, Lda.

Figueira da Foz

-

100.00

100.00

PortucelSoporcel Fine Paper, S.A.

Setúbal

-

100.00

100.00

PortucelSoporcel Switzerland

Switzerland

25.00

75.00

100.00

PortucelSoporcel Afrique du Nord

Marocco

-

100.00

100.00

PortucelSoporcel España, S.A.

Spain

-

100.00

100.00

PortucelSoporcel Netherlands, BV

Netherlands

-

100.00

100.00

Average exchange rate for the year

1,4775

1,4719

-0.38%

PortucelSoporcel France, EURL

France

-

100.00

100.00

Exchange rate at the end of the year

1,4897

1,4829

-0.46%

PortucelSoporcel United Kingdom, Ltd.

UK

-

100.00

100.00

PortucelSoporcel Italia, SRL

Italy

-

100.00

100.00

PortucelSoporcel Deutschland, GmbH

Germany

-

100.00

100.00

PortucelSoporcel Handels, GmbH

Austria

-

100.00

100.00

PortucelSoporcel Poland SP Z O

Poland

-

100.00

100.00

PortucelSoporcel Eurasia

Turkey

-

100.00

100.00

PortucelSoporcel Russia, LLC

Russia

-

100.00

100.00

Setúbal

100.00

-

100.00

Setúbal

-

100.00

100.00

PortucelSoporcel Participações, SGPS S.A.

Setúbal

100.00

-

100.00

Arboser – Serviços Agro-Industriais, S.A.

Setúbal

-

100.00

100.00

EMA21 – Engenharia e Manutenção Industrial Século XXI, S.A.

Setúbal

-

100.00

100.00

Ema Cacia – Engenharia e Manutenção Industrial, ACE

Aveiro

-

91.15

91.15

Ema Setúbal – Engenharia e Manutenção Industrial, ACE

Setúbal

-

92.56

92.56

MZM (Mozambique Metical)
Average exchange rate for the year

42,5652

40,8981

-4.08%

Exchange rate at the end of the year

49,3400

38,5100

-28.12%

MAD (Moroccan Dirham)
Average exchange rate for the year
Exchange rate at the end of the year

10,8606

11,1712

2.78%

10,8120

11,0503

2.16%

Enerpulp – Cogeração Energética de Pasta, S.A.

NOK (Norway Kroner)
Average exchange rate for the year
Exchange rate at the end of the year

8,9516

8,3547

-7.14%

9,6030

9,0420

-6.20%

TRY (Turkish Lira)
Average exchange rate for the year
Exchange rate at the end of the year

PortucelSoporcel Energia, SGPS S.A.

3,0275

2,9065

-4.16%

3,1765

2,8320

-12.16%

Figueira da Foz

-

91.47

91.47

Empremédia – Corretores de Seguros, Lda.

Ema Figueira da Foz- Engenharia e Manutenção Industrial, ACE

Lisboa

-

100.00

100.00

EucaliptusLand, S.A.

Setúbal

-

100.00

100.00

Headbox – Operação e Contolo Industrial, S.A.

Setúbal

-

100.00

100.00

Figueira da Foz

-

50.00

50.00

Figueira da Foz

-

100.00

100.00

33.33

66.66

100.00

Cutpaper – Transformação, Corte e Embalagem de Papel, ACE
PortucelSoporcel Serviços Partilhados, S.A.
PortucelSoporcel Abastecimento de Madeira, ACE

Setúbal
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BOARD OF DIRECTORS

40.1. Corporate brand
On 6th February 2016, Portucel Group changed its
corporate brand to The Navigator Company. This new
corporate identity represents the union of companies
with a history of over 60 years, intending to give a more
modern and appealing image of the Group.

Pedro Mendonça de Queiroz Pereira

Some of the Group companies will change its social
denomination to incorporate this new identity from
10th February onwards. However, Portucel, S.A. will only
change its social designation after the approval in the
General Meeting to be held on 14th April 2016.

Diogo António Rodrigues da Silveira

Chairman

Luis Alberto Caldeira Deslandes
João Nuno de Sottomayor Pinto de Castello Branco
Manuel Soares Ferreira Regalado
António José Pereira Redondo
José Fernando Morais Carreira de Araújo
Nuno Miguel Moreira de Araújo Santos
João Paulo Araújo Oliveira
Adriano Augusto da Silva Silveira
Paulo Miguel Garcês Ventura
José Miguel Pereira Gens Paredes
Ricardo Miguel dos Santos Pacheco Pires
Vítor Manuel Galvão Rocha Novais Gonçalves
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12.2 LEGAL ACCOUNTS
CERTIFICATE AND AUDIT
REPORT ON THE CONSOLIDATED
FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
12.2.1 Introduction

12.2.2 Responsibilities

1.	
As required by the applicable legislation, we are
pleased to present the Legal Accounts Certificate and
Audit Report on the financial information contained in
the Consolidated management report and attached
consolidated financial statements of Portucel, S.A.,
which comprise the Consolidated statement of financial
position at 31st December 2015 (which states a total of
2,429,883,137 Euros and total shareholders’ equity of
1,214,263,201 Euros, including non-controlling interests
of 8,622,303 Euros and net income of 196,404,220
Euros), the Consolidated income statement by nature,
the Consolidated statement of comprehensive income,
the Consolidated statement of changes in equity and
the Consolidated statement of cash flows for the
period then ended, and the corresponding Notes to the
Financial Statements.

2.	
It is the responsibility of the Company’s Board of
Directors (i) to draw up the Consolidated management
report and consolidated financial statements which
present a true and fair view of the financial position of
the companies included in the consolidated accounts,
the consolidated profit or loss and the consolidated
comprehensive income from their operations, the
changes in consolidated equity and the consolidated
cash flows; (ii) to ensure that the historical financial
information is prepared in accordance with the
International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS)
as adopted in the European Union and are complete,
truthful, current, clear, objective and lawful, as required
by the Securities Code; (iii) to adopt appropriate
accounting policies and criteria; (iv) to maintain
appropriate internal control systems; and (v) to disclose
any relevant fact which may have influenced the
business of the companies included in the consolidated
accounts, their financial position or profit or loss.
3.	It is our responsibility to verify the financial information
contained in the financial statements and reports
referred to above, in particular whether it is complete,
truthful, current, clear, objective and lawful, as required
by the Securities Code, and we are required to issue
a professional and independent report on the basis of
our audit.

12.2.3 Scope

12.2.4 Opinion

4.	The audit we conducted was carried out in accordance
with audit standards and instructions issued by the
Institute of Statutory Auditors, which require that the
audit be planned and carried out in order to obtain a
reasonable assurance that the financial statements are
free from material misstatement. To this end our audit
included: (i) confirmation that the financial statements
of the companies included in the consolidated accounts
have been appropriately audited and, for significant
cases where this is not so, confirmation, on the basis of
sampling, of the supporting documents for the amounts
and disclosures stated and evaluation of the estimates,
based on judgements and criteria defined by the Board
of Directors, used in their preparation; (ii) verification of
consolidation procedures; (iii) an assessment of whether
the accounting policies adopted are appropriate and
duly disclosed, in view of the circumstances; (iv)
verification of the applicability of the going concern
principle; (v) an assessment of whether the overall
presentation of the consolidated financial statements
is appropriate; and (vi) an assessment of whether the
consolidated financial information is complete, truthful,
current, clear, objective and lawful.

7.	
In our opinion, the said consolidated financial
statements present a true and fair view, in all materially
relevant aspects, of the consolidate financial position
of Portucel, S.A. at 31st December 2015, its consolidated
profit or loss and the consolidated comprehensive
income from its operations, changes in consolidated
equity and consolidated cash flows in the period
then ended, in accordance with the International
Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS) as adopted in
the European Union and the information contained in
them is complete, truthful, current, clear, objective and
lawful.

5.	Our audit also included checking that the information
contained in the Consolidated Management Report is
consistent with the other financial statements, and also
the checks provided for in paragraph 4 and 5 of Article
451 of the Companies Code.
6.	We believe that our audit provides a reasonable basis
on which to express our opinion.

12.2.5 Report on other legal
requirements
8.	It is also our opinion that the information contained
in the Consolidated Management Report is consistent
with the consolidated financial statements for the
period and the Corporate Governance Report includes
the information required under Article 245-A of the
Securities Code.
Lisbon, 14th March 2016
PricewaterhouseCoopers & Associados
– Sociedade de Revisores Oficiais de Contas, Lda.
Registered with the Comissão do Mercado de Valores
Mobiliários under no. 20161485 represented by:
António Alberto Henriques Assis, R.O.C.
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12.3 REPORT AND OPINION
OF THE AUDIT BOARD
Consolidated Accounts
Financial year of 2015
Shareholders,
1. In accordance with the law, the articles of association
and the terms of our mandate, we are pleased to submit
the report on our supervisory activities in 2015 and to
issue our opinion on the Consolidated Management
Report and Consolidated Financial Statements
presented by the Board of Directors of Portucel, S.A.,
for the financial year ended 31st December 2015.
2. Over the course of the year we monitored the affairs
of the company and its most significant affiliates
and associates, with the regularity and to the extent
we deemed appropriate, through periodic meetings
with the company’s directors and senior management.
We checked that the accounts were kept correctly
and duly documented, and verified the effectiveness
of the risk management, internal control and internal
audit systems. We also monitored compliance with
the law and the articles of association. We encountered
no constraints in the course of our supervisory activities.
3. We met several times with the official auditor
and external auditor, PricewaterhouseCoopers &
Associados, SROC, Lda, monitoring its auditing
activities and checking its independence. We assessed
the Legal Accounts Certificate and the Audit Report,
and are in agreement with the Legal Accounts
Certificate presented.

4. In the course of our work we found that:
a) The Consolidated Income Statement, the Consolidated
Statement of Financial Position, the Consolidated
Statement of Recognized Income and Expense, the
Statement of Changes in Consolidated Equity and
the Consolidated Statement of Cash Flows and the
corresponding Notes provide an adequate picture
of the state of the company’s affairs and its profits,
comprehensive income, changes in its equity and
cash flows;
b) The accounting policies and valuation criteria adopted
comply with the International Financial Reporting
Standards (IFRS) as adopted in the European Union
and suitably assure that such criteria lead to a correct
valuation of the company’s assets and profits, taking
due account of the analyses and recommendations of
the external auditor;
c) The Consolidated Management Report provides a
sufficient description of the business affairs of the
company and its affiliates included in the consolidated
accounts, offering a clear account of the most
significant developments during the year;

5. Accordingly, taking into consideration the information received from the Board of Directors and the company
departments, and also the conclusions of the Legal Accounts Certificate and the Audit Report, we recommend that:
a) The Consolidated Management Report be approved;
b) The Consolidated Financial Statements be approved;

6. Finally, the members of the Audit Board wish to acknowledge and express their thanks for the assistance received
from the Board of Directors, the senior managers of the company and other staff.

Lisbon, 21st March 2016
The Chairman of the Audit Boardl
Miguel Camargo de Sousa Eiró

Member
Gonçalo Nuno Palha Picão Caldeira

Member
José Manuel Oliveira Vitorino

d) The Corporate Governance Report includes the
information required by Article 245-A of the Securities
Code.
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12.4 CORPORATE
GOVERNANCE REPORT
PART I – INFORMATION ON CAPITAL STRUCTURE, ORGANIZATION
AND CORPORATE GOVERNANCE
A. SHAREHOLDER STRUCTURE
I. Capital structure
1.

Capital structure, including indication of shares not
admitted for trading, different categories of shares,
rights and duties attached to the same, and the
percentage of the capital represented by any such
category.

The following shareholder structure was identified:

Shareholder Structure

The following chart shows the geographical distribution of institutional shareholders:

Geographic Distribution

Investment Style

Portucel, S.A. has share capital of 767,500,000 Euros,
fully paid up, represented solely by 767,500,000 ordinary
shares, with a nominal value of 1 euro each, the same
rights and duties being attached to all shares.
All the shares representing the company’s share capital
are admitted to trading on a regulated market: Euronext
Lisbon, managed by Euronext Lisbon – Sociedade
Gestora de Mercados Regulamentados, S.A..
The stock swap operation carried out by Semapa in
July 2015 resulted in changes to Portucel’s ownership
structure. In view of this, the company decided at the
end of the year to conduct a survey of its shareholder
base, in order to identify and learn more about its main
institutional shareholders.
In addition to the Semapa Group, the majority shareholder
owning 64.8% of Portucel’s share capital, approximately
110 further institutional shareholders were identified and
classified, accounting for 13.8% of the capital.

7%

14%

Semapa Group
Institutional Investors

65%

15%

Retail and other non-identified
Treasury Stock

2%

10%

9%

3%

Portugal

Norway

Germany

Rest of Europa

18%

USA

6%

UK

9%

Growth

23%

12%

Value

56%

Index

GARP, Hedge Funds & others

According to this study, excluding the majority holding
and treasury stock, Portucel’s institutional shareholders
are mostly European. Portuguese investors are the largest
group, with around 18% of shares, with a further 10% of
shareholders based in Norway, approximately 6% in the
United Kingdom and 2% in Germany. Shareholders based
in the United States accounted for 9% of the institutional
investors identified.
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A breakdown by investment style shows that around 56%
of shares are held by institutional investors with a growthoriented strategy, whilst approximately 23% of investors
pursue a value-focussed strategy and 12% an Index Funds
style of investment. Investors with GARP (Growth at a
Reasonable Price), Hedge Fund and other strategy types
accounted for only 9% of investors.

2.	Restrictions on the transferability of shares, such
as consent clauses for disposal, or limitations on
ownership of shares.
The shares representing Portucel’s capital are freely
transferable, in accordance with the applicable legal rules.

3.	Number of own shares, corresponding percentage
of share capital and percentage of voting rights
which would correspond to own shares.

At 31st December 2015, Portucel held 50,489,973 own
shares, corresponding to 6.58% of its share capital and
50,489 votes at the general meeting.

4.	Significant agreements to which the company is party
and which take effect, are amended or terminate in
the event of a change in the control of the company
as a result of a takeover bid, together with the
respective effects, unless, due to its nature, disclosure
of such agreements would be seriously detrimental
to the company, except if the company is specifically
required to disclose such information by other
mandatory provision of law.
The following table contains a list of all the company’s
loans at 31st December 2015 which contained early
repayment clauses in the event of a change in shareholder
control.

These clauses do not therefore amount to defensive
measures, guarantees or shields designed to cause a
serious erosion in the Company’s assets in the event of a
change of control of alteration in the composition of the
Board of Directors, undermining the free transferability
of shares.

5.	Rules applicable to the renewal or revocation of
defensive measures, in particular those providing
for limits on the number of votes which can be held
or cast by a single shareholder individually or in a
concerted manner with other shareholders.

No defensive measures exist in the company providing
for limits on the number of votes which can be held or
cast by a single shareholder individually or in a concerted
manner with other shareholders.

6.	Shareholders’ Agreements known to the company
or which might lead to restrictions on the transfer
of securities or voting rights.
The company is not aware of the existence of any
shareholders’ agreement which might lead to restrictions
on the transfer of securities or voting rights.

II. Holdings of shares and bonds
7.	Identification of persons and organizations who, directly or indirectly, own qualifying holdings, detailing the
percentage of the share capital and votes imputable and the respective grounds.
At 31st December 2015, the holders of qualifying holdings in the company were as follows:

Loan

Early Repayment Terms

ATTRIBUTED

Nº SHARES

Directly

256,033,284

33.36%

35.71%

Seinpar Investments B.V.

Indirectly through Company
controlled by the shareholder
Semapa

241,583,015

31.48%

33.69%

Seminv – Investimentos, SGPS, S.A.

Indirectly through Company
controlled by the shareholder
Semapa

1,000

0.00%

0.00%

Total attributable to Semapa

497,617,299

64.836%

69.402%

EntiTY
Semapa – Soc. de Investimento e Gestão, SGPS, S.A.

BEI Environment A
BEI Environment B

(…) (a) any change in the ownership structure of the Borrower with the consequence that
Semapa – Sociedade de Investimento e Gestão, SGPS, S.A. ceases to hold, directly or indirectly,
no less than a majority – 50% (fifty per cent) plus one share - of the voting stock in the Borrower; or,

BEI Energy
(b) any occurrence or event which has the consequence that Semapa – Sociedade de Investimento e Gestão,
SGPS, S.A. ceases to hold, directly or indirectly, no less than half the voting rights in the Borrower. (…)
Commercial Paper
Programme 125M

(…) Semapa ceases to hold, directly or indirectly, a majority of the share capital and voting rights
in the ISSUER; (…)

Portucel Senior Notes
5.375% 2020

(…) In the event of change of control, as defined in the chapter “Description of Notes”, page 129,
of the issue prospectus. (…)

Commercial Paper
Programme 100M

Commercial Paper
Programme 50M
Bonds Portucel
2015-2023

(…) Semapa ceases to hold, directly or indirectly, a majority of the share capital and voting rights
in the ISSUER; (…)

% OF NON‑SUSPENDED
VOTING RIGHTS

% OF
capital

Fundo de pensões do Banco BPI

Norges Bank (the Central Bank of Norway)

Directly

36,875,907

4.805%

5.143%

Total attributable to Banco BPI

36,875,907

4.805%

5.143%

Directly

25,360,219

3.304%

3.537%

Total attributable to Norges Bank

25,360,219

3.304%

3.537%

(…) If, during the lifetime of this contract, any change occurs to the ownership structure which causes
SEMAPA - Sociedade de Investimento e Gestão, SGPS, S.A. to lose control of the company, understood
in terms of its holding in the capital, voting rights and dominant influence on the company's management,
including, without limitation, the possibility of appointing and removing a majority of the directors; (…)
(…) if Semapa – Sociedade de Investimento e Gestão, SGPS, S.A. ceases to own, directly or indirectly,
a majority holding and/or a majority of the voting rights in the Issuer; (…)
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8.	Indication of the number of shares and bonds held by members of the management and supervisory bodies.
Members of the management and supervisory bodies who held shares in the company during 2015:

António José
Pereira Redondo

6,000
shares

Adriano Augusto
da Silva Silveira

16,000
shares*

Duarte Nuno
d’Orey da Cunha

António José
Pereira Redondo

6,000
shares

Adriano Augusto
da Silva Silveira

16,000
shares*

Duarte Nuno
d’Orey da Cunha

2,000
shares
2,000
shares

Members of the management and supervisory bodies who held bonds issued by the company during 2015:

José Fernando
Morais Carreira
de Araújo
José Fernando
Morais Carreira
de Araújo
*

1 bond

1 bond*

Duarte Nuno
d’Orey da Cunha

1 bond

1 bond*

Duarte Nuno
d’Orey da Cunha

Considered up to the date of resignation from office as full member of Audit Board, on 1st July 2015.

9.	Special powers of the management board, in
particular concerning resolutions to increase
capital, indicating, with regard to these, the date on
which they were granted, the period during which
such powers may be exercised, the upper limit for
the increase in share capital, shares already issued
under the powers granted and the form taken by
these powers.
Portucel’s articles of association do not authorize the
Board of Directors to adopt resolutions approving
increases in share capital.

10.	Information on the existence of significant dealings
of a commercial nature between qualifying
shareholders and the company.
Any significantly relevant transactions or operations such
as those referred to above must first be submitted for
clearance to the Audit Board, on the basis of the relevance
criteria adopted by the Company for the purposes of
prior assessment and intervention by the Audit Board.
The Audit Board is therefore required to conduct a prior
assessment of any transactions or operations between,
on the one hand, the company or other Portucel Group

companies and, on the other hand, the holders of
qualifying holdings or other entities related in any way to
the same, which (i) have a value equal to or greater than
1.5 million Euros, or (ii) irrespective of their value, may,
due to their nature, undermine transparency or the best
interests of the company. The Audit Board also receives
periodic reports from the external auditor in which, in the
course of its duties, the auditor checks the effectiveness
and workings of internal control arrangements, reporting
any shortcomings detected.
To this end, a service agreement was concluded on
1st February 2013 between Semapa – Sociedade de
Investimentos e Gestão, SGPS, S.A. and Portucel under
the terms of Article 4 of Decree-Law no. 495/88 of 30th
December, which was cleared by the Audit Board, after
prior assessment of possible contingencies.
This contract establishes a remuneration system based
on equitable criteria which do not create a bureaucratic
burden for the parties in their ongoing relationship
of collaboration and assistance, assuring maximum
objectivity in the setting of remuneration and abiding
by the rules applicable to commercial dealings between
companies in the same Group. In 2014, the value
of services provided under this contract was 7,624,609
Euros.

In March 2015, Portucel concluded an agreement with
Enerpar SGPS, Lda. under which it paid Enerpar a fee
in return for promoting the pellets project in the United
States. These services were contracted on a turnkey
basis which included market research, real estate
prospecting, negotiation with public authorities, tax and
corporate planning, design of industrial facilities, plant
commissioning and customer acquisition.

b) Exercise of voting rights

Under this agreement, Enerpar SGPS, Lda will also provide
services to Portucel over a three-year period in relation
to this project, consisting of technical consultancy for
the engineering designs, works coordination, plant
commissioning, ramp up and end-product quality,
support for management of sales contracts and training
for the sales team to take charge of the customers it
acquires.

12.1. Exercise of voting rights
The Company considers that there are no limits, in the
company, to the exercise of voting rights by the respective
shareholders.

The fee for project promotion was USD 1.7 million
(equivalent to 1.5 million Euros) and an annual fee of USD
250,000 (equivalent to 231,500 Euros) will be paid for
the technical consultancy services over the three years
of the contract. The contract was submitted for clearance
by Portucel’s Audit Board.
Enerpar SGPS, Lda. is a company that manages holdings
in the renewable energy sector, and is the sole owner of
Enermontijo, S.A., which has manufactured wood pellets
from forest materials for around 7 years, with an annual
output of 80 thousand tons. Enerpar SGPS, Lda. is owned
by a daughter of one of Portucel’s directors, and her
husband.

B. CORPORATE BOARDS AND COMMITTEES
I. GENERAL MEETING
a) Composition of the general meeting
11. Officers of the General Meeting and their term of
office (starting and ending dates):
The Chairman of the General Meeting is Dr. Francisco
Xavier Zea Mantero, and the office of secretary to the
General Meeting is held by Dra. Rita Maria Pinheiro
Ferreira.
The officers of the General Meeting were elected for a
term of office starting on 1st January 2015 and ending on
31st December 2018.

12.	Any restrictions on voting rights, such as limitations
on the exercise of voting rights based on the
ownership of a given number or percentage of
shares, time limits for exercising voting rights, or
systems for detaching voting rights from ownership
rights.

The Company has no procedures in place which result in
mismatching between the right to receive dividends or to
subscribe new securities and the right attached to each
ordinary share.
In order to exercise voting rights at general meetings,
shareholders are required to hold, individually or in
groups formed in accordance with the law, no less than
one thousand shares, with one vote corresponding to
a thousand shares. The Company considers that the
principle of proportionality between voting rights and
shareholder investment is respected. In addition, the
Articles of Association make no provision for votes not
to be counted above a given limit, and there are no
categories of non-voting shares.
Notwithstanding the above, in order to meet CMVM’s
recommendations on corporate governance, it is expected
that in the course of the next General Shareholders’
Meeting a proposal shall be submitted to shareholders
to change the number of shares corresponding to one
vote, from 1,000 (one thousand) to 1 (one) and, in parallel,
to change the number of shares required to be held by
attending or represented shareholders for the general
meeting to be held on first notice, to hold the share capital
plus one vote, with the corresponding amendments to
the Articles of Association.
12.2. Postal and online voting
The Company’s Articles of Association also permit postal
and online voting, and all the necessary procedures for
this are explained in the notice of general meetings.
Postal or online votes are only considered if the
shareholders casting them provide evidence of the
ownership of their shares, in accordance with the general
rules. Votes are only considered when received by the
day prior to the General Meeting, inclusive.
Forms for postal or online voting are available for
shareholders on the website
(http://www.thenavigatorcompany.com).
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12.3. Attendance and representation at General Meetings
In order to attend general meetings shareholders are
required to provide proof of their status and voting rights
by the registration date, corresponding to 0 hours (GMT)
on the 5th (fifth) trading day prior to the date of the
General Meeting (the Registration Date).
Shareholders wishing to attend the Company’s General
Meeting are required to convey this intention, by notice
addressed, respectively, to the Chairman of the General
Meeting and to the Financial Intermediary where they
have their individual registration account, no later than
the day prior to the registration date, in other words by
the day prior to the 5th (fifth) trading day prior to the
General Meeting.
By the end of the 5th (fifth) trading day prior to the
General Meeting, the Financial Intermediary is required to
send to the Chairman of the General Meeting information
on the number of shares registered in the name of the
shareholder of whose intention to attend the General
Meeting it has been informed, indicating also the
registration date of these shares; this notice may also be
provided by email to the address indicated on the notice
of meeting.
In addition, shareholders who, on a professional basis,
hold shares in their own name but on behalf of clients and
who wish to cast conflicting votes are required to submit
to the Chairman of the General Meeting within the time
limit indicated in the preceding paragraph, in addition, to
the declaration of their intention to attend the General
Meeting and the sending, by the respective Financial
Intermediary of the information on the number of shares
registered in their client’s name, (i) identification of each
client and the number of shares with voting rights to be
exercised on their behalf, and also (ii) the specific voting
instructions issued by each client for each item on the
order of business.
Shareholders may also appoint a proxy to represent
them at the General Meeting, and may download a
proxy form from the company’s website (http://www.
thenavigatorcompany.com/) or obtain a form on request
from the head office.

Without prejudice to the rule on the unity of votes
established in Article 385 of the Companies Code, any
Shareholder may appoint different proxies for shares it
holds in different securities accounts.

II. MANAGEMENT AND SUPERVISION
a) Composition
15.	Identification of the adopted governance model.

Proxy forms for both individual and corporate
shareholders must be delivered to the Chairman of the
General Meeting, so as to be received by five days prior
to the date of the General Meeting, and may also be sent
by email.
There are no further restrictions on the exercise of voting
rights, insofar as attendance of General Meetings and
exercise of voting rights are not prejudiced by the transfer
of shares subsequent to the Registration Date, and do not
require the shares to be blocked from the Registration
Date to the date of the General Meeting.
Considering the arrangements described above for
attendance and voting at General Meetings, the Company
complies in full with Recommendation I.1 of the CMVM
Corporate Governance Code, by providing for shareholder
participation through online, postal and proxy voting, in
accordance with the law and articles of association, and
by setting a threshold of one thousand shares for this
purpose, a level which, whilst not excessively high, allows
the General Meeting to function smoothly.

13.	Indication of the maximum percentage of the
voting rights which can be exercised by a single
shareholder or by shareholders connected in any of
the forms envisaged in Article 20.1.
There are no provisions to this effect in the Articles of
Association

14.	Identification of shareholder resolutions which,
under the Articles of Association, can only be
adopted with a qualified majority, in addition
to those provided for in law, and details of the
majorities required.

The Company’s Articles of Association provide for a
single-tier management model, with a Board of Directors
comprising executive and non-executive members and
an Audit Board, in accordance with Article 278.1 a) of the
Companies Code.

16.	Rules in the Articles of Association on procedural
and material requirements applicable to the
appointment and substitution of members, as
the case may be, of the Board of Directors, the
Executive Board of Directors and the General and
Supervisory Board.
In accordance with the Articles of Association, the
company’s bodies comprise the General Meeting, the
Board of Directors, the Audit Board and a Statutory
Auditor or Statutory Audit Firm. The General Meeting has
powers to elect the directors, the members of the Audit
Board and the statutory auditor or statutory audit firm.
The Board of Directors comprises three to seventeen
members, elected by the general meeting of shareholders.
Under the law and the Articles of Association, the
directors are elected on the terms set out in the motion
approved by the General Meeting.
The General Meeting which elects the board of directors
also designates its chairman, and may elect alternate
directors up to the limit established in law. If the number
of directors is not expressly fixed by the General Meeting,
such number is deemed to correspond to the number of
directors effectively elected.

However, the Articles of Association establish that a
director may be elected individually if there are proposals
subscribed and tabled by groups of shareholders,
provided none of these groups holds shares representing
more than twenty per cent and less than ten per cent of
the share capital. No shareholder shall sign the proposal
form for more than one list. Each proposal shall identify
no less than electable persons. If there are several
proposals subscribed by different shareholders or groups
of shareholders, the lists shall be put jointly to the vote.
The articles of association also lay down that the Board
of Directors may delegate the day-to-day management
of the company to a single director or an Executive Board
comprising three to nine members.
In the event of the temporary or definitive absence or
impediment of the chairman of the board of directors,
the board shall appoint another of its members to take
his place.
However, in the event of the definitive absence, for any
reason whatsoever, of a Director elected as Chairman
with a profile appropriate to exercise of such duties, in
accordance with the rule described above, the General
Meeting is required hold a fresh election to appoint the
Chairman of the Board of Directors.
The company’s supervisory body is the Audit Board,
comprising three full members and two alternate
members, and a statutory auditor or firm of statutory
auditors.

The Company’s Articles of Association contain no specific
rules on a quorum for adoption of resolutions by the
General meeting, meaning that the legal rules established
in the Companies Code apply in full.
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17. Composition, as the case may be, of the the Board of Directors, the Executive Board of Directors and the General and
Supervisory Board, detailing the provisions of the Articles of Association concerning the minimum and maximum
number of directors, duration of term of office, number of full members, and the date when first appointed and the end
of their terms of office for each member.
As stated above, Portucel’s articles of association provide for a minimum of three and a maximum of seventeen directors.

18. Distinction between executive and non-executive
members of the Board of Directors and, in relation to
non-executive directors, identification of those who
can be regarded as independent or, if applicable,
identification of the independent members of the
General and Supervisory Board.

At 31st December 2015 and at the date of this report, 8 of
the 14 members of the Company’s Board of Directors are
non-executive directors, as detailed below:

On 29th April 2015, the company’s General Meeting adopted a resolution electing the members of the Board of Directors
for a four-year term from 2015 to 2018. Subsequently, as detailed below, a further director was coopted onto the board
on 2nd July 2015 due to the resignation tendered by another, and two new directors were appointed at the Extraordinary
General Meeting held on 5th October 2015.
As a result, at 31st December 2015, the Board of Directors consisted of fourteen members, including a chairman and
three deputy chairmen. Six of the members are executive directors and form an Executive Board, which was elected
and whose powers are delegated by the Board of Directors, and the other eight directors are non-executive.
Identification of the members of the Board of Directors over the course of 2015, indicating the date of first appointment
and the end of their term of office:

The Board of Directors comprises an appropriate number of
non-executive members who are effectively able to oversee,
supervise, monitor and assess the activities of the executive
directors, taking into account, in particular, the ownership
structure and dispersal of the Company’s share capital.

Pedro Mendonça de Queiroz Pereira

Non-Executive

Diogo António Rodrigues da Silveira

Executive

Luís Alberto Caldeira Deslandes

Non-Executive

João Nuno de Sottomayor Pinto de Castello Branco

Non-Executive

Manuel Soares Ferreira Regalado

Executive

Chairman of the Board of Directors

Pedro Mendonça de Queiroz Pereira

(2004
-2018)

Adriano Augusto da Silva Silveira

Executive up to 1st July 2015

Deputy Chairman of the Board of Directors

(2014
-2018)

António José Pereira Redondo

Executive

Diogo António Rodrigues da Silveira

Executive

Luís Alberto Caldeira Deslandes

(2001
-2018)

José Fernando Morais Carreira de Araújo

Deputy Chairman of the Board of Directors

Nuno Miguel Moreira de Araújo Santos

Executive

Deputy Chairman of the Board of Directors

João Nuno de Sottomayor Pinto de Castello Branco

(2015
-2018)

João Paulo Araújo Oliveira

Executive as from 1st July 2015

Member of the Board of Directors

Manuel Soares Ferreira Regalado

(2004
-2018)

José Miguel Pereira Gens Paredes

Non-Executive

Member of the Board of Directors

Adriano Augusto da Silva Silveira

(2007
-2018)

Paulo Miguel Garcês Ventura

Non-Executive

Member of the Board of Directors

António José Pereira Redondo

(2007
-2018)

Ricardo Miguel dos Santos Pacheco Pires

Non-Executive

José Fernando Morais Carreira de Araújo

(2007
-2018)

Vítor Manuel Galvão Rocha Novais Gonçalves

Non-Executive

Member of the Board of Directors
Member of the Board of Directors

Nuno Miguel Moreira de Araújo Santos

(2015
-2018)

Member of the Board of Directors

João Paulo Araújo Oliveira

(2015
-2018)

Member of the Board of Directors

Manuel Maria Pimenta Gil Mata

(1998
-2015)1

Member of the Board of Directors

Francisco José Melo e Castro Guedes

(2009
-2014)2

Member of the Board of Directors

José Miguel Pereira Gens Paredes

(2011
-2015)

Member of the Board of Directors

Paulo Miguel Garcês Ventura

(2011
-2018)

Member of the Board of Directors

Ricardo Miguel dos Santos Pacheco Pires

(2015
-2018)

Member of the Board of Directors

Vítor Manuel Galvão Rocha Novais Gonçalves

(2015
-2018)

As described in item 18.1 below, it is disclosed that the non-executive directors of the Board of Directors identified
above cannot be regarded as independent.

18.1	The independence of the members of the General
and Supervisory Board and members of the Audit
Committee shall be assessed in accordance with
the law in force. The other members of the Board
of Directors are considered independent if the
member is not associated with any specific group
of interests in the company nor is under any
circumstance likely to affect an exempt analysis or
decision, particularly due to:

c) Being the beneficiary of remuneration paid by the
company or by a related or group company, other
than the remuneration deriving from a directorship;

a) Having been an employee at the company or at a
related or group company in the past three years;

e) Being a qualifying shareholder or representative of a
qualifying shareholder.

d) Living with a life partner or a spouse, relative or any
first degree next of kin and up to and including the
third degree of collateral affinity of board members or
natural persons that are direct and indirectly holders
of qualifying holdings;

b) Having, in the past three years, provided services or
established a significant commercial relationship with
the company or a controlled or controlling company;
1
2

Ceased to hold office as director on 29th April 2015.
Ceased to hold office as director on 1st July 2015.
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In accordance with the independence criteria indicated
above, the non-executive members of the Portucel’s
Board of Directors cannot be considered independent, as
four of them were re-elected for more than two terms
of office and six of them act on behalf of shareholders
owning more than 2% of the share capital.

However, the non-executive directors, although not
independent in accordance with the criteria set out
above, offer the necessary good standing and proven
professional experience and expertise to contribute to and
optimise the management of the company with a view to
creating value, and also to ensure that the interests of all
shareholders are effectively defended and to guarantee
unbiased, impartial, independent and objective oversight
and assessment of the executive directors, whilst also
ensuring that no conflicts of interest exist between the
shareholders and the company.

19.	Professional qualifications and other relevant biographical details of each of the members, as the case may be,
of the Board of Directors, the General and Supervisory Board and the Executive Board of Directors.
Professional qualifications and biographical details of the members of the company’s Board of Directors:

Pedro Mendonça
de Queiroz Pereira
• P
 rofessional qualifications: Completed secondary education in Lisbon and attended Instituto Superior de
Administração.
• Management office held in companies:
• Group Companies:
− Chairman of the Board of Directors of About The Future – Empresa produtora de Papel, S.A.3
− Chairman of the Board of Directors of Aboutbalance, SGPS, S.A.4
− Chairman of the Board of Directors of Portucel, S.A.
− Chairman of the Board of Directors of Soporcel – Sociedade Portuguesa de Papel, S.A.3
− Chairman of the Board of Directors of Portucel Soporcel Switzerland, Ltd.

Diogo António Rodrigues
da Silveira
• P
 rofessional qualifications: Diplôme d’Ingénieur. Ecole Centrale de Lille, France; Research Scholar at Berkeley
UC. USA; MBA INSEAD, France.
• Management office held in companies:
• Group companies:
− Chairman of the Board of Directors of About The Future-Empresa Produtora de Papel, S.A.
− Chairman of the Board of Directors of Aboutbalance SGPS, S.A.
− Chairman of the Board of Directors of AMS, S.A.
− Chairman of the Board of Directors of Celcacia – Celulose de Cacia, S.A.
− Chairman of the Board of Directors of Celset – Celulose de Setúbal S.A.
− Chairman of the Board of Directors of Colombo Energy, Inc.
− Chairman of the Board of Directors of Eucaliptusland – Sociedade de Gestão de Património Florestal, S.A.
− Chairman of the Executive Board and Deputy Chairman of the Board of Directors of Portucel, S.A.
− Chairman of the Board of Directors of Portucel Papel Setúbal S.A.
− Chairman of the Board of Directors of PortucelSoporcel Energia, SGPS, S.A.
− Chairman of the Board of Directors of PortucelSoporcel Fine Paper, S.A.
− Chairman of the Board of Directors of PortucelSoporcel Floresta SGPS, S.A.
− Chairman of the Board of Directors of Portucel Florestal – Sociedade de Desenvolvimento Agro-Florestal, S.A.
− Chairman of the Board of Directors of PortucelSoporcel Internacional – SGPS, S.A.
− Chairman of the Board of Directors of PortucelSoporcel Papel, SGPS, S.A.
− Chairman of the Board of Directors of PortucelSoporcel Parques Industriais, S.A.
− Chairman of the Board of Directors of PortucelSoporcel Participações, SGPS, S.A.
− Chairman of the Board of Directors of PortucelSoporcel Pulp, SGPS, S.A.
− Chairman of the Board of Directors of PortucelSoporcel Tissue, S.A.
− Chairman of the Board of Directors of Portucel Soporcel Sales & Marketing, S.A.
− Member of the Board of Directors of Portucel Soporcel Switzerland Ltd.
− Chairman of the Board of Directors and CEO of Soporcel-Sociedade Portuguesa de Papel, S.A.
− Chairman of the Board of Directors of Soporcel Pulp-Sociedade Portuguesa de Celulose, S.A.
• Other Companies/Entities:
− Member of the Board of Directors of Shilling Capital Partners, SGPS, S.A.

• Other Companies/Entities:
− Chairman of the Board of Directors of Celcimo, S.L.
− Chairman of the Board of Directors of Cimigest, SGPS, S.A.
− Chairman of the Board of Directors of Ciminpart – Investimentos e Participações, SGPS, S.A.
− Chairman of the Board of Directors of Costa das Palmeiras – Turismo e Imobiliário, S.A.
− Chairman of the Board of Directors of CMP – Cimentos Maceira e Pataias, S.A.
− Manager of Ecovalue – Investimentos Imobiliários, Lda.
− Chairman of the Board of Directors of Hotel Ritz, S.A.
− Chairman of the Board of Directors of Inspiredplace, S.A.
− Chairman of the Board of Directors of Secil – Companhia Geral de Cal e Cimento, S.A.
− Chairman of the Board of Directors of Seinpart – Participações, SGPS, S.A.
− Chairman of the Board of Directors and CEO5 of Semapa – Sociedade de Investimento e Gestão, SGPS, S.A.
− Chairman of the Board of Directors of Seminv – Investimentos, SGPS, S.A.
− Chairman of the Board of Directors of Sodim SGPS, S.A.
− Chairman of the Board of Directors of Terraços d’Areia – SGPS, S.A.
− Chairman of the Board of Directors of Villa Magna S.L.

3
4
5

Office held up to 12th June 2015.
Office held up to 10th February 2015.
Office held up to 1st July 2015.
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LuIs Alberto Caldeira
Deslandes

Manuel Soares
Ferreira Regalado

• P
 rofessional qualifications: Chemical Engineer – Instituto Superior Técnico de Lisboa; Brewery Engineer – Inst.
Superieur D’Agronomie de Louvain.

• P
 rofessional qualifications: Degree in Financial Affairs, from the Instituto Superior de Ciências Económicas e
Financeiras, Lisbon (ISEG); Senior Executive Programme (SEP), London Business School.

• Corporate office held:

• Corporate office held:

• Group companies:
− Deputy Chairman of the Board of Directors of Portucel, S.A.

• Group companies:
− Member of the Board of Directors of About the Future – Empresa Produtora de Papel, S.A.
− Member of the Board of Directors of Aboutbalance, SGPS, S.A.
− Member of the Board of Directors of AMS, S.A.
− Chairman of the Board of Directors of Atlantic Forests – Comércio de Madeiras, S.A.
− Member of the Board of Directors of Celcacia – Celulose de Cacia, S.A.
− Member of the Board of Directors of Celset – Celulose de Setúbal S.A.
− Member of the Board of Directors of Colombo Energy, Inc.
− Chairman of the Board of Directors of Empremédia – Corretores de Seguros, S.A.
− Member of the Executive Board of Eucaliptusland, S.A.
− Member of the Executive Board and of the Board of Directors of Portucel, S.A.
− Member of the Board of Directors of Portucel Africa S.R.L.
− Chairman of the Board of Directors of Portucel Finance spółka z ograniczoną odpowiedzialnością
− Member of the Board of Directors of Portucel Florestal, S.A.
− Member of the Board of Directors of Portucel LLC
− Member of the Board of Directors of Portucel Papel Setúbal S.A.
− Member of the Management Board of PortucelSoporcel Abastecimento de Madeira, ACE
− Member of the Board of Directors of PortucelSoporcel Energia SGPS, S.A.
− Member of the Board of Directors of PortucelSoporcel Fine Paper S.A.
− Member of the Board of Directors of PortucelSoporcel Floresta, SGPS, S.A.
− Member of the Board of Directors of Portucel Florestal – Empresa de Desenvolvimento Agro-Florestal, S.A.
− Member of the Board of Directors of PortucelSoporcel Internacional, SGPS, S.A.
− Member of the Board of Directors of Portucel Soporcel International, Ltd.
− Member of the Board of Directors of PortucelSoporcel Papel, SGPS, S.A.
− Member of the Board of Directors of Portucel Soporcel Parques Industriais, S.A.
− Member of the Board of Directors of PortucelSoporcel Participações SGPS, S.A.
− Member of the Board of Directors of PortucelSoporcel Pulp, SGPS, S.A.
− Member of the Board of Directors of PortucelSoporcel Tissue, S.A.
− Member of the Board of Directors of Portucel Soporcel Sales & Marketing, S.A.
− Member of the Board of Directors of Portucel Soporcel Switzerland, Ltd.
− Chairman of the Board of Directors of Sociedade de Vinhos de Espirra – Produção e Comercialização de Vinhos, S.A.
− Member of the Board of Directors of Soporcel – Sociedade Portuguesa de Papel, S.A.
− Member of the Board of Directors of Soporcel Pulp, S.A.
− Chairman of the Board of Directors of Viveiros Aliança – Empresa Produtora de Plantas, S.A.

• Other Companies/Entities:
−H
 onorary member of ACFPI (FAO) – Advisory Committee on Sustainable Forest-based Industries

João Nuno de Sottomayor Pinto
de Castello Branco
• P
 rofessional qualifications: Degree in Mechanical Engineering from Instituto Superior Técnico; MBA from INSEAD
(France).
• Corporate office held:
• Group companies:
− Deputy Chairman of the Board of Directors of Portucel, S.A.
• Other Companies/Entities (however ceased):
− Member of the Board of Directors and CEO of Semapa – Sociedade de Investimento e Gestão, SGPS, S.A.
− Deputy Chairman of the Board of Directors of Secil – Companhia Geral de Cal e Cimento, S.A.
− Member of the Board of Directors of Sodim, SGPS, S.A.
− Member of the Board of Directors of Cimigest, SGPS, S.A.
• Office previously held in other companies/entities:
− Managing partners of McKinsey & Company – Iberian Office
− Worked at Renault’s engine development centre.

• Other Companies/Entities:
− Member of the General Board of CELPA – Associação da Indústria Papeleira
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Adriano Augusto
da Silva Silveira

António José Pereira Redondo

• Professional qualifications: Degree in Chemical Engineering from the University of Porto.

• P
 rofessional qualifications: Degree in Chemical Engineering, Faculty of Science, University of Coimbra; attended 4th
year in Business Management at Universidade Internacional; MBA specialising in marketing, from the Portuguese
Catholic University.

• Corporate office held:

• Corporate office held:

• Group companies:
− Member of the Board of Directors of About the Future – Empresa Produtora de Papel, S.A.
−
Member of the Board of Directors of Aboutbalance, SGPS, S.A.
− Member of the Board of Directors of AMS, S.A.
− Member of the Board of Directors of Celcacia – Celulose de Cacia, S.A.
− Member of the Board of Directors of Celset – Celulose de Setúbal S.A.
− Member of the Board of Directors of Colombo Energy, Inc.
− Chairman of the Board of Directors of Enerpulp – Co-geração Energética de Pasta, S.A.
− Member of the Board of Directors of Eucaliptusland, S.A.
− Member of the Board of Directors of Portucel, S.A.
− Member of the Board of Directors of Portucel Africa S.R.L.
− Member of the Board of Directors of Portucel Finance spółka z ograniczoną odpowiedzialnością
− Member of the Board of Directors of Portucel LLC
− Member of the Board of Directors of Portucel Papel Setúbal S.A.
− Member of the Board of Directors of PortucelSoporcel Fine Paper S.A.
− Member of the Board of Directors of PortucelSoporcel Floresta, SGPS, S.A.
− Member of the Board of Directors of Portucel Soporcel Parques Industriais, S.A.
− Member of the Board of Directors of Portucel Soporcel Sales & Marketing, S.A.
− Member of the Board of Directors of Portucel Soporcel Switzerland, Ltd.
− Member of the Board of Directors of PortucelSoporcel Tissue, S.A.
− Member of the Management Board of Raiz – Instituto de Investigação da Floresta e do Papel
− Member of the Board of Directors of Soporcel – Sociedade Portuguesa de Papel, S.A.
− Member of the Board of Directors of Soporcel Pulp, Sociedade Portuguesa de Celulose, S.A.
− Chairman of the Board of Directors of SPCG – Sociedade Portuguesa de Co-geração, S.A.

• Group companies:
− Member of the Board of Directors of About the Future – Empresa Produtora de Papel, S.A.
− Member of the Board of Directors of Aboutbalance, SGPS, S.A.
− Member of the Board of Directors of AMS, S.A.
− Member of the Board of Directors of Celcacia – Celulose de Cacia, S.A.
− Member of the Board of Directors of Celset – Celulose de Setúbal S.A.
− Member of the Board of Directors of Colombo Energy, Inc.
− Member of the Board of Directors of Eucaliptusland, S.A.
− Member of the Executive Board and of the Board of Directors of Portucel, S.A.
− Member of the Board of Directors of Portucel Africa S.R.L.
− Member of the Board of Directors of Portucel Finance spółka z ograniczoną odpowiedzialnością
− Member of the Board of Directors of Portucel Florestal, S.A.
− Member of the Management Board of Portucel International Trading, GmbH
− Member of the Board of Directors of Portucel LLC
− Member of the Board of Directors of Portucel Papel Setúbal S.A.
− Manager of Portucel Soporcel Afrique du Nord, S.A.
− Member of the Board of Directors of Portucel Soporcel Austria GmbH
− Member of the Board of Directors of Portucel Soporcel Deutschland, GmbH
− Member of the Board of Directors of PortucelSoporcel Energia, SGPS, S.A.
− Member of the Board of Directors of PortucelSoporcel Fine Paper S.A.
− Member of the Board of Directors of PortucelSoporcel Floresta, SGPS, S.A.
− Member of the Board of Directors of PortucelSoporcel Internacional, SGPS, S.A.
− Chairman of the Board of Directors of PortucelSoporcel Netherlands BV
− Member of the Board of Directors of PortucelSoporcel Papel, SGPS, S.A.
− Member of the Board of Directors of Portucel Soporcel Parques Industriais, S.A.
− Member of the Board of Directors of PortucelSoporcel Participações, SGPS, S.A. Member of the Board
of Directors of PortucelSoporcel Pulp, SGPS, S.A.
− Member of the Board of Directors of Portucel Soporcel Sales & Marketing, S.A.
− Member of the Board of Directors of Portucel Soporcel Switzerland, Ltd.
− Member of the Board of Directors of PortucelSoporcel Tissue, S.A.
− Member of the Board of Directors of PortucelSoporcel UK Ltd.
− Member of the Board of Directors of Soporcel – Sociedade Portuguesa de Papel, S.A.
− Manager of Portucel Soporcel Poland SP Z.O.O.
− Member of the Board of Directors of Soporcel Pulp, Sociedade Portuguesa de Celulose, S.A.

• Other Companies/Entities:
− At 31st December 2015 held no office in other companies/entities.

• Other Companies/Entities:
− At 31st December 2015 held no office in other companies/entities.
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José Fernando Morais Carreira
de Araújo

Nuno Miguel Moreira
de Araújo Santos

• P
 rofessional qualifications: Degree in Accountancy and Administration from Instituto Superior de Contabilidade
e Administração do Porto (ISCAP); Higher Studies in Financial Control, Instituto Superior de Contabilidade e
Administração do Porto (ISCAP); Statutory Auditor since 1995; Degree in law, Universidade Lusíada do Porto;
Postgraduate studies in Advanced Financial Accounting (ISCTE); Postgraduate studies in Tax Law (Lisbon Faculty
of Law); Postgraduate studies in Corporate Governance, Instituto Superior de Economia e Gestão, Lisbon (ISEG).

• Professional qualifications: Degree in Civil Engineering from Instituto Superior Técnico; MBA from INSEAD.

• Corporate office held:
• Group companies:
− Member of the Board of Directors of About the Future – Empresa Produtora de Papel, S.A.
− Member of the Board of Directors of Aboutbalance, SGPS, S.A.
− Member of the Board of Directors of AMS, S.A.
− Member of the Board of Directors of Bosques do Atlântico, S.L.
− Member of the Board of Directors of Celcacia – Celulose de Cacia, S.A.
− Member of the Board of Directors of Celset – Celulose de Setúbal S.A.
− Member of the Board of Directors of Colombo Energy, Inc.
− Member of the Board of Directors of Eucaliptusland, S.A.
− Member of the Executive Board and of the Board of Directors of Portucel, S.A.
− Member of the Board of Directors of Portucel Africa S.R.L.
− Member of the Board of Directors of Portucel Finance spółka z ograniczoną odpowiedzialnością
− Member of the Board of Directors of Portucel LLC
− Member of the Board of Directors of Portucel Papel Setúbal S.A.
− Manager of Portucel Soporcel Afrique du Nord, S.A.
− Member of the Board of Directors of Portucel Soporcel Austria, GmbH
− Member of the Board of Directors of Portucel Soporcel Deutschland, GmbH
− Member of the Board of Directors of PortucelSoporcel Energia, SGPS, S.A.
− Chairman of the Management Board of Portucel Soporcel InternationalTrading, GmbH
− Member of the Board of Directors of PortucelSoporcel Internacional, SGPS, S.A.
− Member of the Board of Directors of PortucelSoporcel Fine Paper S.A.
− Member of the Board of Directors of PortucelSoporcel Floresta, SGPS, S.A.
− Member of the Board of Directors of Portucel Soporcel Netherlands BV
− Member of the Board of Directors of PortucelSoporcel Papel, SGPS, S.A.
− Member of the Board of Directors of Portucel Soporcel Parques Industriais, S.A.
− Member of the Board of Directors of PortucelSoporcel Participações, SGPS, S.A.
− Manager of Portucel Soporcel Poland SP.Z.O.O.
− Member of the Board of Directors of PortucelSoporcel Pulp, SGPS, S.A.
− Member of the Board of Directors of Portucel Soporcel Sales & Marketing, S.A.
− Chairman of the Board of Directors of PortucelSoporcel Serviços Partilhados, S.A.
− Member of the Board of Directors of PortucelSoporcel Switzerland, Ltd.
− Member of the Board of Directors of PortucelSoporcel Tissue, S.A.
− Member of the Board of Directors of Portucel Soporcel UK, Ltd.
− Member of the Board of Directors of Soporcel – Sociedade Portuguesa de Papel, S.A.
− Member of the Board of Directors of Soporcel Pulp, Sociedade Portuguesa de Celulose, S.A.
• Other Companies/Entities:
− At 31st December 2015 held no office in other companies/entities.

• Corporate office held:
• Group companies:
− Member of the Board of Directors of About The Future, S.A.
− Member of the Board of Directors of AMS, S.A.
− Deputy Chairman of the Board of Directors of Colombo Energy, Inc.
− Member of the Board of Directors and the Executive Board of Portucel, S.A.
− Member of the Board of Directors of Portucel Florestal, S.A.
− Chairman of the Board of Directors of Portucel Moçambique – Sociedade de Desenvolvimento Florestal
e Industrial, S.A.
− Member of the Board of Directors of Portucel Soporcel Switzerland, Ltd.
− Member of the Board of Directors of PortucelSoporcel Energia, SGPS, S.A.
− Member of the Board of Directors of PortucelSoporcel Internacional, SGPS, S.A.
− Member of the Board of Directors of PortucelSoporcel Papel, SGPS, S.A.
− Member of the Board of Directors of PortucelSoporcel Participações, SGPS, S.A.
− Member of the Board of Directors of PortucelSoporcel Pulp, SGPS, S.A.
− Member of the Board of Directors of Soporcel, S.A.
• Other Companies/Entities (however ceased):
− At 31st December 2015 held no office in other companies/entities.
• Office previously held in other companies/entities:
− Senior Partner (Director) of McKinsey & Company

João Paulo Araújo Oliveira
• P
 rofessional qualifications: Degree in Industrial Production Engineering from the Faculty of Science and
Technology, Universidade Nova de Lisboa; MBA in Commercial Engineering and Management AEP – ESADE, Spain.
• Corporate office held:
• Group companies:
− Chairman of the Board of Directors of Arboser, S.A.
− Member of the Board of Directors of Colombo Energy, Inc.
− Chairman of the Board of Directors of EMA 21, S.A.
− Chairman of the Board of Directors of Headbox, S.A.
− Member of the Board of Directors and the Executive Board of Portucel, S.A.
− Member of the Property Risks Analysis and Monitoring Committee of Portucel, S.A.
• Other Companies/Entities:
− Member of the General Council, University of Aveiro
− Member of the Advisory Board of AICEP
− Member of the Audit Board of Fraunhofer Institute em Portugal
• Office previously held in other companies/entities:
− Managing Director of Bosch Termotecnologia S.A.
− President of Bosch Group Hot Water Business Unit.
− Chairman of the Luso-German Chamber of Commerce and Industry.
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Manuel Maria Pimenta
Gil Mata

José Miguel Pereira Gens
Paredes

• P
 rofessional qualifications: Degree in chemical engineering from the Faculty of Engineering, Porto (1986);
International Course in Senior Management in the Paper and Pulp Industry, Swedish Paper Industry Federation,
Markaryd.

• Qualifications: Degree in Economics, Portuguese Catholic University (1984).

• Corporate office held:

• Group companies:
− Member of the Board of Directors of About The Future – Empresa Produtora de Papel, S.A 14
− Member of the Board of Directors of Portucel, S.A.
− Member of the Board of Directors of Soporcel – Sociedade Portuguesa de Papel, S.A. 15

• Group companies:
− Member of the Board of Directors of About The Future, S.A. 6
− Member of the Board of Directors of Portucel, S.A. 7
− Member of the Board of Directors of Soporcel – Sociedade Portuguesa de Papel, S.A.8 At 31st December 2015 held
no directorships in Group companies.
• Other Companies/Entities:
− Deputy Chairman of the General Board of ISQ, Instituto de Soldadura e Qualidade.

Francisco José Melo
e Castro Guedes
• Q
 ualifications: Degree in Finance from Instituto Superior de Ciências Económicas e Financeiras (Lisbon); MBA
from INSEAD – Fontainebleau (France).
• Corporate office held:
• Group companies:
− Member of the Board of Directors of Portucel, S.A. 9
− Member of the Board of Directors of Soporcel – Sociedade Portuguesa de Papel, S.A.10
− Member of the Board of Directors of About The Future – Empresa Produtora de Papel, S.A. 11
• Other Companies/Entities:
− Member of the Board of Directors of Celcimo, S.L.
− Member of the Board of Directors of Cimigest, SGPS, S.A.
− Member of the Board of Directors of Ciment de Sibline, SGPS, S.A.L.
− Member of the Board of Directors of CMP – Cimentos Maceira e Pataias, S.A.
− Chairman of the Board of Directors of Margem – Companhia de Mineração, S.A.12
− Member of the Board of Directors of Secil – Companhia Geral de Cal e Cimento, S.A.
− Chairman of the Board of Directors of Semapa Inversiones, SL
− Member of the Board of Directors of Semapa – Sociedade de Investimento e Gestão, SGPS, S.A.
− Chairman of the Board of Directors of Supremo Cimentos, S.A. 13
− Member of the Board of Directors of Sodim, SGPS, S.A.

Left office on 12th June 2015, on expiry of respective term.
Left office on 29th April 2015, on expiry of respective term.
Left office on 12th June 2015, on expiry of respective term.
9
Office held up to 1st July 2015.
10
Office held up to 12th June 2015.
11
Office held up to 12th June 2015.
12
Office held up to 24th June 2015.
13
Office held up to 24th June 2015.

• Corporate office held:

• Other Companies/Entities:
− Chairman of the Board of Directors of Abapor – Comércio e Indústria de Carnes, S.A.
− Member of the Board of Directors of Aboutbalance SGPS, S.A.
− Member of the Board of Directors of Aprovechamiento Integral de Subprodutos Ibéricos, S.A.
− Manager of Biological – Gestão de Resíduos Industriais, Lda.
− Member of the Board of Directors of Celcimo, SL.
− Chairman of the Board of Directors of Cimo – Gestão de Participações, SGPS, S.A.
− Member of the Board of Directors of Cimigest, SGPS, S.A.
− Member of the Board of Directors of Cimipar – Sociedade Gestora de Participações Sociais, S.A.
− Member of the Board of Directors of Ciminpart – Investimento e Participações, SGPS, S.A.
− Member of the Board of Directors of CMP – Cimentos Maceira e Pataias, S.A.
− Chairman of the Board of Directors of ETSA Investimentos, SGPS, S.A.
− Chairman of the Board of Directors of ETSA LOG, S.A.
− Member of the Board of Directors of Hotel Ritz, S.A.
− Member of the Board of Directors of Inspiredplace, S.A.
− Chairman of the Board of Directors of I.T.S. – Indústria Transformadora de Subprodutos, S.A.
− Chairman of the Board of Directors of Longapar, SGPS, S.A.
− Member of the Board of Directors of MOR ON-LINE – Gestão de Plataformas de Negociação de Resíduos On-Line, S.A.
− Member of the Board of Directors of OEM – Organização de Empresas, SGPS, S.A.
− Chairman of the Board of Directors of Sebol – Comércio e Indústria de Sebo, S.A.
− Member of the Board of Directors of Secil – Companhia Geral de Cal e Cimento, S.A.
− Member of the Board of Directors of Seinpart – Participações, SGPS, S.A.
− Member of the Board of Directors and of the Executive Committee of Semapa – Sociedade de Investimento
e Gestão, SGPS, S.A.
− Member of the Board of Directors of Seminv – Investimentos, SGPS, S.A.
− Member of the Board of Directors of Sodim, SGPS, S.A.
− Member of the Board of Directors of Villa Magna S.L.

6
7

8

14
15
16
.

Office held up to 12th June 2015.
Office held up to 12th June 2015.
Office held up to 10th February 2015.
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Paulo Miguel Garcês Ventura
• Qualifications: Degree in Law, Faculty of Law, Lisbon University; IEP from INSEAD.
• Corporate office held:
• Group companies:
− Member of the Board of Directors of About The Future – Empresa Produtora de Papel, S.A. 17
− Member of the Board of Directors of Portucel, S.A.
− Member of the Board of Directors of Soporcel – Sociedade Portuguesa de Papel, S.A. 18
• Other Companies/Entities:
− Member of the Board of Directors of ABAPOR – Comércio e Indústria de Carnes, S.A.
− Member of the Board of Directors of Aboutbalance SGPS, S.A. 19
− Chairman of the General Meeting of Antasobral – Sociedade Agropecuária, S.A.
− Member of the Board of Directors of Aprovechamiento Integral de Subprodutos Ibéricos, S.A.
− Chairman of the General Meeting of Beira Rio-Sociedade Construtora de Armazéns, S.A.
− Manager of Biological – Gestão de Resíduos Industriais, Lda.
− Member of the Board of Directors of Celcimo, SL
− Chairman of the General Meeting of Cimilonga – Imobiliária, S.A.
− Chairman of the Board of Directors of Cimipar – Sociedade Gestora de Participações Sociais, S.A.
− Member of the Board of Directors of Ciminpart – Investimento e Participações, SGPS, S.A.
− Member of the Board of Directors of Cimigest, SGPS, S.A.
− Member of the Board of Directors of Cimo – Gestão de Participações, SGPS, S.A.
− Member of the Board of Directors of CMP – Cimentos Maceira e Pataias, S.A.
− Deputy Chairman of the General Meeting of Estradas de Portugal, S.A.
− Member of the Board of Directors of ETSA Investimentos, SGPS, S.A.
− Member of the Board of Directors of ETSA LOG, S.A.
− Chairman of the General Meeting of Galerias Ritz – Imobiliária, S.A.
− Member of the Board of Directors of Hotel Ritz, S.A.
− Member of the Board of Directors of Inspiredplace, S.A.
− Member of the Board of Directors of I.T.S. – Indústria Transformadora de Subprodutos, S.A.
− Member of the Board of Directors of Longapar, SGPS, S.A.
− Chairman of the General Meeting of Longavia – Imobiliária, S.A.
− Chairman of the Board of Directors of OEM – Organização de Empresas, SGPS, S.A.
− Chairman of the General Meeting of Parque Ritz – Imobiliária, S.A.
− Chairman of the General Meeting of Refundos – Sociedade Gestora de Fundos de Investimento Imobiliário, S.A.
− Member of the Board of Directors of Sebol – Comércio e Indústria de Sebo, S.A.
− Member of the Board of Directors of Seinpart – Participações, SGPS, S.A.
− Member of the Board of Directors and of the Executive Committee of Semapa – Sociedade de Investimento e
Gestão, SGPS, S.A.
− Member of the Board of Directors of Seminv – Investimentos, SGPS, S.A.
− Member of the Board of Directors of Secil – Companhia Geral de Cal e Cimento, S.A.
− Chairman of the General Meeting of Sociedade Agrícola da Quinta da Vialonga, S.A.
− Member of the Board of Directors of Sodim, SGPS, S.A.
− Chairman of the General Meeting of Sonagi, SGPS, S.A.
− Chairman of the General Meeting of Sonagi – Imobiliária, S.A.
− Chairman of the General Meeting of Valuelegend – SGPS, S.A.
− Chairman of the General Meeting of Vértice – Gestão de Participações, SGPS, S.A.
− Member of the Board of Directors of Villa Magna S.L.

17
18
19

Office held up to 12th June 2015.
Office held up to 12th June 2015.
Office held up to 10th February 2015.

Ricardo Miguel dos Santos
Pacheco Pires
• P
 rofessional qualifications: Portuguese Catholic University, Degree in Business Management; Universidade Nova
de Lisboa, MBA; ISCTE, Specialist studies in Corporate Finance.
• Corporate office held:
• Group companies:
− Member of the Board of Directors of Aboutbalance, SGPS, S.A. 20
− Member of the Board of Directors of Portucel, S.A.
• Other Companies/Entities:
− Member of the Board of Directors of Cimipar – Sociedade Gestora de Participações Sociais, S.A.
− Member of the Board of Directors of Cimigest, SGPS, S.A.
− Member of the Board of Directors of Cimo – Gestão de Participações, SGPS, S.A.
− Member of the Board of Directors of Hotel Ritz, S.A.
− Member of the Board of Directors of Inspiredplace, S.A.
− Member of the Board of Directors of Longapar, SGPS, S.A.
− Member of the Board of Directors of OEM – Organização de Empresas, SGPS, S.A.
− Member of the Board of Directors of PYRUS AGRICULTURAL LLC
− Member of the Board of Directors of PYRUS INVESTMENTS LLC
− Member of the Board of Directors of PYRUS REAL ESTATE LLC
− Member of the Board of Directors and of the Executive Committee of Semapa – Sociedade de Investimento e
Gestão, SGPS, S.A.
− Member of the Board of Directors of Secil – Companhia Geral de Cal e Cimento, S.A.
− Member of the Board of Directors of Seinpart – Participações, SGPS, S.A.
− Member of the Board of Directors of Seminv – Investimentos, SGPS, S.A.
− Member of the Board of Directors of Sodim, SGPS, S.A.
− Member of the Board of Directors of UPSIS S.A.
− Member of the Board of Directors of Vieznada SL
− Member of the Board of Directors of Villa Magna S.L.

Vítor Manuel Galvão Rocha
Novais Gonçalves
• Professional qualifications: Degree in Business Management from ISC-HEC – St. Louis in Brussels.
• Corporate office held:
• Group companies:
− Member of the Board of Directors of Portucel, S.A.
• Other Companies/Entities:
− Member of the Board of Directors of Beldevelopment, S.A.
− Member of the Board of Directors of Extra Search, SGPS, S.A.
− Manager of Magalhães e Gonçalves – Consultoria e Gestão, Lda.
− Manager of Qualquer Prumo – Sociedade Imobiliária, Lda.
− Member of the Board of Directors of Semapa – Sociedade de Investimento e Gestão, SGPS, S.A.
− Member of the Board of Directors of Tcare – Conhecimento e Saúde, S.A.
− Member of the Board of Directors of VRES – Vision Real Estate Solutions, S.A.
− Member of the Board of Directors of Zoom Investment SGPS, S.A.
− Member of the Board of Directors of Zoom Investment Turismo, S.A.
20

Office held up to 10th February 2015.
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20. Customary and significant family, professional or
business ties between members, as the case may
be, of the Board of Directors, the General and
Supervisory Board and the Executive Board of
Directors with shareholders to whom a qualifying
holding greater than 2% of the voting rights may be
imputed.
At 31st December 2015 (and currently), the Company’s
directors include six non-executive directors who act
on behalf of the owners of holdings greater than 2% of
the company’s share capital. These are: Pedro Mendonça
de Queiroz Pereira, João Nuno de Sottomayor Pinto
de Castello Branco, José Miguel Pereira Gens Paredes,
Paulo Miguel Garcês Ventura, Ricardo Miguel dos Santos
Pacheco Pires and Vítor Manuel Galvão Rocha Novais
Gonçalves.

21. Organizational or functional charts showing the
division of powers between the different corporate
boards, committees and/or company departments,
including information on delegated powers,
in particular with regard to delegation of the
management of the company.

Company Divisions and Departments at 31st December 2015

EXECUTIVE BOARD
Diogo da Silveira
Manuel Regalado
António Redondo
Fernando Araújo
João Paulo Oliveira
Nuno Santos

We present below the organizational and functional
charts showing the division of responsibilities between the
different company bodies, committees and departments.

MOZAMBIQUE
PROJECT

CHIEF
OF STAFF

Pedro Moura
António Freitas
Nuno Neto

Rui Pedro Batista

INVESTOR
RELATION
Joana Lã Appleton

Organizational charts: company boards and committees
ADVISERS
TO THE BOARD

COLOMBO
ENERGY

António Cunha Reis

António Sequeira

BOARD
OF DIRECTORS

GENERAL
MEETING

GENERAL
MEETING
OFFICERS

COMPANY SECRETARY

ETHICS COMMITTEE

STATUTORY
AUDIT FIRM

AUDIT
BOARD

FOREST
AREA

INDUSTRIAL
AREA

COMMERCIAL
AREA

GENERAL SUPPORT AREAS,
PRODUCTION, OPERATION
AND CERTIFICARION
João Lé

SETÚBAL INDUSTRIAL
COMPLEX
Carlos Brás

PULP
José Tátá Anjos

CORPORATE
AREA

REMUNERATION
COMMITTEE

SUSTAINABILITY FORUM

ENVIRONMENTAL COMMITTEE

COMMERCIAL, LOGISTICS
AND BIOMASS
Vitor Coelho

FIGUEIRA DA FOZ INDUSTRIAL
COMPLEX
Pedro Silva

PAPER:
SALES INTERNATIONAL
Mário França

CACIA INDUSTRIAL
COMPLEX
José Nordeste

CORPORATE GOVERNANCE
COMMITTEE
EXECUTIVE
BOARD

RESEARCH
AND
DEVELOPMENT

PENSION FUND SUPERVISORY
COMMITTEE

RAIZ
Carlos Pascoal Neto

*

TALENT MANAGEMENT
AND ORGANISATIONAL
DEVELOPMENT DEPARTMENT
Paula Castelão

HUMAN RESOURCES
DEPARTMENT
João Ventura

PLANNING AND CONTROL
DEPARTMENT
Jorge Peixoto

PROCESS AND INFORMATION
SYSTEMS DEPARTMENT
Adriano Serrano

LOGISTICS DEPARTMENT
Gonçalo Vieira

TAX AND ACCOUNTING
DEPARTMENT
Nuno Neto

INNOVATION AND INTERNAL
CONSULTING DEPARTMENT
Pedro Sousa

PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT
AND QUALITY
Vítor Crespo

CORPORATE BUSINESS
DEVELOPMENT
Vasco Ferreira

SUSTAINABILITY
DEPARTMENT
José Ataíde

EMPREMÉDIA
Alexandra Fernandes

PROCUREMENT DEPARTMENT
António Barbeta

MARKETING DEPARTMENT
Hermano Mendonça

DASEP*
Óscar Arantes

CORPORATE
COMMUNICATIONS
DEPARTMENT
Joana Seixas

LEGAL OFFICE
António Neto Alves

FINANCIAL DEPARTMENT
Manuel Arouca

PAPER: SUPPLY CHAIN
Eduardo Veiga

VILA VELHA DE RÓDÃO
INDUSTRIAL COMPLEX
José Miranda
ENGINEERING
Guilherme Pedroso

ASSET RISK ANALYSIS
AND SUPERVISION COMMITTEE

PAPER: SALES EUROPE
António Porto Monteiro

INTERNAL AUDIT
DEPARTMENT
Gonçalo Veloso Sousa

DASEP – Environment, Safety, Energy and Strategic Projects Division.
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On 10th February 2016, the Executive Board approved
a series of changes which are reflected in the diagram
of company divisions and departments. António Porto
Monteiro, previously European Sales Manager, was
appointed as Head of Colombo Business Unit. Vítor
Coelho, previously Supply and Logistics Manager for
Wood and Biomass, was appointed as European Sales
Manager. Hermano Mendonça, previously Marketing
Manager, was appointed as Wood and Biomass Supply
and Logistics Manager. António Quirino Soares, previously
International Key Account Manager, was appointed as
Marketing Manager.

• António José Pereira Redondo:
Pulp and Paper Sales
Marketing
Supply Chain and Logistics – Product Development

m) To open, transact and close bank accounts;
n) To appoint Company attorneys;

a) To propose the company’s policies, aims and strategies
to the Board of Directors;
b) To propose to the Board of Directors operating
budgets and medium and long term investment and
development plans, and to implement the same once
approved;

• José Fernando Morais Carreira de Araújo:
Accounts and Taxation

As stated above, at 31st December 2015, the Executive
Board comprised six members, with responsibilities
divided between its members as follows:

The following powers are delegated to the Executive
Board:

c) To approve budget alterations during the year,
including transfers between cost centres not
exceeding twenty million euros each year;

o) In general, all powers which may lawfully be delegated,
with any limitations deriving from the provisions of
the preceding paragraphs.
In conjunction with the Chairman of the Board of
Directors, the Executive Board may also resolve on the
matters indicated in sub-paragraphs c), d), e) and i) above
when the respective values, calculated on the terms set
out therein, are greater than twenty million euros but no
greater than fifty million euros.

Management Control
Legal Affairs

• Diogo António Rodrigues da Silveira:

d) To approve contracts for the acquisition of goods and
services of a value each year no greater than twenty
million euros;

Information Systems
Internal Auditing
Corporate Business Development
• Nuno Miguel Moreira de Araújo Santos:

e) To approve financing contracts, to apply for bank
guarantees, or to accept any other liabilities which
represent increased indebtedness, totalling no more
than twenty million euros each year;

Communication

Mozambique Project

f) To acquire, dispose of or encumber the company’s
fixed assets of a value, in each individual case, of up
to five per cent of the paid up share capital;

Colombo Energy

g) To lease or let any immoveable property;

Tissue Business Unit
Talent Management and Organizational Development
Innovation and Internal Consultancy
Institutional Relations and Stakeholder Management

• João Paulo Araújo Oliveira21:
• Manuel Soares Ferreira Regalado:

h) To represent the Company in or out of court, as
claimant or respondent, and to bring or follow up any
judicial or arbitral actions, confess or desist, settle or
agree to arbitration;

Industrial Operations, Pulp, Energy and Paper
Forestry
Procurement
Timber Supply

i) To acquire, dispose of or encumber holdings in other
companies, of a value of no more than twenty million
euros each year;

Maintenance and Engineering
Finance
Environment, Quality and Safety
Personnel and Secretarial
Research and Development

j) To resolve on executing acquisition and disposal of
own shares, when this has been resolved on by the
general meeting, in keeping with the terms of such
resolution;

The Chairman of the Board of Directors has the powers
assigned to him by Law and the Articles of Association.
The Executive Board may discuss all matters within
the sphere of competence of the Board of Directors,
notwithstanding that it may only resolve on matters
delegated to it. All matters dealt with by the Executive
Board, even when they fall within the scope of its
delegated powers, are to be reported to the non-executive
directors, who have access to the respective minutes and
supporting documents. The Board of Directors is informed
on a permanent basis of all resolutions of the Executive
Board through the minutes of the respective meetings,
which are systematically drawn up and sent, in writing,
to the Board of Directors. In addition, the Chairman of
the Executive Board sends notices and minutes of the
respective meetings to the Chairman of the Board of the
Directors and the Chairman of the Audit Board.
The powers to alter any terms of contracts previously
concluded and covered by the provisions of c), d), e) and
i) lie with the body or bodies who would have powers to
enter into them.
All decisions relating to definition of company strategy,
and to the company’s general policies and the corporate
structure of the group, shall be the sole province of the
Board of Directors, and the Executive Board has no
delegated powers to this effect.

Procurement
Investor Relations

k) To manage holdings in other companies, in conjunction
with the Chairman of the Board of Directors, namely
by designating, with the latter’s agreement, the
representatives to sit on the respective company
boards, and setting guidelines for the acts of these
representatives;

b) Operation
The Remuneration Committee draws up an annual
statement on remuneration policy for members of
the board of directors and audit board, and conducts
the whole process of analysing and setting directors’
remuneration.

l) To enter into, amend and terminate employment
contracts;
21

As from 1st July 2015, replacing Adriano Augusto da Silva Silveira.
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22.	Existence of the rules of procedure of the Board of
Directors, the General and Supervisory Board and
the Executive Board of Directors, as the case may
be, and place where these may be consulted.
Portucel’s management bodies have internal rules
of procedure, which are published on the company’s
website, in the investor relations / Corporate Governance
area, and are therefore freely available for consultation
at http://www.thenavigatorcompany.com/Investidores/
Governo-da-Sociedade.

José Fernando Morais Carreira de Araújo (Member), was
absent at four of the meetings, which corresponded to an
attendance rate of 88%.
In the case of Nuno Miguel Moreira de Araújo Santos23, 21
meetings were held after his election, and he was absent
at two, corresponding to an attendance rate of 90%.
In the case of João Paulo Araújo Oliveira24, 13 meetings
were held after his election, at all of which he was present,
corresponding to an attendance rate of 100%.

26.	Availability of each of the members of the Board of
Directors, the General and Supervisory Board and
the Executive Board of Directors, as the case may
be, indicating office held simultaneously in other
companies, inside and outside the group, and other
relevant activities carried on by the members of
these bodies during the period.

28. Composition, if applicable, of the executive board
and/or identification of the managing director(s).

Chairman:

Diogo António Rodrigues da Silveira

This information is available in item 19 above, relating
to the professional qualifications and biographical
information on each member of the above company
bodies.

Members:

Manuel Soares Ferreira Regalado

On 31st December 2015, the Executive Board comprised
the following directors:

António José Pereira Redondo
José Fernando Morais Carreira de Araújo

23.	Number of meetings held and attendance record of
each member of the Board of Directors, the General
and Supervisory Board and the Executive Board of
Directors, as the case may be.

24.	Indication of the company bodies empowered to
assess the performance of executive directors.

The Executive Board held 34 meetings, minutes of which
were duly drawn up. The Chief Executive Officer, Diogo
António Rodrigues da Silveira, attended all meetings,
corresponding to an attendance rate of 100%.

The Remuneration Committee decides how the system
works and makes all the arrangements for assessing
the executive directors. It is also responsible for final
confirmation of the performance factors and their impact
on remuneration. However, the actual assessment of
each individual’s performance is the responsibility of the
person leading the team, in the case of the members of
the Executive Board, and of the Chairman of the Board
of Directors, in the case of the CEO, in both cases with
the participation of other non-executive directors as the
person conducting the assessment sees fit to involve.

Manuel Soares Ferreira Regalado (Member) was absent
from two meetings, resulting in an attendance rate of
88%.

25.	Pre-set criteria for assessing the performance of
executive directors.

The Board of Directors held eleven meetings, minutes
of which were duly drawn up. All directors attended
all eleven meetings in person, corresponding to an
attendance rate of 100%.

Adriano Augusto da Silva Silveira22 (Member) was absent
from two of the 21 meetings held during the period in
which he was an executive director, corresponding to an
attendance rate of 90%.
António José Pereira Redondo (Member), was absent at
three meetings, which corresponded to an attendance
rate of 91%.

The basic criteria for assessing the performance of
executive directors are those defined in item 2 of chapter
VI of the Remuneration Policy Statement for setting
the variable remuneration component. These criteria
are applied by using a system of KPI’s that encompass
quantitative and qualitative components, and individual
and joint components. The quantitative elements
considered are EBITDA, pre-tax profits and TSR.

c) Committees belonging to the management
or supervisory bodies and managing directors

João Paulo Araújo Oliveira
27.	Identification of committees set up by the Board of
Directors, the General and Supervisory Board and the
Executive Board of Directors, as the case may be, and
place where the rules of procedure may be consulted.
In addition to the Environmental Board, the following
committees also report to the company’s Board of
Directors:
Corporate Governance Control Committee;
Sustainability Forum;
Pension Fund Supervisory Board;
Property Risks Analysis and Monitoring Committee;
Ethics Committee;
Environmental Board (instituted by the Articles of
Association);
Remuneration Committee.

All these specialist committees draw up minutes of their
meetings during the year, which minutes are available
from the Company Secretary.
The rules of procedure for these bodies may be
consulted at the company’s website, at the following link:
http://www.thenavigatorcompany.com/Investidores/
Governo-da-Sociedade.

22
23
24

Nuno Miguel Moreira de Araújo Santos

29.	Indication of the powers of each of the committees
created and summary of the activities carried on in
the exercise of these responsibilities.

Corporate governance control committee
The Corporate Governance Control Committee comprises
three members: Luis Deslandes, Fernando Araújo and
António Neto Alves.
The Corporate Governance Control Committee oversees
application of the Company’s corporate governance rules
and the Code of Ethics, with the following particular
responsibilities:
a) To assist the Board of Directors when so required by
the same, assessing and submitting to it proposals
for strategic guidelines in the field of corporate
responsibility;
b) To monitor and oversee, on a permanent basis,
matters relating to corporate governance and
social, environmental and ethical responsibility, the
sustainability of the Portucel Group’s business. The
Internal Codes of Ethics, the systems for assessment
and resolution of conflicts of interests, notably with
regard to relations between the company and its
shareholders or other stakeholders.

He ceased to be an executive director on 1st July 2015.
Elected as member of the Board of Directors at the General Meeting of 29th April 2015.
Coopted onto the Board of Directors on 1st July 2015
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In the exercise of its responsibilities, the Corporate
Governance Control Committee is required in particular:
a) 	
To submit to the Board of Directors the corporate
governance policy to be adopted by the Company;
b) 	To monitor, review and assess the adequacy of the
Company’s governance model and its consistency
with national and international recommendations,
standards and best practice in the field of corporate
governance, addressing to the Board of Directors the
recommendations it sees fit to this end;
c) 	
To propose and submit to the Board of Directors
changes to the Company’s corporate governance
model, including to the organizational structure,
workings, responsibilities and rules of procedure of
the Board of Directors;
d) 	To monitor the Company’s corporate links with the
organizational structure of the other companies in the
Group;
e) 	
To oversee compliance with and the correct
application of the principles and rules relating to
corporate governance contained in law, regulations
and the articles of association, in coordination with
the activities of the Board of Directors, the Executive
Board, the Official Auditor and the External Auditor,
sharing and requesting the exchange of information
necessary for this purpose;
f) 	
To define the parameters of the Company’s
governance report to be included in its annual Report
and Accounts;
g) 	
To monitor the work of the Ethics Committee
and the activities of the departments of Group
companies relating to matters within the scope of its
responsibilities;
h) 	To monitor on an ongoing basis, assess and supervise
internal procedures relating to conflict of interests
issues, and also the effectiveness of the systems for
assessment and resolution of conflicts of interests;
i) 	To pronounce on transactions between the Company
and its Directors, and also between the Company and
its shareholders, whenever materially relevant;

j) 	Whenever so requested by the Board of Directors, to
issue opinions on the application to the Company’s
officers of the rules on incompatibility and independence;
k) 	
To further and strengthen the operation of the
Company as a sustainable undertaking, gaining it
recognition for this, both internally and externally;
l) 	To ensure compliance, by the members of the Board
of Directors and other persons concerned, of the
securities market rules applicable to their conduct;
m) 	
To develop a transversal strategy of corporate
sustainability, integrated into and consistent with the
Company’s strategy;
n) 	To promote, develop and supervise the internal measures
required for the Company to achieve sustained growth,
as regards the business, environmental and social
aspects of its operations;
o) 	
To prepare and follow through decision-making
by company bodies and committees on matters
relating to corporate governance and sustainability or
which give rise to conflicts of interests between the
Company, shareholders and the company officers;
p) 	
To follow through inspections conducted by the
Securities Market Commission (CMVM) in relation to
corporate governance issues.

The Committee met twice in 2015 and looked at the
following issues: the proposal from the Secretary of State
for the Ministry of Parliamentary Affairs and Equality,
seeking to reach agreement with listed companies (in
which they undertook to ensure women represented 30%
of board members in 2018); proposals for alteration of
the Rules of Procedure for the company’s boards and
committees; analysis of the independence requirements
applicable to members of the Audit Board; analysis of
recent legislation with an impact on corporate governance;
assessment of the CMVM’s analysis of the 2014 Corporate
Governance Report; approval of publication of a list of
employees with access to privileged information in the
company.

Sustainability forum25
In recognition of the fundamental role of sustainability
in its strategic development, the Group recently created
the Sustainability Forum. The main aim of the Forum is to
allow the Group to work hand-in-hand with the various
organisations and individuals within its sphere of action,
from NGO’s to universities, including clients and suppliers.
The Forum meets twice a year, and each session will
be devoted to a central theme which the members will
debate and explore.

With this end in view, the following persons connected
to the Group have been appointed to the Executive
Secretariat of the Sustainability Forum: Manuel Gil Mata
(Coordinator), Adriano Silveira, João Lé and José Ataíde.

The Sustainability Forum is responsible for formulating
corporate and strategic policy on social and environmental
responsibility issues. Its function is to examine and
debate issues relating to sustainability, in order for Group
members and the figures related to the main stakeholders
to learn more about each other, and to pave the way to
forms of understanding and cooperation.

The Sustainability Forum comprises external and internal
(Group) members, and is chaired by the CEO, Diogo da
Silveira. Manuel Gil Mata was appointed as SecretaryGeneral.

The forum is a collegiate body with a wide-ranging
membership and an advisory role, meeting twice a
year. In view of this, an Executive Secretariat has been
set up to support the Sustainability Forum, in charge of
preparing the meetings and implementing and following
up its findings and recommendations. The Executive
Secretariat is responsible for arranging and following
through the Forum’s activities and assisting the Executive
Board in all strategic and corporate projects and activities
in the field of sustainability, in particular the drafting
of the Sustainability Report. The former Sustainability
Committee has been wound up and its responsibilities
transferred in part to the Executive Secretariat of the
Sustainability Forum which will now monitor the work of
the Group’s Environmental Board and assist the Executive
Board in all strategic and corporate projects and activities
relating to sustainability, in particular the drafting of
the Sustainability Report. Although comprising a small
number of members, the Executive Secretariat of the
Sustainability Forum will include key figures to ensure
that the meetings of the Sustainability Forum and the
Environmental Board serve to boost the importance and
influence of these bodies on the Group’s strategy and
practices in the field of sustainability.

25

The Executive Secretariat meets at least once a quarter
and its meetings are called and coordinated by the CEO’s
Sustainability Advisor. The minutes are drawn up by the
head of the Sustainability Department.

The internal members are: Diogo da Silveira (Chairman),
Manuel Gil Mata (Secretary-General), Manuel Regalado,
António Redondo, Fernando Araújo, João Paulo Oliveira,
Nuno Santos, Adriano Silveira, João Lé, João Soares,
Serafim Tavares, Carlos Matias Ramos, Casimiro Pio,
Maria da Conceição Cunha, Margarida Tomé e Fernando
Santana.
The external (non-Group) members are: António Loureiro,
Filipe Duarte Santos, João Paulo Catarino, João Proença,
Luís Neves da Silva, Margarida Santos-Reis, Nuno Ribeiro
da Silva, Rosário Alves, Teresa Presas, Tito Rosa and
Winfred Brueggman.
In connection with this, the Sustainability Forum is also
required to provide technical support for the work of the
Environmental Board.
The Sustainability Forum held one meeting in 2015, given
over to the issue of Forest Fire Protection and featuring
three presentations which each focussed on the need to
invest in prevention in order to reduce the risk of forest
fires. Attention was drawn to the importance of Portugal
investing in prevention and designing a national strategy
to reduce the risk of forest fires, and a variety of related
issues was debated.

Created by resolution of the Board of Directors, at the meeting of 31-07-2015, to replace the Sustainability Committee.
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Pension fund supervisory board

Ethics committee

Environmental board

The Pension Fund Supervisory Committee was set up
during 2009 in order to monitor compliance with the
pension plan and the management of the respective
pension fund. The Board comprises three representatives
of the Company, who are António Cunha Reis, João
Ventura and Manuel Arouca, and two representatives
of the fund’s beneficiaries, appointed by the Workers’
Committee, who are Cláudio Morgado and Paulo Bicho.
The committee’s responsibilities include checking
compliance with the rules applicable to the pension plan
and to management of the respective pension fund,
pronouncing on proposals for transferring management
and other significant changes in the contractual
arrangements for the fund and its management, and on
the winding up of the fund or a section of the fund.

Following on from the drafting and approval of the Code
of Ethics by the Executive Board in the course of 2010,
an Ethics Committee has been established, to issue an
annual report on compliance with the provisions of the
new code. This report will detail all irregularities which
the Committee has detected, and the findings and followup proposals emerging from the various cases examined.
This report is included in Annex V to this Corporate
Governance Report.

In view of the specific nature of the Group’s business and
the environmental risk involved, the Board of Directors
decided in 2008 to set up an Environmental Board, to
monitor and make recommendations on environmental
aspects of the Company’s main undertakings, paying
special attention to legal requirements, licensing rules and
the Group’s policy in this area. The Environmental Board
currently comprises five members, Carlos Matias Ramos,
Casimiro Pio, Maria Conceição Cunha, Maria Margarida
Tomé and Fernando Santana, all of them independent
academics with an established technical and scientific
reputation, whose areas of expertise coincide with
central environmental concerns relating to the Group’s
operations as they exist today.

In 2015, the Pension Fund Supervisory Board held a single
meeting, at which the new members formally took office.
The meeting went on to assess the Rules of Procedure of
the Portucel S.A. Pension Fund Supervisory Committee.

Property risks analysis and monitoring committee
The company has a Property Risks Analysis and
Monitoring Committee, coordinated by the director
responsible either for risk or for assets, who chairs the
committee; the directors currently responsible for risk
and assets are Manuel Regalado and João Paulo Oliveira.
The committee also comprises the Plant Managers, Pedro
Silva, Carlos Brás, José Nordeste, José Miranda and Óscar
Arantes, the Financial Manager, Manuel Arouca, and
the Internal Audit and Risk Analysis Manager, Gonçalo
Veloso de Sousa. The committee meets whenever
necessary, and its aims are to pronounce on asset risk
prevention systems in place in the company, in particular
the measures taken in response to recommendations
resulting inspections conducted by reinsurers, and also to
pronounce on the suitability of the Group’s insurance, in
terms of scope, type of cover and value. The committee
also discusses and issues opinions or recommendations
on policies, procedures, significant risks, limits on risk
and extraordinary situations relating to property risks, as
well as monitoring and keeping an inventory of the most
significant property risks, in close liaison with the risk
governance system in place in the Group. The Property
Risks Analysis and Monitoring Committee met on a single
occasion during the year, when it examined a number of
issues, reviewing the recommendations made to each
Industrial Complex, in view of the associated risk level
classes, with progress reports on implementation from
the plant managers. The committee also identified and
quantified insurance claims over the past 10 years, and
reviewed the table summarising risks, deductibles and
compensation limits in the policy in force in 2015.

The Ethics Committee is required to monitor, impartially
and independently, the conduct of the Company’s bodies
and officers as regards disclosure and compliance with
the Code of Ethics in all companies in the Group. In
the course of its duties, the Ethics Committee has the
following particular responsibilities:
a) 	
To ensure that an adequate system exists for
monitoring internally compliance with the Code of
Ethics, and specifically to assess the recommendations
resulting from these monitoring activities;
b) 	
To assess issues submitted to it by the Board of
Directors, the Executive Committee and the Audit
Board in connection with compliance with the Group’s
Code of Ethics, and also to consider, in abstract terms,
issues raised by any member of Staff, customer or
business partner (“Stakeholders”);
c) 	To appraise and assess any situation which arises in
relation to compliance with the requirements of the
Code of Ethics involving any company officer;
d) 	To submit to the Corporate Governance Committee
the adoption of any measures it deems fit in
this connection, including the review of internal
procedures, together with proposals for amendment
of the Code of Ethics;
e) 	To draw up an annual report, concerning compliance
with the requirements of the Code of Ethics, detailing
any irregularities of which it is aware, together with
the conclusions and proposals adopted in the cases
considered. The Ethics Committee also functions as an
advisory body to the Board of Directors in respect of
matters concerning the application and interpretation
of the Code of Ethics.
In 2015, the Ethics Committee comprised two members,
Júlio Castro Caldas and Rui Gouveia, and met on two
occasions on which business ethics instruments, policies,
aims and targets were presented and discussed, for
subsequent submittal to the Corporate Governance
Committee.

The Environmental Board deals directly with the Group’s
business divisions, through meetings at industrial sites, in
the main forestry plantations and at the Group’s research
institute, RAIZ.
In the course of 2015, the Environmental Board held 3
meetings, and considered the following issues:
Analysis of Cadernos de Sustentabilidade, a publication
(issued this year for the first time) bringing together
presentations made to the Environmental Board in the
previous year;

Analysis of the main environmental performance
indicators at Group plants: the three industrial
complexes successfully complied with the effluent
limits set in their environmental licenses, and in some
cases discharge levels were below the limits established
in the BREF;
“New tissue business”: description of the business
development strategy and market issues, examining
growth by segment and products, in particular comfort,
hygiene and cleaning products, with analysis of the
crucial functional characteristics and the contribution
from eucalyptus fibre;
Presentation of the Smooth project development plan
for integrating pulp manufacture in Cacia with the
installation on site of tissue machines and integrated
converting capability, as well as remote converting at
locations serving distant markets;
The main international trends in sustainability reporting,
in particular the new GRI guidelines, version G4.0, and
approval by the European Commission of the nonfinancial reporting directive (Directive 2014/95/EU);
EU Ecolabel, sustainability of recycled fibre and media
campaigns in Portugal;

Presentation of the main financial results and factors
behind them, focussing on turnover, EBITDA and
output figures;

“Forest Certification: short-medium term challenges”
setting out the main findings of the FSC® and PEFC
audits;

Analysis of the Group’s development projects, in
particular the plans to expand the Cacia plant, the
project in Mozambique, the Colombo project and the
Tissue project;

Main issues raised by transposition of the Energy
Efficiency Directive;

“Is using biomass for energy carbon neutral?”: the
different aspects of the emissions reporting system,
classification by country, under the Kyoto Protocol,
and analysis of the contribution to emissions made by
different factors, looking at their evolution over time;
“New FSC® standards for crop protection products”
used in forestry: framework of requirements concerning
the application of crop protection products to which
the Group is subject, under the law and certification
standards;

Capacity expansion plans at Cacia Mill, focussing on
environmental benefits;
“Plant Protection on the Portucel Group’s Estates”:
identification of the main pests affecting the Group’s
forestry holdings and the plant health aims defined by
the Group;
Strategic Environmental Plan for the Group;
Safety at Work: raising awareness of the crucial role of
safety in the Company’s business;
Presentation of a set of measures to improve energy
and environmental efficiency at the Figueira da Foz
Industrial Complex.
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Remuneration committee
The Remuneration Committee is responsible for drafting
and presenting the annual remuneration policy statement
for members of the board of directors and audit board
and for setting the remuneration of company officers.
The remuneration committee also takes an active part in
the performance appraisal process, in particular for the
purpose of setting the variable remuneration of executive
directors.

In 2015, the company’s Audit Board had the following
members:
Chairman:
Miguel Camargo de Sousa Eiró
Full members:
Gonçalo Nuno Palha Gaio Picão Caldeira

The Committee has three members: José Gonçalo Maury,
José Moreira Rato and Frederico Meneses.
In view of its specific responsibilities, the committee held
a single meeting during the course of 2015, at which it
resolved to revise the remuneration paid by Portucel S.A.
to its directors and members of the Audit Board.
III. AUDITING
(Audit Board, Audit Committee or General Supervisory
Board)
a) Composition
30. 30.	Identification of the supervisory body (Audit
Board, Audit Committee or General Supervisory
Board) corresponding to the model adopted.
Under the single-tier management model adopted, the
company’s supervisory body is the Audit Board.

31. Composition, as applicable, of the Audit Board,
the Audit Committee, the General and Supervisory
Board or the Committee for Financial Affairs,
indicating the minimum and maximum numbers of
members and duration of their term of office, as
established in the Articles of Association, number
of full members, date of date of first appointment
and end date of the term of office of each member;
reference may be made to the item in the report
where this information is contained in accordance
with paragraph 18.

Duarte Nuno d’Orey da Cunha (who resigned from office
on 2nd July 2015).
Alternate member replacing Full Member:
José Manuel Oliveira Vitorino (as from 2nd July 2015)
Under the Articles of Association, the company’s audit
body comprises three full members, one of whom is
Chairman, and two alternate members, elected by the
General Meeting for a four-year term.
Miguel Camargo de Sousa Eiró was elected as member
in 2007, for the term from 2007 to 2010 and as Chairman
in 2011 and 2015, for the terms running from 2011 to 2014
and from 2015 to 2018. Gonçalo Nuno Palha Gaio Picão
Caldeira was elected as a full member of the Audit Board
for the first time with effect as from the start of the term
running from 2007 to 2010, and was re-elected for the
terms from 2011 to 2014 and 2015 to 2018.
José Manuel Oliveira Vitorino was elected as alternate
member on 29th April 2015. On 2nd July 2015, Duarte Nuno
d’Orey da Cunha resigned as a full member of the Audit
Board and the alternate member, José Manuel Oliveira
Vitorino, took over his duties for the term running from
2015 to 2018.

32.	Identification, as applicable, of the members of the
Audit Board, the Audit Committee, the General and
Supervisory Board or the Committee for Financial
Affairs who are deemed independent, in accordance
with Article 414.5 of the Companies Code; reference
may be made to the item in the report where
this information is contained in accordance with
paragraph 19.
The Company considers that all the members of the
Audit Board at 31st December 2015 can be regarded as
independent, on the terms defined in Article 414.5 of the
Companies Code.
The CMVM informed the company of its understanding
that Gonçalo Nuno Palha Gaio Picão Caldeira should not
be considered an independent member of the company’s
Audit Board, in view of a controlling relationship between
Semapa and the company, and the fact that, from April
2002 to February 2004, Gonçalo Nuno Palha Gaio Picão
Caldeira worked as an advisor to the Board of Directors
of Semapa.
The CMVM’s understanding that this member of the
company’s Audit Board is not independent is shared
neither by the Company, nor by the individual in question,
who both consider him to be independent, in accordance
with the law.

33.	Professional qualifications, as applicable, of each
of the members of the Audit Board, the Audit
Committee or the General and Supervisory Board
or the Committee for Financial Affairs and other
relevant biographical details; reference may be
made to the item in the report where this information
is contained in accordance with paragraph 21.
Miguel Camargo de Sousa Eiró

As a result of the changes made to the composition of
the Audit Board during the year, at 31st December 2015
the board consisted of a Chairman, one full member and
one alternate member substituting a full member.

Gonçalo Nuno Palha Gaio Picão Caldeira
Professional qualifications: Degree in law, Portuguese
Catholic University, Lisbon; Concluded professional
traineeship at the Lisbon District Council of the Bar
Association; Master of Business Administration (MBA),
Universidade Nova de Lisboa; Attended postgraduate
course in real estate management and valuation, ISEG.
Holds no office in other Group companies.
Management office held in other companies:
−F
ull Member of the Audit Board of Semapa –
Sociedade de Investimento e Gestão, SGPS, S.A.
−M
 ember of the Audit Board of Secil – Companhia
Geral de Cal e Cimento, S.A.
− Manager of Loftmania – Gestão Imobiliária, Lda.
−M
 anager of Linha do Horizonte – Investimentos
Imobiliários, Lda.

José Manuel Oliveira Vitorino25
Professional qualifications: Degree in Business
Administration from Instituto Superior de Economia,
University of Lisbon.
Holds no office in other Group companies.
Corporate office held:
−A
 lternate Member of the Audit Board of Semapa –
Sociedade de Investimento e Gestão, SGPS, S.A.
− Chairman of Audit Board of Novo Banco

Professional qualifications: Degree in law, University of
Lisbon.

−M
 ember of the Audit Board of ANA Aeroportos de
Portugal, S.A.

Holds no office in other Group companies.
Corporate office held:
− Chairman

of the Audit Board of Semapa – Sociedade
de Investimento e Gestão, SGPS, S.A.
	 − Chairman

of the Board of Directors of Secil –
Companhia Geral de Cal e Cimento, S.A.

25

Elected at the General Meeting of 29th April 2015.
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b) Operation
34.	Existence and place where the rules of procedure
may be consulted for the Audit Board, the Audit
Committee or the General and Supervisory Board
and the Committee for Financial Affairs, as the
case may be, and other relevant biographical
information; reference may be made to the item in
the report where this information is contained in
accordance with paragraph 24.
The company’s audit bodies have internal rules of
procedure, which are published on the company’s
website, in the investor relations / Corporate Governance
area, and are therefore freely available for consultation
athttp://www.thenavigatorcompany.com/Investidores/
Governo-da-Sociedade.
The annual report issued by the Audit Board on its
work during the year is published in conjunction with
the Report & Accounts, and is available at the Group’s
website.

35.	Number of meetings held and rate of attendance at
meetings of the Audit Board, the Audit Committee
or the General and Supervisory Board and the
Committee for Financial Affairs, as the case may be;
reference may be made to the item in the report
where this information is contained in accordance
with paragraph 25.
There were twelve meetings of the Audit Board in 2015,
for which the respective orders of business and minutes
were forwarded to the Chairman of the Board of Directors;
the agendas and minutes are also at the disposal of the
Internal Audit and Risk Analysis Department. All members
of the Audit Board attended the meetings in person.
The Chairman of the Audit Board, Miguel Camargo de
Sousa Eiró and the member Gonçalo Nuno Palha Gaio
Picão Caldeira were present at the twelve meetings held,
corresponding to an attendance rate of 100%.
In the case of Duarte Nuno d’Orey da Cunha, five meetings
were held while he was a member of the board, and he
attended all of these, corresponding to an attendance
rate of 100%.
In the case of José Manuel Oliveira Vitorino, seven
meetings were held after his election, at all of which he
was present, corresponding to an attendance rate of
100%.

36.	Availability of each of the members of the Audit
Board, the Audit Committee or the General and
Supervisory Board and the Committee for Financial
Affairs, as the case may be, indicating office held
simultaneously in other companies, inside and
outside the group, and other relevant activities
carried on by the members of these bodies during
the period; reference may be made to the item in
the report where this information is contained in
accordance with paragraph 26.
This information is available in item 33 above, relating
to the professional qualifications and biographical
information on each member of the above company
bodies.

Receive reports of irregularities (whistleblowing)
submitted by shareholders, company Employees or
others;
Oversee the process of drafting and disclosure of
financial information;
Propose to the general meeting the appointment of the
statutory audit firm;
Oversee the auditing of the company’s financial
statements and reports;
Monitor the independence of the statutory audit firm,
namely with regard to the provision of additional
services;

c) Powers and responsibilities
37. Description of the procedures and criteria
applicable to the work of the supervisory body for
the purposes of contracting additional services
from the external auditor.
The choice of external auditor and the remuneration fixed
for its services are validated in advance by the Audit Board.
In addition to aspects relating to the choice and
remuneration of the external auditor, it should be noted
that the Audit Board held joint meetings with the external
auditor over the course of the year and remained in direct
contact with the auditor over the year; the external auditor
reports in the last instance to the Audit Board.
In the exercise of its supervisory duties, the Audit Board
can also assess the work of the external auditor, and it has
the possibility of proposing its dismissal with due cause to
the General Meeting.

Confirm whether the report on corporate governance
structure and practices includes the information
required by Article 245-A of the Securities Code;
Monitor transactions between the Company and
holders of qualifying holdings or entities related to it in
any way, as required by law.

In the exercise of these duties, the Audit Board may also
request and assess any management reports as it sees fit
from time to time, and shall also have full access to the
documentation produced by Portucel’s auditors, with the
possibility of requesting from them any information they
deem necessary and ensuring appropriate arrangements
within Portucel for the provision of audit services.

IV. STATUTORY AUDITOR

38. Other duties of the supervisory bodies and, if
applicable, of the Committee for Financial Affairs.

39.	Identification of the statutory audit firm and the
partner and statutory auditor representing the same.

In addition to the powers assigned to it by law, the Audit
Board has the following responsibilities :

The
company’s
statutory
auditor
is
PricewaterhouseCoopers & Associados – SROC, Lda.
represented by José Pereira Alves or António Alberto
Henrique Assis, and the alternate statutory auditors is
Jorge Manuel Santos Costa (R.O.C.).

Oversee the management of the company;
Ensure compliance with the law and the articles of
association;
To draw up an annual report on its audit activities and
to issue its opinion on the report, accounts and motions
submitted by the directors;
Monitor the effectiveness of the risk management
system, the internal control system and the internal
audit system, if any;

40.	Indication of the consecutive number of years for
which the statutory audit firm has held office in the
company and/or group.
The Statutory Auditor indicated in item 39 above has
held office in the company for 10 years.

In
addition,
the
audit
firm,
in
this
case
PriceWaterhouseCoopers, rotated the external auditor
(the partner responsible for the auditing the Company’s
affairs) with effect as from 2010, in compliance with the
maximum period established in Recommendation IV.3 of
the CMVM Corporate Governance Code.

41. Description of other services provided by the
statutory auditor to the company.
In addition to the legal audit services provided in the
Company and its subsidiaries, the statutory auditor also
provide fiscal consultancy services and other reliability
assurance services.
Amounts paid for these services in 2015 are detailed in
items 46 and 47 below.

V. EXTERNAL AUDITOR
42.	Identification of the external auditor appointed
for the purposes of Article 8 and the partner and
statutory auditor representing such firm in the
discharge of these duties, together with their
respective registration number with the Securities
Market Commission.
The legal accounts certificate and the audit report on
the annual financial statements contained in the same
is drawn up by PricewaterhouseCoopers & Associados
– Sociedade de Revisores Oficiais de Contas, Lda,
registered at the Securities Market Commission under
no. 9077 and represented by António Alberto Henriques
Assis, Statutory Auditor no. 815.

43.	Indication of the consecutive number of years
for which the external auditor and the respective
partner and statutory auditor representing the same
in the discharge of these duties has held office in
the company and/or group.
The Company’s current External Auditor was appointed
as Sole Auditor in mid-April 2006 to complete the threeyear term 2004-2006 and accordingly, on completing
the audit work on the 2005 annual accounts it completed
the term of office for which it had been appointed as
alternate auditor. During this three-year term, the firm
was represented by Ana Maria Ávila de Oliveira Lopes
Bertão and Abdul Nasser Abdul Sattar.
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However, in March 2007, it was appointed as the
Company’s statutory auditor for a four-year term, starting
in 2007 and ending in 2010, during which period it was
represented by the same statutory auditors referred to
above.
In May 2011, the General Meeting renewed the appointment
for a further four-year term, from 2011 to 2014, during
which time the firm was represented by António Alberto
Henriques Assis, Statutory Auditor.
Subsequently, in April 2015, the General Meeting resolved
to renew the appointment for a further four-year term,
from 2015 to 2018; the upper limit for holding this office of
two successive four-year terms of the company officers
has therefore not yet been completed. The statutory
audit firm is currently represented by António Alberto
Henriques Assis, R.O.C..
In this context, and considering the term of office
currently under way, PriceWaterhouseCoopers has
served as external auditor to Portucel and the other
Group companies for ten years. As the statutory auditor’s
term of office had already started when the new Estatuto
da Ordem dos Revisores Oficiais de Contas (approved
by Law 140/2015, of 9 September) took effect, the rules
altering the maximum period for which a statutory
auditor or statutory audit firm may hold office do not
apply in this case.

44.	Policy on rotation of the external auditor and
the respective partner and statutory auditor
representing the same in the discharge of these
duties, and the respective frequency of rotation.
In the course of its duties, the Audit Board conducts
each year an overall assessment of the external
auditor’s performance, and of its independence and the
professional relationship between the external auditor
and the Company, and has the possibility of proposing
the dismissal of the external auditor with due cause at
duly convened General Meetings competent to adopt
such a decision.
The Audit Board issues a recommendation on whether
the Statutory Auditor should be retained or dismissed,
in the form of a report which sets out its reasoning and
expressly assesses the auditor’s independence and the
advantages and costs of replacing it.

As may be seen in the report attached to the proposal
for the resolution to elect the Statutory Auditor, at the
Annual General Meeting of 29th April 2015, a number of
factors were considered when re-electing the Statutory
Auditor, as a result of the restricted call for tenders for
selection of the External Auditor and Statutory Auditor for
Semapa and its subsidiaries (addressed to four statutory
audit firms). The essential factors for the appointment
were deemed to be the expertise and experience of the
candidates in Portucel’s business sectors, and also “the
skills, sufficiency and availability of the proposed audit
team, the methods used, their independence, and also the
level of the costs payable by the company.”
The Audit Board’s report therefore considered that:
“considering the analysis and assessment conducted by
the Selection Committee, the Audit Board has decided
to select PwC, in view especially of the following: the
necessary balancing of the advantages and drawbacks of
retaining the same statutory audit firm for a further term;
the quality of PwC’s work and its accrued experience in
the sectors where Portucel invests; it is our conviction
that retaining the current auditor in this position does
not undermine or detract from its good standing and
independence in the exercise of its duties, in particular
because it has rotated the partner responsible, in line with
best international practice.”
It is therefore the Company’s view that the policy of
rotation of the external auditor has been correctly
applied with the proper frequency, as the quality of the
work performed by the current audit firm and its store
of experience in the company’s affairs outweigh any
drawbacks in retaining it.
In addition, in line with best international practice,
rotation of the partner representing the external auditor
was proposed and approved.

45. Indication of the body responsible for assessing
the external auditor and the intervals at which this
assessment is conducted.
Responsibility for assessing and monitoring the audit activities of the external auditor lies with the Audit Board.
To this end, the Audit Board holds regular meetings with
the statutory auditor and external auditor to assess all the
accounting and financial information it deems necessary
from time to time, and may request from them any information it deems necessary in order to monitor their work.

In addition, in the exercise of its duties, the Audit Board
conducts an annual appraisal of the performance of the
external auditor, which includes verifying its independence,
by obtaining written confirmation of the independence
of the auditor as provided for in Article 62 of the Statute
of the Association of Statutory Auditors, confirmation of
compliance with requirements for rotation of the partner
responsible and identifying threats to independence and
safeguards adopted to mitigate these threats.
The Audit Board therefore has unrestricted access to the
documentation produced by the company’s auditors,
and can ask them to provide any information it deems
necessary; it is also the first body to receive the final
reports drawn up by the external auditors.
Under the provisions of Article 420.2 b) of the Companies
Code, it falls to the Audit Board to nominate the company’s
Statutory Auditor.

46.	Identification of work, other than audit work, carried
out by the external auditor for the company and/or
companies in a controlling relationship with it, and
indication of the internal procedures for approval of
the contracting of these services and indication of
the reasons for contracting them.
As described in items 41 and 47, the external auditor
carried out other work in addition to audit services in
2015; the most significant such work is included under
“other reliability assurance services”. Most of the services
indicated in this item relate to opinions on the analysis
of management information systems, specialised support
in connection with the Group’s sustainability report and
help with the acquisition of the subsidiary AMS-BR Star
Paper, S.A.. The amount paid for these services totalled
93,014 Euros.

The Statutory Auditor also provided “fiscal consultancy”
services, which in 2015 totalled 37,779 Euros in Portugal
and consisted essentially of supporting services to assure
compliance with fiscal obligations, which resulted in
no consultancy on the redesign of existing practices,
procedures or controls.
Work other than audit services performed by the external
auditor, in Group entities, including the Company itself,
totalled 130,793 Euros.
The Board of Directors considers that there are sufficient
procedures to safeguard the independence of auditors
through the analysis conducted by the Audit Board and
the Internal Control Committee of the proposed work
and the careful specification of this work when the
auditors are contracted. As evidence of this, article 2 of
the Rules of Procedure of the Audit Board requires the
board: to check the effectiveness of the internal control,
internal audit and risk management system, having
recourse to this end to cooperation from the Internal
Control Committee, which will report to it regularly on
its findings, drawing attention to situations which need
to be examined by the Audit Board (sub-para. b)), to
approve activity plans in the field of risk management
and to oversee their execution, and also to assess the
recommendations resulting from audits and reviews
of procedures (sub-para. c)), to approve internal audit
programmes (sub-para. e)), to select the provider of
internal audit services (sub-para. f)), to oversee the work
of the statutory auditor (sub-para. g)), and to assess
and verify the independence of the statutory auditor,
in particular when it renders additional services to the
Company (sub-para. h)).

47.	Indication of the annual remuneration paid by the company and/or controlled, controlling or group entities to
the auditor and other individuals or organizations belonging to the same network, specifying the percentage
relating to the following services::

AUDIT SERVICES

By the company

By Group entities

Value

%

(including the company
itself)

Amounts in Euro

Value of statutory audit services

252,850

65.91%

287,615

Value of fiscal consultancy services

37,779

9.85%

37,779

68.74%
9.03%

Value of other reliability assurance services

93,014

24.24%

93,014

22.23%

383,643

100.00%

418,408

100.00%

Value of other services other than auditing services
Total
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C. INTERNAL ORGANIZATION

One report related to a delay in complying with an
agreement with a Hunt Club. The club had failed to
provide certain information/documents, and this had
prevented the Group from complying; once this was
corrected, the Group remedied the situation;

I. Articles of association
48.	Rules applicable to amendment of the articles of
association (Article 245-A.1 h)).
The Company’s Articles of Association contain no specific
rules on amendments of the articles, and accordingly the
General Meeting has powers to resolve on any proposed
amendments, as established in the Companies Code.
Proposed amendments to the Articles of Association
should therefore be tabled by the Company’s shareholders
to be voted on at a General Meeting. The meeting in
question may only transact business on the first call if
shareholders representing no less than one third of the
share capital are present; on the second call the meeting
can adopt resolutions on amendments without being
subject to any specified quorum.
A proposed amendment to the Articles of Association
can only be approved by two thirds of the votes cast, at
either the first or second call of the General Meeting.
II. Notification of irregularities (whistleblowing)
49. Whistleblowing – procedures and policy
The Company has “Whistleblowing Regulations” designed
to provide a procedure and rules for communication by
any stakeholders, be they employees, clients, suppliers,
partners or any other organisations or individuals which
have dealings with Portucel or its subsidiaries, of any
irregularities allegedly occurring in the Group.
Under these regulations, an irregularity is deemed to be
any alleged breach of requirements established in law,
regulation and/or the articles of associations, occurring in
the Group. Irregularities are also deemed to include noncompliance with the duties and ethical principles set out
in the company’s Code of Ethics.
These regulations establish a general duty to communicate
alleged irregularities, instituting a multidisciplinary team
responsible for handling all reports received.

This team, comprising the Legal Office and the Internal
Audit and Risk Analysis Department, is required to
investigate all the facts as necessary to assess the alleged
irregularity. This process ends with the report being
filed or else submission to the Board of Directors or the
Executive Board, depending on whether a company
officer is implicated or not, of a proposal for application
of the measures most appropriate in the light of the
irregularity in question. The Audit Board and the Internal
Control Committee must also be informed of all reports
received.
The regulations also contain other provisions designed
to safeguard the confidentiality of disclosure and nonprejudicial treatment of the stakeholder reporting the
irregularity, as well as rules on providing information on
the regulations throughout the company.
In the course of 2015, reports were received of 11
potential irregularities. All reports were duly followed up
by evaluation of the facts reported, investigation and a
decision on any measures to be taken. Whistleblowing
procedures in 2015 may be summarised as follows:
In 4 of the situations reported, the information provided
was unable to form the basis of any investigation. These
cases were therefore closed with any further steps
being taken, other than requesting further information
from the complainants, where possible; these requests
were not answered;
One report concerned a path which had been affected
by the Group’s forestry operations. The problems were
corrected and it was confirmed that the complainant
was satisfied with the solution;
One report concerned alleged misconduct by an
employee. This was investigated, and statements taken
from the Employee in question and the teams involved.
The report was deemed to be groundless and the case
was closed.
Another report concerned failure to update client data,
and this was promptly corrected;
One report concerned problems relating to odours
allegedly produced by one of the plants. Full
information was provided to the complainant;

Another report concerned the malfunctioning links
to the Group on its own website and other sites.
Everything was found to be working normally, and the
investigation was closed;

BOARD OF DIRECTORS
The Board of Directors has the following responsibilities:
To review and approve the risk policy defined for the
Group, including risk appetite and tolerance;
To approve the risk governance model adopted by the
Group;
To oversee application of the risk policy in the Group;

One of the reports is still being investigated.
A suggestion was also received on how to improve our
road haulage reception systems. This was passed on to
the relevant departments, where implementation is being
evaluated.
In all cases where the investigation was concluded, a
closing report was drawn up and sent out as required by
the regulations.

To approve strategies for dealing with risks, especially
very high risks;
To promote a risk culture within the Group.

AUDIT BOARD
The Audit Board has the following responsibilities:
To monitor the effectiveness of the risk management
system, the internal control system and the internal
audit system;

III. Internal control and risk management
50.	People, bodies or committees responsible for
internal audits and/or implementation of internal
control systems.
The Company regards Risk Management as a core
process in its business activities. A system for permanent
monitoring of risk management has therefore been
implemented in the Group since 2014, involving all
organisational units, IARAD and the Audit Board.

To assess and propose improvement to the risk
management model, processes and procedures;
To oversee execution of the activities plans in
connection with risk management;
To review the risk management monitoring reports
issued by the Internal Audit and Risk Analysis
Department.

This system is based on a systematic and explicit
assessment of business risks by all organisational
departments in the Group and identification of the main
controls in place in all business processes. This platform
will allow the company to assess on an ongoing basis the
extent to which its internal control system is appropriate
to the risks regarded as most critical from time to time.
As part of this periodic assessment, an annual internal
audit programme has been instituted, to be implemented
by IARAD in conjunction with each department involved,
to monitor the appropriacy of the internal control system
to the perceived risks and to help the organisation to
implement programmes to improve this system.
This risk governance system is headed by the Audit
Board and the Board of Directors, as detailed below.
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CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER
The Chief Executive
responsibilities:

Officer

To warn of potential risks when strategic and operational
objectives are being defined;
has

the

following
To help define risk appetite and risk tolerance;

To define the Group’s risk policy, including its risk
appetite;

To help decide on the division of responsibilities in the
field of risk management;

To take the risk policy into account when setting the
Group’s strategic objectives;

To help identify and characterise risks;

In terms of the hierarchical and functional structure, it should be noted that, in addition to reporting to the Chief
Executive Officer, the Internal Audit Department (Internal Audit and Risk Analysis Department) also reports to the
Audit Board, thereby providing the support needed for the board to exercise its responsibilities. The following chart
illustrates the reporting and functional relations within the company:

Supervision

To monitor risk indicators;
To provide the means and resources to assure that risk
management is effective and efficient;
To approve the risk management model, processes and
procedures;

Board
of Directors

To help design risk mitigation measures;

General Meeting

To assess the effectiveness of risk mitigation measures;
To assess compliance with risk tolerance;

To define the risk management governance model to
be adopted by the Group, including the division of
responsibilities;
To approve activities plans in the field of risk
management;
To ensure that the main risks to which the Group is
exposed are identified and reduced to acceptable
levels, in line with the risk appetite and tolerance
defined;

Company
Secretary

To ensure compliance with action plans for mitigating
risks;

Audit Board

To draw up risk management monitoring reports.

BUSINESS AREAS/DIVISIONS
Business
areas/divisions
responsibilities:

Control
and Monitoring

have

the

following

Executive Board
Internal Audit Board
Chief Executive Officer
Risk Analysis

To discuss and approve options for handling risks where
the residual risk level is in excess of the risk tolerance
levels;

To define risk tolerance;

To oversee and review the work of the Internal Audit
and Risk Analysis Department in the field of risk
management;

To define and monitor risk indicators;

To report on results to the Board of Directors.

Executive Directors
Internal Audit and Risk
Analysis Division

To identify and characterise risks;

To define, implement and execute risk mitigation
measures, in keeping with the risk mitigation action
plans;

Operation

Business Areas/
Directors

To conduct risk assessments and controls.
INTERNAL AUDIT AND RISK ANALYSIS DEPARTMENT
The Internal Audit and Risk Analysis Department has the
following responsibilities:
To define the risk management model, processes and
procedures;
To draw up activities plans in the field of risk
management;
To identify and implement the means and resources
(human, procedural and technological) to facilitate risk
identification, analysis and management;

51. Description of the lines of command in this area
in relation to other bodies or committees; an
organizational chart may be used to provide this
information.
It follows clearly from the previous section that risk
management in the company is the responsibility of the
entire organisation; specific duties are detailed above.

52.	Existence of other departments with responsibilities
in the field of risk control.
The company has committees which complement the
work of the Audit Board and the Chief Executive Officer
with regard to control and monitoring of specific risks:
	Property Risks Analysis and Monitoring Committee –
pronounces on asset risk prevention systems in place
in the company, in close connection with the risk
governance system in the Group; and assesses the
suitability of asset risk insurance policies in force in the
Group, and the individual policies;

Control and Corporate Governance Committee
– oversees application of the Group’s corporate
governance rules, and also the Code of Ethics, as well as
supervising internal procedures relating to conflicts of
interests, in particular with regard to relations between
the Group and its shareholders or other stakeholders;
Sustainability Forum – implements corporate and
strategic policy on questions of social and environmental
responsibility, and prevention of potential risks in these
areas;
Ethics Committee – oversees compliance with the
requirements of the Code of Ethics and identifies
situations which constrain compliance with this code.
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In the course of its business, the Group is exposed to a variety of business, financial and legal risks. As part of the
process described above for review of the risk management system, the list of the main risks to which the group is
subject was revised. The risks deemed most significant to our business operations are presented below, classified in the
respective classes:

Risk
Class

Risk

Asset
Management

Accidents at Work
Paper Pulp Price

Financial
Management

Processes in
Mozambique
Exchange Rate

Credit
Energy Prices

External
Factors

Human Resources

54. Description of the process of identification,
assessment, monitoring, control and management
of risks.

Risk of the occurrence of accidents at work potentially resulting in bodily harm
or fatalities.

The Group regards risk management as an essential
decision-making tool, involving permanent monitoring
of the risks to which it is exposed, raising awareness
throughout the Group of a risk culture which seeks to
avoid risks but also includes a positive approach to risktaking.

Risk associated with pulp price fluctuations, which may results in losses
for the Group.
Risk of inefficiency in the business processes implemented in Mozambique,
which may result in a significant increase in costs.
Risk of variation in the exchange rate between the Euro and other currencies,
which can significantly affect the Group's results, either through revenues (sales)
or costs (purchases).
Risk of credit granted to customers, which may result in uncollectable debts
and a consequent increase in costs.
Risks associated with changes in the purchase and sale price of energy,
resulting in additional costs and lost revenues.
Risk of pressure of competition, which may result in a drop in sales
or reduction of market share.

Demand for Raw
Material (Wood)

Risk associated with an increase in demand for raw material (wood)
due to competitors expanding their capacity, triggering an increase
in wood prices and a consequent increase in production costs.

Product Demand

Risk associated with a reduction in demand for the products marketed
by the Group, which may result in a significant reduction in sales.

Transport Costs

Risk of increase in transport costs, which may result in a reduction in sales margins
or the need to increase prices charged to customers.

Staff Motivation

Risk of current Staff becoming demotivated or failing to adapt to change with
an impact on the organisational climate, productivity and employee retention.
Demotivation of the workforce may also damage the Group's image as an employer,
with direct consequences for the selection and recruitment of human resources
with the skills, expertise and experience needed by the organisation.

Forest Damage

Industrial

Supplier Relocation

The list of risks deemed as most important to the
company’s business was unchanged in 2015; however,
they are presented in a different format, reflecting their
distribution between the main classes of risk.

Description

Pressure
of Competition

Forestry

Many of the risk factors identified are beyond the Group’s
control, especially in the case of market factors which can
have a fundamental and negative effect on the market
price of Portucel’s shares, irrespective of the Group’s
operational and financial performance.

Risk of forest damage resulting from natural or man-made causes, which may
jeopardise the quantity of raw material needed for the Group's activities and
consequently lead to increased costs or loss of revenues.
Risk of logistical issues resulting from supplier relocation, which may result
in additional inventory and transport costs.

At the same time, the different divisions/departments
benefit from risk management insofar as it allows them
to anticipate situations of uncertainty, mitigating the
risks of adverse consequences and making the most of
risks which offer opportunities. Risk management also
provides the Group with greater and more sustained
decision-making capability with regard to risk events,
allowing it to respond in a coordinated and integrated
manner to risks with causes, impacts or vulnerabilities
which extend across more than one area.

Lastly, risk management is especially important for
internal auditing and the control environment, as it offers
the possibility of ongoing assessment of the Group’s
risk profile and a higher level of internal control. Risk
management also makes an important contribution to
Internal Auditing, pointing it to areas/processes where
business risks and concerns are greater – “Risk-based
Internal Audit”. As an immediate result of this approach,
it will be possible to plan and execute audits which take
into consideration the risks most relevant to the Group,
by using an audit planning methodology.
The Group’s risk management process is in line with
internationally accepted best practices, models and
frameworks for risk management, including “COSO II –
Integrated framework for Enterprise Risk Management”,
“Risk Management Standard AS/NZS 4360” and ISO
31000.
In designing its risk management process the Group
complied with ISO 31000 with regard to the main phases
of the process, and COSO II in classifying and structuring
risks. This process comprises a series of seven interrelated phases, which together comprise a process of
ongoing improvement. This takes the form of a process
of communication and consultation, and a process of
monitoring and review. The diagram below illustrates the
workflow for the risk management process.

Establish the context

Identify risks
Communication &
consultation

Evaluate risks
Note: Many of the risk factors are not controlled by the Group, including market factors that may affect fundamentally and adversely
the Company's activity.

Monitoring &
review

Analyse risks

Manage risks
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The entire process is supported by software used
throughout the Company.
The company’s external auditor is PricewaterhouseCoopers.
The company’s External Auditor checks, in particular, the
application of remuneration policies and systems, and the
effectiveness and workings of internal control procedures
through the information and documents provided by the
company, and in particular by the Remuneration Committee
and the Internal Audit and Risk Analysis Department. The
respective findings are reported by the External Auditor
to the Audit Board which then reports the shortcomings
detected, if any.
The main risks were identified in 2014, and 2015 was the
first year in which this model was fully operational. The
most visible development was implementation of the first
“Annual Audit Plan”, detailing the monitoring and control
activities carried out by the Internal Audit and Risk Analysis
Department.
A total of 14 internal control audits were conducted,
assessing the effectiveness of the existing controls for
the risks selected for audit this year. These audits were
conducted by DAER in close collaboration with the
departments audited.
The following risks were examined, and a series of business
processes were selected which help to mitigate them:
Industrial Accidents at Work;
Client Credit;
Financial Coverage of Risks;
Pulp and Paper Transport Costs;
Supplier Relocation;
Timber Suppliers;
Various Business Risks in Mozambique.
Detailed reports were filed of all the audits, examining
the workings of the audited business processes; these
reports draw attention to instances of good practices and
list all non-conformities detected.

55. Main elements of the internal control and risk
management systems implemented in the company
with regard to the process of disclosure of financial
information (Article 245-A.1 m)).
The Company has an internal control system for the
preparation and disclosure of financial information,
operated by the Audit Board, in conjunction with
other Departments/Business Areas in the company, in

particular the Accounts and Fiscal Affairs Department,
the Management Planning and Control Department, the
Internal Audit and Risk Control Department and the
Investor Relations Office. In connection with this system,
the Audit Board assesses financial information each
quarter on the basis of reports from the Department
preparing them and with support from the opinions
formulated by the statutory and external auditors.
Meetings are held for this purpose with the Internal Audit
and Risk Analysis Department, members of the Executive
Board, the Statutory Auditor and external auditor and the
Staff in charge of accounts and management planning
and control, in order to monitor the processes under
way. The component parts of the internal control and risk
management system are described in item 54.
IV. Investor support
56. Office
responsible
for
investor
support,
composition, functions, information provided and
contact details.
Portucel has had an Investor Support Office since
November 1995, set up with a view to handling contact,
on a permanent and appropriate basis, with the financial
community – investors, shareholders, analysts and
regulatory authorities – and to publish the company’s
financial reports and any other information of relevance to
its stock market performance, in keeping with principles of
coherence, regularity, fairness, credibility and opportunity.
The Investor Support Office comprises a single person,
who also acts as market relations officer and whose
contact details are provided in the following item.
All mandatory disclosures, such as information on the
company name, its status as a public company, registered
offices and other detailed required by Article 171 of the
Companies Code, are available on the Group’s website,
at www.thenavigatorcompany.com. Also available in the
investors’ section of the Portucel website, in Portuguese
and English, are disclosures of quarterly results, halfyearly and annual reports and accounts, together with
the respective press releases, list of company officers, the
financial calendar, the articles of association, notices of
general meetings, and all motions tabled for discussion
and vote at general meetings, resolutions approved and
statistics relating to attendance, together with relevant
developments.

57. Market relations officer.
Portucel’s Market Relations Officer is Joana de Avelar
Pedrosa Rosa Lã Appleton who may be contacted
by telephone (265 700 504) or by email: joana.la@
thenavigatorcompany.com. These contact details are
supplied on Portucel’s website, in the investors’ section.

58.	Information on the number of enquiries received in
the period or pending from previous periods, and
enquiry response times.
Most enquiries received by the Investor Support Office
are made by email, although some are by telephone. All
enquiries are answered or redirected to the appropriate
departments with an estimated average response time of
less than three days.
On 31st December 2015, all enquiry processes were
deemed completed, with no pending enquiries at that
date.

62.	Address where information is provided on the
identity of company officers, market relations
officer, the Investor Support Office or equivalent
structure, respective powers and responsibilities
and contact details.
The information in question is available on Portucel’s
website, in the investors’ area, under Corporate
Governance, and in the section entitled “Profile” at http://
www.thenavigatorcompany.com/Investidores/Governoda-Sociedade e http://www.thenavigatorcompany.com/
Investidores/Contactos.

63.	Address for consultation of financial statements and
reports, which must be accessible for no less than
five years, together with the six-monthly corporate
diary, disclosed at the start of each semester,
including, amongst other things, general meetings,
disclosure of annual, half-yearly and, if applicable,
quarterly accounts.
Portucel’s quarterly, six-monthly and annual results,
published since 2008, are available in the investors’
area, under “Financial Reports”, at http://www.
thenavigatorcompany.com/Investidores/InformacaoFinanceira. There is a specific tab in the investors’ area
for the corporate diary for the current year: http://www.
thenavigatorcompany.com/Investidores/Calendario.

V. Website
59. Address.
Portucel’s website is at:
http://www.thenavigatorcompany.com/.

60.	Address where information is provided on the
company name, public company status, registered
office and other data required by Article 171 of the
Companies Code.
The information in question is available on Portucel’s
website, in the investors’ area, under Shareholders and
Investor Relations, at
http://www.thenavigatorcompany.com/Investidores/Perfil.

61.	Address where the articles of association and rules
of procedures of company boards and/ or comittees
may be consulted.
The information in question is available on Portucel’s
website, in the investors’ area, under Corporate
Governance, at http://www.thenavigatorcompany.com/
Investidores/Governo-da-Sociedade.

64.	Address where notice of general meetings is
posted, together with all preparatory information
and subsequent information related to meetings.
Notices of general meetings and all the related
preparatory and subsequent information is available
in the investors’ area, under the specific tab “General
Meetings”, at http://www.thenavigatorcompany.com/
Investidores/Assembleias-Gerais.

65.	Address for consultation of historical archives,
with resolutions adopted at the company’s general
meetings, the share capital represented and the
results of votes, for the past three years.
This information is available in the same area as the
information on general meetings, in other words, in the
investors’ area, under the specific “General Meetings” tab,
at http://www.thenavigatorcompany.com/Investidores/
Assembleias-Gerais.
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D. REMUNERATION
I. Powers to determine remuneration
66.	Indication of powers to set the remuneration of
company officers, members of the executive board
or managing director and the company managers.
The remuneration policy for company officers is
the responsibility of the Remuneration Committee,
which submits its proposals for the approval of the
Annual General Meeting, which is attended by at least
one member of the Remuneration Committee. The
remuneration policy submitted to the General Meeting on
29th April 2015 is set out in item 70 of this report.
II. Remuneration committee
67. Composition of the remuneration committee,
including
identification
of
individuals
or
organizations contracted to provide support, and
declaration regarding the independence of each
member and adviser.
The Remuneration Committee comprises the following
members only:
Chairman:
José Gonçalo Ferreira Maury
Members:
João Rodrigo Appleton Moreira Rato
Frederico José da Cunha Mendonça e Meneses
The company considers that all members of this
committee may be considered independent.
The company regards all the members of this committee
as independent, and has only one remark to make in this
respect:
Portucel considers that Frederico José da Cunha
Mendonça e Meneses performs his duties as a member of
the Remuneration Committee on an independent basis.
His connection with Portucel stems from the fact that
he was a non-executive director of Semapa until 2005
and currently draws a retirement pension on the strength
of his former duties. However, Portucel considers that,
because he was a non-executive director, and because
of the time that has elapsed and the fact that his pension
entitlement is an acquired right over which Semapa’s
directors have no control, the impartiality of his analysis
and decisions is not constrained.

The fact that a member of the Remuneration Committee
was formerly a director of a shareholder in a qualifying
shareholder in the Company does not necessarily mean
that this member is irretrievably connected to the
Company’s director, at least to the point of undermining
his independence and impartiality.
The relationship between the Company’s executive
directors and the directors of its indirect shareholders
is not typically one in which, at least automatically, the
former are superior to or exercise influence over the
latter, so as to jeopardise the independence required.
In the course of 2015, no one was hired to provide support
for the Committee.

68.	Expertise and experience of the members of the
remuneration committee in the field of remuneration
policy.
All the members of the Remuneration Committee have
wide experience and knowledge concerning matters
relating to the remuneration of company officers, in view
of the offices held in the course of their professional
careers. Special attention is drawn to the fact that the
Chairman of this committee was from 1990 to 2014
the representative of a multinational specializing in
human resources, and especially senior management
recruitment.
III. Remuneration structure
69. Description of the remuneration policy for members
of the management and supervisory bodies as
referred to in Article 2 of Law no. 28/2009, of 19th
June.
The remuneration policy for members of the company’s
management and supervisory bodies is set out in
the Remuneration Policy Statement issued by the
Remuneration Committee and contained in Annex I to
this Report, as described in the following item.
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70.	Information on how remuneration is structured
in order to align the interests of members of the
management body with the long term interests of
the company, and on how it is based on performance
assessment and discourages excessive risk-taking.
The way remuneration is structured and the directors’
performance assessed is clearly explained in the
Remuneration
Committee’s
Remuneration
Policy
Statement (items 1 and 6 of chapter VI, to which we refer).
When filling out these principles and determining the
precise value of the variable remuneration component, a
set of KPIs is applied which, as indicated in item 25 above,
link this remuneration to EBITDA, pre-tax profits and TSR.

The performance assessment has an impact on
approximately 40% of the variable remuneration
component, on an individual and qualitative basis. In
the case of non-executive directors (apart from the
exceptional case of the Chairman of the Board of Directors,
who is significantly involved in important decisions on
the company’s operations), variable remuneration is
sometimes awarded, albeit more exceptionally, in line not
with the performance or value of the company, but rather
with the outcome of the performance of management
tasks closer in nature to executive duties.
There are no upper limits to remuneration, notwithstanding
the limit set by the articles of association on directors’
profit sharing.

Long-term alignment of interests is achieved to a certain
extent due to the KPI relating to the company’s value
over time, or TSR; however, this aim is more significantly
assured by the fact that membership of Portucel’s
executive board has been extremely stable over time.
This stability has the natural result of alignment with
longer-term goals, also in the salary component, as future
results influence future remuneration, in relation to which
expectations exist.

The remuneration of the members of the Audit Board
includes no variable component.

The same holds for excessive risk-taking. There is no
separate pay-related measure in place in the company
with this specific aim. Risk is an intrinsic characteristic of
any act of management and, as such, it is unavoidably and
continuously considered in all management decisions.
The qualitative or quantitative assessment of risks as
good or bad cannot be conducted in isolation, but has
to be seen in its impact on company performance over
time; this process is therefore indistinguishable from long
term interests, and benefits from the general incentives
for long term alignment described above.

The members of the board of directors did not enter into
any agreements, with the company or any third parties,
that have the effect of mitigating the risk inherent to the
variability of their remuneration.

71.	Reference, if applicable to the existence of a variable
remuneration component and information on any
impact on this from performance assessments.
The remuneration of executive directors effectively
includes a variable component which depends on
a performance assessment, as described in the
Remuneration Policy Statement, in particular in item 2 of
chapter VI.

72. Deferred payment of the variable component of
remuneration, indicating the deferral period.
Payment of the variable component of remuneration is
not deferred in the company.

73. Criteria applied in allocating variable remuneration
in shares and on the continued holding by executive
directors of these shares, on any contracts
concluded with regard to these shares, specifically
hedging or transferring risk, the respective limits
and the respective proportion represented of total
annual remuneration.
At Portucel, the variable remuneration has includes no
component consisting of shares.

74. Criteria applied in allocating variable remuneration
in options and indication of the deferral period.
At Portucel, the variable remuneration has includes no
component consisting of options.
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75. Main parameters and grounds for any annual bonus
system and any other non-cash benefits.
The criteria for setting annual bonuses are those relating
to the variable remuneration as described in item 2 of
chapter VI of the Remuneration Policy Statement, and
in item 25 above, and no other non-cash benefits are
allocated.

76. Main features of complementary or early retirement
schemes for directors, and the date of approval by
the general meeting for each individual.
There are no early retirement arrangements for directors.
Under the Portucel Pension Plan Regulations currently
in force, Portucel’s directors who are remunerated as
such and who have served no less than one full term of
office in accordance with the articles of association are
entitled, on retirement or in the event of disability, if
this occurs during their term of office, are entitled to a
complementary monthly retirement or disability pension.
If the directors become disabled after the end of
their term of office, they will only be entitled to the
complementary disability pension if they qualify for the
corresponding disability pension from the social security
scheme in which they are registered and if they apply to
the Company for the complementary pension.
This complementary pension is set on the basis of a
formula which considers gross monthly remuneration and
length of service; no less than 10 years’ service is required
and no more than 30 years’ service will be considered.

A disability retirement pension equal to the national
minimum wage at the date of retirement on grounds
of disability will be granted to directors with length of
service of no less than two and a half years and less than
five years.
The old age retirement pension granted under this
pension plan is calculated on the basis of a formula which
considers primarily the length of service and pensionable
salary, which is deemed to be the last gross remuneration
paid in cash on a permanent basis 14 times a year.
Because of the specific characteristics of the Group
pension plan, the General Meeting has not, to date,
intervened in approving the main features concerning the
specific rules applicable to the retirement of directors.
It should be noted here that Portucel was a state-owned
company until 1991, with its business and procedures
regulated by the special legislation applicable to this type
of company, and during this period specific rules were
approved on the retirement pensions of the directors.
Moreover, the complementary retirement pension
schemes in force in the company are of course described
in no. 27 of the Notes to the Consolidated Financial
Statements, which are part of the Report and Accounts
subject to approval by the General Meeting. At 31st
December 2015, the value of liabilities allocated to
post‑employment benefits plans for a director of the
Portucel Group, Manuel Soares Ferreira Regalado, stood
at 313,176.44 Euros (at 31st December 2014: 1,429,279
Euros for two directors).

Under the Soporcel Pension Plan in force in 2015, the
directors benefiting from this plan are entitled to an oldage retirement pension as from the date they retire, in
other words, when they reach the retirement age of 65
years; early retirement may be requested from the age
of 60 onwards, provided the director has no less than 5
years’ length of service.
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IV. Disclosure of remuneration
77.	Indication of the annual remuneration earned from the company, on an aggregate and individual basis, by the
members of the company’s management bodies, including fixed and variable remuneration and, in relation to
the latter, reference to the different components.
The following remuneration was paid to members of the Board of Directors in 2015:

BOARD OF DIRECTORS			

Pedro Queiroz Pereira
Portucel
Group companies
Diogo da Silveira
Portucel
Group companies
Manuel Regalado
Portucel
Group companies
António Redondo
Portucel
Group companies
Fernando Araújo
Portucel

FIXED

VARIABLE

total

830,914

900,000

1,730,914

0

0

0

830,914

900,000

1,730,914

511,293

628,777

1,140,070

511,293

0

511,293

0

628,777

628,777

358,541

600,000

276,599

958,541
276,599

81,942

600,000

681,942

311,884

492,720

804,604

0

0

0

311,884

492,720

804,604

314,651

495,000

809,651

0

0

0

314,651

495,000

809,651

Nuno Santos

211,029

0

211,029

Portucel

211,029

0

211,029

Group companies

0

0

0

João Paulo Oliveira

156,235

0

156,235

156,235

0

156,235

Group companies

Portucel
Group companies
Adriano Siveira
Portucel
Group companies
Luís Deslandes
Portucel
Group companies
Manuel Gil Mata
Portucel
Group companies
Francisco Guedes
Portucel
Group companies
Total
Portucel
Group companies

0

0

0

310,670

488,403

799,073

0

0

0

310,670

488,403

799,073

159,736

0

159,736

159,736

0

159,736

0

0

0

66,720

0

66,720

66,720

0

66,720

0

0

0

72,215

0

72,215

0

0

0

72,215

0

72,215

3,303,888

3,604,900

6,908,788

1,381,612

0

1,381,612

1,922,276

3,604,900

5,527,176

78.	Amounts paid on any basis by other controlled,
controlling or group companies or companies under
common control.
It should be clarified that the amounts referred to in this
item relate only to companies not controlled by Portucel.
They also include amounts over which Portucel and its
officers have no control, as they are the concern of its
shareholders, the shareholders of shareholders and
other companies controlled by shareholders, where a
controlling relationship is involved. The total amount
paid in 2015 by all companies controlled by or controlling
Portucel, and by companies under common control, is
5,997,887 Euros. Remuneration in other controlled or
controlling companies, group companies, or companies
under common control, was earned by the directors
Pedro Mendonça de Queiroz Pereira, Francisco Guedes,
João Castello Branco, José Miguel Paredes, Miguel
Ventura, Ricardo Pires e Vítor Novais Gonçalves, totalling
2,805,919 Euros, 358,264 Euros, 349,800 Euros, 859,984
Euros, 833,569 Euros, 662,045 Euros and 128,305 Euros
respectively.

79.	Remuneration paid in the form of profit sharing
and/or payment of bonuses, and the grounds on
which these bonuses and/or profit sharing were
granted.
There was no remuneration in the Company in the form
of profit sharing during the period in question. The
remuneration policy establishes the criteria in force to
assigning variable remuneration, and annual bonuses are
assigned on the basis of the Company’s results in each
period, in conjunction with the merit and performance
assessment of each specific director.

80. Compensation paid or owing to former executive
directors in relation to termination of their
directorships during the period.
No compensation was paid or owing to former executive
directors for termination of their directorships.

81.	Indication of the annual remuneration earned, on an aggregate and individual basis, by the members of the
company’s supervisory bodies, for the purposes of Law 28/2009, of 19th June

AUDIT BOARD
RemuneraTION
fixED

RemuneraTION
VARIABLE

total

Miguel Eiró

20,832

0

20,832

Duarte da Cunha

10,405

0

10,405

Gonçalo Caldeira

14,868

0

14,868

6,325

0

6,325

José Manuel Vitorino
Total

52,430

52,430

82. Indication of remuneration earned in the reporting period by the chairman of the general meeting.
The chairman of the general meeting was paid remuneration of 9,000 € (nine thousand Euros) during the financial year
of 2015.
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V. Agreements with implications for remuneration
83. Contractual limits on severance pay for directors,
and the respective relationship with the variable
remuneration component.
As stated in Annex II to this Report, no agreements exist
or have ever been established by the Remuneration
Committee on severance pay for Portucel’s directors.

84.	Reference to the existence and description of
agreements between the company and directors
or managers, as defined by Article 248-B.3 of the
Securities Code, which provide for compensation in
the event of resignation, dismissal without due cause
or termination of employment contract as a result of
a change of control of the company, indicating the
amounts involved. (Article 245.-A.1 l)).
There are no agreements between the company and
directors or managers, as defined by Article 248-B.3 of
the Securities Code, which provide for compensation in
the event of resignation, dismissal without due cause
or termination of employment contract as a result of a
change of control of the company.
VI. Stock or stock option plans
85.	Identification of plan and beneficiaries.
Not applicable as no remuneration is paid through stock
or option plans.

86. Description of plan (terms of allocation, nontransfer of share clauses, criteria on the price of
shares and the price of exercising options, the
period during which the options may be exercised,
the characteristics of the shares to be distributed,
the existence of incentives to purchase shares and/
or exercise options).
Not applicable as no remuneration is paid through stock
or option plans.

87.	Stock option rights allocated to company employees
and staff.
Not applicable as no remuneration is paid through stock
or option plans.

88. Control mechanisms in an employee ownership
scheme insofar as voting rights are not directly
exercised by employees (Article 245-A.1 e)).
Not applicable as no remuneration is paid through stock
or option plans.

E. RELATED PARTY TRANSACTIONS
I. Control procedures
89.	Procedures implemented by the company for
controlling related party transactions (reference is
made for this purpose to the concept deriving from
IAS 24).
The Company has implemented the procedures and
criteria described in item 10 below and item 91 above
in order to monitor transactions with qualifying
shareholders.

90.	Indication of transactions subject to control during
reporting period.
In 2015, in addition to the situation referred to in item
10 above, there were no other transactions subject to
control given that, in accordance with the criteria referred
to in item 91 below, none of the Company’s transactions
with qualifying shareholders or any other related entities,
under Article 20 of the Securities Code, were subject
to prior clearance by the Audit Board, There were no
transactions between the company and qualifying
shareholders not on an arm’s length basis.

91. Description of the procedures and criteria applicable
to intervention by the supervisory body for the
purposes of prior clearance of transactions to be
carried out between the company and qualifying
shareholders or related entities, under Article 20 of
the Securities Code.
In the event of transactions between the Company and
qualifying shareholders or related entities, under Article
20 of the Securities Code, the Board of Directors is
required to submit them for clearance by the Audit Board,
when any of the following criteria are met, with regard to
each financial year: if they have a value greater than or
equal to 1.5 million euros or if, irrespective of their value,
they may undermine the values of transparency and the
Company’s best interests.

2.	Analysis of compliance with
Governance Code adopted.

the

Corporate

Article 245-A.1 o) requires a declaration on the adoption
of the corporate governance code to which the company
subscribes, specifying any divergence from the provisions
of this code, and the respective reasons.
The information to be presented should include, for each
recommendation:
a) Information enabling the reader to assess whether
the recommendation is complied with, or reference to
the item in the report where this issue is dealt with in
detail (chapter, title, item, page);
b) Grounds for any instance of non-compliance or partial
compliance;

II. Details of transactions
92.	Indication of the place in the financial reports and
account where information is available on related
party transactions, in accordance with IAS 24, or,
alternatively, reproduction of this information.
The information available on related party transactions is
included in the Company’s Report and Accounts, in no.
32 of the Notes to the Consolidated Financial Statements.

PART II – ASSESSMENT
OF CORPORATE GOVERNANCE
1.	Identification of the Corporate governance code
adopted.
The Company has adopted by the Corporate Governance
Code published by the Securities Market Commission
(CMVM) in January 2013, available at
h t t p : // w w w. c m v m . p t / C M V M / R e c o m e n d a c a o /
Recomendacoes/Documents/C%C3% B3digo%20de%20
Governo%20das%20Sociedades%202013.pdf.
It is considered that the content of the mandatory
information required by this code assures effective
compliance with the recommendations, which can in
turn contribute to strengthening the model adopted and
assure the conformity of governance principles, and to
improved performance and coordination of the duties
of Portucel’s company officers; this content is deemed
appropriate to the Company’s particular characteristics,
without imposing any constraints on the workings of its
governance structure.

c) In the event of non-compliance or partial compliance,
identification of any alternative arrangements adopted
by the company to achieve the same objective as the
recommendation.
Over the course of 2015, the Company continued to
work at consolidating the Company’s governance
principles and practices, in line with the main regulatory
developments in 2013, in particular the changes to the
corporate governance rules resulting from the entry
into force of CMVM Regulation 4/2013 and the CMVM
Recommendations included in the 2013 CMVM Corporate
Governance Code.
In its overall assessment of the degree of adoption of
the recommendations, the Company has established
that this degree is fairly high, whilst still acknowledging
that a number of differences exist in relation to particular
recommendations.
The company’s current corporate governance model
and principles accordingly comply with the binding legal
rules on the single-tier governance model established in
Article 278.1 a) of the Companies Code, and the CMVM
Corporate Governance Recommendations quoted, in
the version which took effect in January 2014, except
for Recommendations II.1.7, II.2.5 and III.4, which are not
complied with or are partially adopted for the reasons
set out below.
Accordingly, the Company considers that its degree of
compliance is fairly high and that significant progress
has been made on the degree of adoption of the CMVM
recommendations over recent periods.
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The table below shows the items in this Corporate Governance Report which describe the measures adopted by the
Company to comply with the said CMVM Recommendations.

RECOMMENDATIONS

COMPLIANCE

REMARKS

I. VOTING AND CORPORATE CONTROL
Adopted

Part I, item 12.

I.2. Companies shall not adopt mechanisms that hinder the passing of resolutions by shareholders,
including fixing a quorum for resolutions greater than that provided for by law.

Adopted

Part I, item 14.

I.3. Companies shall not establish mechanisms intended to cause mismatching between the right
to receive dividends or the subscription of new securities and the right of each ordinary share,
unless duly justified in terms of the long-term interest of shareholders.

Adopted

Part I, item 12.

I.4. The company’s articles of association that provide for the restriction of the number of votes
that may be held or exercised by a single shareholder, either individually or in concert with other
shareholders, shall also provide for a resolution by the General Assembly (5 year intervals),
on whether that statutory provision is to be amended or prevails – without increased quorum
requirements in addition to those required by law – and that in said resolution, all votes issued
be counted, without applying said restriction.

Adopted

Part I, item 13.

Not Adopted

Explanation of
Recommendations not
adopted below.

II. SUPERVISION, MANAGEMENT AND OVERSIGHT
II.1. SUPERVISION AND MANAGEMENT
II.1.1. Within the limits established by law, and except due to the small size of the company,
the board of directors shall delegate the day-to-day management of the company and said
delegated powers shall be identified in the Annual Report on Corporate Governance.

Adopted

Part I, item 21.

II.1.2 The Board of Directors shall ensure that the company acts in accordance with its objects,
and shall not delegate its responsibilities with regard to: i) definition of the company’s strategy
and general policies; ii) definition of the corporate structure of the group; iii) decisions that
should be considered as strategic due to the amounts, risk and particular characteristics involved.

Adopted

Part I, item 21.

II.1.3 The General and Supervisory Board, in addition to its supervisory duties supervision, shall
take full responsibility at corporate governance level, and a requirement shall therefore be
enshrined, in the articles of association or by equivalent means, that this body shall pronounce
on the strategy and major policies of the company, the definition of the corporate structure
of the group and the decisions that are to be considered strategic due to the amounts or risk
involved. This body shall also assess compliance with the strategic plan and the implementation
of key policies of the company.

Partially
adopted

Part I, items 27, 28
and 29.

REMARKS

Not adopted

Explanation
of Recommendations
not adopted below

II.1.8 Directors who exercise executive duties share respond to enquiries from other company
officers by providing the information requested in a timely and appropriate manner.

Adopted

Part I, item 21.

II.1.9 The Chairman of the Executive Board or of the Executive Committee shall submit, as
applicable, to the Chairman of the Board of Directors, the Chairman of the Supervisory Board,
the Chairman of the Audit Committee, the Chairman of the General and Supervisory Board and
the Chairman of the Financial Matters Board, the convening notices and minutes of the relevant
meetings.

Adopted

Part I, item 21.

II.1.10. "If the chairman of the board of directors exercises executive duties, said body shall
appoint, from among its members, an independent member to ensure the coordination of the
work of other non-executive members and the conditions so that these can make independent
and informed decisions or to ensure the existence of an equivalent mechanism for such
coordination."

Não aplicável

Part I, item 18.

II.2.1. Depending on the applicable model, the Chairman of the Supervisory Board, the Audit
Committee or the Financial Matters Committee shall be independent in accordance with the
applicable legal standard, and have the necessary skills to carry out their relevant duties.

Adopted

Part I, item 32.

II.2.2. The supervisory body shall be the principal point of contact with the external auditor
and the first recipient of the relevant reports, and is responsible, in particular, for proposing the
relevant remuneration and ensuring that the proper conditions for the provision of services are
provided within the company.

Adopted

Parte I, n. 37 e 38

II.2.3. The supervisory board shall assess the external auditor on an annual basis and propose to
the competent body its dismissal or termination of the contract for provision of their services
when there is a valid basis for such dismissal.

Adopted

Part I, item 37.

II.2.4. The supervisory board shall assess the operation of the internal control systems and risk
management and propose adjustments as may be deemed necessary.

Adopted

Part I, items 50
and 54.

II.2.5. The Audit Committee, the General and Supervisory Board and the Supervisory Board
decide on the work plans and resources concerning the internal audit services and services that
ensure compliance with the rules applicable to the company (compliance services), and shall
be recipients of reports made by these services at least when they concern matters related to
financial reporting, identification or resolution of conflicts of interest and detection of potential
illegalities.

Adopted

Part I, items 50
and 54.

II.3.1 All members of the Remuneration Committee or equivalent shall be independent from the
executive board members and include at least one member with knowledge and experience in
matters of remuneration policy.

Adopted

Part I, items 67
and 68.

II.3.2. No natural or legal person that provides or has provided services in the past three years,
to any structure under the board of directors, the board of directors of the company itself or
who has a current relationship with the company or consultant of the company, shall be hired
to assist the Remuneration Committee in the performance of their duties. This recommendation
also applies to any natural or legal person connected with such persons by employment or
service contract.

Adopted

Part I, item 67.

Adopted

Annex II
to the Corporate
Governance Report

Not applicable

Part I Section VI

The independence of the members of the General and Supervisory Board and members of the
Audit Committee shall be assessed in accordance with the law in force. The other members of
the Board of Directors are considered independent if the member is not associated with any
specific group of interests in the company nor is under any circumstance likely to affect an
exempt analysis or decision, particularly due to:

b. H
 aving, in the past three years, provided services or established a significant commercial
relationship with the company or a related or group company, either directly or as a partner,
board member, manager or director of a legal person;
c. 
Being the beneficiary of remuneration paid by the company or by a related or group
company, other than the remuneration deriving from a directorship;
d. Living with a life partner or a spouse, relative or any first degree next of kin and up to and
including the third degree of collateral affinity of board members or natural persons that are
directly and indirectly qualifying shareholders;
e. Being a qualifying shareholder or representative of a qualifying shareholder.

II.2. AUDITING

II.1.4 Except for small-sized companies, the Board of Directors and the General and Supervisory
Board, depending on the model adopted, shall create the necessary committees in order to:
a) Ensure competent and independent assessment of the performance of the executive
directors and its own overall performance, as well as of other committees;

COMPLIANCE

II.1.7 Non-executive members shall include an appropriate number of independent members,
taking into account the adopted governance model, the size of the company, its shareholder
structure and the relevant free float.

a. Having been an employee at the company or at a related or group company in the past
three years;

I.1. Companies shall encourage shareholders to attend and vote at general meetings and shall
not set an excessively large number of shares required for the entitlement to one vote, and
implement the means necessary to exercise the right to vote by mail and electronically

I.5. Measures shall not be adopted that require payment or acceptance of charges by the
company in the event of change of control or change in the composition of the Board and that
which appear likely to impair the free transfer of shares and free assessment by shareholders of
the performance of Board members.

RECOMMENDATIONS

Partially
adopted

b) Reflect on the governance system, structure and practices adopted, verify their effectiveness
and propose to the competent bodies, measures to be implemented with a view to their
improvement.

Explanation of
recommendations
not adopted below
with regard to
Recommendation
contained in
sub‑paragraph a).
Part I, items 21, 27, 28
and 29.

II.1.5 The Board of Directors or the General and Supervisory Board, depending on the applicable
model, shall set goals in terms of risk-taking and create systems for their control to ensure that
the risks effectively incurred are consistent with those goals.

Adopted

II.1.6 The Board of Directors shall include a number of non-executive members ensuring effective
monitoring, supervision and assessment of the other members of the board.

Adopted

Part I, items 50 to 55.
Part I, items 15 and 18.

II.3. SETTING OF REMUNERATION

II.3.3. The statement on the remuneration policy for the management and supervisory bodies
referred to in Article 2 of Law No. 28/2009 of 19 June, shall also contain the following:
a) Identification and details of the criteria for determining the remuneration paid to the
company officers;
b) Information regarding the maximum potential amount, in individual terms, and the maximum
potential amount, in aggregate form, to be paid to members of corporate bodies, and identify
the circumstances in which these maximum amounts may be payable;
d) Information on whether payments are due for the dismissal or termination of appointment
of board members.
II.3.4 Approval of stock and/or option plans or plans based on share price variation for company
officers shall be submitted to the General Meeting. The proposal shall mention all the necessary
information for a correct assessment of any such plan.
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RECOMMENDATIONS

COMPLIANCE

REMARKS

II.3.5 Approval of any retirement benefit scheme established for company officers shall be
submitted to the General Meeting. The proposal shall contain all the necessary information in
order to correctly assess said system.

Not applicable

Part I, item 76.

III.1. The remuneration of the executive directors shall be based on actual performance and shall
discourage excessive risk-taking.

Adopted

Part I, items 69
and 70.

III.2. The remuneration of non-executive directors and the remuneration of the members of the
supervisory board shall not include any component whose value depends on the performance
of the company or of its value.

Adopted

Part I, items 69
and 71.

III.3. The variable component of remuneration shall be reasonable overall in relation to the fixed
component of the remuneration and upper limits shall be set for all components.

Adopted

Item VII of Annex
II to the Corporate
Governance Report

III.4. A significant part of the variable remuneration should be deferred for a period of not less
than three years, and the right to payment shall depend on the continued positive performance
of the company during that period.

Not adopted

Explanation of
Recommendations not
adopted below

III.5. Members of the board of directors shall not enter into contracts either with the company or
with third parties which have the effect of mitigating the risk inherent in the variability of their
remuneration as fixed by the company.

Adopted

Part I, items 70
and 71.

III.6. Until the end of their term of office, executive directors shall maintain the shares in the
company which they may have received under variable pay schemes, up to a limit of twice the
value of their total annual remuneration, save those which have to be disposed of in order to pay
taxes resulting from the earnings of these shares.

Not applicable

Part I Section VI

III.7. When the variable remuneration includes the allocation of options, the beginning of the
exercise period shall be deferred for a period of no less than three years.

Not applicable

Part I Section VI

III.8. When the removal of a director is not due to serious breach of their duties nor to their
unfitness for the normal exercise of their functions but is even so attributable to inadequate
performance, the company shall be endowed with the adequate and necessary legal instruments
to ensure that no damages or compensation, beyond those legally due, are payable.

Not applicable

Part I, item 83.

III. REMUNERATION

IV. AUDITING
IV.1. The external auditor shall, within the scope of its duties, verify the implementation of
remuneration policies and systems for company officers as well as the efficiency and effectiveness
of the internal control mechanisms and report any shortcomings to the supervisory body of the
company.

Adopted

Part I, item 54.

IV.2 The company or any entity with which it maintains a control relationship shall not
engage the external auditor or any entity with which it finds itself in a group relationship
or that belongs to the same network, for services other than audit services. If there are
reasons for contracting such services – which must be approved by the supervisory
board and explained in its Annual Report on Corporate Governance – these services shall
not account for more than 30% of the total value of services rendered to the company.

Adopted

Part I, items 46
and 47.

IV.3 Companies shall rotate auditors after two or three terms, depending on whether the terms
are four or three years, respectively. Retention of the auditor beyond this period must be
based on a specific opinion of the supervisory board that explicitly considers the conditions of
auditor’s independence and the benefits and costs of its replacement.

Adopted

Part I, item 44.

Adopted

Part I, items 89
to 91.

V. CONFLICTS OF INTERESTS AND RELATED PARTY TRANSACTIONS
V.1 The company's transactions with qualifying shareholders, or entities with which they are in
any type of relationship pursuant to article 20 of the Securities Code, shall be conducted on an
arm’s length basis.
V.2 The supervisory or audit board shall establish the procedures and criteria necessary to define
the relevant level of significance of transactions with qualifying shareholders – or entities with
which they are in any of the relationships described in Article 20.1 of the Securities Code –, and the
execution of transactions of significant relevance requires clearance from such body.

Adopted

Part I, items 10
and 91.

VI.1 Companies shall provide, via their websites in both the Portuguese and English languages,
access to information on the course of their affairs, as regards economic, financial and
governance issues.

Adopted

Part I, items 59
to 65.

VI.2 Companies shall ensure the existence of an investor support and market relations office, which
responds to enquiries from investors in a timely fashion and records shall be kept of the submittal
and handling of enquiries.

Adopted

Part I, items 56,
57 and 58.

VI. INFORMATION

Explanation of Recommendations not adopted
Under Article 245-A of the Securities Code, and in
keeping with the comply-or-explain principle underlying
application of the Corporate Governance Code, the
Company does not comply in full with the CMVM
Recommendations in force at the date of issue (because
of certain peculiarities and the structure adopted),
and the Group has made the following judgement on
substantially equivalent terms assessing the reasons for
non-compliance:
Recommendation I.5
As stated in item 4 of the Report, the Company has taken
out loans which include early repayment clauses in the
event of a change in the ownership structure, in particular
loss of control by its majority shareholder, Semapa
SGPS, and a list is provided detailing these terms. These
early repayment clauses are customary in the type of
borrowing contracted, and are today standard market
practice, required by a majority of the national and
international institutions with which the Group has had
dealings. Insofar as developments in the financial markets
over recent years have resulted in stricter requirements in
terms of risk acceptance, by both banking institutions and
by companies, the possibility of negotiating contracts of
this type without these clauses on competitive market
terms is practically nil.
It should be noted that the Company feels comfortable
with the limits imposed in these contracts, insofar as the
early repayment clauses are only triggered if Semapa
loses control of Portucel (in accordance with the
circumstances defined in each case), which would mean a
very substantial reduction in its current holding of 64.8 %.
The said clauses do not therefore amount to defensive
measures, guarantees or shields designed to cause a
serious erosion in the Company’s assets in the event of a
change of control of alteration in the composition of the
Board of Directors, undermining the free transferability
of shares.

Recommendation II.1.4 a)
As in previous years, considering the composition of
the management body, the governance model and the
company’s shareholder structure, the Board of Directors
did not feel it was relevant to set up specialist committees
with these responsibilities, in view of the specific needs of
this company. Performance is assessed by the Chairman
of the Board of Directors and by the other non-executive
members of the board, who possess the knowledge and
independence needed to make a correct evaluation of
the performance of executive directors and of the various
committees.
Although the Board of Directors has not formally set up
a committee to appraise the performance of directors,
these duties are performed by other company bodies with
powers to assess the directors’ performance, in particular
the Remuneration Committee which, as described more
fully above, in items 70 and 71, conducts an annual
individual assessment of the executive directors and of
their performance, on the basis of pre-set criteria.
The pre-set criteria for assessing executive directors
are those established in the Remuneration Policy
contained in Annex II, in items V and VI of the Statement
of Remuneration Policy for Members of the Board of
Directors and Audit Board of Portucel.
In addition, the Corporate Governance Supervisory
Committee has also been instructed by the Board
of Directors to collaborate with it on implementing
procedures for appraisal and resolution of conflicts of
interests, and also to oversee application of the Group’s
corporate governance rules and the Code of Ethics, which
also extend to the Executive Directors.
The Corporate Governance Supervisory Committee
therefore works in conjunction with the Board of Directors,
assessing and submitting to it proposals for strategic
guidelines in the field of Corporate Responsibility, as
well as monitoring and overseeing on a permanent
basis matters relating to: i. corporate governance, social,
environmental and ethical responsibility; ii. sustainability
of Group business; iii. internal codes of ethics and conduct;
and iv. the systems for assessing and resolving conflicts
of interests, in particular with regard to dealings between
the Company and its shareholders or other stakeholders.
In view of the above, the Company has suitable
procedures in place for ensuring that the management
body conducts a competent and independent assessment
of the performance of the executive directors and the
various committees, especially on matters of corporate
governance, assessment and remuneration, which is
deemed to be the aim of this Recommendation.
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Recommendation II.1.7
The Company does not comply in full the with
independence criterion for non-executive directors insofar
as a lower degree of independence may be identified in
relation to some of its directors, as two of them have been
re-elected for more than two terms of office and four of
them whom act on behalf of shareholders owning more
than 2% of the company’s capital. However, it is deemed
that the non-executive directors, who currently account
for 57% of the board’s membership, possess the necessary
standing, proven experience and professional expertise to
monitor, on an effective, unbiased, impartial, independent
and objective basis, the work of the executive directors
and the absence of conflicts of interest between the
interests and position of shareholder and those of the
company. In addition, with regard to the composition of
the Board of Directors, the single-tier governance model
adopted by the Company does not require the inclusion of
non-executive members who act with duties of oversight,
in addition to their duties of management, which in turn
means there is no legal rule establishing an independence
requirement based on an appropriate proportion of
independent members on the Board of Directors.
We should stress that the company has adopted a
corporate model which includes two levels of supervision.

ANNEX I
The company has an Audit Board, whose members are
considered independent, and one of whom is a statutory
auditor. These members are subject to strict rules on joint
and several liability with the directors. At the same time,
the articles of association provide for an independent
Statutory Auditor, whose function is also to oversee the
activities of the directors.

Statement on the Remuneration Policy For the Members of the Management And Supervisory Bodies
of Portucel Submitted to the General Meeting of Shareholders of 29th April 2016

It is therefore deemed that the aims underlying this
CMVM Recommendation are fully and duly achieved, and
the necessary arrangements are in place to ensure that
oversight is exercised in the company, in line with high
standards of impartiality and neutrality.

In accordance with the provisions of Law 28/2009, of 19th
June, the Remuneration Committee must submit before
the General Meeting of Shareholders, on an annual basis, a
statement on the remuneration policy for the members of
the management and supervisory bodies. This happened
in 2015, with the presentation of a proposal to that effect.
The statement on the remuneration policy hereunder was
then approved.

Recommendation III.4

I. Introduction

Although the remuneration system defined in the
company’s Remuneration Policy does not provide for
deferral of the variable remuneration component, the
Company considers that directors’ pay is structured in
an appropriate way which makes it possible align their
interests with the long terms interests of the Company
and the shareholders, in order to allow the Company
to achieve sustainable growth in keeping with the
performance of the members of the board of directors.

Portucel’s Remuneration Committee drew up a
remuneration policy statement for the first time in 2008,
successfully submitting it for approval by the company’s
general meeting that year. This statement was drafted at
that time in line with a recommendation issued on this
matter by the Securities Market Commission (Comissão
de Mercado de Valores Mobiliários).

PARTE III – Other Disclosures
There are no other disclosures or additional information which would be relevant to an understanding to the governance
model and practices adopted.

The Remuneration Committee declared at this time that
it felt that the options set out in the statement should
be maintained until the end of the term of office of the
company’s officers then underway. This term ran from
2007 to 2010.
It was then necessary to review the statement in 2010
in the light of the provisions of Law 28/2009, of 19th
June, requiring the Remuneration Committee to submit a
remuneration policy statement each year to the General
Meeting.
This Committee has maintained the view that, as a set
of principles, the remuneration policy statement should
as a rule be kept stable throughout the term of office of
the company officers, unless exceptional or unforeseen
circumstances require a change. Moreover, given that
the Remuneration Committee was re-elected for another
term of office, which ended in 2014, it was deemed to
make sense that this stability be maintained, except in
the possible case of the circumstances mentioned, which
have not so far occurred. The current year, for which this
remuneration policy is proposed, is an election year for
Portucel’s company officers, and so a fresh consideration
has been given to whether it is appropriate to maintain
this policy for the new term of office.
In view of the changes to recommendations resulting
from publication by the Securities Market Commission
of the 2013 Corporate Governance Code, in 2014 the
Remuneration Committee adjusted this Statement to the
new recommendations.

Without prejudice to this adjustment in line with the
new scheme of recommendations, it was decided to
propose once more the approval of a statement similar in
content to that currently in force, with minor adjustments
resulting from the work carried out in the assessment
system and KPI’s.
There is a significant divide between the two most
common systems for setting the remuneration of
company officers. The first is for such remuneration to
be set by the general meeting; this solution is rarely
adopted, being rather impractical for a variety of reasons.
The second is for remuneration to be set by a Committee,
which decides in keeping with criteria on which the
shareholders have not had the opportunity to pronounce.
The solution now before us amounts to an intermediate
system whereby the shareholders can appraise a
remuneration policy to be followed by the Committee.
This seeks to draw on the best features of both theoretical
systems, as we propose to do in this document,
reasserting the position we have previously defended
whilst also including the contribution from the additional
experience and expertise acquired by the company, and
complying with the new legal requirements in this field as
referred to above.
II. Legal requirements and recommendations
This statement is issued in the legal framework formed
by Law no. 28/2009, of 19th June (as referred to above),
and the recommendations of the Securities Market
Commission set out in the Corporate Governance Code
issued by the Commission.
In addition to rules on the frequency with which the
statement must be issued and approved and on disclosure
of its content, this law also stipulates that this content
should include information on:
a) Procedures to permit members of the board of
directors’ interests to be aligned with those of the
company;
b) The criteria for setting the variable component of
remuneration;
c) The existence of share or share option pay schemes
for members of the management and supervisory
bodies;
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d) The possibility of the variable remuneration
component, if any, being paid, in full or in part, after
the accounts for the periods corresponding to the
entire term of office having been drawn up;
e) Procedures for capping variable remuneration, in the
event of the results showing a significant deterioration
in the company’s performance in the last period
for which accounts have been reported or when
such a deterioration may be expected in the period
underway.
The current recommendations of the Securities Market
Commission make the following requirements:

For the members of the Audit Board and the officers
of the General Meeting, the law lays down that the
remuneration shall consist of a fixed sum, which shall be
determined in the same way by the general meeting of
shareholders or by a committee appointed by the same,
taking into account the duties performed and the state of
the company’s affairs.
A specific clause in Portucel’s articles of association
(article no. 21) provides that the remuneration of
directors may be differentiated. The second paragraph
of this clause lays down that the General Meeting may
issue rules on pension plans and complementary pension
schemes for directors.

II.3.3. The statement on the remuneration policy for the
management and supervisory bodies referred to in Article
2 of Law No. 28/2009 of 19th June, shall also contain the
following:

This is the formal framework to be observed in defining
remuneration policy.

a) 	Identification and details of the criteria for determining
the remuneration paid to the company officers;

From the company’s transformation into a sociedade
anónima in 1991 and through to 2004, the remuneration of
all of Portucel’s directors consisted of a fixed component,
payable fourteen times a year, and set by a Remuneration
Committee, and of a variable component, determined
annually, depending on the specific circumstances, by
decision of the State, as shareholder.

b) 	
Information regarding the maximum potential
amount, in individual terms, and the maximum potential amount, in aggregate form, to be paid to members of corporate bodies, and identification of the circumstances in which these maximum amounts may
be payable;
c) 	
Information on whether payments are due for the
dismissal or termination of appointment of board
members.
III. Rules deriving from law and the articles of association
Any remuneration system must inevitably take into
account both the general legal rules and the particular
rules established in the articles of association, if any.
The legal rules for the directors are basically established
in Article 399 of the Companies Code, from which it
follows that:
a) Powers to fix the remuneration lie with the general
meeting of shareholders of a committee appointed
by the same.
b) The remuneration is to be fixed in accordance with the
duties performed and the company’s state of affairs.
c) Remuneration may be fixed, or may consist in part
of a percentage of the profits for the period, but the
maximum percentage to be allocated to the directors
must be authorized by a clause in the articles of
association, and shall not apply to distribution of
reserves or any part of the profits for the period
which could not, under the law, be distributed to
shareholders.

IV. Historical background

After the second phase of privatization in 2004, the
formal principle was first instituted of remuneration being
divided into fixed and variable components, the latter
being based on the company’s results and the specific
performance of each director.
This procedure has been repeated annually since 2004,
with directors receiving fixed remuneration and also a
variable component.
It should be noted that the allocation of a percentage of
profits is not applied directly, but rather as an indicator,
and also as a limit, in line with the articles of association,
on amounts which are determined in a more involved
process, taking into account the factors set out in the
remuneration policy statement in force and the KPI’s
referred to below.

V. General principles

c) Market criteria.

The general principles to be observed when setting the
remuneration of the company officers are essentially
those which in very general terms derive from the law:
on the one hand, the duties performed and on the other
the state of the Company’s affairs. If we add to these the
general market terms for similar situations, we find that
these appear to be the three main general principles:
a) Duties performed.
It is necessary to consider the duties performed by
each company officer not only in the formal sense,
but also in the broader sense of the work carried
out and the associated responsibilities. Not all the
executive directors are in the same position, and the
same is often also true, for example, in what concerns
the members of the audit board. Duties have to be
assessed in the broadest sense, taking into account
criteria as varied as, for example, responsibility,
time dedicated, or the added value to the company
resulting from a given type of intervention or
representation of a given institution.
The fact that the officer performs duties in other controlled
companies also cannot be taken out of the equation,
due, on the one hand, to the added responsibility this
represents, and, on the other hand, to the existence of
another source of income.
It should be noted that Portucel’s experience has shown
that the directors of this company, contrary to what is often
observed in other companies of the same type, cannot be
neatly split into executive and non-executive. There are
a number of directors with delegated powers and who
are generally referred to as executive directors, but some
of directors without delegated powers have been closely
involved in the life of the company in a variety of ways.
In this context, the position of the Chairman of the Board
of Directors is particularly relevant, notably for purposes
of defining a variable remuneration, for although he is
not a member of the Executive Committee, he holds a
very close position in respect of important decisions
concerning the current activity of the company.
b) The state of the company’s affairs.

Since the incorporation of the company, members of the
Audit Board have received fixed monthly remuneration.
In the case of the officers of the General Meeting,
since remuneration for these officers was first instituted
it has been set on the basis of the number of meetings
actually held.

This criterion must also be understood and
interpreted with care. The size of the company and the
inevitable complexity of the associated management
responsibilities is clearly one of the relevant aspects
of the state of affairs, understood in the broadest
sense. There are implications here for the need to
remunerate a responsibility which is greater in larger
companies with complex business models and for
the capacity to remunerate management duties
appropriately.

It is unavoidably necessary to match supply to demand
when setting any level of pay, and the officers of a
corporation are no exception. Only respect for market
practices makes it possible to keep professionals of
a calibre required for the complexity of the duties
performed and the responsibilities shouldered, thereby
assuring not only their own interests but essentially
those of the company, and the generation of value of
all its shareholders. In the case of Portucel, in view of
its characteristics and size, the market criteria to be
considered are those prevailing internationally, as well
as those to be observed in Portugal.
VI. Compliance with legal requirements and
recommendations
Having described the historical background and the
general principles adopted, we shall now consider the
issue of compliance by these principles with the relevant
legal requirements.

1.	Article 2 a) of Law 28/2009. Alignment of interests.
The first requirement that Law 28/2009 regards as
essential in terms of the information in this statement is
for a description of the procedures which assure that the
directors’ interests are aligned with those of the company.
We believe that the remuneration system adopted
in Portucel is successful in assuring such alignment.
Firstly, because the remuneration sets out to be fair
and equitable in the light of the principles set out, and
secondly because it links the directors to results by
means of a variable remuneration component which is set
primarily in the light of these results.

2.	Article 2 b) of Law 28/2009. Criteria for the variable
component.
The second requirement established by the law is for
information on the criteria used to determine the variable
component of the remuneration.
The definition of the variable component of the
remuneration is based on a target value applicable to
each director and due where performance conditions
of the director and of the company meet previously
determined expectations and objectives. This target
value is defined taking into consideration the above
mentioned principles – market, specific functions, state of
the company’s affairs – with an emphasis on comparable
market situations for functions of equivalent importance.
Another important factor in the definition of targets is
the fact that in Portucel there are not any share or share
option schemes.
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The weighting of real performance vis-à-vis expectations
and objectives, which determines the variation in relation
to the target, is based on a set of quantitative and
qualitative KPI’s, related to performance of the company
and of the director in question, in which EBITDA, pre-tax
profits and total return of shareholder investment are
important factors.

However, whilst this danger is real and is worth
safeguarding against by means of systems such as this in
companies where the capital is completely dispersed and
the directors may be tempted to take a short term view,
maximizing quick results by sacrificing long term potential,
this does not correspond to the situation in a company
such as Portucel, with a stable shareholder structure,
where these concerns are inherently less of an issue.

3.	Article 2 c) of Law 28/2009. Share or option plans.
The decision whether or not to provide share or option
plans is structural in nature. The existence of such a plan is
not a simple add-on to an existing remuneration system,
but rather a profound change to the existing system, at
least in terms of the variable remuneration.
Although a remuneration system of this type is not
incompatible with the company’s articles of association,
we feel that the wording of the relevant provisions in the
articles and the historical background to the existing
system argue in favour of maintaining a remuneration
system without any share or option component.
This is not to say that we see no merits in including a
share or option component in directors’ remuneration,
nor that we would not be receptive to restructuring
directors’ remuneration to incorporate such a plan.
However, such a component is not essential in order to
promote the principles we defend and, as we have said,
we do not believe that this was the fundamental intention
of the company’s shareholders.

4.	Article 2 d) of Law 28/2009. Date of payment of
variable remuneration.

The specific options for the remuneration policy we
propose may therefore be summarized as follows:

2. The remuneration of non-executive members of the
Board of Directors will comprise only a fixed component,
which may be complemented when these directors
accumulate additional responsibilities;

Procedures of this kind are designed to limit variable
remuneration in the event of the results showing a
significant deterioration in the company’s performance
in the last reporting period or when such a deterioration
may be expected in the period underway.

3. The remuneration of the members of the Audit Board
and the officers of the General Meeting shall comprise a
fixed component only;

This type of provision also reflects a concern that
good performance in the short term, which may boost
directors’ remuneration, could be achieved at the cost of
future performance.

6.	Recommendation II.3.3. a) Criteria for setting
remuneration.
The criteria for setting the remuneration for the company
officers are those deriving from the principles set
out in chapter V above and, in relation to the variable
component of directors’ remuneration, those described
in item 2 of chapter VI above.
In addition to these criteria, there are no other predetermined mandatory criteria at Portucel for setting
remuneration.

7.	Recommendation II.3.3. b). Potential maximum
value of remuneration, on an individual and
aggregate basis.

We accept this principle as theoretically sound, but it
appears to us to offer few advantages in the specific case
of Portucel and other similar companies.

There are no numerical upper limits on remuneration,
notwithstanding the limitation resulting from the
principles set out in this document.

8.	Recommendation II.3.3. c). Severance or termination
pay.

The Remuneration Committee
Chairman: José Gonçalo Maury

1. The remuneration of executive directors, and of the
Chairman of the Board of Directors, as mentioned above
in Chapter V, para a), shall comprise a fixed component
and a variable component;

5.	Article 2 e) of Law 28/2009. Procedure limiting
variable remuneration.

Specialists in this field have drawn attention to significant
advantages in deferring payment of the variable
component of remuneration to a subsequent date when
the entire period corresponding to the term of office can
in some way be appraised.

One of the main arguments supporting this system is that
directors should be committed to achieving sustainable
medium-term results, and that the remuneration
system should support this, avoiding a situation where
remuneration is pegged simply to one financial year,
which may not be representative, and which may present
higher profits at the cost of worse results in subsequent
years.

VII. Specific options

Member: Frederico José da Cunha Mendonça e Meneses
Member: João Rodrigo Appleton Moreira Rato

Lisbon, 24th March 2016

4. The fixed component of the remuneration of directors
shall consist of a monthly amount payable fourteen times
a year or of a pre-set amount for each meeting of the
Board of Directors attended;
5. A monthly rate shall be set for the fixed component
of the remuneration of directors for all those who are
members of the Executive Board and those who, although
not members of such Board, perform duties or carry out
specific work of a repeated or ongoing nature;
6. The pre-set amount for participation in meetings of
the Board of Directors shall be fixed for those who have
duties which are essentially advisory and supervisory.
7. The fixed remuneration of the members of the Audit
Board shall consist in all cases of a pre-set amount paid
fourteen times a year;
8. The fixed remuneration of the officers of the General
Meeting shall consist in all cases of a pre-set amount
for each meeting, the remuneration for second and
subsequent meetings being lower than that for the first
general meeting of the year;
9. In setting all remuneration, including in particular the
distribution of the total amount allocated to the variable
remuneration of the Board of Directors, the general
principles established above shall be observed: the duties
performed, the state of the company’s affairs and market
criteria.

There are no agreements, and no such provisions have
been defined by this Committee, on payments by Portucel
relating to dismissal or termination by agreement of
Directors’ duties.
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ANNEX II
CODE OF ETHICS
1. General aims and values
1.1 The Code of Ethics as foundation of the Group’s
culture
The pursuit of the aims set out in this Code of Ethics,
respect for its values and compliance with its rules of
conduct together form the professional ethos of the
Group business universe. The Code shall be distributed
to investors, customers, suppliers, regulatory authorities,
competitors and representatives of the communities with
which the group deals, and shall govern the professional
conduct of all those working in the Group’s companies
and other organizations.
The Code of Ethics is to be viewed as setting standards
of conduct, which the Group and all those working and
interacting with it should follow and respect. It should
accordingly be interpreted as a benchmark for behaviour,
applying beyond the specific reach of its clauses.
The Group will assure that the Code of Ethics is made
available to all its Staff and arrange for specific training in
this field, at all levels, in order to assure that the Code is
disseminated, generally understood and mandatorily put
into practice. It will also make permanent arrangements
for direct and confidential communication, through the
Board of Directors, allowing any member of Group Staff
to clarify the interpretation of the Code, to resolve any
queries and make good any lacunae which may arise in
its application.
An Ethics Committee is also set up, comprising three
independent members of good standing, appointed for
this purpose by the Board of Directors.
The Ethics Committee is the body responsible for
appraising and assessing any situation which may arise
in relation to compliance with the rules established in this
Code involving any company officer, and shall also advise
the Board of Directors on matters relating to application
and interpretation of this Code.

1.2 Fundamental aims
The fundamental aims pursued by the Group are based
on creating value and an appropriate level of return for
investors, by offering the highest standards of quality in
the supply of goods and services to customers, through
the recruitment, motivation and development of the most
able and highly skilled professionals, within a meritocratic
culture permitting its employees to enjoy personal and
professional development and the Group to position
itself at the forefront of the markets in which it operates,
maintaining a policy of sustainable management of
natural resources, mitigation of environmental impacts
and fostering of social development in the areas in which
it carries on its business operations.
1.3 Values
The principles and rules of conduct of the Code of Ethics
derive from values regarded as fundamental for the
Group, which should be pursued on an ongoing basis in
the course of its business, and in particular:
• In protecting the interests and rights of shareholders
and safeguarding and increasing the value of assets
belonging to the Group;
• In the good governance of Group companies;
• In scrupulous compliance with the requirements of
the law, the articles of association and regulations
applicable to the Group’s operations and companies;
• In the observance of duties of loyalty and confidentiality,
and in assuring the principle of the professional
accountability of the Staff in the exercise of their
respective duties;
• In the resolution of conflicts of interests and the
application to Staff of scrupulous and transparent rules
in situations involving business transactions;
• In observance by institutions and individuals of the
highest standards of integrity, loyalty and honesty,
both in dealings with investors, suppliers, customers
and regulators, and in interpersonal relations between
members of Group Staff;
• In good faith in business dealings and scrupulous
compliance with contractual obligations to customers
and suppliers;
• In strict compliance with the legislation in force on
competition practices;
• In recognizing equality of opportunity, individual merit
and the need to respect and advance human dignity in
professional relationships and business activities;
• In guaranteeing safety and well-being at the workplace;
• In the adoption of social responsibility principles and
practices;
• In the genuine and careful pursuit of sustainable
development;
• In promoting a permanent stance of dialogue with
all stakeholders and respect for their principles and
values.

2. Scope of application

3.2 Diligence and courtesy

The Code of Ethics applies to all officers and Staff of the
Group, notwithstanding other applicable legal or regulatory
requirements.
For the purposes of this Code of Ethics, the following
definitions shall apply:
• Staff – all persons who work or render services, on
a permanent or casual basis, to Group companies,
including, namely, employees, service providers, agents
and auditors;
• Clients – individuals or organizations to which Group
companies supply products or services;
• Suppliers – individuals or organizations which supply
products or services to Group companies;
• Stakeholders – individuals or organizations with which
Group companies deal in their business, institutional
or social activities, including shareholders, officers,
Staff, suppliers, business partners or members of the
community with whom the Group interacts.

The Code of Ethics accordingly describes the ethical
and professional conduct expected by the Group in
connection with the pursuit of its business activities
and dealings with third parties, and is of instrumental
importance to the business policy and culture followed
and fostered by the Group.
The Directors, and in particular the Executive Directors,
who in their daily conduct should set an example of
ethical behaviour for the whole Group, are required to
exercise special diligence in adopting, implementing and
enforcing the rules contained in the Code.
The Ethics Committee has authority to oversee the
conduct of company officers, in relation to matters
concerning application of the Code of Ethics.
3. Rules of conduct

3.2.1. The Group shall strive to ensure that all customers
are treated with professionalism, diligence and care,
with Group Staff responding in full to all enquiries
and making every effort to support customers in
reaching their decisions.
3.2.2. Group Staff shall behave courteously and politely at
all times and display due care and professionalism
in their dealings with customers, suppliers and other
stakeholders or any other person or organization,
with any kind of dealings with the Group.
3.2.3 All of the Group’s relationships shall be based on
values of truth and transparency, and all Staff shall
conduct themselves in keeping with high standards
of honesty and integrity.
3.3 Integrity
Bribery and other corrupt practices are prohibited, in all
active and passive forms, through act or omission, or by
creating or maintaining situations of favouritism or other
irregularities, together with conduct such as may create
expectations of favouritism in dealings with the Group.
3.3.1. The Group and its Staff shall decline any gifts which
may be considered or interpreted as attempts to
influence the company or the member of Staff. In
the event of doubt, Staff shall give written notice
of these situations to their hierarchical superior or
the Board of Directors.
3.3.2. If Staff are approached with an attempt at
corruption, they shall notify their hierarchical
superior or the Board of Directors in writing,
describing how they were approached and
supplying all details regarded as essential for the
relevant Group bodies, namely the respective
Internal Audit service, to assess the situation and
take action.

3.1 Legality
3.1.1.

All the Groups activities shall be guided by strict
compliance with the applicable rules deriving from
law, the articles of association and regulations.

3.3.3. The Board of Directors shall notify the Ethics
Committee in writing of all facts of which it learns
under the terms of the preceding paragraph.

3.1.2. In its conduct the Group shall cooperate at all
times with the public authorities, and specifically
with regulatory bodies, complying with requests
made to it and adopting forms of behaviour which
permit these authorities to exercise their powers.
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3.4 Secrecy

4. Rules on conduct in the workplace

4.3. Equality of opportunities

4.1 Working atmosphere
3.4.1. Members of Staff shall assure the confidentiality
of all information belonging to the Group, other
Staff, clients, suppliers or stakeholders, of which
they may learn in the course of their duties, and
shall only use this information in the interest of the
Group.

4.1.1

4.1.2
3.4.2. The Group and its Staff shall guarantee strict
confidentiality in relation to all personal data
belonging
to
Staff,
customers,
suppliers,
stakeholders or third parties, of which they learn
solely through their work and business. This data
is deemed to include information of a strategic
nature concerning production methods, product
and brand characteristics, IT data concerning
customers, suppliers and of a personal nature,
together with technical documentation relating to
any project carried out or under way.

4.1.3

3.4.3 Staff shall maintain confidentiality, on the terms
set out in the preceding paragraphs, even after
cessation of their employment contracts with
Group companies and irrespective of the cause of
cessation, for a period of three years thereafter. The
information subject to the duty of confidentiality
shall not be used in order to prejudice Group
companies and may only be disclosed to third
parties when so required by law, provided the
Board of Directors is notified in advance of such
disclosure, in writing.

4.1.4

3.5. Accounting practices

4.2.1

The Group shall actively promote courtesy, loyalty,
civility and assertiveness in relations between
staff members, fostering group feeling, with strict
respect for individual rights and freedoms.
The Group shall promote team spirit, the sharing of
common goals and mutual help between Staff.
Staff shall not seek to obtain personal advantages
at their co-workers’ expense, and their conduct
shall be guided by compliance with legal and
contractual obligations and respect for their
hierarchical superiors and other Group staff,
behaving in a cordial and respectful manner,
and avoiding any type of conduct which might
undermine the image and reputation of other
members of staff.
The health, safety and well-being of its Staff is a
priority for the Group, and accordingly all Staff
shall seek to familiarize themselves and comply
with the legislation in force and with internal rules
and recommendations. Immediate notice must
be given of any accident or hazard to health and
safety in the workplace, in accordance with the said
rules, and the necessary or advisable preventative
measures shall be adopted.

4.3.1. The Group recognizes that all citizens are equal,
and guarantees compliance with conventions,
treaties and other legislation protecting the
universal and fundamental rights of citizens,
operating within the framework of reference of
the Portuguese Constitution, the United Nations
Universal Declaration of Human Rights and the
International Labour Organization.
4.3.2 The Group shall assure equality of opportunities in
recruitment, hiring and professional development,
attaching value only to professional aspects and
adopting the measures it sees fit to combat and
prevent any form of discrimination or differentiated
treatment on the basis of ethnic or social origin,
religious beliefs, nationality, gender, marital status,
sexual orientation or physical disability.
4.3.3 The Group shall protect its Staff against any type
of insulting or other discriminatory behaviour,
encouraging respect for human dignity as one of
the underlying principles of the Group’s culture
and policies.
4.3.4 The Group will never employ child or forced labour,
nor will it ever collude with such practices, adopting
the measures deemed appropriate to combat
such situations, namely by public denunciation
whenever they come to its attention.

3.5.2. The Group shall arrange for auditing and other
procedures to be conducted by independent
bodies, to which it shall make available information
detailing its economic, financial, social and
environmental risks, and undertaking to apply
the most appropriate measures to eliminate or
mitigate the risks involved.

4.4.5. Group Staff shall make sensible and reasonable use
of the working resources at their disposal, avoiding
waste and undue use.
4.4.6. Group Staff shall care for the Group’s property, and
not behave wilfully or negligently in any manner
which might undermine its state of repair.
5. Dealings with stakeholders and other entities
5.1. Dealings with shareholders
5.1.1.

The primary aim of the Group is an ongoing
quest to create value for shareholders, supported
by a commitment to standards of excellence in
professional and business performance, in the
exercise of social responsibility and the pursuit of
sustainable development.

5.1.2. Shareholders shall be treated in strict compliance
with the legal rules applicable to their relations
with each other and with their companies, namely
those contained in the Companies Code.
5.2. Dealings with clients, suppliers, service providers
and third parties

4.2. Professional specialization and development
4.4. Transparency, honesty and integrity

3.5.1. The Group shall observe and comply strictly with
generally accepted accounting principles and
criteria.

4.4.4. Group Staff shall immediately inform their superiors
on learning of any conduct which might undermine
compliance with the Code of Ethics and which is
clearly contrary to the values championed herein.

The Group will advance the personal and
professional development and specialization of its
Staff, promoting appropriate training activities.

4.2.2 The Group will make every effort to assure its
Staff high levels of job satisfaction and selfrealization, operating a fair and appropriate pay
policy, and providing opportunities for personal
and professional development over the course
of careers, in keeping with criteria of merit and
prevailing market conditions for equivalent
situations, in accordance with the Performance
Assessment System in place.
4.2.3 For their part, Group Staff shall make efforts to
update their skills and to undergo training on an
ongoing basis, in order to develop their knowledge
and technical expertise and to improve the
services rendered to the Group, customers and
other stakeholders.

4.4.1. Group Staff will comply with the responsibilities
assigned to them, even in adverse circumstances,
in a professional and responsible manner, namely
within the limits of risk tolerance defined for the
Group and in keeping with the budgetary targets
for the areas in which they work.
4.4.2. Group Staff shall conduct themselves at all times
so as to pursue the interests of the Group, and
shall immediately notify their hierarchical superior
of any situation which might give rise to a conflict
of interests, namely if, in the course of their duties,
they are called on to intervene in processes or
decisions which directly or indirectly involve
organizations, entities or persons with which
they work or have worked, or to which they are
connected by ties of kinship or friendship. In the
event of any doubt as to their on impartiality, they
shall notify their hierarchical superior.
4.4.3. Group Staff undertake not to carry on any outside
work, paid or unpaid, which might directly
prejudice their professional performance or the
Group’s business or interests.

5.2.1. The Group shall assure that all the terms for sale
of its products to clients are clearly defined, and
Group companies and their Staff shall assure
scrupulous compliance with these terms.
5.2.2. The suppliers and providers of services to the
Group shall be selected on the basis of objective
criteria, taking into consideration the terms
proposed, guarantees effectively provided and
overall optimization of advantages for the Group.
One of the selection criteria shall be compliance,
by these service providers and suppliers, with rules
of conduct consistent with the principles laid down
in this Code.
5.2.3. The Group and its Staff shall negotiate at all times
in keeping with the principles of good faith and full
compliance with all their obligations.
5.2.4. The Group undertakes to monitor the ethical
conduct of its suppliers and to adopt immediate
and strict measures in cases where such conduct is
questionable.
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5.3. Relationship with competitors

8. Social Responsibility and Sustainable Development

9. Non-performance

8.1.

9.1.

The competition practices of Group companies shall
comply strictly with the legislation in force, in keeping
with market rules and criteria, and with a view to assuring
fair competition.
8.2.
5.4. Dealings with political movements and parties
Dealings between the Group and its staff, on the one
hand, and political movements or parties, on the other,
shall be conducted in compliance with the legal rules in
force, and in the course of these dealings staff members
shall not invoke their relationship with the Group.
8.3.
6. Securities trading
Group Staff who are in possession of relevant information,
not yet made public, which might potentially influence
the listed prices of shares in Group companies, shall not,
during the period prior to disclosure of such information,
trade securities issued by Group companies, strategic
partners or companies involved in transactions or
dealings with the Group, not disclose this information to
third parties. In particular, estimates of results, decisions
on significant acquisitions or partnerships and the
winning or loss of important contracts constitute forms
of privileged information.

8.4.

8.5.

7. Press releases and advertising
7.1. The information released by the Group to the media
and those intended for advertising purposes shall:
8.6.
• Be issued solely by the units or offices authorized to
do so;
• Comply with the principles of legality, rigour,
opportunity, objectivity, veracity and clarity;
• Safeguard secrecy and confidentiality so as to protect
the Group’s interests;
• Respect the cultural and ethical norms of the
community and human dignity;
• Contribute to an image of consistency which adds
to the value and dignity of the Group, promoting its
good name in society.

The Group accepts its social responsibility to the
communities in which it carries on its business
activities, as a means of contributing to their
advancement and well-being.
The sustainable development of Group companies
is regarded as the business contribution to their
present and future development through proactive management of the environmental, social
and economic impacts of their respective activities,
through a permanent commitment to application
of best practices.
Group companies shall participate and encourage
its Staff to participate actively in initiatives relating
to environmental protection, energy efficiency
and efficient resource management, assigning
preference to the use of materials produced in
accordance with sustainability principles.

9.2.

The Board of Directors shall be notified immediately
in writing of any instance of non-compliance which
come to light, and shall pronounce on the facts
within 30 days of being informed.

9.3.

If it is found, initially or whilst the proceedings are
pending, that a company officer may be involved,
the Board of Directors shall forward the file to
the Ethics Committee which shall then proceed
accordingly and may, if justified, inform any
relevant judicial authority of the facts.

9.4.

The personnel assessment system shall include a
mandatory reference on the individual appraisal
sheet for each staff member of any failure to
comply with rules deriving from this Code of
Ethics.

The Group will seek to encourage its Staff to take
part in socio-cultural activities and to perform
voluntary work.
The Staff of Group companies shall seek to ensure
that, in the course of their business, no harm or
damage is caused directly or indirectly to the
community’s heritage, caring for its external
image by showing respect for archaeological,
architectural and environmental heritage and
improving the quality of life enjoyed by citizens.
The Group regards sustainable development as
a strategic aim for assuring economic growth
and contributing to a more developed society,
preserving the environment and non-regenerating
resources for future generations.

ANNEX III

Failure to comply with the general and mandatory
rules of conduct established in this Code of Ethics
shall constitute serious misconduct, subject to
disciplinary proceedings, notwithstanding any
possible civil or criminal liability.

9.5.

The Ethics Committee shall draw up an annual
report on compliance with the rules established
in this Code of Ethics, detailing all irregularities of
which it is aware, and setting out the conclusions
and follow-up proposals adopted in the different
cases examined.

9.6.

For the purposes envisaged in the preceding
paragraph, the Board of Directors shall notify the
Ethics Committee of all relevant facts which come
to its attention.

9.7.

The Ethics Committee’s Report shall be annexed to
the Corporate Governance Report.

Annual Report of the Ethics Committee for the year
ended 31st December 2015
No matter relating to its sphere of competence or
requiring its appraisal was referred to the Committee
for its scrutiny during the course of the year, and no
corporate governance body, or any employee, client or
stakeholder addressed any enquiry to the Committee or
consulted its opinion.
The Committee is pleased to report that the company’s
governance bodies have functioned correctly and issues
this report under the terms and for the purposes of the
provisions of Article 2 a) of the Ethics Committee Rules
of Procedure.

The Chairman of the Ethics Committee
Júlio de Lemos de Castro Caldas
Member
Rui Tiago Trindade Ramos Gouveia
Lisbon, 22nd February 2016
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b) The accounting policies and valuation criteria adopted
comply with the International Financial Reporting
Standards (IFRS) as adopted in the European Union
and suitably assure that such criteria lead to a correct
valuation of the company’s assets and profits, taking
due account of the analyses and recommendations of
the external auditor;

Shareholders,
1. In accordance with the law, the articles of association
and the terms of our mandate, we are pleased to submit
the report on our supervisory activities in 2015 and to issue
our opinion on the Consolidated Management Report
and Consolidated Financial Statements presented by the
Board of Directors of Portucel, S.A., for the financial year
ended 31st December 2015.
2. Over the course of the year we monitored the affairs
of the company and its most significant affiliates and
associates, with the regularity and to the extent we
deemed appropriate, through periodic meetings with
the company’s directors and senior management. We
checked that the accounts were kept correctly and duly
documented, and verified the effectiveness of the risk
management, internal control and internal audit systems.
We also monitored compliance with the law and the
articles of association. We encountered no constraints in
the course of our supervisory activities.
3. We met several times with the official auditor and
external auditor, PricewaterhouseCoopers & Associados,
SROC, Lda., monitoring its auditing activities and checking
its independence. We assessed the Legal Accounts
Certificate and the Audit Report, and are in agreement
with the Legal Accounts Certificate presented.

c) The Consolidated Management Report provides a
sufficient description of the business affairs of the
company and its affiliates included in the consolidated
accounts, offering a clear account of the most
significant developments during the year.
5. The Corporate Governance Report includes the
information required by Article 245.- of the Securities
Code.
6. Accordingly, taking into consideration the information
received from the Board of Directors and the company
departments, and also the conclusions of the Legal
Accounts Certificate and the Audit Report, we
recommend that:
a) The Consolidated Management Report be approved;
b) The Consolidated Financial Statements be approved.
7. Finally, the members of the Audit Board wish to
acknowledge and express their thanks for the assistance
received from the Board of Directors, the senior managers
of the company and other Staff.

Lisbon, 21st March 2016
4. In the course of our work we found that:
a) The Consolidated Income Statement, the Consolidated
Statement of Financial Position, the Consolidated
Statement of Recognized Income and Expense, the
Statement of Changes in Consolidated Equity and
the Consolidated Statement of Cash Flows and the
corresponding Notes provide an adequate picture of
the state of the company’s affairs and its profits, the
comprehensive income changes in its equity and cash
flows;

The Chairman of the Audit Board
Miguel Camargo de Sousa Eiró

Member
Gonçalo Nuno Palha Gaio Picão Caldeira

Member
José Manuel Oliveira Vitorino
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contacts

HEADQUARTERS
Mitrena – Apartado 55
2901-861 SETÚBAL – PORTUGAL
Ph: +351 265 709 000 Fax: +351 265 709 165
thenavigatorcompany.com

INDUSTRIAL
UNITS
Cacia Industrial Complex
Rua Bombeiros da Celulose
3800-536 CACIA – PORTUGAL
Ph: +351 234 910 600 Fax: +351 234 910 619
Setúbal Industrial Complex
Mitrena – Apartado 55
2901-861 SETÚBAL – PORTUGAL
Ph: +351 265 709 000 Fax: +351 265 709 165
Figueira da Foz Industrial Complex
Lavos – Apartado 5
3081-851 FIGUEIRA DA FOZ – PORTUGAL
Ph: +351 233 900 100/200 Fax: +351 233 940 502
Vila Velha de Ródão Industrial Complex
Estrada Nacional 241 – Zona Industrial
6030-245 VILA VELHA DE RÓDÃO – PORTUGAL
Ph: + 351 272 549 020 Fax: + 351 272 549 049

OTHER
UNITS
PORTUCEL MOÇAMBIQUE
Sociedade de Desenvolvimento Florestal
e Industrial, S.A.
Rua Dar-Es-Salaam, 347
MAPUTO – MOÇAMBIQUE
Ph: + 258 21 483 645 Fax: + 258 21 489 595
COLOMBO ENERGY INC.
200 Colombo Drive,
GREENWOOD, S.C. 29646
UNITED STATES
Ph: + 1 864 889 0341 Fax: +1 864 889 0382

EASTERN EUROPE
Pulawska Street, 476
02 – 884 WARSAW – POLAND
Ph: + 48 22 100 13 50 Fax: +48 22 458 13 50
e-mail: sales-au@thenavigatorcompany.com
BELGIUM/LUXEMBOURG
Collines de Wavre
Avenue Pasteur 6H
1300 WAVRE – BELGIUM
Ph: +32 10 686 539 Fax: +32 27 190 389
e-mail: sales-be@thenavigatorcompany.com
SPAIN
C/Caleruega, 102-104 Bajo izda
Edifício Ofipinar – 28033 MADRID – SPAIN
Ph: +34 91 383 79 31
e-mail: sales-es@thenavigatorcompany.com

COMMERCIAL
SUBSIDIARIES

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA/CANADA
40 Richards Avenue
5th Floor
NORWALK, CONNECTICUT 06854 – USA
Ph: + 1 203 831 8169 Fax: + 1 203 838 5193
e-mail: sales@thenavigatorcompany.com

GERMANY
Paper Sales
Gertrudenstrasse, 9
50667 KÖLN – GERMANY
Ph: +49 221 270 59 70 Fax: +49 221 270 59 729
e-mail: sales-de@thenavigatorcompany.com

FRANCE
20, Rue Jacques Daguerre
92500 RUEIL MALMAISON – FRANCE
Ph: + 33 155 479 200 Fax: + 33 155 479 209
e-mail: sales-fr@thenavigatorcompany.com

Pulp Sales
Gertrudenstrasse, 9
50667 KÖLN – GERMANY
Ph: +49 221 920 10 50 Fax: +49 221 920 10 59
e-mail: pitkoeln@thenavigatorcompany.com
AUSTRIA/CENTRAL EUROPE
Fleschgasse, 32
1130 WIEN – AUSTRIA
Ph: + 43 187 968 78 Fax: + 43 187 967 97
e-mail: sales-au@thenavigatorcompany.com

GREECE/OTHER MARKETS OVERSEAS
Apartado 5 – Lavos
3081-851 FIGUEIRA DA FOZ – PORTUGAL
Ph: + 351 233 900 175 Fax: + 351 233 900 479
TURKEY
Veko Giz Plaza Meydan sok. no. 3/45
kat: 14 Oda: 1405 Maslak Sariyer
34398 ISTANBUL – TURKEY
Ph: + 90 212 705 9561 Fax: + 90 212 705 9560
e-mail: sales@thenavigatorcompany.com

HOLLAND/NORD COUNTRIES/
BALTIC STATES
Industrieweg, 16
2102LH HEEMSTEDE – HOLLAND
Ph: + 31 235 47 20 21
e-mail: sales-nl@thenavigatorcompany.com
ITALY/SAN MARINO
Piazza Del Grano, 20
37012 BUSSOLENGO (VR) – ITALY
Ph: + 39 045 71 56 938 Fax: + 39 045 71 51 039
e-mail: sales-it@thenavigatorcompany.com
PORTUGAL/PORTUGUESE LANGUAGE
AFRICAN COUNTRIES		
Lavos – Apartado 5
3081-851 FIGUEIRA DA FOZ – PORTUGAL
Ph: + 351 233 900 176 Fax: + 351 233 940 097
Mitrena – Apartado 55
2901-861 SETÚBAL – PORTUGAL
Ph: + 351 265 700 523 Fax: + 351 265 729 481
e-mail: sales-po@thenavigatorcompany.com
MOROCCO/TUNISIE
Zénith Millénium
Immeuble 1 – 4ème étage
Lotissement Attaoufik – Sidi Maarouf
20190 CASABLANCA/MAROC
Ph: + 212 52 287 9475 Fax: + 212 52 287 9494
e-mail: sales-po@thenavigatorcompany.com
UNITED KINGDOM/IRELAN
Oaks House, Suite 4A
16/22 West Street – Epsom
SURREY KT18 7RG – UNITED KINGDOM
Ph: + 44 1 372 728 282
SWITZERLAND
18, Avenue Louis-Cassaï
1209 GENÈVE, SWITZERLAND
Ph: + 41 22 747 75 25 Fax: + 41 22 747 79 90
e-mail: sales-au@thenavigatorcompany.com
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